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The Advanced Personal Computer 
The Personal Computer of the Year was chosen by a distinguished 
panel of judges selected by Your Computer Magazine. NEC will be 
happy to provide specific details of the judging criteria. 

For more information about the MELBOURNE: 11 Queens Road, 
remarkable NEC A.P.C. write to Melbourne 3004. Phone (03) 267 5599. | 
NEC Information Systems Australia = BRISBANE: 8 Campbell Street, NEC Corporation, 
Pty. Ltd. (Inc. N.S.W.). Bowen Hills 4006. Phone (07) 528544. Tokyo, Japan 
SYDNEY: 99 Nicholson Street, PERTH: 67 Adelaide Terrace, 
St. Leonards 2065. Phone (02) 4383544. 
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16-BIT SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 

FOR ADVANCED PERSONAL 

COMPUTER 

SOFTWARE Telecommunications 
LE. Asynch-86 

Category A: LE. Bisync — 80/3780 
Software sold by NECISA as the sole distributor of these 
ere on NEC personal computers. Full support provided 
y NECISA. 

Category B: 
Third party software with which NECISA is familiar and has 
demonstrated and tested and for which first line support ma 
be obtainable from NECISA, but no warranty is implied. 
Product is obtainable from author or under certain 
circumstances, via NECISA. 

Category C: 
Third party software which is claimed to runon NEC Personal 
Computer products but which NECISA has not, as yet, fully 
evaluated. 

Operating Systems 
CP/M-86 Version 1.1 (A) 
MS-DOS Version 2 (A) 
P-SYSTEM Version 4 (A) 

Languages 
RM. COBOL (A) 
C/BASIC-86 (B) 
C.B.-86 (B) 
PASCAL MT+/86 (B) 
C1IS/COBOL 86 (C) 
DRI C 86 (C) 
PL/1-86 (B) 
SSS FORTRAN 86 (C) 
RASM 86 (B) 
CONTROL-C BASIC (C) 
SUPER SOFT C 86 (C) 
PASCAL/M 86 (C) 
JANUS/ADA 86 (B) 
Computer Innovations C 86 (B) 
MS-BASIC (B) 
MS- BASIC COMPILER (B) 
MS- BUSINESS BASIC COMPILER (B) 
MS- PASCAL (B) 
MS-FORTRAN (B) 
MS-C (B) 

PHONE TOLL FREE 008 22.6344 (IN SYDNEY 

PHONE 438 2322) FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE REMARKABLE NEC A.P.C. AND 

YOUR NEAREST DEALER 

LE. Bisync — 80/3270 
MODEM 8&6 

Word Processing 
Benchmark Word Processor 

Benchmark Telecommunicator 

Benchmark Mail List Manager 
Wordstar-86 
Mailmerge-86 
Spellstar-86 
Spellbinder-86 
Data Management 
dBASE II 86 
Dataflex 86 
Condor 86 

Productivity Tools 
Access Manager 86 
Display Manager 86 
Diagnostics/2 86 
Disk Doctor 86 
RASM 86 
Sid 86 
VEDIT 86 
Word Master — 86 

Financial Modelling 
Micromodeller 
Microplan Spreadshee 
Microplan Business Pl 

t 

anner 

Microplan Consolidator 
Scratchpad 86 
Supercalc 86 
Mars 
MS- Multiplan 
MS- Multi-Tool Budget 
MS- Multi-Tool Financ 
Masterplanner 

Accounting 

ial Statement 

IMS (Ascent) & (Executive) 
Davidson 
LA.L. 
Attache 

NEC Corporation 
Tokyo. Japan 

NEC 1135a 



Dollar for Dollar, 
Byte for Byte, 

at $1995* the Archives P.C. is without 
doubt the best Microcomputer value in 

Australasia 

The Archives P.C. has a clear 80 
column display format. A television 

interface is provided. The 40 column 
mode displays bold characters for easy 
vision on most TV sets. The optional 80 
column monitor provides high quality 

display for office or home use. 

The ArchivesP.C.weighsonly12|lbs. 
It can easily be carried anywhere with = 

you. A keyboard cover and carry 
handle are provided for convenient 

transportation. 

What you see is not all you get with the 
Archives P.C. package. Each system 
also includes over 100 files of programs 
and data. Perfect Writer word processor 
with a spelling dictionary, are provided 
with Interactive diskette tutorials to teach 
you from a beginners level. The Perfect 

Filer will teach you how to design 
forms to computerize your index 
cards and other files. For example: 
customers, stock items, address 
lists or whatever, with the Perfect 

Calc spread sheet you’ can 
perform budgets, forecasts, 
costings or any other "what if” type 

analysis you desire. The 'P.C’ also provides you CP/M, the 
most famous micro computer software standard. This gives 
you access to thousands of available professional computer 
programs. System utilities for information transfer, disk 
copies, printer control, etc., are standard features. 

Why pay over twice the price for an equivalent capacity IBM or 
Apple computer system when you can purchase an Archives 
P.C. including $2000 worth of software for *$1995? 

The Archives P.C. provides an 
incredible one million characters 
(800 K Bytes formatted) of storage 
on its removable diskette drive. This 
is enough to handle large volumes of 
records, and perform a comprehen- 

sive range of tasks within most small 
business. A port is provided for a low 

cost second disk drive which doubles 
your available storage. 
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The optional low cost 80 cps matrix 
printer features excellent print 

_ quality, with various print styles and 
\densities. A strong tractor feed 
provides excellent forms handling, 
with single sheet friction feed also 
being standard. 

Communication via phone lines, or 
directly with other computers can be 
achieved with the optional commun- 
ications board. This can also be 

purchased to provide communic- 

ation with additional system 
peripherals. 

The "P.C.” is distributed by one of Australia’s leading 
microcomputer distributors. A growing network of 
representatives are providing nationwide support for the 
Archives P.C. Utilising latest robotic testing 
technology on the Archives P.C.'s production line, maximum 
system reliability is achieved. 

e) 
*Government Price - 
recommended retail price is $2394 
including sales tax. 

Dealer enquiries welcome. 

archives 
Archives Computers (Australia) Pty. Ltd., 163 Clarendon Street, 

South Melbourne, Vic. 3205. Phone (03) 699 8377. 
Archives Computers (Australia) Pty. Ltd., 16th Fl, 55 Lavender St, 

Milsons Point, NSW, 2061. Phone (02) 922 3188. 
Archives Computers (NZ) Ltd., 419 Remuera Rd, Remuera, Auckland 
5, New Zealand. Phone (9) 503 548. Telex AA 39388. 
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Everything You Always 
Wanted To Know 
About Printers ... 
While you can't do much with- 
out one, printers can be very 
frustrating — and expensive — 
components of a computer 
system. Our comprehensive 
article takes you through 
types of printers, interfacing, 
methods of operation and how 
to choose the right printer for 
your needs. 

Special Printer Offer 
Two top-quality Texas Instru- 
ments printers are being of- 
fered at over 30 per cent off 
their normal retail price! Don't 
miss the chance to complete 
your system at a bargain 
price! 

87 
10ACC Report 
Les Bell went to the Tenth Au- 
stralian Computer Conference 
in Melbourne and came back 
with boggling eyes and sore 
feet. He tells us all about it in 
this issue ... 
a 

8 
Your Computer News 
All that’s new; innovative, in- 
ventive and imminent, in all 
areas of the microcomputer 
industry. 

Features, 

Basically Speaking, Burt 
— Your Days Are Numbered 
Carol Quigley reports that 
hands-on experiences’ with 
her computer system are the 
greatest thing since Burt 
Reynolds ... 

95 
A Tale of Three Modems 
At last — the long-awaited re- 

IMSHIG© 

view and discussion on three 
recently released modems in 
Australia. Bill Bolton looks at 
the Datasat World Modem, 
Modem Technology's UDM 
1200, and Centre Industries’ 
Cicada modem. 

107 
Microbee Graphics 
Part 1 
The aim of Mike Oborn’s two- 
part article on using the Micro- 
bee’s high-resolution graphics 
is to provide an insight into 
the graphics commands of 
Microsoft BASIC — and to cor- 
rect a few false impressions ot 
the Bee’s graphics 
capabilities. 

f2VICCD) 

Brother HR-15 Printer 
This little Brother letter-quality 
printer isn't a converted type- 
writer — and for its size it 
turned out to be very good 

| value for money. 

The Osborne/TEC 
Connection 
J J Sullivan attached his Os- 
borne 1 to a TEC F-10 
daisywheel printer, and al- 
though the marrying pre- 
sented a few problems, the 
end result was a first-class 
combination for business use. 

40 
Juki 6100 Printer 
The Juki 6100 from Mitsui is 
a small, low-cost daisywheel 
which, according to Les Bell, 
gives excellent value for 
money. 

42 
Toshiba P1350 Printer 
Les Bell found this Toshiba 
printer to exemplify the cur- 
rent state of the art in high- 
quality dot matrix printers. 

NEC Pinwriter 

The Pinwriter is NEC’s first 

»0ur 
compu 

serious attempt at a high- 
speed dot matrix printer, and 
Les Bell discovered it to be a 
force to be reckoned with in 
this marketplace. 

48 
Printer For The Microbee 
It's called by a variety of 
names, but this printer is the 
one chosen by Applied Tech- 
nology to match the Microbee. 
Les Bell was very impressed 
with it. 

Microbee/Olivetti 
Combination 
Don Kennedy attached his 
Microbee to an Olivetti Praxis 
41 electronic typewriter, and 
ended up with this unusual 
letter-quality printing system. 

55 
A New Star ... 
The Star stx-80 thermal print- 
er is a good example of a 
compact printer with good fea- 
tures for its size and price. 
John Nicholls reviewed it for 
us. 

Mitsul 2100 Printer 

Another printer from Mitsui, 
the 2100 is a dot matrix with 
both draft and _ near-letter- 
quality modes. Les Bell had a 
look at it. 

For beginners 

99 
Logic For Literati 
Part V 
This month Les Bell tackles 
flip-flops and other circuits, 
and the problem of debounc- 
ing. 

102 
Understanding Assembler 
Part XIV 
in yet another instalment of 
this thrilling series, Les Bell 
continues with the word 
counting program started in 
the last issue. 
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We borrowed a NEC Advanced 
Personal Computer plus colour 
printer and graphics tablet to 
help us create the graphics on 
this month’s cover — the whole 
staff stopped work to play with 
this amazing system. Look out 
for a graphics special including 
the NEC package in a future 

tor period Oct 1°82to Mar 31 TET 
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e@xciuding unsord and tree copies 

issue. 

117 
Getting dBest From dBase 
Part Four 
This month, Les Bell consid- 
ers sorting and indexing files 
— the essential concept of the 
dBase system. 

departments 

Textfile | 
Your letters to Your Computer 
— let us know what we're 
doing right (or wrong), ask 
other readers for help, air your 
pet whinge — just write to us. 

124-144 
Popular Systems 
Individual columns devoted to 
the more popular micros. This 
month's columns _ include 
TRS-80, CP/M, Microbee, 
VIC/C64, Apple, IBM-PC, Os- 
borne, Kaypro and the TRS- 
80 Colour Computer. 

142 
Classified Ads 
Two pages of classified ads 
this month — anything you 
want to buy, sell or swap is 
here! 

PROUDLY PRINTED 
IN AUSTRALIA 



editorial 
The announcement by IBM that it will assemble PC1s and XTs 
at itg Wangaratta plant should be greeted with enthusiasm by the 
local PC user community. The response from local manufacturers, 
however, is likely to be less ecstatic. Many have been campaign- 
ing for government assistance for years, only to see the jolly blue 
giant receive valuable offsets which will give it a major advantage 
in tendering for government business. 

However, the local assembly will not make much difference to 
the majority of users. Pricing will stay the same, delivery delays 
will not be improved, and it is obvious from the decision to start 
production next year and to supply the South-East Asian market 
that IBM still sees a long life in the PC and XT. 

Perhaps more significant in the long term is the decision to es- 
tablish a Software Development Support Centre in Sydney, which 
will award contracts to local software houses for the production 
of software both for IBM's internal consumption and for resale on 
world markets. This provides a significant incentive for locals to 
produce high-quality competitive software. 

Equally significant is the decision to increase procurement of 
components and subassemblies from Australian industry, and to 
a lesser extent to produce software and documentation for the 
PC here. 

These developments will inject something like $150 million into 
the Australian economy over the next few years, and employ 
around 200 people. | hope there will also be a spin-off in the form 
of the creation of an infra-structure which will help the growth of 
the local computer industry. Local assembly and support for the 
PC, and possibly local production of subassemblies such as 
power supplies, together with local software production, can only 
hone the skills of Australians and provide a larger pool of skilled 
labour. 

The IBM announcement represents a major step along the road 
to the position where Australian high technology reaches critical 
mass and we can start to compete in world markets. IBM Australia 
Managing Director Brian Finn is to be congratulated for taking the 
initiative in proposing to the IBM America Far-East board that Au- 
Stralia is worthy of not only consuming hi-tech products, but also 
producing them. 

- Les Bell 
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IBM PC plant in Wangaratta 
AUSTRALIA HAS scored quite a coup in the high tech world 
by becoming the third location in the world where IBM will as- 
semble its Personal Computers. | 

Victorian Premier, John Cain, announced the IBM plan to 
assemble PC’s at its Wangaratta plant, which currently produc- 
es typewriters for the Australian and SE Asian markets. The 
only other plant in the world outside the US is at Greenock, 
Scotland. 

The Premier said that the Wangaratta plant would boost the 
high technology industry in Victoria and give an invaluable lift 
to the export drive. “Victorian skilled expertise in the technolog- 
ical area has gained widespread international recognition. This 
decision by IBM to choose Victoria as its second personal 
computer plant in the world outside the United States is further 
proof of the acknowledged skill of our workforce,” Mr Cain said. 
The Premier said that both the Victorian and Federal Gov- 

ernments had been involved in negotiations over offset ar- 
rangements with IBM. These arrangements would guarantee 
that a set proportion of the computer’s components and soft- 
ware were built by Australian manufacturers. 

IBM will begin phasing out its present electric typewriter pro- 
duction at Wangaratta in April, 1984. The company will begin 
production of the IBM PC that month and will ship the first units 
to Australian customers in July, 1984. Export to the Pacific and 
SE Asia is planned for 1985. 

The IBM plan for local manufacture covers more than the 
PC, however. IBM Australia Managing Director, Brian Finn, 
outlined three other initiatives to expand local activities. 
_C software and documentation will also be produced loc- 

ally, and a local group will expand procurement of components 
from Australia for not only the PC but across the whole product 
range. 

Perhaps most important — particularly from the viewpoint of 
economics and employment — is the establishment of a Soft- 
ware Development Support Centre in Sydney which will ac- 
quire software from Australian software houses to fulfil three 
needs: software for internal use by IBM, software to be mar- 
keted internationally under the IBM logo, and local software 
to meet local requirements. 
A contract for a product in the second category has already 

been let with Sydney software house Datec, for the develop- 
ment of enhancements to IMS, a mainframe information man- 
agement system. The Centre is seeking a software contractor 
to develop another invoicing package for IBM internal use. 

The new Centre is headed by Dr Frank Barr-David, a senior 
executive and IBM Australia Director. The Premier of NSW, 
Neville Wran, welcomed the announcement, and said that the 
IBM development package lent specific and timely support to 
initiatives for the local computer software industry announced 
by the State Government in recent weeks. 

The moves by IBM are expected to generate around 200 
jobs, although 50 of these will be filled by the existing Wan- 
garatta staff, who faced a bleak future as world-wide pur- 
chases of typewriters declined. In financial terms, the package 
could be worth as much as $150 million to the economy over 
the next five years. 

Mr Finn told me that local production will not make an obvi- 
ous difference to consumers of the PC. The price will not 
change, and current delays in shipments will not be directly 
eased. The problems are not caused by IBM production 
bottlenecks, but by a component shortage which would affect 
the PC wherever it was built. 

| asked Mr Finn how far the company had progressed with 
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negotiations to purchase sub-assemblies, such as the power 
supply, locally. He replied that they had barely started looking 
at this aspect. “We've looked at the design of the PC, and our 
technical people estimate that we could eventually purchase 
around 25 per cent of the components locally,” he said. “We are 
already buying some parts locally — for example, Pirelli Cables is 
manufacturing power cords which we export to IBM divisions 
worldwide.” 

The local purchasing of components is of particular impor- 
tance to the Offset Programme, as IBM estimates purchases 
of $27 million from Australian computer component manufac- 
turers over the initial five year period. 

The day before the Wangaratta announcement, IBM had an- 
nounced (in the US) a new machine which is designed to work 
intimately with IBM 370 and 303X series mainframes. The 
machine can display multiple windows to display processes 
which can be either local or running on the remote mainframe. 
Further details are on their way to us, and we hope to have 
them in time for this issue. 

In the light of the current feverish speculation and rumours 
about the Peanut (most of it started by the press themselves), 
| asked Mr Finn whether he could comment. In reply, he told 
me what PC supremo Don Estridge had said on being asked 
the same question: “! don’t speculate on other people’s com- 
ments. But if you really want to know, why don’t you call the 
Wall Street Journal — they’re designing it, not me!” 

In any case, an announcement is expected on November 
1st, and we should have details by the next issue. D 

Sigma Data’s controversial Japanese 
advertising campaign showed a Sigma 
samurai ‘disembowelling’ Apple, 
NEC and IBM. ° | 

Lower Prices On Sigma/OKI Personal Computers 
SIGMA DATA recently announced price reductions on its 
Sigma/OKI Model 20 and Model 30 personal computers. The 
former is now priced at $4390 and the latter at $5650 (both 
without tax). | 

The all-in-one design of the OKI means the printer, proces- 
sor, two disk drives, keyboard and high-resolution colour 
screen are included in the price. | 

A free ‘Star Software Sixpack’ kit valued at about $1000 is 
also included with the purchase of either computer. This kit 
consists of CP/M, BASIC, Wordstar, Calcstar, Mailmerge, and 
Spellstar programs. 

For further information, contact Sigma Data on (02) 436 
3777. = 



Roland Quality at 
aftordable 
prices. 
Released at 10 ACC 
® &-pen XY plotter, 
@ 2 speeds, 
e 180mm /sec (max.), 
@ RS232 & Centronics interface ports, 
@ 360 x 260mm plotting range, 
e Magnetic paper grip, 
@ and Is a low-cost high 
performance CAD/CAM 
& graphics plotter. 

There's also a Roland DXY-101 single 
pen plotter available. 

Youll never find better value 
in 14” RGB or Composite Color monitors. 

CC141:RGB System 
Has a 14” Hi-Res color display. 
IBM PC compatible, also 
Apple II with optional Apple 
RGB card. 

CB141:Composite System 
Complete with built-in 
amplifier and speaker. 

Both products feature non-glare screens and feature built-in fault protection. 

Ask about our AMDEK green and amber screen monitors. 

Full 12 months warranty on all products, plus full service support 
from our Sydney and Melbourne service centres. 

As seen on the Roland Stand at 10ACC Exhibition 
Dealer and OEM inquiries to Adrian Stephens, Melbourne. 

Pp ee 39 Victoria St. Fitzroy, Victoria. 3065. 
om Tel: (03) 417 1800. Telex: 35276. 

wm Tm 23 Cross St., Brookvale, N.S.W. 2100. 
tte 1 el (02) 938 3911. Telex 27769. 
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Service As Usual For Osborne Users 
DESPITE THE NEWS that the Osborne Computer Corporation 
in the United States is experiencing extreme financial difficul- 
ties, the approximately 5000 Osborne computer owners in Au- 
stralia need not fear their investment will crash into a liability. 

Although the Australian assets of Osborne Computer are to 
be sold to assist the parent company, back-up service for all 
Osborne hardware will be provided through Hills Industries, an 
independent service organisation, with a national network of 
centres employing over 400 technicians. 
A major software distributor will also be appointed to provide 

ongoing support and handle inquiries from Osborne users. 
Said the company’s managing director, Richard Graham, 
“There will be no shortage of software development because 
the Osborne operates with the standard CP/M operating sys- 
tem.” 

Following the company’s announcement, in early September, 
that it would withdraw from the Australian market, Osborne ex- 
perienced record sales of its computers. Graham attributed the 
upsurge to the fact that service had been assured and to the 
significant ‘run-out’ discounts then offered on Osborne machines. 

He also expressed the company’s desire to return to Au- 
stralia when its circumstances had improved. 

The Osborne parent company is currently trying to trade out 
of its difficulties, having been authorised by a federal bankrupt- 
cy court in Oakland, California, to raise temporary funding 
through an extended line of bank credits. This credit line, 
amounting to $600,000, is sufficient to cover the company’s 
expenses for about six weeks, and was raised by the Security 
Pacific Bank, the Chemical Bank of New York and the National 
Bank of North America. 
According to documents filed by Osborne, its major creditors 

include Testology, a printed circuit board maker, which is owed 
$US1.5 million; Siemens, of California, owed $US1 million for 
electronic parts; and disk manufacturer Dysan, also owed 
$US1 million. 

Osborne has retained about 60 of its employees in America 
to complete development of a new version of the Osborne port- 
able computers. Adam Osborne, the company’s founder, said 
this computer would run programs designed for the IBM-PC. (_] 

The C. Itoh Cl-300 dot matrix printer, newly released in Australia. 

C. Itoh Dot Matrix Printer 
WARBURTON FRANKI recently announced the release of the 
C. Itoh Cl-300 dot matrix printer in Australia. 

The Cl-300 brings high — 400 dot per inch — resolutions to 
bar codes, OCR, form generation, labels and word processing. 
It is also suitable for a wide range of business and scientific 
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graphics applications, all of which are said to be easily acces- 
sed and used. 

All interfaces are claimed to be available in the Cl-300’s con- 
troller, including asynchronous and synchronous data com- 
munications protocols. 

The Cl-300 also offers great flexibility in easy selection of 
print speed and density, character and line spacing, line feed 
speed, print control and other functions. 

For further information, contact Roger Stockford, Warburton 
Franki, on (02) 648 1711, or your nearest Warburton Franki 

office. eciiiioe L) 
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Compumate Plus Atari 2600 = PC 
VIDEOACTIV ELECTRONICS has released the Spectravideo 
Compduinate, an add-on keyboard for the Atari 2600 games 
mact e, which turns it into a personal computer. 

The Compumate sells for around $120 at most department 
stores, and features: 16K ROM, 2K RAM, built-in BASIC, a 42- 
key sensor-touch keyboard, two-octave and two-channel 
sound capability and a built-in magic easel program, which al- 
lows you to draw pictures in up to ten colours. The keyboard 
can be plugged into any audio cassette recorder for storing 
programs. 

Six software titles will also be available for the Compumate 
in cassette format. They are: Type Mate, Song Mate, Word 
Mate, Maths Mate, Picture Mate, and Simon Mate, each of 
which will cost $19.95. 

For further details, contact Videoactiv Electronics, 70 St 
Kilda Road, St Kilda 3182. Phone (03) 537 2000. 

New User Group Listing 
IT’S BEEN some time since Your Computer printed a com- 
prehensive listing of computer user groups throughout Au- 
Sstralia, and we’re about to remedy that omission in our De- 
cember issue. 

If you’re a member of a user group and would like to see 
it listed in the magazine, please write to us with details straigh- 
taway — our deadline for the December magazine is the first 
week of November. _) 



THE DATABASE HOTLINE! 
THE * THE HOTTEST line in database management — Ashton-Tate’s dBase Il. The 

most popular DBMS on the world micro scene, it’s one of the all-time record 
sellers. And for good reason. 

* dBASE Il is acomplex and extremely powerful system, yet even the novice 
can use it to control vast data structures. 

* AHANDFUL of straightforward English commands — like CREATE, EDIT, 
APPEND, or INSERT — is all you need to know to start using dBase Il 
right now. 

* A POWERFUL English-like command language gives you almost 
unlimited control of your computer and its files. Full scale accounting 
systems have been written — by businessmen — using this language and 
dBase Il's database management alone. 

EXPERTS NEW: Version 2.4, just released, features several major enhancements. 
* WE SUPPORT dBase fully. We use it ourselves, for just about everything! 

If you want to know how to get something done with dBase, we’re the 
people to talk to. 

» 

* FRIDAY! — Son of dBase Il! 
* The database management system from the masters, Ashton-Tate, for those who want real power 

without the need for programming. 
HIGH POWER, low cost: around half price of dBase II. ) 

Get it all done by Friday! 
Friday is easy enough to use at home, powerful enough for 
the office. | ie) 
Set nee ‘electronic file’’ without even peeking at the Thank god ICS 
manual. 
Find any filed information in seconds, even if there are 
thousands of entries in the file. 
Sort files on up to 5 different items. 
Change the structure of a file with a few keystrokes, without 
losing any data. 
Display or print quick reports from all or part of a file. 
Prepare custom reports laid out just the way you want them, 
quickly and easily. 
Set up your system to perform automatic calculations when 
data is being entered or when reports are being printed. 
Protect your files with passwords. 
Easily merge mailing lists with form letters using Friday and 
a word processor. 

* Make handy mailing labels any way you want them. 
Friday is worth the price just for the way it handles mailing lists 
and labels! 

+t + +4 4H BH 4H 

Computer Services Brisbane 
We are now Ashton-Tate’s master distributor. Dealer, Distributor and OEM enquiries welcome. 

P.O. Box 13, 23 Wagner Road, Clayfield, Queensland, 4011 Phone (07)262 2911 Telex 44187 ARCHIV 
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CICADA 

3OOT 
DATA MODEM aC 
WITH INTEGRATED TELEPHONE 

LOLOOEDIO 

For user installation to a standard phone socket without Telecom 
assistance, the new Cicada 300T 300-Baud data modem features fully 
integrated phone for maximum convenience. With all the legendary 
performance and reliability of the standard Cicada 300: 

Or. buy the continuously improved standard Cicada 300 for use with your 
own telephone. Now operated by hundreds of government, business and 
private users, the Cicada series modems carry a full, meaningful warranty. 

Specifications (Both modems): Compact answer-and-originate units for 
direct connection to phone lines and for computer interface utilising 

either RS232C or V24/28 systems. Unit measures 203mm x 152mm x 
63.5mm. Telecom approval number C83/37/101 1. 

Available now from Centre Industries or leading retailers. 

CENTRE INDUSTRIES 

ELECTRONICS & 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERTISE 

187 Allambie Road, Allambie Heights, NSW 2100 
Telephone (02) 4515555 After Hours (02) 451 6244 

12 Telex AA 22671 

The Alpha-80 printer from Intermec. 

Intermec’s Alpha-80 Printer 
THE ALPHA-80 printer is a compact unit designed to operate 
with a wide range of small computer systems, or to connect 
to a CRT terminal in remote printing applications. It can be 
used with most popular personal computers. 

Standard features on the Alpha-80 printer are upper and 
lower-case characters in both normal and italic fonts, true de- 
scenders on lower-case characters, underline, block graphics, 
and full pin-addressable graphics. The nine-wire printhead op- 
erates bi-directionally, and is logical short line seeking. 

Text printed on the Alpha-80 can be emphasised, double- 
strike, compressed or expanded. Superscripts and subscripts 
can also be printed. Character spacing can be either six or 
eight lines per inch, or programmable in increments as small 
as 1/126”. Paper feed is both friction and by adjustable forms 
tractors. 

For further information, contact Intermec Australia Pty Ltd, 
9 Woodbine Court, Wantirna 3152. (03) 221 9788. 

Personal Electronics Lifestyle Expo 
FROM DECEMBER 1 to 4, at Sydney’s Centrepoint exhibition 
complex, the Personal Electronics Lifestyle Expo will display 
a vast range of electronic entertainment, education and com- 
munications products for the home. 

Personal computers, the latest in home video technology 
and programs, creative music keyboards, video and computer 
games, home, car and walkabout sound systems, home robots 
and intelligent telephones will all be vying for your potential 
spending dollar. Don’t miss it — Your Computer will be there! (_) 

Word Processor Giveaway 
DREAMCARDS, the Melbourne-based software distributor, is 
handing out free listings of its mini-word processor program 
for the Microbee with all sales of its software over the next 
two months. This special offer to YC readers is being made 
to celebrate Dreamcards’ expansion from ‘mail order only’ 
sales to recent appointment of a number of dealers. 

The new dealers (all of whom will have the word processor. 
giveaway) are Jaycar/Electronic Agencies (all stores), Com- 
puter Technics (Sydney), Coastal Computers (Gorokan), Com- 
put/ED (Coff’s Harbour), Computerland South Melbourne (Mel- 
bourne), Magrath’s (Melbourne), Computech (Belconnen), 
Microbee Computers (Canberra), Altronics (Perth), Pine Street 
Trading (Tom Price), Software 80 (Brisbane), Town & Country 
Computers (Townsville) and Quantum Computers (Hobart). (_] 
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Jaycar Overtakes Further information may be obtained from QT, 140A Victoria 
JAYCAR HAS taken over the operations of Electronic Agen- Road, Gladesville 2111. 
cies, including the firm’s Microbee dealership. Electronic Agen- 
cies was the biggest Microbee dealer in Australia, and as a 
result of the takeover the number of Microbee retail outlets in 
Sydney has increased from two to four. 
Sydney readers can now purchase all Microbee hardware, 

software and accessories from Jaycar shops at Hurstville (121 
Forest Road), Carlingford (Cnr Carlingford and Pennant Hills 
Roads).and the former Electronic Agencies outlets in the city 
and Concord. 

Speedy Micro-System 
QT HAS RELEASED a micro-system which it claims offers 
throughput and performance twice that of a standard Z80A CP/ 
M system. Called ‘The Accelerated Business Computer’, the 
system is said to use the Z80H processor at 8 MHz, while the 
standard Z80 system runs at 4 MHz. 

The basic computer comes with a CP/M 2.2 operating sys- 
tem, two serial and two parallel ports and various application 
packages, relevant to individual user requirements. 

A large range of peripherals and special purpose cards is Saga Systems’ PBS-800 microcomputer. 
available. A spokesman for QT said he expected the most 
popular configuration to include 256K of memory (upgradeable Business Micro Speaks Eight Languages 
to two megabytes, a 20 megabyte Winchester disk (upgrade- SAGA SYSTEMS Australia has been established to manufac- 
able to 140 megabytes). Adding an extra terminal and a soft- ture and distribute a range of microcomputers using the latest 
ware option will permit operation in a two-user, multi-tasking US and Japanese technology. 
mode, at speeds far faster than standard single-user Z80A sys- Its first offering is the PBS-800, a complete desktop system 
tems. based on the high-speed Z80A microprocessor, with two 390K > 

SOFTWARE PACK WORTH WELL OVER $120.00 FREE 
WITH EVERY ViIC20 OR COMMODORE 64 AND DATASETTE 

NOW IN STOCK... PLUS... Disk Drives, Datasettes, Printers, Modems, 40/80 Column Converters, Voice Synthesisers. Light 
Pen, Joysticks, Paddles, Memory, Expansion Modules, Relay Cards, Books, Magazines and more! 

Hundreds of programs from Abacus, ACME, Carter, Commodore, Cursor. HES, Imagineering, Ozisoft, Romik, UMI, VICSOFT, Vixel 
and more! Write or call for our comprehensive tree catalogue. 

WE ARE THE COMMODORE EXPERTS 
VICTORIA'S OLDEST COMMODORE DEALER 

: VICTORIA'S ONLY COMMODORE 
AUTHORISED SERVICE CENTRE : 

HIGH TECHN OL OGY computer SYSTEMS PTY. LTD. 
87 SWAN ST., RICHMOND VIC 3121 PHONE (03) 429 1966 

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS AND SATURDAY MORNINGS 
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LJ LVI 
Maths & Word 

Games 
A Fantastic Leaming 

Experience 
METEOR MULTIPLICATION 

sme 
Alien Addition 

Minus Mission 

Mereor Multiplication 
Demolition Division 

Alligator Mix 
Dragon Mix 

MISSES 0 

YOU GIRL SLOWLY 
LITTLE 
WITH 

HAPPILY 
SUN 

@ Verb Viper 
@ Wordman 
@ Word Invasion 

@ Spelling Wiz 
“lly lb. @® Word Radar 

AUN ay 
So, ® Word Masrer 

Learning is easy when students are having fun. That’s the 
idea behind DLM’s Arcademic Skill Builders in Maths and 
Skill Builders in Language Arts. 

Each of these twelve exciting and colourful educational 
software packages provides a_ highly motivational 
approach to learning. Unlike the other games on the 
market, these require that a child learn something useful 
while having fun. They also feature variable levels of 
difficulty, speed and running time. A child never outgrows 
DLM software! 
DLM programs have been extensively field-tested. 

DLM’s Language Arts games have all-Australian content. 
DLM is committed to quality. DLM programs have been 
highly praised time and time again in reviews in countless 
journals. 

DLM Maths Skill Builders available for the: @ Apple II/ 
lle @ IBM PC @® Commodore 64 (disk) @ Atari 400/800 
(disk). 
DLM Language Arts Skill Builders available for the: 

@ Apple II/lle. 

From your local software shop, or contact the 
Australian distributors, Dataflow Computer Services 
Pty Ltd, on (02) 745 3303, at 6-8 Elizabeth St, 
Burwood NSW 2134, for a free colour brochure and 
the address of a software supplier near you. 

14 
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floppy disks, and fitted with 64K of RAM (upgraded to 512K). 
Standard features include: high-resolution 30 cm CRT for 

quality display and graphics, with 24 lines of 80 characters 
using P31 green phosphor, with anti-glare screen; integrated 
calculator with LED display and separate numeric keypad; 
business graphics; two RS-232 serial ports; two parallel Cen- 
tronics ports; baud rates ranging from 62 bps to 65,000 bps; 
system diagnostics; CP/M operating system, word processing, 
financial planner and C-BASIC. 

Various optional extras are also available, including hard 
disks and a modem. 

A unique feature of the PBS 800 is its multi-lingual 
capabilities for users with the need to communicate and man- 
age data in a variety of languages. Word processing and finan- 
cial planning are currently available in seven human languages 

- English, French, Spanish, Italian, Arabic, Portuguese and 
Dutch. 

Also available is the SAGA 85 intelligent terminal, incorporat- 
ing many of the usually expected optional extras as standards. 

Saga Systems has a complete range of printers available 
for word processing (20 cps to 55 cps), plus bi-directional dot 
matrix printers (80 cps to 350 cps) for graphics, listings and 
correspondence. . 

For more information contact Allan Hobbs on (047) 33-1539. 

L) 

Sanyo To Launch 16-Bit, IBM-Compatible Computer 
- Under $2000 
SANYO DATA SYSTEMS Pty Ltd will launch its answer to 
IBM’s personal computer in December this year. 

The MBC 555 is seen as a true personal computer, as dis- © 
tinct from the company’s range of business computers, and will 
retail for under $2000. 

The MBC 555 features an 8088 16-bit processor and 128K 
memory, expandable up to 256K. The computer's 32K video 
RAM means the MBC 555 can also provide high-resolution 
graphics (640 by 200 dots) when using the optional high-resol- 
ution monitor. Dual disk drives give disk storage of 320K, and 
an additional 320K option will be available early in 1984. 

Contact Mark Johnston, Managing Director, Sanyo Data 
Systems, on (02) 929 4644 for more information. 
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More On The Magnum 
IN OUR REVIEW of the Australian-designed and manufactured 
Magnum portable computer in the October issue of Your Com- 
puter, we neglected to mention a few valuable members of the 
team of designers and developers working at Dulmont. 

The basic concept of this high-powered portable computer 
was developed by David Irwin, and he, A.C. Westbury (Dul- 
mont’s General Manager) and Barry Wilkinson all carried the 
project through to the start of its full-scale development, after 
which the remainder of the design and development team was 
put together. All major conceptual changes also came from this 
initial team. 

Our apologies to the team at Dulmont for these inaccuracies 
in our article. 

Judge Rules — Computer Systems Are ‘Goods’ 
A JUDGMENT OF major importance to buyers and sellers of 
computer systems was made in the Supreme Court last month. 

The Honourable Mr Justice Rogers ruled that sales of com- 
puter systems, comprising both hardware and software, consti- 
tute ‘sales of goods’ within the New South Wales Sales of 
Goods Act (1923), and the Commonwealth Trade Practices Act 
(1974). 

The judgment affects dissatisfied users faced with suppliers 
who disclaim responsibility for a system’s deficiencies, and 
should cause suppliers to reconsider whether their products 
are of merchandisable quality. 

The judgment was made in part of an action brought by Toby 

Constructions Pty Ltd against Computer Bar Sales Pty Ltd. 
The plaintiff had purchased a computer system — which in- 

cluded an Executive Five accounting package, stock control, 
payroll and word processing software — at a total cost of 
$14,390, from the Ward Computer Company Pty Ltd. 

The plaintiff claimed the computer was deficient and brought 
action against three defendants, in respect of losses alleged 
to have been suffered as a result of this deficiency. 

In his judgment dealing (solely) with part of the Amended 
Statement of Claim, Mr Justice Rogers said, “l come to the 
conclusion that a sale of a computer system, comprising both 
hardware and software ... does constitute a sale of goods, 
within the meaning of both the Commonwealth Act and the 
State legislation. There is a sale of tangible chattels, a transfer 
of identifiable property ...” Mr Justice Rogers went on to note 
that, “It may be a debatable question whether or not the sale 
of computer software, by itself, is sufficient to constitute a sale 
of goods within the meaning of the legislation | am considering. 
However, | have no doubt that the sale of a system in toto 
is within the legislation ...”. Commenting on whether software 
alone constituted ‘goods’, Mr Justice Rogers said, “! do not 
wish ‘ to be thought that | am of the view that software itself 
may not be ‘goods’ ... Questions arising here are of importance 
to the computer industry, and | think it is appropriate that those 
who attend to matters of law reform should consider whether 
or not legislative action is required to ensure the matter is put 
beyond argument.” Q 
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Friendly expert advice and service 
Easy access — plenty of parking 

OFFICE EQUIPMENT (VIC) PTY. LTD. 
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Melbourne's largest range of programs OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS 

Established 1968 — Member of O.E.1.A. 
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3 YEARS 
Three years ago, in November, we 

opened Australia’s first high street 
computer store, and now were stronger 
than ever. During that time we've supplied 
hundreds and hundreds of computers and 
helped more people than wed care to 
count. 

To celebrate, we're having a bonanza 
stock clearance on a wide range of Apple 
and IBM accessories and software. So 
come in for a list and help us celebrate by 
picking up a bargain. | 

IBM & APPLE 
SPECIALISTS 

W M 
specialists and have the widest range of 
accessories and software, and the 
experience to back them up! Whether you 
are looking for your first system or you 
already have an Apple or IBM, no other 
company can offer the depth of 
experience that we can. 

CITY 
PERSONAL G@& 

COMPUTERS 
HEAD OFFICE: 

5/385-389 Pacific H’way, Crows Nest, N.S.W. 2065 
Phone (02) 922-3600 

CITY OFFICE: 
75 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000 

Phone (02) 233-8992 
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New Software Publisher 
SOURCEWARE Pty Ltd began operations this year as a dis- 
tributor of software, hardware additions and support products for 
the IBM-PC and IBM mainframe markets in Australia and New 
Zealand. 

In addition to products for IBM computers, Sourceware plans 
to publish new Australian software, mainly in the business 
area, and where possible to market it overseas as well as in 
this country. 

Look out for an article in the December issue of Your Com- 
puter on getting your software published — through Sourceware 
and other methods. 

Commodore Cuts Prices 
COMMODORE HAS lowered the price of the Commodore 64 
and its accessories, with effect from September 1 this year. 

Up to $200 will be cut off the price of the 64, disk drives 
and printers; data cassette recorders are reduced by $50, and 
the price of popular games cartridges will be lower by up to 
25 per cent. 

According to Commodore, these price cuts mean the Com- 
modore 64 with disk drive and printer is now the first 64K per- 
sonal computing system in Australia costing less than $1500. 

For more information on all these products, contact Nigel 
Shepherd on (02) 427 4888. a 

New Goodies For The VIC 
COMPUTER CLASSICS has released several new software 
packages and games for the VIC-20, including ‘VIC Education’, 
a learning centre. 

VIC Education tapes teach basic skills in mathematics and 
language, with varying levels to suit children of all ages. A total 
of 19 cassettes makes up the series, sold either individually 
or as ‘six-packs’ aimed at, for example, various aspects of 
maths or English. 

VIC Education tapes were developed in Australia for Austra- 
lian schoolchildren and curricula. 

Whether you’re a beginner or an expert, you can improve 
your chess skills using ‘Sargon I! Chess’ on the VIC-20. You 
can choose the level of play, and ‘Sargon I! Chess’ is claimed 
to play a superior game at a faster speed than many other 
computer chess games. 

The current movie hit ‘War Games’ now has a computer 
game counterpart on the VIC. It is based on the story of the 
film, where a teenage computer whiz-kid accidentally hooks 
into the NORAD (North American Air Defence Command) com- 
puter system and almost starts World War Ill. | 

Players of the computer game are presented with the same 
challenge: race against time and overcome various obstacles 
to reach NORAD’s computer and save the world from disaster. 

The game comes in cassette form, and is played through 
the VIC’s keyboard using ordinary language commands, in 
much the same way as the original ‘Adventure’ game was 
played. ‘War Games’, however, makes full use of the VIC’s 
graphics ability as well as using text. The recommended retail 

price is $19.95. 
For more information on all these Computer Classics re- 

leases, contact Roger Davis on (02) 439 5338. [| 

Adam Arrives — Well, Nearly 
The CBS-Colecovision games centre, which has been avail- 
able in Australia since August, will soon have an add-on com- 
ponent which turns it into a fully-fledged home computer with 
80K of on-board RAM, a full typewriter keyboard, a built-in 
daisywheel printer and built-in word processing capabilities. 



Taligrass Technologies 

TALLGRASS AND YOUR IBM: PC 
Tallgrass Technologies is the industry leader in 
Winchester HardFile'™ and streaming tape 
subsystems for the I]BM« PC and related computers. 
Major corporations, banks, governmental agencies 
and small businesses throughout the world depend 
on Tallgrass HardFile subsystems for their mass 
storage and backup requirements. 
Tallgrass offers formatted capacities from 6.25Mb 
to 7OMb with integral streaming tape backup. 
Our proprietary disk/tape controller with integral 
IOK track buffer optimizes read/write activity and 
coupled with DMA host interface, offers high 
performance previously unavailable with 5141” 
disk systems. 

WHAT ABOUT DATA INTEGRITY? 
Tallgrass offers backup on ANSI standard 4" tape 
cartridges, instead of the usual floppies, video 
cassettes, or low-capacity removable Winchester 
devices. The Tallgrass 12.5Mb formatted HardFile 
can back itself up on an economical data cartridge 
in less than 10 minutes. 
All Tallgrass HardFiles are equipped with a 
dedicated landing Zone where the read/write heads 

land. This protects against incidental damage and 
data loss during power-downs and transportation. 

TALLGRASS IS UNSURPASSED 
We've done our homework in engineering and 
building a reliable HardFile subsystem with 
remarkable performance and convenient backup for 
the most stringent on-line mass storage and off-line 
archival requirements. 
From $4,506 including integral tape backup and 
available now from selected computer retailers. 
For further information call 

Tallgrass Technologies Australia Pty. Limited 
Suite 12, Five Dock Plaza 
50 Great North Rd., Five Dock, N.S. W. 2046 

(02) 712 2010/712 2003 

| Taligrass 
| Technologies 
Australia 

Now in Australia 
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Together, the Colecovision and the add-on component pro- 
vide the same capacity as the ‘Adam’ computer, scheduled to 
be released in the USA in November this year and in this coun- 
try next April. People who have already bought the games 
centre in Australia are expected to be able to obtain the add-on 
computer component from November this year. 

The games centre retails in Australia for around $249, and 
the add-on unit is expected to sell here for around $990, bring- 
ing the cost of the complete computer to about $1200. When 
you consider that the cheapest daisywheel printer available in 
this country is itself around $900, this new computer sounds 
very attractive. 

Word processing is built into the machine on a chip, in line 
with CBS’s intention of keeping operation of the Adam as sim- 
ple as possible. For storage of information the computer uses 
‘Datapacks’, claimed to be much faster than cassettes but 
cheaper than disks. 

Both the add-on unit and the Adam computer will be sold 
through ordinary department stores rather than specialist com- 
puter shops, with the aim of keeping the price down by avoid- 
ing the need for computer experts to sell and service the 
machine. 
CBS has already made a considerable investment in the de- 

velopment of educational software for the Adam. It has 
‘reached agreement with the Smithsonian Institute and National 
Geographic for the use of archival material in computer pro- 
grams, and has also teamed up with the Children’s Theatre 
Workshop, the makers of ‘Sesame Street’, to develop further 
educational material. 

computer 
bookshop 

Australia’s largest range of Computer books. 
Over 1,000 titles in stock. We are opposite the 
MLC Tower inside the Pocket and Technical 
Bookshop. 

187a KING STREET, SYDNEY 
233.1944 
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According to Mr Norman Stollman, Senior Vice-President of 
CBS America, who was in Sydney recently for a press confer- 
ence, CBS is also interested in the possibility of developing 
or adapting educational software for use in Australian schools, 
rather than simply marketing the American product without tak- 
ing into account the differences between American and Austra- 
lian cultures. 

For more information on CBS-Colecovision and the add-on 
computer component, contact William Love & Co, Suite 6, 
Level 3, Building 6, Birkenhead Point 2047. (02) 819-7455. () 

The Hard And The Soft Of It From Ozi 
OZI SOFT HAS released two new hardware add-ons and a 
large range of new Atari, VIC-20 and Commodore 64 software 
products from England and the United States. 

The hardware consists of a joystick, called the ‘Triga Com- 
mand’, which features a full handle grip and an index finger 
trigger for fast reactions to alien attacks, plus a product called 
the Koala Pad. 

The Koala Pad is a graphics tablet, designed for the Com- 
modore 64, VIC-20, Apple, IBM and Atari computers, which 
allows the user to draw high-res pictures directly onto a televis- 
ion screen. With commands like copy, mirror, colour fill, box, 
circle, disc, storage and zoom, one can create and store im- 
ages. 

Available at major computer outlets, the Koala Pad has a 
recommended retail price of $149.95, and will be reviewed in 
a future issue of Your Computer. For further information, con- 
tact Ozi Soft on (02) 29 6330. 

National Skills Register 
COMPUTERISED DATABASES have long been associated 
with spreading the word, and a Brisbane-based group of pro- 
fessional business people has announced a new information 
service. 
Known as the Australian National Skills Register (ANSR), 

this unusual series of databases is attempting to aid in the 
search for skills and products within the computer industry. 
ANSR, in association with the Productivity Promotion Council 
of Australia, is readily available to subscribers through the na- 
tional network of ICL bureaux. 

A typical Skills Register data entry form would include a sub- 
scriber’s personal details, qualifications and experience, and 
the Hardware and Software Registers would contain company 
product information. 

By using a parallel database system mounted on STATUS, 
an Operations Manager is able to log on to ANSR via a modem 
or acoustic coupler linked to a screen or teletype terminal, key 
in his/her requirements with regard to skill and price, then 
select the person or contractor most suited to his/her needs. 
Without logging off, he or she can then change to the Hard- 
ware and Software register to scan product information and 
availability. 

An annual fee of $20 is payable for entry onto the Skills Re- 
gister, plus an application fee of $10. Corporate membership 
is also $20 per person plus an application fee of $50. Entry 
to the Software or Hardware Registers costs $100 per annum 
per product. Files are updated free of charge whenever neces- 
sary. However, if an entry is updated more then five times in 
a single year, a small handling charge may apply. 

Further information may be obtained from Ken Gardiner, Au- 
Sstralian National Skills Register, GPO Box 1819, Brisbane 
4001, (07) 343 2924, (07) 282 5585, or from lan Morris, Pro- 
ductivity Council of Australia, Queensland Branch, PO Box 
689, Brisbane 4001, (07) 221 6132. O 



Disk Controller for 
the MICROBEE™ 

(controller only) 

NOW AVAILABLE: 
1 Mbyte drive, controller and power 

supply in case 

2 — 1 Mbyte drive, controller and 

power supply in case Controller handles 5 %” and 8” drives. 

This is based on our tried and tested S100 
Requires 64K Microbee™ for operation. Full disk controller. 
operating CPM system should be available 

mid-November. 
8” disk prices and 

Microbee is a registered trademark of Applied Technology Pty. Ltd. 
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Clive Sinclair’s most recent P.C. has terrific This outstanding computer has loads over 
one key programming commands, fantastic 48k of ram, lots of software and Commodore 

colour handling (paint, ink) and graphics backup and reliability. See it on display at 

(circle). either of our stores. 
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ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS FeO. 
425 High St., Northcote, Vic. 48-50 A’Beckett St., Melb., Vic. oS oo 
Phone (03) 489 8866, (03) 489 8131, Mail Order Hotline (03) 481 1436 Rs 4) o ” 
Mail orders to P.O. Box 235 Northcote 3070 Vic. NR hon 
Minimum P & P $3.00. Errors & omissions excepted. ye Oe 
Please address tax exempt, school, wholesale and dealer enquiries to: / ge & 

RITRONICS WHOLESALE vg | 
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If you think of a normal computer 
system, one component that in- 
evitably comes to mind is a print- 
er. While a micro user can sur- 
vive without one, the range of 
activities you can use your com- 
puter for is dramatically in- 
creased by the acquisition of a 
printer. 

THERE ARE two main ways a computer 
can talk to the real world — through a 
screen or through a printer. The impor- 
tant difference between the two is that 
a printer produces ‘hard copy’ - a per- 
manent record after the printer is 
switched off, not overwritten by sub- 
sequent information as on a screen. 

Printers have many applications. The 
usefulness of a word processor is lim- 
ited unless what it produces can be put 
on paper for distribution to those who do 
not have a machine or who prefer to re- 
ceive data on paper. You can keep 
dumps of source listings on paper while 
your compiled versions are kept on elec- 
tronic media; you can even publish a 

Characters embossed 
on tip of arm 

Hammer 

DAISY WHEEL PRINTER (Fig. 1) 
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ll You Ever Wanted 

o Know About Printers... 
newspaper. The list goes on. 
A large range of printers is available 

for microcomputers now that manufac- 
turers have recognised the potential of 
the micro market, and it is now possible 
to buy a reasonable printer for as little 
as $350. Micro owners will naturally be 
interested in getting the cheapest printer 
available that can still fulfil their require- 
ments, which usually restricts them to a 
choice of three kinds of printers — dot 
matrix, letter-quality daisywheels, and 
thermal printers. 

Thermal and dot matrix printers are 
usually the cheapest, and for many 
users will offer perfectly adequate ser- 
vice, but if your work needs to be of pre- 
sentation standard you will probably 
have to move a little up-market and go 
for a daisywheel. This article describes 
in depth the kinds of printers available 
for all types of computers, and discus- 
ses the problems of choosing which is 
right for you, and of interfacing the print- 
er to your computer. 

Types Of Printers 
Printers are usually categorised by 

the way the character set is contained 
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within the printer, or by the way the 
character is transferred onto the paper. 

The main categories of printers are as 
follows: 

(1) Letter-Quality Printers 
A low-speed printer, typically 35 to 55 

characters per second (cps) — although 
cheaper models can be as slow as 11 
cps — which produces electric typewri- 
ter-quality print. The characters reside 
on the fingers of a plastic or metal 
wheel, called a daisywheel or thimble, 
which revolves past a single hammer. 

As the characters to be printed pass, 
the hammer is activated, causing the 
character to impact the paper through a 
carbon or nylon ribbon (Figure 1). 

This type of printer is used to provide 
high-quality output from the computer 
system, usually for word processing 
applications. Daisywheel printers have 
accessories such as tractor feed for 
continuous stationery, single and dual- 
bin sheetfeeders for continuous feeding 
of single-sheet stationery, and envelope 
and front feeders for manual insertion of 
stationery. 
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(2) Matrix Printers 
Also referred to as impact or dot mat- 

rix printers, these devices have been 
available since the early seventies, 
when the first Centronics 100 series 
came off the production line. In this type 
of printer the characters are constructed 
by the ‘head’ as the printing takes place. 

The head of the printer contains a 
number of wires in a vertical lirie which 
extend through the ‘jewel’ or face plate 
of the head (Figure 2). 

The characters to be printed are elec- 
tronically stored in the printer and trans- 
mitted to the head in sequence. As the 
head moves across the page, the wires 
In the head are activated or ‘fired’ sys- 
tematically to produce the chardcter 
image. This is done by the wires striking 
the paper through a carbon ribbon. 
Some of today’s matrix printers can 

produce print quality which is close to 
the quality obtained from daisywheel 
printers. This is achieved by one of two 
methods, the first being the multipass 
method, where the printhead passes 
over the same line several times to build 
up a_ solid-looking character. This 
method has a negative effect on 
throughput as the same line is printed 
several times (Figure 3). | 

The second method utilises a high- 
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pin-count head, which can have up to 24 
wires. Narrower than in nine-wire heads, 
these wires are arranged in a staggered 
pattern to achieve a greater dot density 
(Figure 4). This enables a high-quality 
character to be printed at higher speeds. 

Characters printed by either of these 
methods would have densities of ap- 
proximately 18 by 25 as opposed to nor- 
mal matrix print of 9 by 9 or 9 by 7 den- 
sity. | 

Matrix printers have print speeds 

9-pin in-line 
18-pin staggered 

HIGH PIN COUNT HEAD 

(Fig. 4) 

ranging from around 40 characters per 
second (cps) up to about'340 cps. 

(3) Line Printers 
There are several types of printers 

grouped under this heading, and even 
though their technologies differ they still 
present the same image to the user; that 
is, the appearance of printing a line of 
print at a time, with high throughput 
measured in lines per minute (lpm) 
rather than characters per second (cps). 
The types of printers which are classed 
as line printers are drum, band, chain, 
train, and belt. 

(3a) Drum Printers 
These printers derive their name from 

the drum on which the character set re- 
sides. The drum revolves past a fixed 
hammer bank which usually contains 
132 hammers. As the characters to be 
printed pass the hammer bank the 

DRUM PRINTER (Fig. 5) 

Hammer Module 

appropriate hammer strikes, hitting the 
ribbon and paper against the character. 
In this method it takes one revolution of 
the drum to print an entire line (Figure 
5). 

(3b) Band Printers 
Band printers are the latest technol- 

ogy in high-speed impact printers, with 
the majority of manufacturers now using 
this technique. Band printers are a form 
of line printer where the characters exist 
on a very light steel band which rotates 
past a bank of 132 hammers. In a simi- 
lar manner to the drum printer, the ham- 
mers are activated as the character to 
be printed passes the appropriate ham- 
mer. In this case, however, as there is 
more than one complete character set 
on a band (usually three), a line of print 
can be printed before the band has ro- 
tated once (Figure 6): 

The advantages offered by band print- > 
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ers over other types of line printers are: 
(i) Less moving mass within the print- 

er, hence less ongoing maintenance 
and high MTBF (mean time between 
failure) figures. 

(ii) Greater flexibility of character sets 
and font styles, with the ability to easily 
change bands. 

(4) Laser Printers 
Laser printers are at present the ulti- 

mate in printing technology, reaching 
speeds of up to 10,000 pages per hour. 
Needless to say, they’re very expensive 
and would only be cost-justifiable for 
large corporations with huge amounts of 
throughput. 

In laser printers, the original text is 
‘taken’ electronically and converted into 
a myriad of little ‘dots’ - about ten million 
per page. A laser turns each ‘dot’ into 
a burst of energy, which is then im- 
printed, again as a ‘dot’ but this time in 
the form of an electrical charge, onto a 
photo-sensitive rotating drum. An elec- 
trically charged toning material is then 
spread across the drum, and this forms 
the required image by adhering only to 
the previously formed ‘dots’. 

This image is then transferred to the 
printing paper, which passes through 
driers before leaving the machine. (In 
present practice the dot image ‘prints’ 
the background — the areas left un- 
touched thus form the characters.) 

(5) Thermal Printers 

Thermal printers are similar to dot 
matrix printers except that the pins are 
heated and the paper is heat-sensitive. 
The advantage of this is that the print- 
head does not have to impact on the 
paper with very much force, which 
makes operation much quieter. The dis- 
advantages of thermal printers are that 
they run only about as fast as a letter- 
quality printer, and require special heat- 
sensitive paper. 

How A Printer Works 
To discuss how a printer achieves its 

function of producing printed matter, the 
topic has to be broken into two parts: 
first, how the printer communicates elec- 
tronically with the computer system to 
receive the data to be printed, and sec- 
ond, how the printer converts the elec- 
tronically encoded data into mechanical 
motion in order to print the correct 
sequence of characters. 

Interfacing 
In order for printers to receive infor- 

mation to be printed they have to be 
interfaced into the computer system. 
That is, they have to be connected to 
the computer system in such a way that 
both units can successfully communi- 
cate and understand what the other is 
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doing. For example, there is little point 
in the computer trying to send data to 
the printer if the printer is already busy 
printing other data or is not even turned 
on. 

Successful interfacing is usually 
achieved by using one of the interface 
standards such as RS232C serial, 
Dataproducts parallel or Centronics 
parallel. These standards define the wir- 
ing connections, signals and procedures 
to be followed by each unit to enable 
successful communication. 

Briefly, in serial transfer of data, infor- 
mation is transferred down a single line 
one bit at a time. In parallel transfer, one 

data word or ‘byte’ (eight bits) can be 
transferred in one hit, often down ribbon 
cable. 
Computer systems have a transfer 

‘bus’, called in general terms an input/ 
output (I/O) bus, used to transfer infor- 
mation between the computer system 

and its peripherals (for example disk 
drives, magnetic tape drives, screens, 
printers). As each peripheral handles 
data in different ways and at different 
speeds, the standard transfer 
mechanism used on the |/O bus has to 
be converted to the special needs of the 
peripheral, so there is a controller such 
as a printer controller to handle the 
printer. (See Figure 7.) 
The printer controller accepts data 

being sent to the printer, checks to en- 
sure the printer is abie to receive data 
and then sends the data to the printer. 
When the printer has completed printing 
data it informs the printer controller, 

which in the meantime has received 
more data from the computer to be 
printed. This is then sent to the printer. 
This sequence continues until all the 
data to be printed has been transferred 
to the printer. 

For many years computer manufac-> 



SOME COMPUTERS ARE 
BETTER THAN OTHERS 

SPECTRAVIDEO SPECTRAVIDEO APPLEIIE §§ATARI800 COMMODORE BBC DRAGON SPECTRUM 
SV 328 SV 318 64 MODEL B 32 

COMPUTING POWER FEATURES 
BUILT-IN ROM 10K 
EXPANDABLE TO [A 42K 
BUILT-IN EXTENDED MICROSOFT® BASIC ADDITIONAL COST 
BUILT-IN RAM 80 K 48K 
EXPANDABLE TO 

KEYBOARD FEATURES 
NUMBER OF KEYS 
USER DEFINE FUNCTIONS 
SPECIAL WORD PROCESSING 
GENERATED GRAPHICS (FROM KEYBOARD) 
UPPER/LOWER CASE 

GAME/AUDIO FEATURES 
SEPARATE CARTRIDGE SLOTS 
BUILT-IN JOYSTICK 
COLORS 16 16 15 16 1 9 8 
RESOLUTION (PIXELS) sare 92 256x192 280x160 320x192 320x200 256x640 256x192 ‘256x192 

32 4 8 ? 16 2 SPRITES NIA 
SOUND CHANNELS 1 
OCTAVES PER CHANNEL 8 8 4 
A.D.S.R. ENVELOPE NO 

PERIPHERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
CASSETTE 2 CHANNEL 2CHANNEL 1CHANNEL 2CHANNEL 1CHANNEL 2CHANNEL 
AUDIO I/O ves YES N O ? 
BUILT IN MIC YES NO 
DISK DRIVE CAPACITY 256K 
(LOW PROFILE) YES NO 

CP/M® COMPATIBILITY (Standard 80 column 
CPIM@ 22 programs) toe No" 

CPIM |" 
NO 

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. ‘64K user addressable plus 16K graphic support 

Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation ** 240K user addressable pilus 16K graphic support 
CP-M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. *" 16K user addressable plus 16K graphic support 

“*** Apple Il can accept modified 40 or 80 Column CP'M 

***" Commodore 64 accepts 40 column CP'M 

? Data not available 

OURS IS MUCH BETTER 
When you start comparing Spectravideo's SV-318 to other SPECTRAVIDEO SV-318 

personal computers, you'll find there really is no Comparison. 

The SV-318 is the only logical choice, because it does more 
fhan some computers costing 4 times as much. And its abili- 

fies simply embarrass other computers in this price range. 

The SV-318 isn't just more capable It’s much 
more capable. No other computer at even twice the price 

comes near its 32K ROM expandable to 96K Or to its 32K 

RAM expandable to 144K. And no other computer has a 

built-in joystick/cursor contro/l—an immeasurably useful 

feature when it comes fo playing your favorite video game. 

Further, the SV-318 has, as its resident “language” Extended 
Microsoft Basic, the industry standard. It even has built-in 

CP/M (standard 8O-column program), so you can 

The SV-318 isn’t just more expandable. It’s F oO R U N D E R S 500 
much more expandable. Unlike many other so-called 
compufer systems, all our important peripherals are avail- 

able at once. That means you can get almost full usage out 

of your SV-318 from the day you buy it With the Super 

Expander, Data Cassette, Floppy Disk Drive. Dot Matrix 

with the optional SV-105 Graphic Tablet you can draw 

pictures, graphs, charts and other visual images on your TV 

screen. Considering what you get for what little you pay, the 
SV-318 is once again the only logical choice. 

Printer, Graphic Tablet and SV-8O0O Series Fxpansion Rcd fee i eat pee ee ae wee i aie 
Cartridges, there’s almost no end to the work you can do. Or ae oe nea ae ae oo aes i ae eee 

to the fun you can have The SV-318 1s well designed to inter- ‘ a INE Ooops Wake een Dae 
face with new options as they become available, too. All this A 

adds up fo a computer youl grow into, not out of A= \ ELT AU/DEL7 
ce a oan alia Bee The SV-318 is not only eminently affora- 

able, it’s the first real bargain of the computer age! Besides 
business application, home budgeting. word processing,  . rit 
programming and self-teaching. the SV-318 is the best enter- PERSONAL COMPUTER 
tainment value in fown Not only can you use it with your TV VIDEOACTIV ELECTRONICS 
Or Color monitor to play hundreds of different vide@O GAMES. VIC: 70 St. Kilda Road. St Kilda, 3182 Ph: (03) 537 2000 N.S.We Box 474. Edgeclitfe, 2027 Ph: 

(02) 328 1190. W.A.: Jerdon Agencies. 25 Gladstone St.. East Perth. 6000 Ph: (09) 328 5299 QLD: 
Franklin Agencies. 3 Maric St.. Milton. 4064 Ph: (07) 369 0496 TAS: Dennington Enterprises. 46 Canning 
St.. Launceston, 7250 Ph: (003) 318 551. S.A.: Ben Marcus, P.O Box 2470, Adelaide Ph: (08) 211 7766 



turers designed systems in such a way 
that only that company’s printers would 
connect with their system. Now with the 
advent of plug compatibility, printers can 
connect to most computer systems on 
the market today. 

The Printer 
The data received by the printer from 

the printer controller is of two types: 
(i) Control characters — which give in- 

structions to the printer such as the lo- 
cation of data on the page, page length, 
and so on. 

(ii) Data characters — that is the text 
to be printed. 

With reference to the basic block dia- 
gram of a band printer and the string of 
characters in Figure 8, the manner in 
which a printer converts the characters 
received into mechanical motion to actu- 
ally print as shown in Figure 8. 

The first two characters being sent to 
the printer are control characters. TOF 
is a signal to the printer to move the 
paper to the top of the next form (page). 
PP1 tells the printer that the data to be 
printed will commence in print position 
one, which is the first column of the first 
line. The remaining characters in this 
string are data characters, which will be 
received by the printer in sequence and 
printed onto the paper in the same 
sequence. 

A. When the printer is ready to accept 
data, the character string will be trans- 
ferred to the interface of the printer from 
the printer controller. 

B. The interface is programmed to 
recognise all control characters and 
send them to the processor. 

C. The printer processor interprets the 
control characters, and on reception of 
TOF it sends a signal to the paper mo- 
tion block to move the paper to the top 
of the next form. 

D. The PP1 character tells the proces- 
sor that the characters to be printed 
should be loaded into the print buffer to 
commence in buffer location 1, which 
corresponds to column 1 on the paper. 

E. Therefore the following data char- 
acters being received by the interface 
are loaded into the print buffer. The 
loading of data into the print buffer con- 
tinues until either the 132 locations are 
filled or a carriage return is received. 

F. At this point a signal is sent from 
the processor via the interface to the 
printer controller to cease sending data 
until the line is printed. | 

G. When the print buffer is filled, the 
processor performs a comparison be- 
tween the contents of the print buffer 
and the character positions on the mov- 
ing band. 

H. When a comparison between a 
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character position on the band and the 
print buffer is detected, the processor 
sends a signal to the hammer drivers to 
activate the hammer at the position in 
question. In this way, as the band ro- 
tates, the printed line will be built up on 
the paper. 

For example, with our data in Figure 
8, when a ‘T’ rotates past print position 
1 the processor would activate hammer 
1. When an ‘H’ corresponds with print 
position 2 the second hammer would be 
activated. Eventually the message THE 
CAT ... would be printed on the first line 
of the page, starting in column one. 

How To Choose The Right Printer 
The selection of the right printer 

should take into consideration two as- 
pects: 

(i) To what type of system is the print- 
er to connect? | 

(ii) For what application is the printer 
required? 

The first point allows broad classifica- 
tion of the range of printers from which 
the choice will be made. This classifica- 
tion basically comes about because of 
the ‘typical’ usage associated with the 
various ‘sizes’ of computer systems. For 

example, Figure 10 sets out the types 
of printers usually found on computer 
systems. 

The degree of frequency of a type of 
printer’s attachment and/or applicability 
to the computer system is given as a 
rating out of ten. 

This table identifies the type of printer 
and the speed range which are usually 
associated with particular sizes of com- 
puter systems. 

The following list of questions, when 
answered in conjunction with your 
Known printer requirements, will high- 
light the important features which should 
be considered when making a purchas- 
ing decision. 

1. What quality print do you require — 
solid font, draft quality, letter quality? 

2. What speed do you require to 
handle the level of printing to be done 
in the time required? (An exercise in 
throughput should be carried out.) 

3. Do you need to change the line 
spacing of the print, for example, from 
6 Ipi to 8 Ipi; if so, what spacings? 

4. Do you need different pitches, for 
example 10 cpi, 12 cpi; if so, what are 
required? > 
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C) Volcanic Games for your VIC 20 

Renko & Edwards $5.95 
An original & entertaining collection of 30 fully-tested 
games programs — adventure, strategy, chance, puzzles, 
competitions and more! 

-) Games BBC Computers Play Hartnell et al $9.95 
35 original games plus 5 superb graphics programs to give 
you hours of fun & programming pleasure. 

C Pascal for BASIC Programmers Seiter & Weiss $12.95 
Take full advantage of Pascal’s power & sophistication with 
this mini-course in UCSD Pascal for Micros, drawing on your 
knowledge of BASIC. 
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transform your BBC into a box of tricks — an exciting 
voyage of discovery awaits! 
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OO Explorer's Guide to the ZX Spectrum & ZX81 Boon $11.95 
A unique guide to Sinclair BASIC, and more advanced 
techniques & practical projects — includes over 40 
programs! 
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5. Do you require expanded print for 
headings? 

6. Do you require condensed print? 
7. If yes was answered to any of 

questions 3 through 7, is your software 
able to handle those features or do they 
have to be switch-selectable by the 
operator? 

8. What number of print columns do 
you require? 

9. What sort of character set do you 
require — standard upper and lower case 
or something special? 

10. Does the stationery to be used 
have any special characteristics? 

11. Do you need to be able to print 
multiple copies? How many? 

12. Do you require graphics capabil- 
ity, block graphics or pin addressable? 
If so, can your software handle 
graphics? 

13. Do you require colour printing. If 
so, can your software handle colour 
printing? 

14. Is the noise level of the printer im- 
portant given the working environment? 

Connecting Your Printer 
1. Do you require special controllers 

or interfacing? 
2. Can these only be provided by the 

Original system supplier or can a plug- 
compatible printer vendor help? 

3. If you are connecting serially: 
(i) Will the baud rate of the serial port 

degrade the speed of the printer? Re- 
member as a rough rule of thumb, 10 
baud equals 1 cps. 

(ii) If the printer is to be connected re- 
motely, will the communications line de- 
grade the print speed? — same rule 
applies. 

(iii) What type of communications pro- 
tocol will your system handle? 

4. Does your system have a parallel 
communications port? 

5. Is it Centronics, Dataproducts 
parallel or do you require a special con- 
troller? 

Paper Handling 
1. If you are printing on continuous 

stationery, will you require tractor feed? 
2. Given the physical location of the 

printer, will you require bottom feed, rear 
feed or front feed? 

3. Will you be printing on single (cut) 
sheet stationery? 

4. Will the throughput be significant 
enough to require a cut sheet feeder? 

5. Will the printing be on letterhead 
and follower, hence requiring dual-bin 
cut-sheet feeder? 

Format Control 
1. Will you require: 
(i) Form length select switch? 
(ii) Paper tape controlled forms length 

select? 
(iii) Electronic forms length control? 
2. Will your software handle tape and/ 
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or electronic (direct access) format con- 
trol? 

Glossary Of Terms 
This glossary has been included to 

assist the uninitiated in understanding 
some of the jargon which surrounds 
printer systems. 
ASCll. American Standard Code for In- 
formation Interchange — gives the char- 
acters, and their codes, most commonly 
used to send data to printers. 
BAUD. Number of bits per second 
transferred via a serial communications 
line, for example 1200 baud equals 
1200 bits per second. 
BLOCK GRAPHICS. Graphics built up 
from standard symbols in the printer. 
BUFFER. Temporary data storage area. 
CENTRONICS PARALLEL. A standard 
of interfacing which transmits all the bits 
of a character (byte) at the same time. 
CONDENSED PRINT. Reduced print 
from a matrix printer, usually at 16.5 cpi. 
CONTROL CODE. A non-printed char- 
acter used to initiate, stop or modify 
printer action. 
CONTROLLER. A device which controls 
the flow of data over an interface. 
CPi. Characters per inch. 
CPS. Characters per second. 
CUT SHEET FEEDER. Device for auto- 
matically feeding single-sheet station- 
ery. 
DAVFU. Direct Access Vertical Format 
Unit — used to downline load forms 
length from system. 
DOT GRAPHICS. Graphics built up by 
addressing each wire or pin in the head. 
DOWNLINE LOAD. The loading of for- 
mat data by the system into the printer 
over the interface lines. 
DPC PARALLEL. A standard of inter- 
facing which transmits all the bits of a 
character (byte) at the same time. 
ESCAPE CODE/SEQUENCE. A char- 
acter or sequence of characters used to 
inform the printer that the succeeding 
group of characters is to be interpreted 
differently, for example as control func- 
tions. 
EXPANDED PRINT. Enlarged print from 
a matrix printer, usually at 5 cpi. 
FLS SWITCH. Forms Length Select 
Switch 
FONT STYLE. The shape of the printed 
characters, for example Courier, Elite, 
Prestige. 

FRICTION FEED. Paper is held in posi- 
tion by the platen. 
HAMMER. Device used to strike the 
characters to impress their image onto 
the paper. 
INTERFACE. A_ connecting device 
which makes two units compatible for 
communication purposes. 
KSR. Keyboard send/receive device, i.e. 
printer with a keyboard. 
LPI. Lines per inch. 
LPM. Lines per minute. 
MATRIX DENSITY. Number of dots 
which make up a matrix character. 
MODEM. MOdulator DEModulator — 
converts data to and from digital form 
and a form acceptable for transmission 
over a communications line. 
MOSAIC GRAPHICS. 
graphics. 
MTBF. Mean Time Between Failure. 
MTTR. Mean Time To Repair a failure. 
PARALLEL TRANSMISSION. Data 
transmission whereby all eight bits of 
one byte are transmitted at the same 
time. (See Centronics Parallel and DPC 
Parallel.) — 
PIN ADDRESSABLE. See dot graphics. 
PIN FEED. Pins on platen to guide con- 
tinuous stationery. 
PITCH. Number of characters per inch. 
PLATEN. Roller within smaller printers 
used to implement friction feed. 
PRINTHEAD. The component in a mat- 
rix printer which houses the print wires. 
PRINT SPEED. The speed at which the 
print mechanism can print characters. 
This is different from throughput. 
RS232C. A standard for serial data 
transmission. 
SERIAL TRANSMISSION. Data trans- 
mission whereby one bit only is trans- 
mitted at any one time — the bits follow 
each other sequentially down the one 

See __ block 

-transmission line. 

SLEW RATE. The speed at which paper 
is vertically moved through the printer 
when line feeding or moving to top of 
form. 
TAPE CONTROL VFU. Contains forms 
length on paper tape and is addressed 
by system to select form length. 
THROUGHPUT. The speed at which 
printed matter is produced by the print- 
er, taking into consideration spacing, 
line feeds, and so on. 
TOF. Top Of Form - first print line of 
form. 
TRACTOR FEED. Device for guiding 
continuous stationery. 
XON — XOFF. A protocol or handshak- 
ing routine which controls the flow of 
data over a serial interface. 

Our thanks to BDS of Melbourne, who 
allowed us to make use of their article 
‘All You Ever Wanted To Know About 
Printer Systems ...’ when compiling this 
introduction to printers. BDS can be 
contacted on (03) 241-8901 and at 
branches in mainland capitals. ad 



QUME SPRINT HII plus 
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER. 
Designed to suit a host of small 
business systems and _ personal 
computers. “The low cost 

daisywheel with the right con- 
nections.” 

ee 

connections. 

MANNESMANN TALLY. 
MT160L. Designed to suit the 
needs of the growing Personal 
Computer market. Price/Per- 
formance is second to none. 

ANDERSON DIGITAL EQUIPMENT PTY. LTD. 

AFUE 
P.O. BOX 422, CLAYTON, VICTORIA 3168, AUSTRALIA. PHONE: (03) 
544 3444. P.O. BOX 341, PENNANT HILLS, NSW 2120, AUSTRALIA. PHONE: 
(02) 848 8533. Adelaide: 46 4062. Perth: 387 6055. Hobart: 34 4522. Canberra: 

58 1811. Brisbane: 352 5788. Newcastle: (049) 63 3918. Wellington: 69 3008. 

Auckland: 59 0249. Christchurch: 4 3001. Darwin: 812712. Singapore: (65) 
449 4433. Bendigo: (054) 42 4322. Wangaratta: (057) 21 6443. 
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an option and use the printer as a type- 
writer! 

Michael Mee met the common 
frustration when looking for a 
printer — the ones with a print 
quality good enough for display 
work cost more than the original 
micro! Then he came across the 
Brother HR-15... 

A COMMON excuse for buying a com- 
puter is the ‘need’ to use it for word pro- 
cessing. The pitfall in this approach is 
that the price of the letter-quality printer 
required (right justification loses its ef- 
fect on a dot matrix printer) is usually 
more than the computer! 

Until recently there has been little op- 
tion but to fork out a minimum of $2000 
for a daisywheel, buy a converted type- 
writer (or convert your own), find some- 
one who owned a good printer, or resign 
yourself to dot matrix quality — if you 
could even afford that! Now there is 
another alternative, in the form of the 
Brother HR-15. This is a daisywheel 
printer with features that would make 
the big guys blush! 

First let me assure you that the HR-15 
is not a converted typewriter. People 
who have taken that path will tell you of 
the pitfalls: frequent breakdowns _ be- 
cause of the unanticipated load and loss 
of all the good features such as propor- 
tional spacing, automatic underlining, 
super/subscripting and so on being the 
main complaints. In fact the HR-15 is 
the opposite; you can buy a keyboard as 

Overview 
The printer is housed in an attractive 

off-white case with a sloping front, on 
which are mounted the usual printer 
switches and indicators plus a few ex- 
tras. From the left these are: power and 
alarm indicator, copy button, propor- 
tional spacing indicator, pitch indicators 
(10, 12, 15), pitch select, line space indi- 
cators (1, 1.5, 2), line spacing select, 
top-of-form, line feed, select indicator 
and switch. 

At the top right are the friction release 
and bail release levers. On the back 
panel you find the optional keyboard 
connector, two DIP switches for option 
selection, ‘option’ connector used with 
the tractor/paper feed accessories and 
either a Centronics or RS-232 connec- 
tor, depending on the option selected. 

The power switch is recessed into the 
left-hand side. A platen knob, also on 
the left, is used when adjusting a new 
sheet of paper. Behind the platen is a 
high paper rest and adjustable guide. 

Lifting the lid (which deactivates the 
printer with no loss of characters if 
Operating) reveals the daisywheel and 
its ribbon cartridge. Hidden behind the 
platen and well away from der fingerpo- 
ken numskulls are the enclosed elec- 
tronics, which include a microprocessor, 
4K ROM, 3K RAM (expandable to 5K) 
and a switching power supply. Remov- 

ing the cover proper makes this all eas- 
ily accessible. The overall impression in- 
side is of a very neat, well thought-out 
design. 

Using The Printer 
The printer is very easy to use. Paper 

insertion is made simple with an auto- 
feed mechanism; you simply place the 
paper at the back of the platen, press 
‘select’ to take the printer off-line and 
then press ‘top-of-form’. The paper is 
fed to 30 mm from the top of the page, 
with the bail automatically being raised 
and lowered. (The novelty of this still 
hasn't worn off!) With a bit of practice, 
no adjustment is required. Pressing ‘top- 
of-form’ a second: time will eject the 
paper. 

With the paper inserted, printing be- 
gins at 12 characters per second (cps). 
Be warned, this is not fast; but note that 
the built-in buffer will store a page (2K), 
which frees up your computer very 
quickly jor short printouts. Your every- 
day dot matrix will handle at least 50 
cps, which must be the main reason you 
pay $2000 for most other daisywheels, 
as they typically print at 40 cps. 

The HR-15 doesn't make a lot of 
noise, the cover being designed to elimi- 
nate as much as possible. It is certainly 
much quieter than a NEC Spinwriter, for 
example (but four times as slow...). 

Features 
The printer is compatible with Brother 

typewriters. This means that ribbons 
available include one-pass, four-pass 
and correctible carbon as well as fabric. 
There are many daisywheel typestyles >» 



Still hunting for 
your dream 

PLUS TAX 

STANDARD FEATURES 

280 Processor and 6502 Processor 

64K RAM 

Full 280 Processor for Keyboard 

U/L Case Characters with Shift Lock 

8 Expansion Slots 

23 Pre-programmed Keys 

Inbuilt Fan, Reset Lock 

Volume Control Speaker 

Joystick Port / Numeric Keypad 

Full Cursor Control 

FOX-DOS with Fox Graph 

* Voice card 

“\ 

computer? 

Fox Computers 

NOW | 

TALK TOO 

6402 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 

1/O Card Printer Card / 

Graphics Card 

Language Card 

Monitor / Disk Drives 

Floppy Disk Controller 

Buffer Card 

80 Column Card 

Eprom Writer / Joystick 

192K Disk RAM Card 

FOX Perfect Software 

Calc WP Speller and Filer 

What do you think? If you're interested in this or any of our other computer 

systems, come along to our showroom at 100 Hunter Lane, Hornsby. 

We're open 7 days, Mon.-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat.-Sun. 10am-4pm. 

Telephone Sydney ...... (02) 476 4582 
Queensland .. . (07) 397 0808 
Adelaide ...... (08) 49 9649 

Post coupon to Fox Computers 

Please send more information on the FOX-6402 

Name 

Address. 

Type of business 

Melbourne..... (03) 529 1788 

PC. Moonen tic oie (062) 47 2127 

P.O. Box 238, Hornsby. N.S.W. 

Phone. 

One that will take 
many variations of 
software systems? 

One that has 
incredible 
expansion capabilities? 

One that is built 
for Australian 
climatic conditions? 

The chase 
iS over. 
You need look no further than the 

FOX-6402Z Multi-system | 
Computer. 

With our innovative system slot, a 
major breakthrough in computer 
design, no longer are you limited 
to just one type of software. The 
whole market is yours to choose 
from. The air-circulation fan, an 

expensive extra on other units, is 
standard on the FOX-640. And 
just look at the list of expansion 

cards available. 

Other features include a powerful 

6502 C.P.U. and Z80 C.P.U. plus 
another Z80 processor for the 
keyboard, numeric keypad, 23 

pre-programmed keys for 
additional functions, attractive 
upper and lower case characters 

with shift lock key. There is also 
a built-in speaker with volume 
control. Our FOX-DOS, 

exclusively written in Australia, ts 
Apple-work-alike, but with many 

added special features. 

And now, perhaps our most 

outstanding feature.. Because © 
the FOX-640Z is built right 
here in Australia (under rigid 
quality control), we can offer. 
you this amazing package for 
only $980 plus tax. — 



to choose from, including symbols and 
italics in three pitches and proportional 
spacing. These are very easy to 
change, even in mid-print. A one-pass 
red ribbon (or correction ribbon) is soft- 
ware-selectable (and looks very good). 

The printer has an 2K internal buffer 
(expandable to 4K), which speeds up 
printing from the computer's view. The 
printer can make up to four carbon 
copies if needed, but can also store a 
page for multiple reprints using the copy 
button. 

The printer is software compatible 
with the Diablo 1610/1620 (and the 
Sprint 5) which means it is completely 
software controllable. Using Wordstar 
(for example) you can have proportional 
spacing with right justification (which is 
how books and this magazine are 
printed), change of pitch (character 
width), true bold printing (by spacing 
120th of an inch and overprinting), sub/ 
superscripts, and much more. 

If your word processor cannot drive 
the printer to full advantage, there is still 
hope. Pitch, including proportional spac- 
ing and line height, can be selected from 
the front panel as well as in software. 
Also, alternative control sequences 
allow you to enter bold printing mode (or 
double, underline, strike out, red ribbon) 
and exit it after several characters. The 
printer also prints bi-directionally to 
speed things up. 

Manual 
The 46-page manual is very good. 

The beginning user is well catered for, 
with clear step-by-step instructions for 
loading the paper, changing ribbons and 
daisywheels, along with lots of well- 
labelled pictures and line drawings. Pre- 
cise descriptions are given of all alarm- 
causing conditions (cover open, ribbon 

end) as well as a (rather simplistic) 
troubleshooting guide and hints on print- 
er maintenance and precautions. A 
complete list of all daisywheels available 
is provided, as well as printed tables 
showing each typeface. 

The more experienced user is pro- 
vided with a complete list of software 
codes as well as (fairly) detailed de- 
scriptions of each. They are then re- 
tabulated into functional blocks which 
makes for easy cross reference. Several 
detailed examples are also provided. 
The hardware side is not neglected 
either. Clear timing diagrams are pro- 
vided for both the serial and parallel 
interfaces as well as pin by pin descrip- 
tions and internal line termination de- 
tails. Schematics are not provided, 
though | found the technical staff at 
Brother Australia to be very helpful. 

Summary 
You can probably tell that I'm very 

pleased with the HR-15. The price com- 
pares very favourably with the average 
dot matrix, and yet it p«-forms like a 
$2000 machine (except fo. speed). 

Its compatibility with t.c Diablo 1610 
and the resultant ability tu take advan- 
tage of all Wordstar’s best teatures is 
what | find most attractive. For program 
listings it can be a little tedious (espe- 
cially long assembler listings), but this is 
amply repaid by the quality of letters, 
tutorials and so on. 

Note that this is just the forerunner of 
printers of a similar quality and price; 
both Smith-Corona and President offer 
similarly priced daisywheel printers. As 
usual it can pay to shop around for 
prices. The main retailers of the HR-15 
seem to be typewriter stores them- 
selves; no doubt Brother can help you 
with the location of these. 

Specification and Report Card 

Printer: Brother HR-15 

We offer a range of 
Computer equipment for 

* BUSINESS 
* ENGINEERING 
* SCIENCE 
* EDUCATION 
* HOME 

appic 
personal computers 

OSBORNE 

VIC 20 
Print speed: 13 cps (11 cps pica pitch, Shannon text) 
Daisywheel life: 10 million characters 
Characters/line: 110 characters (1/10"); 132 characters (1/12°); 

165 characters (1/15") 

Width: 13.5 inches (approx. 34 cm) HURSTVILLE 
Noise: 65 dBor less F Road 
Dimensions: 464 mm wide by 339 mm deep by 165 mm high 198 Forest Road, 
Weight: 8.9 kg 
Options: Tractor feed — $189 

Single-sheet feed — $449 
Keyboard — $349 
Centronics — $849; RS232 — $899 (including tax) 
Price, proportional spacing, quality, buffer 

Hurstville Shopping Centre 
(02) 570-8344 

TELEX: AA 21049 

Price (recommended): 
Best points: BANKSTOWN 
Worst points: Speed (to be expected) Cnr. North Terrace & The Appian Way, 

Ratings: excellent very good good poor Bankstown Shopping Centre 
Documentation: ® (02) 708-5311 
Ease of use: e 
Functionality: e F 
Support: Y e Direct Computer Sales 

Value for money: 6 for direct customer satisfaction 



The pristine quality of 

one-off original typing has 
reached new heights of speed 
and efficiency. 

To produce prestige, high 
quality documents. nothing has 
changed in acentury. Print 
them one character at a time! 

Everything has changed with 
the way you do tt. 

NEC has poured an Olympic 
typing pool of productivity into 
each of the five 7700 model 
Spinwriters. An incredible 55 
characters a second, tirelessly 
hour after hour. Forwards - 
and backwards to eliminate 
even the small inefficiency of 
Carriage return. 

And an abundance of 
Individuality with around 90 

Spinwriter print thimbles, 
offering up to 128 characters 
including foreign languages. 

Refinements such as 
the enhanced paper control. 

universal power supply and 
single board logic electronics 
mean less time on the job. 

Less time on the job 
for you. 

Even less time on the job for 
NEC's maintenance people, 
already famous for the minimal 
time they need to spend 
working on your equipment. 

A mean-time-between failure 
rating in excess of 3,000 hours. 

see one at any NEC 
authorised dealer before you 
take the plunge. 

LU yp 

The NEC 
To find out more about the remarkable 
NEC Spinwriter 7700 write to 
NEC Information Systems Australia 
Pty. Ltd. (Inc. N.S.W.). 

SYDNEY: 99 Nicholson Street. 
St. Leonards 2065. Phone (02) 4383544. 

Spinwriter 7700 
MELBOURNE. 11 Queens Road. 
Melbourne 3004. Phone (03) 267 5599, 

BRISBANE: 8 Campbell! Street. 
Bowen Hills 4006. Phone (07) 528544. 

PERTH: 67 Adelaide Terrace. 
Perth 6000. Phone (09) 325 6988. 

NEC Corporation 
Tokyo. Japan 

Computer power from the power in computers. 



The Osborne/T EC Connection 
The Osborne 1 computer and 
the TEC F-10 daisywheel printer 
make a first-class combination 
for business use, but marrying 
the two can present a few prob- 
lems. J J Sullivan gives some 
hints on how to do it. 

MANY PEOPLE think of the Osborne as 
just a portable machine, but it is a lot 
more than that. When | was choosing a 
computer, there were a few specifica- 
tions it had to meet. Essentially | wanted 
an efficient word processor with the abil- 
ity to cope with accounting work, and it 
had to run CP/M because that is where 
the software is. 

| didn't have any need for games, 
graphics, colour or computerised music, 
but | was interested in anything that 
could handle correspondence and keep 
editors and my accountant happy. 
When the Osborne first came out, | 

looked at the specifications, the soft- 
ware and the price (particularly the 
price) and decided this was the machine 
| wanted. The fact that it was also a 
portable wasn’t an important factor for 
my applications. | still remember my sur- 

The TEC F-10 daisywheel printer (above), and a close-up of its daisywheel print 
element in action (right). 

prise when | saw the list of software that 
came with the machine — and | won- 
dered why no-one had thought of pro- 
viding free software before. In particular, 
| wondered why | hadn't thought of it! 

However, the Osborne had one major 
drawback — the single-density disks. 
There was mention of double-density 
disks on the horizon so | waited a few 
months before buying to get a double- 
density machine. Even with double-den- 
sity disks and 183K of storage on each 
disk, though, there are times when | 
wish | had quad density. A 10 megabyte 
hard disk would make me really happy. 

Additional space would be handy on 
data disks, although | haven't found it 
really necessary yet, but the system 
disks are getting thoroughly cluttered. 

One of my first moves was to copy 
PIP from the Wordstar disk because | 
got tired of switching disks when | 
needed to use it. | have also added 
some of the CP/M Users’ Group utilities, 
so there is not much space left on any 
of the system disks. When | get a few 
more CP/MUG volumes, the problem 
will be deciding which utilities get 
pushed aside. 
CP/MUG Volume 66 is devoted to a 

useful series of help messages on CP/ 

M, MBASIC and CBASIC2, but they do 
take up a lot of space. Fortunately, 
Wordstar and Supercalc already have 
all the help messages they can use. 

Cleaning Up A Disk 
| found one of the most useful CP/ 

MUG utilities to be a little program called 
CLEANUP.COM on Volume 40. It lists 
a disk directory, one program at a time, 
asking whether to type the program, 
erase it, or leave it alone. (For some 
reason, CLEANUP.COM is not listed in 
the disk catalogue, although it is de- 
scribed in ABSTRACT.040.) 

Put a few programs like these on the 
systems disk and 183K of storage starts 
to look small. 

The keyboard was another point that 
concerned me when | was looking at 
computers. It had to have an easy ac- 
tion that would not irritate a fast typist, 
and keyboards can vary greatly. The 
Osborne keyboard passed that test eas- 
ily. The action is quite different from an 
IBM Selectric or a DEC terminal, but | 
couldn't say which is best of the three. 

There are a few portable computers 
on the market these days, but in my 
Opinion they all lose out to the Osborne 
either on price or on the quality of the > 

— seeoerent i Hay 



THE RITRON WORKHORSE 
Let us introduce you to our workhorse. This is not a 
pretty little computer which looks great and does 
nothing. Its built purely for hard work. 

Its our own RITRON computer built on the big board 2. 
It comes complete with a professional ICL terminal. It 
has 64K ram, CP/M runs at 4MHz, has a disk storage of 
2.4Mb on 20cm drives. That means you'll have no 

Easy is the most apt description for this model— 
easily portable, affordable, readable and typeable: 
Sculptured, high-quality keyboard, and weighing 
just 13 kilos. A free range of software to the value 
of $2,500 is included. 
The Kaypro is CPM-DOS compatible and driven by 
a ZILOG Z-80™micro-processor, making it a most 
popular system for the small business -person. 

$3595 This price includes a + TAX 
(inc. tax) free CP80 printer 

M | C ROSO FT $91202 BASIC 80 VER5.21 3484.00 
S$91203 COBOL 80 VER 4.65 $965.00 
S$91204 EDIT 80 VER 2.02 $205.00 

S 0 FTWAR E $91205 FORTRAN 80 VER 3.44 $665.00 

So1a07 MOLTIPLA Ven eds $595.9 MULTIPLAN (tm VER 1.05 ; 
APPLE COMPUTER COMPATIBLE S91208 muLiSP/muSTAR VER 2.14 $302.00 
S91001 A.L.D.S. (tm) SOFTCARD $173.00 $91209 muMATH/muSIMP VER 2.15 $365.00 
S$91002 BASIC COMPILER SOFTCARD $504.00 $91210 SORT FACILITY VER 1.02 $296.00 
S$91003 COBOL 80 SOFTCARD $955.00 
S91004 DECATHLON DOS $53.00 
S91005 FORTRAN 80 SOFTCARD $280.00 
$9106 MULTIPLAN (ten) SOFTCARD on DOS ee IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER COMPATIBLE—PC—DOS 

mu mu A 
S91008 muMATH/muSIMP DOS $340.00 01302 muLISP/muSTAR ora 
$91009 muMATH DOS Ot oy © 891303 muMATH/muSIMP $408.00 
S91010 RAMCARD (tm) 16K | S91304 64K RANCARD (tm) $495.00 
S91011 SOFTCARD (tm) CP/M Z80 = $484.00 394395 198K RAMCARD (tm) $730.00 
S$91012 SORT FACILITY SOFTCARD $281.00 6914396 192k RAMCARD (tm) $965.00 
S$91013. APPLESOFT COMPILER DOS $249.00 94307 256K RAMCARD (tm) $1199.00 
S91014 TIME MANAGER (tm) DOS $218.00 6914308 64K expansion kit $230.00 
S$91015 TYPING TUTOR DOS $47.00 §94309 EXTENDER CARD $85.00 

$91310 PROTOTYPING CARD $110.00 

CP/M-80 5 INCH 
Formats available: Dec VT-18X, Osborne |, Superbrain, Xerox 820 PRINTER RIBBONS 
$91101 BASIC COMPILER VER5.30 9523.00 €22001 RQC Qume Daisywheel film $6.48 
$91101 BASIC 80 VER 5.21 $469.00 €©22002 ROF Qume Daisywheel nylon $8.64 
$91102 COBOL-80+ VER4.65 $950.00 €22003 RQMS9 Qume 4,7,9 Daisywheel film $12.84 
S91103 EDIT 80 VER 2.02 $190.00 €¢22011 RB300 Burroughs 9246-3,6 nylon $27.60 
S91104 FORTRAN 80++ VER 3.43 $650.00 €22021 RDC Diabolo Hytype I film $8.88 
S$91105 MACRO 80 VER3.40 $287.00 €22031 REMX80 Epson MX80 $13.51 
$91106 muLISP/muSTAR VER2.12 $287.00 €¢22041 RTRS80 Tandy TRS80 Matrix $16.08 
S91107  muMATH/muSIMP VER 2.15 $350.00 ¢22042 RTRST806 Tandy TRS80 Line $15.60 
$91108 SORT FACILITY VER 1.01 $281.00 €22051 R18510 Itoh 8510 $13.76 
S$91109 MULTIPLAN (tm) VER 1.05 $350.00 

CP/M-80 8 INCH COMPUTER PAPER 
C21001 9” Keen edge tractor feed paper in box of 2000 sheets $34.80 

S91201 BASIC COMPILER VER5.30 $538.60 ©C21011 15” Keen edge tractor feed paper in box of 2000 sheets 346.80 

trouble loading sottware trom other sources. 

And this month we are giving away a free CP80 printer 
with every system sold. 
Other features of our computer include DMA for fast 
disk acces and a hard disk interface for when you want 

__C\TECH pty. Itd. 48 ABeckett Street, Melbourne Vic., 3000. . . .ph. 347-7917 

to upgrade your storage requirements. 63950 



software. Adam Osborne got in first and 
he picked the best software. 

Undoubtedly some people will ques- 
tion this. | have seen criticisms of 
Wordstar in letters and reviews in 
magazines, but the recurrent whinge 
seems to be only that Wordstar is too 
hard to learn, not about what the pro- 
gram can do. It certainly takes a lot of 
study and practice but the result is worth 
it. 

The main criticism of the Osborne is 
aimed at the small screen and the 52 
characters it shows. Certainly it can be 
a bit hard on the eyes, but an external 
monitor is easily plugged in, and the 80- 
column board should help overcome this 
problem too. 

In the meantime, using the small 
screen is no real problem. For typing 
copy in, | set the right margin to 52, 
which makes the material easily reada- 
ble without having to scroll the screen 
horizontally. If | have to read outside 
material, such as CP/MUG abstracts 
and .DOC files, | reformat it to 52 char- 
acters. Wordstar lets me keep it that 
way on disk or abandon it with Control- 
KQ and leave the original format on the 
disk, as | choose. 
Some of the Wordstar default settings 

need to be changed before entering, 
and | put them all on one of the user-de- 
finable keys (or function keys, in the Os- 
borne manual’s terminology). The Con- 
trol-O key is set as follows: Control JH2 
(CR) Control OR52 (CR) Control ONA 
(CR) Control OJ (without spaces, of 
course). Those settings change the help 
level to 2 and get rid of the omni-present 
menu, set the right margin to 52 charac- 
ters, clear all the tab settings and switch 
the justification off. 

No Justification For It... 
Most word processors seem to default 

to justification on, although | ran a word 
processor on my previous computer for 
about three years and never used the 
justification, apart from testing and ex- 
perimenting. If you’re writing a newslet- 
ter or a manual, justification may be 
necessary, but how often do people 
write manuals? In my opinion default to 
justification off would be a more useful 
setting. | 
When the material has been typed 

into the Osborne and chécked for accu- 
racy, | reset the right margin to, say, 62 
characters with Control OR62 and refor- 
mat everything with Control QQ Control 
B. Normally, Control B reformats just 
one paragraph and stops. Control QQ is 
a repeat command; it repeats the next 
keystroke or command, whatever it may 
be, and continues repeating until it is 
stopped by the space bar or, with Con- 
trol B, until it runs out of paragraphs to 
reformat. 

One other thing will stop the repeat 
command. If Wordstar halts to ask about 
the hyphenation on a line, it also 
switches the repeat off and the reformat- 
ting must be restarted with Control QQ 
Control B. Once the material is reformat- 
ted, it can be sent to the printer — and 
the printer is often a major problem for 
computer owners. 

Attaching The Printer 
For business or professional use a 

daisywheel is really the only choice; dot 
matrix printers just don’t give good 
enough copy unless they’re the very ex- 
pensive models costing as much as a 
daisywheel. 

| liked what | knew of the TEC F-10, 
also sold as the C Itoh F-10, the Starwri- 
ter F-10, the Dick Smith daisywheel and 
probably under a few other names. It 
seemed odd that | could only find one 
very brief review of this printer in all the 
computer magazines | read. The price of 
the F-10 dropped sharply this year and 
It was being advertised at $1600 tax 
paid for the Centronics parallel version 
— but the new Federal Government's de- 
valuation of the dollar put a quick end 
to that. 

| looked at the prices of serial and 
parallel models and could not see any 
reason to pay the extra money involved 
in buying a serial interface model, so it 
had to be a parallel unit. Then the prob- 
lems started. 

It was a Saturday morning with a long 
weekend coming up and the salesman 
told me, with a happy laugh, that the 
manual had not been packed with the 
printer and that was the only machine 
available until the following week. 

| remembered that the Osborne man- 
ual gave the wiring details for a Cen- 
tronics parallel printer, so | decided to 
take the machine with me and at least 
get it running over the weekend, leaving 
the fine details until the manual arrived. 

| had the necessary plugs, and a few 
phone calls to patient friends and a bit 
of fast driving gave me some 26-wire 
ribbon cable. When | wired the printer 
plug | was surprised by the close match- 
ing of the computer and printer pinouts, 
but | assumed the people who wrote the 
Osborne manual knew what they were 
doing. 

| fired up the printer and it printed gib- 
berish. | checked the plug wiring and 
checked it again. It was correct. That 
meant either the printer was not wired 
to the Centronics parallel standard or 
the Osborne manual was wrong. 

| went to my files and found a couple 
of Osborne columns that had appeared 
in Your Computer. | also remembered 
that the Dick Smith catalogue carried a 
Centronics pin diagram. 

The Your Computer columns gave de- 

tails for wiring a Centronics printer and 
a Smith-Corona daisywheel to the Os- 
borne. The Dick Smith catalogue dia- 
gram bore no relation to the Centronics 
printer wiring but it did come fairly close 
to the Smith-Corona. The catalogue dia- 
gram had no provision for data line 7. 
| subsequently discovered that the print- 
er doesn’t need data line 7 but it worried 
me at the time. 

| vaguely remembered reading some- 
where that Centronics printers don’t use 
the Centronics standard any longer. De- 
ciding that two out of four Was good 
enough so | would go that way, | com- 
bined the Smith-Corona and the Dick 
Smith details, and came up with the fol- 
lowing: 

Osborne F-10 
1 2 

2 6 

3 3 
4 7 

5 4 

6 8 
7 5 

8 9 
11 1 

12 16 

15 11 

17 10 

19 13 

| rewired the plug and printed out my 
one-sentence test program. At least the 
printer turned out intelligible English, but 
it was double spacing everything, print- 
ing both forward and backward, only 
getting part way back to the left hand 
margin, mixing up the spacing between 
words and doing a few other silly things. 

That was when | realised that the 
Wordstar install routine outlined in the 
manual was not as simple as many 
magazine writers have claimed. | don't 
know how the official Wordstar manual 
handles it, but the Osborne manual 
doesn’t want anything to do with parallel 
interface daisywheels. It states: “If your 
printer is a high-quality daisywheel print- 
er, it will probably be connected to the 
serial port (a few models might interface. 
like a Centronics parallel printer, how- 
ever, so youd better check)”. From 
there on, it ignores parallel daisywheels. 

| read somewhere that the F-10 print- 
er matched the configuration of the 
Qume Sprint, so | had specified the 
Qume Sprint in the installation, and that 
caused most of the trouble. After re- 
doing the installation many times, with 
different answers, | found | had to 
specify the printer as a “Teletype-like 
printer that can backspace”. Nothing 
else would work. 
Anyone interested in superscripts and 

Continued on Page 39 
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The latest from OziS 
When the little Ozi 
Bear is on the box 
you can be sure you 
have the best in 
software or 
accessories for the 
VIC 20 or C64, from 
around the world. 

Ozi Soft Expansion Board for VIC 20 
Pictured bottom left 

Getting cartridges in and out of the 
VIC 90 need no longer be a struggle 
with the Ozi Soft, 3 slot Expansion 
Board. The Board allows up to 3 

cartridges to run simultaneously, with 
switching to turn off any of the 3 
cartridges if they’re unwanted. The 
reset button enables you to clear 
memory without turning the VIC 20 
off. Made in Australia this Expansion 
Board is something all Vic 20 owners 
should have. Availadle from your 
computer dealer for only 
exes tao ace wee set et esese $59.95* 

Ozi Soft Light Pen for VIC 20 and C 64 
pictured bottom centre 

The first Light Pen designed and built 
in Australia. And adds new dimen- 
sions to home computing, making 
interfacing with screen graphic 
simple and versatile. Plus many other 
capabilities you should explore. 

Complete with programme 
ceetecsodvenseaad ans 60  939.95* 

See other advertisements of the 
Amazing KoalaPad and Triga Com- 
mand joystick also pictured. 

NEW RELEASES FROM OZI SOFT 

Underworld of Kyn C64 

This great game programme has taken 

months to develop and Ozi Soft is 
proud to release it as one of the best 
computer adventures yet. This 
intelligent programme understands 
complete sentences and challenges 

you to destroy the evil powers of the 
Wizard of Kyn. Escape the twisted 

underworld of tunnels and rooms. 
Then avoid the perils that lie beyond. 
Really something for all adventure 
TONS: sass 6d0s eee neh $94.95* 

Macpan VIC 20 

At last a complete version of one of 
the world’s most popular arcade 
games. Featuring multiple speed 
option, full colour graphics and 
brilliant sound. Written in full 
machine code — nothing comes 

close to Macpan in providing many 
hours of entertainment .....$19.95* 

Cops and Robbers VIC 20 

This is your big chance at crime, but 

you may not go unpunished. The cops 
are after you and you are out to rip off 
the diamonds from 5 stores in the 
Acme Diamond building. It’s a mean 
task. The boys in blue are ready to 
shoot as you run up and down esca- 
lators from floor to floor. It will leave 
you breathless ............$19.95* 



ft for Vic20 and C= 
Ozi Learning Series VIC 20 & C64 

Tables Prac & 
Tables Launcher........... $19.95* 
Auscap and Ausquiz ...... $19.95* 
Speedy Reader 

One & TWO... . cece ee eee $19.95* 
Spelling Helper & 
Spelling QUIZ ............. $19.95* 
Typing Tutor .............. $19.95* 
Name Game & 
Counter Play¥............. $19.95* 
# For Vic 20 only. 

NEW RELEASES FROM TERMINAL 
SOFTWARE : 

Super Dogfight C64 

As a pilot of the fabulous world war 1 
biplanes two players can do battle in 

the sky. It’s a great game with all the 
sportsmanship of the time 

Super Scramble VIC 20 & 64 
Fabulous arcade action as you pilot 

your bomber over mountainous 
terrain seeking out enemy bases and 
avoiding attack. With 3 ships per game 
you have 8 sectors to master 
uae C64: $24.95*/VIC 20x $19.95* 

Other titles include: 

Super Gridder C64 ........ $94.95* 
Gridder VIC 90............ $19.95* 
Line up 4 Reverse VIC 90 .. .$17.95* 
Get Lost VIC 90 ........... $16.95* 
Meteor Blaster VIC 20...... $16.95* 

Curse of the Werewolf 

VIC 20 (16K).............. $19.95* 

Rescue from the Castle 
Dread, VIC 20 (16K) ....... $19.95* 
Masic Mirror VIC 20 
(16K/8K) .........0... ec eee $19.95* 

NEW RELEASES FROM ISIS 
HATHOR 
Laser Strike C64 
Challenge the deadly asteroid field, 
manouevre though hazardous space 
committed to your mission to bomb 
enemy asteroid cities. Refuelling 
lasers from solar pods. Awesome 
graphics and realistic laser: sound 
CHES saa scewewaectecomas $94.95 

Basm C64 

Basm is a basic that thinks like an 
assembly language, because it uses 
the syntax of basic, but works like an 
assembler. Basm has features for 
both the programmer familiar with 
assembly language and the novice 
interested in making the break from 
basic to machine code. This can allow 
your programme to run up to 85 times 
faster. It is a complete package with 
well over 100 pages of information to 
teach you this unique language 
penuciae ad gad eeean aaaues $99.00* 

NEW RELEASES FROM 
ABRASCO 

Abracalc C64 

One of the most common 
programmes in the business world is 
the spreadsheet. It opens the door to 
a simple solution to a multitude of 
complex problems. Set up a home 
budget system, do business 
calculations, cash flow analysis and 
sales forecasts etc. What if questions 
can get instant answers. Simple to 
use and comes with a compre- 
hensive manual, with all the features 
of a truly professional spreadsheet 
programme ...........68. $49.95* 

Meter Mania VIC 20 

With up to 4 meter maids after you 
life can get hectic. Especially when 

you have to pick up enough coins to 
feed the meter before the clock is up. 
Even hiding in your car isn’t always 
the answer. Meter Mania is 
remarkably original and entertaining, 
with hi-res graphics and surprising 
tricks in this machine code game. 
ee ee ere $19.95* 

Home Manager C64 
Put your feet up and let the electronic 

brain take the strain. This Abrasco 
programme gives you: A diary, an 
address book, a budget programme 
that is packed with features. Fool 
proof and simple to use you'll 
wonder why people have money 
problems when with the press of a 
few buttons you can have all the right 
answers and know exactly what you 
can or can not afford, right now and 
over the long term......... $39.95* 

There are many more Abrasco 
Programmes which include: 

Fly Snatcher VIC 90 ........ $19.95* 
Double trouble VIC 20..... $19.95* 
Vixplode VIC 20 & C64 ....$19.95* 
Alien Hunte VIC 90 ........ $19.95* 

Plus many more, write for our Free 

catalogue 

*Recommended Retail price 

Manufactured and/or distributed by: 

O7i Soft. 
50 Clarence Street, Sydney. 
Dealer enquiries invited 
Telephone (02) 29 6330 t/LSOL LWWOOWWI 



MICROBEE 
NEW PROGRAMS NOW AVAILABLE FROM MYTEK 

DEFENDER is our fastest, most involved and 
challenging arcade game. You must defend earthl- 
ings in your territory for earthlings are being cap- 
tured and turned into mutants. Shoot down the 
enemy by controlling your craft through air-space. 
If an earthling is captured, you must destroy the 
Alien and catch the earthling as he plummets to the 
ground. 
Our version of DEFENDER is complete with 
Swarmers, Space Mines, Baiters, Bombers, Pods, 
Smart Bombs, Hyperspace and Twin Displays. The 
MYTEK quality explosions are guaranteed to make 
you wince! $22.50 

CHOPPER is the game that took first prize in 
our recent competition. Your mission is to rescue 

stranded allies in enemy territory by helicopter. The 
enemy has a large fleet of Kamakaze pilots and an 
inexhaustable supply of missiles. 
This high resolution graphics arcade game is very 
fast. Realism is achieved by a realistic helicopter 
with spinning blades, people that wave frantically 
and run into the helicopter. And the explosions are 
real! Joystick compatible. $20.00 

KING KONG is a complete version of DONKY 
KONG fully equipped with monkey, drums, people 
and many other animated creations. You owe it to 
yourself to see true cartoon animation on your 
MicroBee. Joystick compatible. $20.00 

KILOPEDE & GHOST MUNCHER are 
two super arcade games that were originally to sell 
for $17.50 each but a typing error in our catalogue 
placed them together.by mistake! We have decided 
to leave them together for what must be the best 
value in this catalogue. 

KILOPEDE revolves around a nasty Centipede 
charging down through the garden towards you. 
When your beetle makes a direct hit, the Centipede 
breaks into two! Now you have double trouble. 
Watch out for the flees, bugs and most of all, the 
gardener's boot! 

GHOST MUNCHER is the MicroBee version of PAC 
MAN. Guide your little Chomper around a maze 
avoiding the Ghosts. Once a Power Pili is eaten, your 
Chomper can chase the Ghosts. PAC MAN is one of 
the greats of arcade games and now you can have 
a true to life version on your MicroBee! 

Both games together on the one cassette. § 20.00 

FROGGER is modelled after the popular arcade 
game of the same name. Your frog is in a real 
predicament. To get home, he must firstly cross a 
feur lane highway, dodging cars and trucks. If he 
survives, he must then negotiate the flooded river, 
jumping from log to log until he arrives safely home. 

$17.50 

MYTEK WORDPROCESSOR iis the 
MicroBee’s most up-to-date electric typewriter. 
Although powerful beyond belief, the MYTEK 
WORDPROCESSOR is quick and simple to use. 
Handwritten letters and typewriters are a thing of 
the past. Any member of your family, club or of- 

fice will be able to save time and improve the look 
of their essays, letters, assignments, documents, ac- 
counts and all other correspondence. Everybody can 
benefit from this Wordprocessor. 

The MYTEK WORDPROCESSOR is available on both 
cassette and EPROM chip. If the serial number of 
your MicroBee starts with nine (9) then your 
MicroBee takes an 8K EPROM. Otherwise it takes 
two 4K EPROM. Please specify. 

Cassette. $35.00 

EPROM: $39.00 

TRSBEE is a package of three programs that 
loads TRS-80 Model | and 3 program tapes into the 
MicroBee without any additional hardware. 
Although some program editing will still be required 
prior to their running, the majority of program typ- 
ing time is saved by TRSBEE. The first program 
loadsTRS-80 BASIC programs into MicroWorld 
BASIC. Most programs may then be edited and run. . 
The second program in the package loads any 
TRS-80 machine code file into MicroBee memory. 
The third program loads TRS-80 assembler files in- 
to the MicroBee EDITOR/ASSEMBER. Any TRS-80 
Model | or 3 tape may be loaded. TRSBEE opens 
up a whole new world of possible software on your 
MicroBee! $30.00 

TAPE DOCTOR is an easy to use programm- 
ing aid for loading and saving programmes on tape. 
TAPE DOCTOR will load nearly any program from 
tape, regardless of protection system. BAD LOAD 
files may be loaded also and TAPE DOCTOR will aid 
in finding the faulty byte. Saving files of any type 
become a breeze. Create Auto Start BASIC files and 
files that include both BASIC and machine code 
subroutines. Comes complete with a monitor. If you 
use tapes at all, TAPE DOCTOR is a must. 17.50 

DEBUG is a utility program to enable the debug- 
ging of machine code programs as they are written 
on the MicroBee using EDASM. The program 
operates at the assembler level. Break points are in- 
serted in the source code as calls to a subroutine. 
The source code, with included breakpoints, is then 
assembled and the resulting code is executed in the 
normal way. Program execution will halt at the first 

break point encountered with a display of the inter- 
nal Z80 registers. With execution halted, registers 
can be examined and modified as can memory loca- 
tions. Execution can then proceed until the next 
breakpoint is encountered. By means of breakpoints 
inserted in the source code, the programmer can ex- 
amine all or any part of the operation of the program 
on a statement by statement basis. $17.50 

FORTH is a language that is much more power- 
ful and versatile than BASIC but executes nearly as 
fast as machine code. We have negotiated with the 
authors of FORTH to be able to bring you this power- 
ful language with MYTEK quality documentation at 
a give away price. Never before and never again will 
you be able to run FORTH on your MicroBee so 
inexpensively! $29.00 

LOGO BEE isa graphics language. Specifically 
designed to introduce children to computer program- 
ming, LOGO BEE is destined to become a standard 
on the MicroBee. Both simple and intricate designs 
may easily be drawn on the screen in hi-res through 
use of short and easy to understand LOGO BEE 
programs. 

LOGO BEE programs are based on an imaginary tur- 
tle moving about the screen leaving a trail behind 
him. The turtle may be moved in any direction for 
a given distance. He may then be turned any 
number of degrees and moved again. The trail may 
also be turned on or off. Each short routine is given 
a name, such as SQUARE, CIRCLE or TRIANGLE, 
depending on the shape created. These routines may 
be used within other routines. In this way, the con- 
cepts of programming can be easily introduced to 
young children and adults who have had no 
previous computer experience. 

LOGO BEE was written specifically for MicroBee 
graphics. The program is essentially idiot proof and 
is a joy to use. $22.50 

COMPOSER BEE II is an excellent aid in 
learning music theory. Write your own melody on 
the screen staff and listen to the result. You may now 
transpose, add to or modify your tune. The notes 
on the staffs will change accordingly and you may 
again listen to the result. COMPOSER BEE II is 
graphics orientated, has a 2 octave range, handles 
accidentals, non-standard timing and repeated sec- 
tions of music. Teachers and students alike will 
welcome COMPOSER BEE II. $20.00 

_ HOW TO ORDER 
Fill out the following form and send it to MYTEK Computing: 

Program 

Postage Allow SI per item 

TOTAL | 

Name 

Address 

Suburb Postcode 

Method of Payment CHEQUE. BANKCARD 10) CASH 

Bankeard No 

Neme on Bankeard 

Pio NE Yet PEAT AIS Sn a GA se tie sarc ay Ss a ara 

1OK or 32K MicreBee Plus er ic 

WN POAC Pao nine eee at IS Ves We rk a 

=o 
mYce< 
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Continued from Page 35 

subscripts or red and black ribbon shifts 
would need to go into the “special mod- 
ifications” and: set the necessary bytes, 
which can be found in the tables in the 
printer manual. | didn’t bother — 
superscripts and daisywheels don't re- 
ally go together. 

With these changes made, the printer 
worked properly, except that it still dou- 
ble-spaced everything. Since that was 
obviously due to switch settings in the 
printer, | had to wait for the manual. 
When | read the manual, | found the 
chapter on the serial interface quite 
lucidly written, while the material on the 
parallel interface was almost unintelligi- 
ble. Apparently nobody takes the paral- 
lel interface seriously. 

Nobody Takes Us Seriously 
For example, the parallel interface 

chapter carries a section explaining the 
functions of the interface signals. The 
following are a couple of excerpts: 

DATA 1-8 
a) Each signal receives the first bit of in- 
formation of the data. 
ACK | 
a) This is the SP character code as one 
of the control codes which is used after 
the completion of operation. This repre- 
sents the data request output from the 
printer with the data stored in its buffer. 

Fortunately, much of this material can 
be ignored. However, the switches 
reached through a slot in the front panel 
cannot be; most can be left at the fac- 
tory setting until there is a need to alter 
them for such things as proportional 
spacing, but a few must be changed at 
the start: 

SW404 and SW405 must be set to “no 
parity”’. 
SW412 must be set to CR. 
SW414 is incorrect in the manual. It 
must be open for Pica (10 pitch) and 
closed for Elite (12 pitch). 

It is advisable to check all the other 
switches against the manual just in case 
one has been altered for some reason. 

A tiny screwdriver is handy for setting 
these switches because the access slot 
is extraordinarily narrow. It is important 
to make sure that each switch is fully 
over. Once these settings had been 
made, the printer started running prop- 
erly and turning out a first-class print 
job. 

The TEC comes with two ribbons, a 
fabric and a multi-strike carbon. The 
quality is not quite as good as my IBM 

Selectric with a film ribbon, but it is not 
far behind. The double strike setting 
would go a long way towards closing 
this gap. The Osborne manual suggests 
that double strike, used with a carbon 
ribbon, will give an impression of sharp- 
ness and qtity to a document. | tested 
this theory found that it worked. 

ai 

The Real Speed 
A printout of 15,781 bytes of solid text 

showed the printer was running at 29 
characters per second, roughly the 
same speed as most matrix printers, de- 
spite their claims for 80 and 100 charac- 
ters per second. 

An interesting point is that the manual 
lists several options, including sensors 
for paper out; ribbon out and cover off, 
which all came as standard on my 
machine. Another option listed is a word 
processing expansion function, which 
merely duplicates some of the WordStar 
controls, such as boldstrike and under- 
score. (The printer sounds like a riot in 
a bee-hive when it is doing a boldstrike 
routine.) | understand that a new manual 
has been issued, so some of these inac- 
curacies may have been corrected. 

The F-10 provides proportional spac- 
ing, but the correct wheel must be fitted 
for this. 

One common use for a word proces- 
sor is correspondence. There have been 
many complaints in magazines about 
Wordstar and a daisywheel being un- 
satisfactory because of problems with 
envelopes, but there is an easy solution. 
| keep a permanent letter format on disk 
with my address, question marks for the 
date as a reminder not to forget it, a few 
line spaces and the signature details. At 
the top of the format is .OP to get rid 
of the page numbering, and .PA is set 
underneath the signature to force a 
page break. Immediately under the page 
break line is .PO 25 to give a 25-charac- 
ter offset. 
When | have to type a letter, | copy 

the format, giving it the identification of 
the letter, then call the copy off disk. 
This step is necessary, otherwise | 
would lose the format. | then type in the 
current date, followed by the body of the 
letter. The next step is to block the inter- 
nal address and copy it down under the 
-PO 25, then release the block with a 
Control KH. This gives the envelope ad- 
dress, and the offset places it correctly 
on the envelope. Don't forget to set 
Wordstar to stop at the end of every 
page. 

None of this is new. In fact, the en- 
velope routine appeared in a column in 
Interface Age. A series of form letters, 
using MailMerge, would pose a different 
envelope préblem, but | have not 
checked this. 

Faster In One-Way Traffic 
The F-10 has provision for bi-direc- 

tional printing or line mode, set by one 
of the panel switches. | timed the same 
text printout in line mode and found the 
printer was running at just over 34 char- 
acters per second, compared with the 
29 characters per second of the bi-direc- 
tional mode. | decided to leave it perma- 
nently in line mode. It makes no differ- 
ence to the WordStar commands. 

Line mode really comes into its own 
when the printer is churning out a series 
of Supercalc spreadsheets on 15-1/8 
inch computer paper (384 mm for the 
metrically minded). 

It can be disconcerting to see the 
printer hesitate after printing a column 
total, then slide smoothly across the 
sheet to find the next column with a 
total. Instead of spacing across the 
page, as a typewriter would, the F-10 
waits for all the spacing information, 
then makes one swoop to the right loca- 
tion. 
When | first set the switch for line 

mode for a Supercalc printout, | just took 
the cover off without switching the 
power off. When the printout started, the 
machine was still in serial mode, printing 
in one direction only. 

It seems the switch setting only takes 
effect on power up. Incidentally, Super- 
calc printouts look better if the column 
and row designations are removed with 
the Global command B (for borders). 
For spreadsheet work, it is advisable to 
buy a 12 pitch daisywheel and set the 
panel switch to Elite spacing. A 10 pitch 
wheel takes up a bit too much space. 
A 12 pitch wheel has another advantage 
in that the letter shapes are finer and the 
resulting print looks better with a carbon 
ribbon. The 12 pitch wheel has one big 
disadvantage, in that it only has about 
half the life of a 10 pitch wheel, probably 
because of the thinner letter outlines. 

A listing of Diablo type wheels put out 
by Mitsui Computer Systems gives the 
average lifespan of 10 pitch wheels as 
five to seven million characters. For 12 
pitch wheels, it is two to four million 
characters. Metal or metallised plastic 
wheels would undoubtedly have a 
longer life, but the F-10 will not accept 
them. This is normal for daisywheel 
printers; a machine designed for plastic 
wheels will give higher speeds but can 
not use the heavier metal or metallised 
plastic wheels. 
Now that the computer and printer are 

running smoothly together, | find the 
combination an excellent one. It is cer- 
tainly intended for business use, and 
those wanting games and colour will 
probably look elsewhere, although | 
notice quite a few games listed in the 
CP/MUG disk catalogue. C] 
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Juki 6100 
The low end of the printer market 
is now dominated almost exclu- 
sively by Japanese manufactur- 
ers, as will be obvious from the 
large number of Japanese print- 
ers reviewed by Les Bell in this 
issue. The Juki 6100, made by 
Mitsui, is one of them. 

THE JUKI 6100 printer from Mitsui is a 
low-cost daisywheel machine. Unlike 
most low-cost daisies, this one does not 
look like a modified typewriter, nor in- 
deed is it one. 

The Juki print mechanism is based on 
a linear motor design, so there are no 
taut cables winding around the base of 
the machine. Instead, the printhead 
rides on a metal bar which houses the 
linear motor, and there is no evidence 
of other moving parts. This should im- 
prove reliability. 

The front of the machine is raked 
back in a futuristic style, with an inte- 
grated control panel which has a slide 
switch for print spacing (10, 12 or 15 
pitch, or proportional), as well as reset, 
on/off, line and form feed. At the rear is 
the power inlet, parallel interface socket 
(serial optional) and the on/off switch. 

Easy To Load | 
The top cover lifts out of position to 

reveal a standard IBM Selectric II rib- 
bon, which is easy to obtain from most 
office supplies shops. The print wheel is 
the Triumph Adler type, and is particu- 
larly easy to change. With most daisies, 
the printhead must be tilted back and 
the print wheel grasped firmly; a messy 
procedure. The Juki print wheel simply 
drops into place and the drive shaft ro- 
tates until it clicks into position, so that 
it is cleanly self-loading. 

Since it does not have a tractor feed 
as standard, the 6100 single-sheet load- 
ing is considerably easier than on the 
Mitsui MC2100, reviewed elsewhere in 
this issue. The paper just drops into 
place and is easy to keep straight. Print 
quality is excellent, as the accompany- 
ing sample will show. 

The 6100 is rated at 18 cps, and while 
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it was impossible to run an extended 
test due to single-sheet insertion delays, 
it gave the impression of running close 
to that speed. In fact, because of the 
clicking of the daisywheel, it gives a 
subjective impression of even greater 
speed, making the waiting a bit more 
bearable. 

Character and line spacing are controll- 
able by escape sequences, to 1/120th of 

inch vertically. This enables the use of 
the printer for plotting. 

The printer has a 2 Kbyte buffer as 
standard, and this is expandable to 8 
Kbytes. Other options include bi-direc- 
tional and uni-directional tractor feeds 
and a cut-sheet feeder. ; 
The Juki 6100 is a very impressive 

printer, particularly at its price of 
$995.00. It is solidly built, and its 
simplicity of construction bodes well for 
reliability (an MTBF of 2500 hours is 
claimed). The print quality is excellent 
and it runs well up to the claimed speed. 
It is a classy printer indeed. 

H WE looked at the creation of a database file, 
ng at the file uSing various dBase II commands. 
‘ll continue by looking at the various full-scre 
in depth, together with the editing functions wh 
vides. 

dentally, one of the things that I continually n 
people who write BASIC programs and then don’t 
sion of BASIC on what machine they are writing. 
coke my own rule by not telling you what versior 
aS uSing. All 
-~3 and later. 

cive shortly, 
>rsions where 

examples in this series will work 
I“m currently using version 2.3l, . 
and I°1l apprise you of any differ 
necessary. 

‘The Juki 6100 (top) and a sample of the print it produces. 



THE CHIPS ARE DOWN! 
JOHN SANDS ELECTRONICS INTRODUCES THE PERSONAL 
COMPUTER THAT OUTPOWERS, OUTFUNCTIONS, OUTCOLOURS, 
OUTCOMPUTES AND OUTSELLS EVERYTHING IN ITS CLASS 
AND $329 SAYS WE'RE ABSOLUTELY RIGHT! 

Now you don't have to wait until tomor- 
row to get your hands on tomorrow's 
technology! 

The John Sands Sega SC3000 Personal 
Computer is so far ahead of anything else 
in its class, that waiting for something 
better or different to come along could 
see you waiting for many, many moons. 

At just $329." this computer makes 
anything in its price range appear totally 
inadequate. In terms of power (32K ROM 
and 32K RAM-expandable to 48K)), in 
terms of high resolution display (256x192 dot 
screen matrix and 5x7 character dot matrix), 
in terms of colour (16 separate colours and 
225 colour hues), in terms 
of sound (3 sound voices over a range of 
5 octaves), in terms of the ability to obey its 
BASIC Language (including 48 single key- 
stroke functions), in terms of graphic display 
(32 graphic sprite planes), in terms of its 
Capacity to interface with 
a wide range of peripherals including 
2 Joystick Sockets, Games Cartridges, 
Printer, Floppy Disk, Modem Communi- 
cation, Data Cassette (using any audio tape 
player), TV Monitor Port and switch for home 
TV connection, and in terms 
of ease of use, no other computer in its class 

can hope to match the Jonn Sands Sega 
SC3000. 

At this very moment, you have the 
choice of 14 Games Cartridges, a MUSIC 
Cartridge, GRAPHICS Cartridge, and 
a BASIC Il Cartridge with additional 
memory. Others will be added at the rate 
of at least one a month. 

With your John Sands Sega you enter 
new worlds of education, fun, music 
graphics, home budgeting, personal and 
business computer functions. 

See the John Sands Sega SC3000 
Personal Computer today - at selected 
retailers throughout Australia. Now there's 

no point in the world in 
waiting for tomorrow. 

—— 

“Recommended retail price. 

SEGA scs000 Personal Computer 



Toshiba P1 
Here's the current state of the art 
in high-quality dot matrix print- 
ers. Les Bell found the Toshiba 
P1350 to be a solidly built high- 
speed dot matrix machine with a 
high-quality multi-strike mode 
which still operates at acceptable 
speed. 

THE P1350 is a larger printer than the 
others reviewed here, and a faster one. 
The front panel has the usual on/off-line, 
form feed and line feed buttons, while at 
the back is the power inlet, power switch 
and interface connector. 

The P1350 is available with either a 
parallel or serial interface. Our parallel 
interface model worked fine, although 
we have heard that the serial version 
shows problems when working with 
hard-wired handshaking (but is fine 
using a software protocol). 

Like most dot matrix printers, the 
P1350 uses a stepper motor to position 
the printhead as it moves across the 
page. In draft mode that’s fine, but in 
near-letter-quality mode it is stepping 
the head over small increments so fast 
that it lets out a piercing whine which 
seems to be louder than the impact of 
the printhead. 

Actually the body of the printer pro- 
vides pretty good sound insulation, so 
it's not that dad, but it’s definitely notice- 
able. 

The draft mode of the P1350 runs at 
a maximum of 192 cps in 12 pitch, and 
160 cps in 10 pitch. When running in 
high-resolution mode, the machine 
slows down to 93 cps in 12 pitch and 
78 cps in 10 pitch. It’s capable of 100 
cps when using proportional spacing. 
These speeds are still considerably fas- 
ter than the vast majority of daisywheel 
printers. 

In near-letter-quality mode, the print 
quality is not bad at all. You can see it’s 
not printed by a daisywheel, but it's 
quite acceptable, and nowadays it 
seems people are more prepared to ac- 
cept neat dot matrix type where previ- 
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ously only IBM Selectric type would do. 
In fact, the P1350 prints 36 horizontal 

dots per character in high-res mode, 
and does so in one pass — which con- 
siderably improves the speed as the 
head does not waste time returning to 
make a second pass. However, high-re- 
solution printing still takes place in a for- 
ward direction only. 

Variety Of Typefaces 
Three typefaces are available, al- 

though only two can be installed in the 
machine at a time: Courier in 10 pitch, 
Prestige Elite in 10 and 12 pitch, and 
Toshiba Original, available in both 
pitches and proportional spacing. The 

antl i) 
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machine must always have its draft font 
installed for high-speed printing. 

In addition, a range of additional fonts 
is available through what Toshiba dis- 
tributor Atac calls ‘Font Packs’. These 
plug into an additional harness under 
the top cover, and allow the user to 
select between a wide range of italic 
and foreign language fonts. 

The printer is solidly made and would 
stand up well to heavy duty cycle usage. 
It works well in high-resolution mode, 
with a pleasing character set, and the 
draft mode is very fast and quite reada- 
ble. 

The P1350 sells for $3150 including 
tax, while the additional font harness is 
$201, with fonts $201 each. A tractor 
feed is available at $283 including tax, 
and a cut-sheet feeder for $1530 includ- 
ing tax. Our review sample was supplied 
by Atac Pty Ltd, 55 Lavender Street, Mil- 
sons Point NSW 2061. ) 



Left: The P1350, with a close- 
up of its touch-sensitive 
controls. 
Right: A detailed view of the 
print mechanism, and (below) 
examples of the P1350 in near- 
letter-quality and draft mode. 

But for the hard core, the real fun comes from the fact th. 

there are a whole set of instructions and registers which users 

can access by tickling the operating system and which allow 

operators to do such things as; use the alphanumeric registers 

for data storage, shift the data/program partition at will to 

protect data registers, save valuable bytes by assembling print: 

But tor the hard core» the real tun comes from the fact th 

there are a whole set of instructions and registers which users 

can access by tickling the operating system and which allow 

Operators to do such things as; use the alphanumeric registers 

for data storage, shift the data/prosram partition at will to 

protect data registers,» save valuable bytes by assembling print 

STAR DP 515 2° wassnn 
NOW $695 incl. tax. 

FEATURES 
EPSON COMPATIBLE 
100 CPS BIDIRECTIONAL LOGIC 
SEEKING 
BIT IMAGE AND BLOCK GRAPHICS 
CORRESPONDENCE QUALITY 
FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED 
PROPORTIONAL SPACING AND 
ITALICS 
DOUBLE WIDTH AND COMPRESSED 
SUPER AND SUBSCRIPT PRINTING 
9 WIRE PRINT HEAD 
TRUE DESCENDERS AND 
UNDERLINE 
136 COLUMNS (233 COLUMNS 

° : COMPRESSED) 
Kramar Distributors _ SERIAL INTERFACE $80.00 
P.O. BOX 36 — DELIVERY TO ALMOST 
BEXLEY SOUTH N.S.W. 2207 ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA ON 

PHONE: (02) 588-6675 RECEIPT OF ORDER — $10.00 

LI DALE Es ee 
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COMPUTER DIVISION OF 

RITRONICS WHOLESALE PTY LTD 

FREE PRINTER. 
To kick off our computer division we are giving away | 

free CP80 printer with every Sirius computer sold. 

Our price for Sirius 1 with 1.2Mb storage on 

twin drives is $5250.00 

SIRIUS 1 with 10Mb Hard disk and a 1.2Mb 
floppy for backup + 256K ram is 
$9750.00 + tax 

REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE 
A FREE PRINTER 

CP-80/1, 80-COLUMN 
IMPACT PRINTER 

Main features of CP-80/1 
With Slide to Stratification Technology Head for High 

Density Dots Printing. 
Low Price. 
Compact and Lightweight Designed. 
640 Graphic Dots Line. 
80 Column Dot Matrix Printer with a full of functions. 

Cartridge Ribbon. 
Connectable to the many types of Computers for the Home 

or Office USE, also for OEM. 

Patented 

New Head 

+e eee e + 

Sirius Software 
General Accounting — Stock Control/Order Processing — Payroll — Job Costing/Bill of Materials — Financial Planning/Modelling — Critical Path Analysis — 
Word Processing — Data Base Management — Medical/Dental/Pharmacy — Legal — Local Government — Real Estate — Property Management — 
Communications — Video Hire — Scientific — Engineering — Languages — Operating Systems — Utilities 

AUTOCAD/AUTODIMENSION 

The SIRIUS could be the solution to your planning and drawing problems. Coupled with a plotter this package could save you hours on each job. Price including Touchpen 4400 

We also have the Padmede range of accounts software available. These packages are casy to use and well supported. At $350 per Module. you won't get better value. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

Wordstar — Spelibinder — CBasic 86 — Basic 86 Compiler — Fortran — Cobol — DBase 2 — Multiplan 

All prices shown are subject to sales tax 

CxTECH pty. Itd. 48 ABeckett Street, Melbourne Vic., 3000. . . .ph. 347-7917 
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The Pinwriter is NEC's first seri- 
ous attempt at a high-speed dot 
matrix printer, although it’s well- 
known for the quality of its Spin- 
writer letter-quality printer. Ac- 
cording to Les Bell, the Pinwriter 
establishes the company as a 
force to be reckoned with in this 
market. 

THE PINWRITER P1 is a small printer; 
it actually seems larger than it really is 
and has a chunky, solid feel. It is 
finished in a light chocolate brown col- 
our with a small control panel at top 
right. There’s the usual on/off-line but- 
ton, top of form and line feed buttons; 
curiously, the line feed does not auto re- 
peat when you hold it down. 
At the right there’s a knob for the pla- 

ten, and a concentric control which re- 
leases the pressure bar and the platen 
grip. Single-sheet paper is inserted at 
the back of the platen and this knob ro- 
tated to release the pressure bar, 
whereupon the paper automatically 
feeds into the correct position. 

WG . \7] _ w< 
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NEC Pinwriter 
The Pinwriter is rated at a maximum 

of 180 characters per second, and I’m 
prepared to believe it; in fact, when | first 
switched it on, it was in one of its high- 
resolution modes, and | thought it was 
one of the draft modes. Which brings 
me neatly to my next point. 

Fine Print 
The character set of the P1 is still ob- 

viously a dot matrix set and cannot be 
mistaken for a daisywheel. It’s op- 
timised, if that is the word, towards 
speed rather than print quality. lroni- 
cally, the print is still fine and precise, 
and gives the impression that a font 
more like conventional typestyles would 
be possible. 

In its niq (near-letter-quality) mode, 
the Pinwriter drops to around 90 cps, al- 
though that’s probably fast enough for 
me (mind you, | said that about my first 
printer). The Pinwriter does have a 
graphics mode, though to be honest, the 
manual made it seem to be a bit hard; 
basically it’s a matter of outputting bytes 
with the appropriate bit set, and is not 
complex at ail. 

In addition, the P1 has all the usual 
compressed and expanded print modes 

that people hardly seem to use, as well 
as vertical forms unit control, which I’m 
sure nobody uses. 

The exterior design of the P1 is one 
of the more pleasing of the current batch 
of printers; it’s compact yet looks and 
feels solid and modern. A recessed 
transparent top acts as a noise baffle, 
and has a slot where the paper 
emerges. Funnily enough, in the light of 
past experiences, the paper emerges 
through this slot without any cajoling or 
crumpling! 

An optional tractor feed is available, 
which consists of the _ tractor 
mechanism, paper guide and a perspex 
cover which fits over the tractor. Since 
the instructions were _ printed in 
Japanese, it took me a while to figure 
out how the tractor feed was fitted, but 
| got there in the end, managed to close 
the lid on it, and it worked fine. 

Jinglish Manual 
Like most Japanese printer manuals, 

the Pinwriter manual was terse, to say 
the least. It was also couched in 
Jinglish, such as the fascinating infor- 
mation that SW1-4 set OFF sets them 
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Computer Galerie, one of Australia’s first Apple dealers, offers a depth of knowledge - and a better price! 

You may choose from this huge range of Apple products. Please use this list as an official reference for comparison 

These are suggested retail prices including sales tax To calculate the education price divide by 12. 
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APPLE // SYSTEMS BUSINESS Froie § Quiz 85 00 

Apple ''e 64K Svstem 2050 00 Apple Plot 41909 Spotight 85 5 
‘ oo Df | 5 \ APPLE // PERIPHERALS Apple . ; Business Graphics 295 00 . nstant Zoo 8 

Dee “Beye oAly 594.06 Quick File (For. ’e only) 15700 APPLE // REFERENCE MANUALS 

Graphics Tablet w intertace 1194 00 V1-100 Emulator ate Apple Reference Manual e995 
Monitor ° (12° Green) 399 00 scnpt i! 27009 6592 ardware Manuar 2395 

Vaisy Wheel Pinter (OWP) 3152 00 Senior ANGlyst om) ee 6512 Programmers Manual 22.95 
Disk ‘¢ interface 216 00 Business Forecast Mode! WO IO Basic Programming Manual! 13.95 
Det Matnx Printer (DMP) 1068 0 Dbase !! 959 90 Apple Fortran Reference Mania! 3995 

pp DB Master 386 3) Pascal Ooerating System hanuai a9 95 APPLE// INTERFACE EXPANSION CARDS (9B Stats Pack TOG OL "he DOS Manuar DOS 33 23.96 
Be ae. _ 909 OC txecutive Brefing Syst 3°20 Appie Plat <anguage 29 95 

eae 23900 Ist Class Ma: SOS}, Applesoft Tutona: hor oe 3395 
Appie /e 80 Column Text Card 198 00 DES e #6 56 Appiesof# Programmers Raterance Manual 

Apole Extended 80 Column Text Card 46790 PES Grapn se fe SE Appiesott Varua Set for oe 3 vol Set M24 

super Serial Card 27600 PES Report se cee C§ Sobol Manuat 4 Vol Set 150 OU 
APPLE // ACCESSORIES Tne Home Accountant 405 IE Pascat ands On oe au 

Multi-Strike Rippon DWP 16.80 versace 75 ee Oe aera ae oe 
Pintwheel Prestige Elite 21.00 Versaform ae JO) Softw are Binder 16 00 
Printwheei Couner 1S 21 00 Versaform Boge eh JC WORD PROCESSING 

Pantwheel Gothic 15 21.90 Versatorm Pascal * 347 J Appie Writer 27090 
Printwheel. Boldface 2405 VisiCalc 428 a Apple Weter Gor eon 295 00 
Apple // Stand 72:06 visifle 428 WK Bank Street Veter 98 95 
Hand Controliers ‘‘e 56 00 Visschedule 528 30 Powertext Arpie . 26800 

Joystick ea 96 00 Vistrend ‘Visipiot £28 Ou Screenwriter 19200 
Numeric Keypad ‘e 25300 SCIENTIFIC/INDUSTRIAL Sensidie Spelier 21305 

Appiegraphics /' 14900 The D-chonar, 148 0G 
LANGUAGES AND OPERATING SYSTEMS Data tree Data Buse 197 3 vardax 32409 

Apple Pascal 21300 Designers Toolkit 355 00 GRAPHICS 
Apple Pilot 180 00 EDUCATION Animated 3D Comp:nation 230 Rie) 

DOS ToolKit eae Elementary. My Dear Appie Education 14 53.00 Bill Budge 3D Grapnics 2999 
Appie Fortran 27500 p Grapnic Magician 86.95 ¢ Hot Animation Tools 99 BO Apple Co-Pilot 65 00 Speed Reader 12600 GPS Professional! 164 OC 
Appie Superpilot 31700 Spelling Strategy 7200 Micropainter 5495 
CS Cobol with Forms-2 1434 00 Math Salbay 7200 Scientife Plotter 4795 
Hand Holding Basic 9000 a oe 9 soo Visichant 139.00 

Apple Louo 235 00 Visiplot 34390 

COME AND COMPARE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

PERSONAL SHOPPER MAY NEGOTIATE A MORE 

COMPETITIVE PRICE ON OUR MONTHLY SPECIALS. 

Computer Galerie is conveniently located in 
Mount Street Plaza at the rear of Galerie Books 
— Sydneys leading computer bookshop. 

Open All Day Saturday 929 5497 Computer Galerie 

| need more Information & Prices 

Name 

Street 

Suburb 

Industry 

| need to do 

Telephone 

Post Code 

66 Walker Street, North Sydney 2060. 



form length (1 assume that’s what FF 
means) to 66 inches. My experiments 
were always out by a factor of six or so. 
Still, we are all getting pretty good at 
wrestling with Japanese printer manuals 
by now ... 

The internal construction of the 
machine seems pretty robust. The print- 
head is moved by a toothed rubber belt 
which should be virtually trouble-free, 
and the rest of the machine uses metal 
parts where necessary and nylon or 
other plastic where appropriate. Nothing 
there to worry about. 

Should service be required, the whole 
thing comes apart in a few seconds with 
no tools required. There are a couple of 
clips under the front edge, then the top 
cover hinges off from the back, exposing 
the mechanism, power supply and inter- 
face board. 

In summary, the Pinwriter seems to 
be oriented more towards speed than 
print quality, though the print quality is 
certainly adequate; it’s obviously a high- 
quality dot matrix printer. 

The Pinwriter is priced at $1094 plus 
tax, and the tractor feed is $84 with the 
cut-sheet guide at $16, both plus tax. 
Those prices make it good value for 
money. This is a quality printer which 
should give years of service. 
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“=2One of the best 
eneral accounting 

packages... 
WANG COMPUTERS — NATIONAL MARKETING DEPARTMENT 

“The AU ACHE software IS Easy LO 
Operate, yet i fhe inbuilt CAPAC, tO 
satisfy tne Most demanding, small tO 
ae business Atiache somtware Is 
ane of the country’s best General 
accoun UNG Packages” 

With these comments Wang 
national marketing manager Peter Wong 
joined other top manufacturers IBM, DEC, 
NEC, Toshiba, Panasonic and Hitachi in 
their endorsement of the Attache break- 

through in software design. 

In an industry renowned for rapid 
change, Attache ts a revolution. The new 
Attache concept takes software into the 
truly user-friendly era for the very first time. 

Attache’s unique software package 
lets you get a sophisticated commercial 
accounting system up and running 
Immediately, regardless of your experience, 
but if you need support, you've got it. 
Attache 1s Australia’s fully-supported 
software system. 

Your complete ‘software-to-go’ 
package includes start-up kit, printed 
Stationery, test company, well-documented 
manuals and live program diskettes. Neatly 
arranged in an attache case, of course! 

A comprehensive suite of 126 
programs ensures that theres one just night 
for you. Accounting modules may be 
purchased individually or you can choose 
from one of the business packs. Categories 

include accounts receivable (debtors); 
invoicing/sales analysis; inventory control 
(stock); accounts payable (creditors); general 
ledger and payroll. 

Design compatibility eliminates 
duplication as your Attache system grows 
with you. 

Attache software. It's very new and 
very different. Unfortunately it’s not yet 
everywhere, So call us if your dealer 
doesn't stock it. 

Hache 
software to go 

Attache Software 275 Alfred St North Sydney 
Phone 9298700 Dealer enquiries welcome 



Aka Admate DP-80, Aka Micro 
Graphic Impact Dot Printer; da 
feds are after dis guy in 49 
states — Les Bell reports ... 

FORGET THE NAME — this is the 
printer Applied Technology is selling to 
match the Microbee. With such a low- 
priced, high-performance computer, it 
was important to get good value in a 
matching printer, and AT has achieved 
that with this machine. 

Interestingly, the Microbee printer is a 
left-handed one; the platen knob is on 
the left-hand side of the printer, which 
is a bit backwards to me. This might be 
related to the way the tractor feed works 
‘backwards’; in other words, the paper is 
fed in over the top and pushed into the 
platen, rather than being pulled out of 
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- Microbee Printer 
the platen. This arrangement works well, 
saving the sheet of paper that is often 
wasted by ‘puller’ tractor feeds. Shades 
of WWI biplanes! 

The Microbee printer is an 80 cps job, 
and seems to keep that up quite well. 
It does not do multi-pass near-letter- 
quality printing, but has a nice clear 
character set that is ecertainly easily 
readable and is a grégt improvement 
over the low-cost dot matrix printers of 
a few years ago. In fact it approaches 
the Pinwriter’s high-res mode for quality, 
although it’s not quite as fine or fast. 

Attractive Price 
On the other hand, the price of this 

printer makes it particularly attractive. At 
just $449 with parallel interface or $549 
with serial interface, this has to be a 
winner. Why, | recall really ferrible 40- 

Fy ki; 
Petts TANS 
TNS 

column printers at that price just a few 
years ago! 

Print enhancements on the Microbee 
printer include italics, bold face and all 
the usual. things; interestingly, it’s the 
only printer in the batch | reviewed to 
Offer italics. 

The manual supplied with this printer 
leaves me with mixed feelings. It is well- 
produced, properly typeset and has 
some lovely clear diagrams, but Oh! the 
Jinglish! Try this one for size: 

“Carefully lift front of printer unit and 
make it stands as the bottom of case be 
vartically (sic) face to you and hold the 
unit by the one off your hand on the soft 
surface — see Figure 2. Then, remove 
the shipping screw(s) with a Phillips- 
head screw driver. After it is removed, 
gently back the unit to lay flat on a firm >» 

Cail it the Admate or the Micro Graphic Impact Dot printer — whatever you call it, 
it’s the printer Applied Technology has chosen to match the Microbee. 
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oa nation storage. 

Y4" and 8”. They come totally ¥ 
protected in ‘Supa-Strong’ 
jackets made doubly secure in 
rigid polyurethane boxes — what's 
more the whole package enjoys an 

r with - _ added 12 months warranty 
and retrievability time advantage. Because we're out to 

ss after time. impress you with all of Le Floppie 
ic is compatible with all the benefits we’re launching this product 
microcomputers: IBMPC, withsomeconsiderable price 

yommodore 64, Osborne advantages (that’s to your advantage). 
fthe CP/M machines. Le Floppie saves your data, your time 

* 

two sizes and your money. 

t microcomputer outlets. 
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if youre about to buy a micro-compufgr, 
dont talk to somebody | 
whos bought one... 

Sometimes the best advice can be the worst kind, 
particularly when it’s the basis of a major business decision, like the purchase 

of anew computer system. Talking to one company, one man or 
one user may fill you with information that can have its short-comings. 

To get all the info, all the best unbiased advice 
you should seek out someone who knows all the systems. 

...talk to somebody whos bought hundreds. 
Someone like 

Harry Henderson. 
Harry Henderson can tell you everything 
there is to know about micro-computers. 
He sells every one he buys. As Manager of 
the Myer Computer and Business Centres, 
Harry buys millions of dollars worth of all 
kinds each year. 

And what does he look for in a 
computer system? Basically Harry has aset 
of criteria that determines all his (and most 
often his customer’s) requirements. They 
are 1: Easy to buy. 2: Well priced. 3: 
Adequately supported by software. 4: Well 
supported by the manufacturer. _ 5: 
Technically sound and innovative. 6: They 
are designed to meet a need. So if you’re 
talking about investing in a _ micro- 
computer you'll now understand why you 
Should be talking to Harry Henderson. 

Harry knows his Apples! 

Apple Ife Business Solution: 
The ever reliable pioneer of the micro- 
computer era has always had one major 
problem. The fact that it has been over 
priced. Myer has put together three 
packages that have overcome this. 
The Business Starter System: _ - 4 
Apple Ile, 2 Disk Drives, 80 Célunin 
Adapter, Monitor II anda Printer Interface 
for just $2,595. With business software, 
Business Graphics, Visicalc, Quickfile, 
Apple Writer II for just $3,495. And with 
the PX80 Printer for just $3,995. This 
incredibly priced system will save you over 
$1,600. This offer extends until Christmas. 

And his NEC’s, IBM’s 
and ICL’s like the ABC! 

The NEC Advanced Personal 
Computer with Free D Base II 
Program: 
This is an excellent computer. It represents 
the latest in computer technology and high 
value disk storage. The HO2 computer 
represents the complete computer system 
with 128Kb of memory and 2 million bytes 
of disk storage. Priced at $4,914 it is an 
excellent system, let alone the free 
Database (D Base II) program Myer is now 
offering with each NEC APC computer. 

It is no wonder this computer 
received Your Computer’s Personal 
Computer of the Year Award. 

The NEC PC 8201 Hand Held 
Computer: 
This is a complete and portable computer. 
When we first saw this at NEC it had two 
problems — no software and an average 
price. Myer fixed this by putting over 40 
programs together and pricing it at $995. 
This is hundreds of dollars below its nearest 
competitor making it a must for every 
business person. 

The IBM Personal Computer: 
The computer that put respect into the 
personal computer market speaks for itself. 
Myer boast the largest range of options in 
both hardware and software for this 
incredible machine. When looking for any 
computer, it is essential that you look at the 
IBM Personal Computer. 

ICL’s Networking Capability: 
ICL is the newest addition to Myer’s range. 
When you have a need for a multi-terminal 
computer, we believe that the technology 
and support from ICL is ideal. 
Extensive Range of Programs: 
To enhance your computer you must have 
access to programs. Myer has chosen 
wisely, and resultantly a large choice is 
yours. Ask any of our consultants to explain 
the features and benefits of the software 
to you. 

And It Is Not Just Computers: 
The Computer and Business Centre not 
only sells computers. It offers an entire 
range of office automation equipment, 
facsimile machines, typewriters, 
telephones, calculators, dictaphones and 
pocket pagers. 

Harry also knows 
how to please Accountants. 
When it comes to the bottom line Harry 
realises that no company wants to pay top 
dollar. That’s why Computer and Business 
Centres make it easy for you to purchase 
your new Business System. With Credit 
terms, leasing, hire purchase (not available 
in Sth. Aust.) Credit Cards and trading 
accounts. 
.... there’s really no sound financial reason 
for any accountant to baulk at the 
proposition. Plus of course, there’s the 
Myer installation pack which offers 
installations, training and other on-going 
discounts. So when it comes to buying a 
micro-computer we believe we have 
everything you need. . . including good 
unbiased advice. 

PARRAMATTA SYDNEY 

Box 10, City Store, 436 George Street, 

ADELAIDE BRISBANE MELBOURNE PERTH 
Computer and Business Centre, Computer and Business Centre, Computer and Business Centre, Computer and Business Centre, Grace Bros. Business Centre, Grace Bros. Business Centre, 
Rundle Mall, 318 Moggill Road, 275 Lonsdale Street, 246 Murray Street, 
Adelaide 5000 Indooroopilly 4068 Melbourne 3000 Pert 
John Grogan (08) 2170123 Brian Maddern (07)3785111 

h6000 
Dirk van der Gaag (03)6613050 Chris Ornsteen (09)3210151 

Parramatta NSW Sydney NSW 
Geoff Darnell (02)6350366 Phil Dowling (02)2389111 



surface, position the printer front be face 
to you.” | 

Thank goodness for Figure 2! 
Mind you, we’ve been coping with 

printer manuals worse than this for quite 
a few years now, and this one is not bad 

[I Products Company has announed that ATARI Logo wi 
> in a 16K cartridge that can be used on an ATARI | 
with as little as 16K RAM memory. This is the onl: 

verson of Logo that can be used with so little mer 
in comparison with some of the horrors 
I've seen. | 3 

Overall, then, the Microbee printer is 
the best value out of the group | re- 
viewed. It won't suit everybody, as it is 
not as fast as some of the others and 
doesn’t boast the versatility of type- 
faces, but it does what it does very 

nicely, and I'm surprised that such good | 
quality is available so cheaply. L) ike most Logo programs, ATARI Logo has four 

= looking turtles with collision detection so yc 

graphics or game play action. Users can even chan: 

ir own turtle shapes and save unlimited shapes on ; 

or disc. 

is an ideal language for edsicational discovery 

jram developmant at any age or level. ATARI Logo ¢ 

Jiscover important concepts in a few simple procedt 

arly with the language’s graphics capabilities. The 

ithout knowing it can learn about geometry, maths, 

ic method, language and learning itself. 

Right and below: Examples of the print pro- 
duced by the ‘Microbee printer’. 

1" £B%R’ () H+, —. /01234956789: 5 <=> P@ABC DEF GHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZE\I*_‘abcdefghijkimno 

parstuvwxyz{id™ '"£S%R’ ()¥+,-./0123456789: 3 <=> ?@ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOP@QRSTUVWXYZE\I*_' 

abcdefghijkimnopaqrstuvwxyzt: 3 

Magmedia gives you the 
best of both worlds. 
To keep our customers 

‘happy we have to offer a 
y balanced range of the best 
computer products on the market. 
To maintain balance the 

universe offers us night & day. 
For the sam reason Magmedia offers you Xidex 

magmedia | and Datalife flexible disks. | 
st : Take your pick from the best in the world. 

supplies and accessories for your computer 

Sydney | Melbourne | Brisbane Canberra Perth Adelaide 
- (02)4281100 - (03) 699 9688 Maem (062) 47 2322 (09) 328 3311 (08) 223 6261 
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‘Microbee/Olivetti 
on Coy 

Don Kennedy attached his 
Microbee to an Olivetti Praxis 41 
electronic typewriter, using a se- 
rial interface, and ended up with 
an unusual letter-quality printing 
system. 

| ACQUIRED this interesting combina- 
tion in early April 1983 to help my 
daughter, who is currently attending 
business college, and of course for my 
own use as a letter-quality printer. | use 
the Praxis for correspondence and for 
program listing from my 32K Microbee, 
which is fitted with the Wordbee ROMs. 
The combination is being used at this 
very moment to write this article — the 
more | use the system the more im- 
pressed | become with its value for 
money and the quality of the output that 
can be achieved. 

My local Olivetti agent brought the 
units round to my place and set them 
up, and also gave me a short manual 
(in understandable language) which sets 
out a few details necessary to set the 
interface up to suit your system’s hand- 
shaking requirements. To quote from the 
interim manual: | 

“The IM41S is an asynchronous line 
adaptor based on the Z80 microproces- 
sor, which connects to the Olivetti Praxis 
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41 compact electronic typewriter. It pro- 
vides a bi-directional (transmit and re- 
ceive) serial interface — either RS232C 
or current loop. 

“With the IM41S connected to it, the 
Praxis 41 may be used as a: 

Personal computer console 
Letter-quality printer 
Typewriter communications terminal.” 

The Outside 
The Praxis 41 looks like most other 

Olivetti machines — efficient black, with 
evidence of considerable effort on the 
part of its designers to provide clean 
lines coupled with good control and 
keyboard layout. The serial interface is 
likewise housed in a wedge-shaped 
‘package’ matching the style of the 
Praxis 41, and as a bonus providing a 
numeric keypad along with its other 
facilities. 

The interface connects to the Praxis 
via a 26-pin connector and a_ short 
length of ribbon cable, which allows 
some degree of flexibility in handling the 
hardware on your desk. An RS232C 

port is located at the rear of the interface 
to make connection via plug and cable 
to the ‘outside world’ - in my case the 
Bee. A small, clear plastic cover on the 
side of the unit stops unauthorised 
‘twiddling’ with the DIP switches used to 
set baud rate and word characteristics 
and so on. 

The typewriter is set up with several 
options to allow the use of European 
characters; a second keyboard switch is 
provided to access some of these sel- 
dom-used foreign characters. The type- 
writer also has an automatic correction 
facility (with my typing, | find this most 
helpful). There is the facility to print at 
10, 12 or 15-character pitch and also the 
Capacity to return to the last character 
printed, using the key ‘RELOC’ in man- 
ual mode. 

The pitch-change facility can be of 
value in setting out work, since some of 
the daisywheels available have dual 
pitch capability. A wide range of 
daisywheels is available, including sym- 
bols and specialised character sets for 
optical character recognition (when the 
Bee gets to that stage). 
The interface has controls for mode 

and print standard so that it is possible 
to set operation for: 

Typewriter only 
I/O (interface on) 



No print (interrupt printing or as it 
says, no printing) 
on the upper slide switch. 

On the lower slide switch: 
ASCIl — sets the interface to ‘under- 

stand the ASCII character set’ - useful 
for listing your programs (you'll need the 
OCR series daisywheels) 

Normal (needs no explanation) 
ISO-N (for future use?) 
As | do not yet have the full manual 

for the interface | can only assume this 
ISO setting is for a further character set 
based on one raised by the International 
Standard Organisation. 

Operation 
Once the DIP switches and RS232C 

cable pinout have been sorted out you 
are ready to run. The externally accessi- 
ble DIP switches mentioned before ena- 
ble the selection of baud rate, data word 
characteristics and line mode. Internal 
jumpers, normally set by the distributor, 
determine various circuit connections. 

The Bee Microworld BASIC com- 
mands ‘Llist’ and ‘Lprint’ operate cor- 
rectly, although my first attempts at for- 
matted printing and program listing were 
a bit of a disaster because of my lack 
of familiarity with the interface controls 
(if you run in ‘NORMal’ mode don’t ex- 
pect to get all the Bee functions — you 
should run in ‘ASCII’ mode for these). 

For letter and word processor work 
not requiring special characters and 
where | want to use a fancy typestyle, 
| have had some success using the 
‘NORMal’ mode setting. Just remember 
to change to ‘ASCII’ mode on the inter- 
face and fit an OCR wheel for listing 
programs for any work directly related to 
the ASCII codes. 

For economy during preliminary listing 
or printing work, | use the green-coded 
fabric typewriter ribbon and its accom- 
panying cover-up correcting ribbon, but 
for really top-notch presentation-style 
output (left and right justified and all 
that), | use the yellow-coded correctible 
carbon ribbon with its ‘yellow’ lift-off cor- 
recting tape. 

Perhaps the most valuable facility 
available from the Praxis-Bee combina- 
tion is via the use of the Bee’s input and 
output redirection commands: 

In#5 — Allows the full use of the 
Praxis keyboard to control the Bee -— | 
have not yet found out how to send a 
reset from the Praxis without resetting 
the In#5 command. Perhaps the reset 
disable — but this would not allow recov- 
ery from some ‘hung’ situations. 
OUT#5 ON - this command string 

‘echoes’ the screen and will allow you 
to check what character will be printed 
by the Praxis when output from the Bee. 

It would really be a winner if the 
Applied Technology Wordbee group 
could come up with. a ‘fix’ to allow the 
Praxis to control the Wordbee direct. At 
the moment, once you call up EDASM 
from either the Bee or the Praxis 
keyboard, control is immediately re- 
turned to the Bee, which deprives me of 
a facility | would like to be able to use. 
There’s not much wrong with the Bee 
keyboard ... but the Praxis is better. 
Perhaps a reader has a solution. 

Conclusions 
The combination of the Bee, Wordbee 

and the Praxis and interface is a very 
powerful tool. Already | am considering 
the use of the word processor to help 
the typing pool at work to understand 
my terrible handwriting, and | can see 
the beginnings of Alvin Tofler’s ‘Third 
Wave’ style of electronic office technol- 
ogy. 
My firm makes extensive use of a 

Hewlett-Packard HP3000 with remote 
terminals all over Australia, and my next 
project (after Ron Harris — or whoever 
— starts selling the network ROMs for 
the Bee) will be to experiment with link- 
ing to my company’s system, and to any 
other system for that matter. With any 
luck | may not have to travel to work at 
all in the years to come! 

forthe Commodore 64 
G-Pascal: 
The Complete Games System 
Fully supports the Commodore 64’s graphic and sound effects capabilities in a self-contained, easy 
to use programming package. 
See your dealer today for a demonstration. 
Available on disk or cassette for $79.50 Gambit Games 

Dealer enquiries: 
P.O. Box 124, Ivanhoe, Victoria 3079. 
Phone: (03) 497 1283 



CASE has released two new models in its 
DPX Series matrix printers. 

If it werent for their price, their capabilities alone 
would make them remarkable machines. 

But at around 40% cheaper than their nearest 
competitor, they deserve vour Closest SCrutiny. 

The multi-function capability of the DPX series 
enables use ina variety of applications. Alpha numeric 
or graphic printing, single sheet, roll or tractor feed 
paper. 

They can even produce correspondence quality 
print and provide forms control plus vertical and 
horizontal tabulation, 

The DPX 500 printers operate at 120 CPS, with 80 
characters per line on model 510, and 136 characters 
per line on the wider carriage 515. 

After youve compared these two machines to 
others on the market, vow ll have to agree with us. ICs 
an open and shut case. For CASE. 

For complete details on CASE DPX 500 printers, 
contact vour nearest CASE office. CASE 

CASE Communication Systems Ltd. 
SYDNEY: 1-3 Rodborough Rd., Frenchs Forest, N.S.W. 2086. Ph. (02) 451 6655. MELBOURNE: Ph. (03) 529 7644. BRISBANE: Ph. (07) 221 4727. 



A New Star 
Not surprisingly, the Star stx-80 
thermal printer is produced by 
the Japanese firm Star Manufac- 
turing Co Ltd. According to John 
Nicholls, it is a good example of 
a compact printer with good fea- 
tures for its size and price. 

THERE ARE two versions of this printer, 
the stx-80 and stx-80T; the only differ- 
ence appears to be in the fonts used for 
graphics. The stx-80 provides various 
lines, patterns, and symbols (like those 
on playing cards), whereas the stx-80T 
produces only various combinations of 
solid blocks in arrangements of squares 
and rectangles. The version | had for re- 
view was the stx-80. 

Printers may use one or both of the 
two types of interfaces, parallel or serial. 
Parallel interfaces send the data several 
bits at a time, serial ones only one bit 
at a time. Because the serial interface 
is simpler, there are more of them 
around, but the parallel is faster. 

| was told that the Star printer used 
the Centronics standard parallel inter- 
face, and that therefore | could plug it 
straight into a microcomputer | hap- 
pened to have on hand which provides 
such a connection. | greeted this with 
some scepticism; 100 per cent compati- 
bility is rare in the computer industry, 
and 98 per cent is of no use of all. 

| was delighted to find that my scepti- 
cism was unjustified; the printer happily 
hummed along, printing text | had stored 
for printing on an Epson printer. When 

Mure E Fe 
RHHISE 

We decided that the best way to show 

fiateix printer would be to print aut 
Brimter itselt. He 

printing a line it emits only a faint hum; 
the loudest part of its operation is the 
line feed. Characters use a 5 by 9 dot 
matrix, and although some dot matrix 
printers use a denser matrix, the Star’s 
printing proved perfectly acceptable, 
with all letters clearly distinguishable 
from one another. Full descenders are 
used (on g, j, q and y). 

| decided the best way to show the 
quality of this dot matrix printer would be 
to print out part of this review using the 
printer itself. As you can see, the quality 
would not disgrace many far more ex- 
pensive printers. 

Standard-size 216 mm wide rolls of 
heat-sensitive paper are used. Eighty 
characters are printed to a line with 
standard size print, and 40 with en- 
larged print. Although it is not mentioned 
in the user manual, the printer codes 
used are the same as those used by the 
Epson. While this may not be significant 
to those who do not use both printers, 
any attempt at standardisation deserves 
praise. 

| wasn't able to get the printer to pro- 
duce full block graphics, but this was the 
fault of the computer | was using, which 
did not provide a suitable printer driver. 
However, the single line | was able to 
print was of good quality. 

The only peculiarity | encountered 
was with the line feed control. Every 
time | used it, the printer moved down 
two lines instead of one. Perhaps one 
of the internal switches was incorrectly 
set, or my printer driver wasn’t com- 
pletely compatible. 

Lif rok, Ft Les 

Step-Down Transformer 
The printer | was supplied with was 

apparently an advance unit, as it ran on 
115 volts through a step-down trans- 
former. The specifications indicate that 
a 240 V version will be available for use 
in Australia. 

The printer started to get a little warm 
after an hour’s operation, with the heat 
appearing to come from its internal 
transformer. In common with other man- 
ufacturers, no mention is made of a 
‘duty cycle’. Printers are normally de- 
signed to work, say, 15 minutes on and 
45 minutes off: a 25 per cent duty cycle, 
but most manufacturers keep very quiet 
about this. 

The printer User Manual has on its 
front cover the dreaded word ‘prelimi- 
nary’. This usually carries the implication 
that the first buyers will be the guinea- 
pigs to see if the manual is intelligible. 
The good part of this manual is that it 
is not written in a fractured English 
translation. 

Having said that, | wasn’t impressed 
with the manual. It has good exploded 
diagrams of the inside of the printer as 
well as the outside — should you wish 
to disassemble it. It also has good clear 
descriptions of how to insert the paper, 
use the controls and the self-test print 
functions. 

However, when it comes to the cabl- 
ing between the printer and the com- 
puter the manual goes all astray and 
gives you the technical details of the 
Centronics interface (“Signal Pin#10 
has a signal with a pulse width of ap- p 

BS DOObtbLAR 
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LOW! can See, 
Nant tar mare expensive printers. 

A slightly enlarged example of the Star stx-80’s printing capabilities. 

ou the quality at this dat- 
part oof this review using the 

the quality would mot disgrace 
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SUVMIPLY BEAUTIFUL. 

et 

THE CONCEPT. THE SYSTEM, THE FLEXIBILITY 
The Concept 
The Sierra Series of computers by Microtrix is designed to 
provide users with the fastest, most flexible multi-user 
multi-processor system available. 
Up to 16 users can be attached to the system, each user 
having his own processor card, memory, and input/output 
ports. 

A master processor manages common system resources 
such as disk drives and printers. In the interests of improved 
throughput both master and slave processors use the 
6MHz Z-80B; floppy disk transfers are via DMA. 

To obtain the maximum performance from our hardware, 
we chose the advanced TurboDOS operating system. 
Networking TurboDOS provides more powerful and 
expanded features than either CP/M or MP/M while still 
remaining file compatible. Performance rivals 
minicomputers. 

The System 
The Sierra multi-user system is available in several forms. 
The desk top version shown can be configured with either 
two 3” floppy drives or one 8” floppy drive and a hard disk. 
Up to five users can be supported. Other versions can 
maintain up to 16 users. Hard disks are available in various 
sizes. 

The Flexibility 
The built-in flexibility means a user can buy a system 
tailored to his requirements now, and then upgrade as . 
circumstances require. 
All systems are available for any number of users from one 
to sixteen. They can be configured with floppy disks only or 
with single hard disks holding from 6 to 40 Mbytes of 
storage. 
Contact us now for further information on a configuration 
to suit your requirements. You'll be pleasantly surprised at 
how much computing power your money can buy. 

The Sierra Series: Simply Beautiful 

Micnonin MICROTIX PTY LTD 
24 Bridge St 
ELTHAM VIC. 3095 
Phone: Le Ba 5155 
Postal: PO Box 158 
HURSTBRIDGE VIC 3099 

Dealer enquiries welcome. 



proximately 8.5 usec)”. You could go to 
most computer shops and ask for a 
cable with a Centronics parallel interface 
socket on one end, but who would know 
what you were talking about if you 
asked for a “57-30360 (Amphenol prod- 
uct) connecting plug’? 

In the same way, although details are 
provided of each of the control codes, 
no help is given on how to produce 
them. In the SO code (selection of en- 
larged printing mode), the notes do say: 
“This function will be cancelled by DC4 
or CR code”. Whilst this is true, it would 
be much easier to understand if a 
further explanation were given that only 
characters on the same line will be in 
enlarged mode, and that subsequent 
lines revert to normal-size characters. 

Text is printed bi-directionally. This 
means that at the end of each line, the 
printer checks whether it would be 
quicker to print the next line from the left 
or from the right. In this mode the print 
speed is 60 characters a_ second. 
Graphics are printed only from left to 
right, so this operation is slower than 

text printing. 

Good For The Price 
The Star stx-80 is compact (352 x 190 

x 100 mm), light (3.3 kg) and within its 

ITS YOUR DECISION - 

MICRO DECISION 
by 

Morrow Designs 
COMPRISING OF:- 
e Z80 A C.P.U. Operating @ 4 MHZ 
e 64 Kbytes of Random Access Memory (RAM) 
e Two 200 Kbytes capacity floppy disk drives 
e Intelligent Terminal with Detachable keyboard & 
80 column x 24 line green screen. 

e Vitual Drive (useful for transferring files) 
e 2 RS232C Serial & 1 Parallel Centronics Ports 

Total Price $2695 + Tax 

The Star stx-80 thermal printer — one of the cheapest printers on the market. 

limitations appears to work smoothly 
and well. The main limitations are hav- 
ing to use special paper, being able to 
use only two print sizes (condensed 
print would be nice to have) and an un- 
helpful manual (if you’re new to com- 
puters a good dealer should be able to 

SOFTWARE INCLUDED AS STANDARD:- 
e CP/M 2.2 operating system 
¢ Wordstar 3.0 wordprocessing program 
¢ Correct-It — spelling corrector 
e Logicalc — electronic spread sheet 

set up the printer without any trouble). 
In its price range (it will retail for 

around $300 plus tax) the Star stx-80 is 
a good product. It is distributed in Au- 
stralia by Case Communications Sys- 
tems, 1-3 Rodborough Road, Frenchs 
Forest 2086. (02) 451-6655. L) 

¢ Microsoft Basic 80 — programming language 
baZic — NorthStar compatible basic 
Morrow Design Pilot — programming language 
Personal Pearl — data base program 
Easy to understand ‘User Manuals’ 

Larger disk capacity or hard disk machines available on request. 

On special this month:- 

PX 80 DOT MATRIX PRINTER, (Epson MX 80 work alike) 

Available From:- 

$525 + Tax 

Peninsula Office Services Pty. Ltd. 
Suite 1, 100a Young Street, Frankston Vic. 3199. Phone: (03) 781 5899 
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commodore 

COMPUTERS 

AN 8000 SERIES (CONSISTING OF 
CBM 8032, 8050 (DRIVE), 8023 
PRINTER AND CABLES) 
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM WITH 
SOFTWARE FROM $5320. 

FREE 32K UPGRADE WITH EVERY 
CBM 4016 PURCHASED — WHILE 

- STOCKS LAST. 

NOW AVAILABLE 

COMMODORE 
HARDWARE 

AND SOFTWARE 
SPECIALIST 

Y McRO 
WisiONs 

Contact: 
MICHAEL LA ROBINA, 
472 ANZAC PDE., 
KINGSFORD, NSW 20932. 
(02) 662-4063. 
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The MC2100 from Mitsui is a dot 
matrix printer designed for use in 
small business and hobbyist sys- 
tems. According to Les Bell, it is 
loaded with features, particularly 
for its price range. 

THE MC2100 is designed to accept 
standard 9 inch wide (23 cm) sprocket 
paper, and has an adjustable tractor 
feed mounted above the platen. How- 
ever, this can be disabled and the 
machine used with single sheets of 
paper, as it has a rubber platen and a 
roller to hold the paper in place. 

At the front of the machine, on the top 
right side, is the usual control panel, 
with on-line, form feed and line feed 
keys, as well as a dual button which al- 
lows the user to move the paper up and 
down to align it exactly. At the right side 
of the printer is the on/off switch and 
platen roller. 

At the rear of the printer is the power 
socket and the connectors for data 
input. The MC2100 has both serial and 
parallel interfaces as standard, a bles- 
sing for those who might upgrade their 
computer system in the future and find 
they now have a different kind of printer 
port. 

Under the cover of the printer there’s 
a friction feed changeover lever, which 
disables the tractor feed, and a lever 
which adjusts the gap between the print- 
head and the paper, thereby adjusting 
the print intensity. 

Inside the case, on the printed circuit 
board at the back, are DIP switches 
which allow various options to be set. 
These include the character set (Euro- 
pean characters), auto line feeding, 
page length, select or deselect on 
power-up, baud rate (2400 max), parity, 
RS-232 or 20 mA current loop, use of 
RTS for handshaking and others. 
The printer responds to a range of es- 

Cape sequences which control printing 
of expanded and condensed characters, 
line height, underlining, boldfacing and 
other print attributes. 

Simple Graphics 
Graphics data can be sent to the 

printer by setting it into a graphics mode 
and then sending raw bytes of data, 
where each bit corresponds to one of 
the pins in the printhead. The operation 
in this mode is really quite simple to un- 
derstand, although the Jinglish manual 
does rather overcomplicate matters. 

| found inserting single sheets to be 
a rather awkward procedure and it was 
difficult to get the paper straight. In par- 
ticular, it was impossible to get paper 
around the platen in the friction feed 
position; it had to be turned to tractor 
feed before the paper would go in cor- 
rectly. 

In addition, a heavier-weight _let- 
terhead paper was obviously too stiff for 
the machine as it rubbed against the rib- 
bon, causing grey marks behind each 
line of type. 

In its draft quality mode, the MC 2100 
uses a 9 by 7 dot matrix, but in high- 
quality mode this changes to 17 by 13. 
This is done by double passes over the 
line, a procedure which slows the printer 
considerably. 

The MC2100 has a maximum speed 
of 120 characters per second when 
printing compressed characters, and it 
progressively derates with character 
size and overstriking until it reaches 12 
cps when printing expanded letter-qual- 
ity characters. We tested it on some 
sample text, and in letter-quality mode 
it achieved a speed of three minutes per 
page, which is far from blindingly fast 
and slightly slower than the rated 24 cps 
for letter-quality characters. 

The MC2100 is priced at $995.00 in- 
cluding tax, at which price it represents 
good value. It’s a well built machine with 
the capability to handle many office 
tasks. 

In summary, then, the MC2100 is a 
good compromise printer for someone 
who needs both high-speed draft quality 
and near-letter-quality print from the 
same machine. It is a very versatile 
printer, and offers a wide range of fea- 
tures as standard. One should not re- 
quire any options with this machine. (] 



Above: The Mitsui MC2100 dot matrix printer. 
Below: Draft mode; bottom - near-ietter-quality mode. 
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e Cartridge, Introduction to Programming through 
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COMPUSOFT 
THE SPECTRUM SPECIALISTS 

Are pleased to annouce their latest 
range. Programmes for all the fami- 
ly. Business, Educational, the best 
arcade games, the most sophisti- 
cated adventures — all new, all 
challenging. 

ARCADE GAMES 
Spookyman 16.00 
Escape $17.90 
Ground attack 16.00 
3-D Tanx 16.00 
Cosmos 16.00 
Timegate 16.00 
Cyber-Rats 16.00 
Spectres 16.00 
Schizoids 16.00 
3D Tunnel 16.00 
Meteoroids 16.00 
Centipede 16.00 

ADVENTURE GAMES 
Adventure 1 17.50 
Faust’'s Folly 19.00 
Black Crystal P.O.A. 
Grasp 17.50 
Airline 19.00 
Dallas 19.00 
Auto-Chef 19.00 
Superchess II 16.00 

MUSIC SIMULATOR 
Spectsound 17.50 

MEDICINE P.O.A. 
*The Home Doctor Series. A must 
for every home. Increase your un- 
derstanding of your body function 
and good health (six cassettes). 

EDUCATIONAL/BUSINESS 
P.O.A. 
Quazar 

Equations 
Geometry 

Micro Maths 
Junior Education 
Modern Algebra 

Animated Arithmetic 
Business Portfolio 

Account Management 
Spreadsheet 

NOTE: HUGE DISCOUNTS FOR 
BULK ORDERS. 
FOR ALL ORDERS CONTACT — 

COMPUSOFT INTERNATIONAL 
SUITE 201A 
EDGECLIFF CENTRE, 2nd FI. 
203-233 NEW SOUTH ROAD 
EDGECLIFF N.S.W. 2027 
BANKCARD WELCOME 
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BASIC-ally Speaking, Burt, 
Your Days Are Numbered 
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It’s still a noticeable fact that the ratio of female to male computer freaks 
is miniscule — but growing. Carol Quigley has some words of 

encouragement for any woman about to take the plunge into the world 
of bytes, BASIC and hands-on experience. 
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ACCORDING TO all the computer 
magazines, everyone is doing it in a 
kaleidoscope of colours. Megabytes and 
gigabytes abound. A home computer is 
a must — along with the microwave oven 
and video recorder. In a world of futuris- 
tic ergonomics, a woman's daily prog- 
ramme has become a program. 

Marketing masterpieces from informa- 
tion technology companies, illustrating 
lovely ladies smiling delightedly at 
sophisticated workstations, have re- 
sulted in user friendly computers rapidly 
becoming the ultimate hands-on experi- 
ence since Burt Reynolds. (Only STEP- 
1 off a robot centrefold perhaps?) 

If you threw a party when you learnt 
to write 1983 as 11110111111, or if you 
are locked into a Permanent Loop with 
no way out, don’t despair — you're just 
one of several thousand women capti- 
vated by the home computer. 

Dirty dishes pile up in the sink, laun- 
dry is forgotten and attempts to make a 
perfect paviova are abandoned, as you 
learn to create a program to run the sim- 
ple interest on the $2000 you put away 
last year to take the kids to Fiji. (Com- 
pound interest could present difficulties 
in the early stages.) 
Anyone can do it, they say: 
10 INPUT “RATE PER CENT?”;R 
20 INPUT “TIME IN YEARS?”;T 
30 INPUT “AMOUNT INVESTED IN 

Available Now! 

EPSON QX-10 
'@DUAL 320K DRIVES eDUAL M 
IDRIVES e 192K MEMORY EXPAND- 
ABLE TO 256K  e@GRAPHICS 
640 x 400 PIXELS eCOLOUR 
EXPANDABILITY @5 EXPANSION 
SLOTS eENHANCED CP/M 2.2 & 
M-BASIC SUPPLIED (SUPPORTS 
FULL GRAPHICS) eLIGHT PEN IN- 
PUT @RS-232 COMMUNICATION 
PORT e14 USER DEFINABLE KEYS| * Ultima Ill = Wizardry Ill 
@16 CHARACTER FONTS eREAL| * Grudsin Space * The Quest 
TIME CLOCK & CALENDER WITH] * Lode Runner -* Stellar 7 
BATTERY BACKUP * Caverns of Callisto »* Argos 

* Fathoms 40 * Titan Empire. 
COMPLETE PACKAGE 
ANTI-GLARE GREEN 

INC. 12” 

New Releases:— 

Available Soon:— Time is Money 

your computer 

\ _A 

HANDS-ON REVIEW 
DOLLARS?”;P 

40 LET | = P*T*R/100 
50 PRINT P; “DOLLARS INVESTED 

FOR’;T;“YEARS AT”;:R; “PER CENT 
PER ANNUM” 
60 PRINT “WILL GIVE”;I;“DOLLARS” 
70 END 

Easy, isn't it! 
Advanced mathematical formulae are 

readily available from small members of 
the family who answer their homework 
questions in light years, who already 
have six computers in their school 

e- eple 

SOFTWARE 

CSD 
For Microcomputers 

CSD offers proven 
Australian Software 
for: APPLE 

library and are capable of flying Dick 
Smith’s helicopter. 

Visions of patenting new programs for 
multi-national corporations and selling 
them to Silicon Valley for huge sums of 
money fill your thoughts as you learn to 
jump out of a FOR Loop. 

Software availability is overwhelming. 
With the addition of a word processing 
package and a daisywheel printer, your 
new baby can grow into a space age 
cottage industry. 

The family TV set becomes your 
visual display terminal. The violent argu- 
ments that ensue when the kids want to 
watch ‘Eight Is Enough’ can only be 
pacified with a firm promise to buy them 
yet another computer game to add to 
the vast range of universal destruction 
they already possess. 

If you have not yet succumbed to the 
desire to move in a world of string vari- 
ables and are still a little nervous about 
taking the plunge into an_ incredible 
array of numbers and unlimited dimen- 
sions, be assured that thanks to sodium 
monofluorophosphate, pyrithione zinc 
and the media, you no longer have to 
go through life looking like bad breath in 
a snowstorm — your rings of confidence 
are firmly in place. 

It’s the age of creative communication 
and the world is your oyster. Give it a 
try! L} 

BUSINESS. 
SOFTWARE 

Applications include 
SCREEN IBM PC Manufacturing 

MONITOR AND A FX-80 PRINTER (Home Accounting System). : Inventory Control 
* Thelistgoeson....andon! DEC Rainbow Contract/Building 

$4135 plus tax * Software may be Rented for NEC APC Estimating 
We will also supply this software FREE Evaluation. WANG Invoicing 

FINAL WORD 

SPELL Send for free catalogue to: PULSAR penrets (peee! 
C COMPILER Bookkeeping 

End User, Dealer and Z-80 MACRO ASSEMBLER Fixed Assets 
THE AUSTRALIAN reall ea ee contact _ Fleet Maintenance 

erry Clarke or Tony Storry: Computer Aided 
“cet, ALE. ip SOFTWARE LIBRARY CONSOLIDATED SOFTWARE inetractles 

DEVELOPMENT PTY. LTD. Cybernetic Prediction 
= ee P.O. Box 808, Renmark S.A. 110 Pacific Highway, Video Library 

CALL FOR FREE BROCHURES 5341 — Ph. (085) 882877 
(02) 671-6951 (02) 621-4242 
P.O. BOX 62, BLACKTOWN, 2148. 

CALL IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION FINANCE AVAILABLE 

North Sydney, NSW 2060 Film Industry Budgeting 

(02) 922 2744 
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After extensive research 
_, Into the best this world can 

| Offer, President is proud to 

what we believe to be the 

_ top range of computer 

_ systems available on the 
| market today. 

i 

| 

four pages - we're sure you 
will agree. 

This prestigious system gives the best of both worlds. 
Designed to take advantage of the 16-bit Microprocessor 

generation, we also offer a Z-80 CPlL/ CP/M-based |< 
8-bit expansion system. We also include % 

thousands of dollars worth of MS-DOS™ and 
CP/M DOS™ compatible software wilh 

every package. Other features are 
OYa" (180mm) floppy disk storage 

and IBM-PC™ compatible 
software and hardware. 

$3,995 
(inc. tax) 

COLUMBIA 

VP —portalle 
Most of the 
features of the 
above computer 
presented in a highly 
portable package. Even 
the most advanced applications 
are no problem for VP's sophisticated 
16-bit 8088 128K/256K RAM processor. 
Rugecd, lightweight IBM-PC™ compatible 
software and 23cm (9°) high resolution screen 
are built in for ease of operation. The best news 
of all is the price. 

present to fellow Australians 

Just have a look over the next 

$5,995... 
tor Double Floppy System 
- 10 megabyte available. 



$2495 
(inc. tax) 

Progress 
is inevitable 

Did you realise that 1984 is just 
around the corner? Competition 
is pretty fierce these days, in 
all walks of life. The Australian 
company Dulmont are aware 
of this, and anxious to remain a 
forerunner of high technology, they 
have, after extensive research, created MAGNUM MACRO-COMPUTER 
the Magnum Macro- Computer — for 
the ies man or pees the Why Macro? 
housekeeper, the student, or whatever Well, just look at the mammoth storage capacity, 

es ae massive range of accessories and software, and 
ae vocation — it's your own, long- mighty powerful set of standard features. Optimumly 
awaited, personal, portable, affordable sized, a smaller machine is certainly possible, but 
secretary. would be highly impractical, the keyboard would 
Designed in Australia, by Australians, become non-functional. The Dulmont Magnum 

for the world — Even George Orwell Macro-Computer — it's the ultimate combination, 

would be amazed | never before available in a portable system. 

Features include: 

Full size qwerty keyboard with user definable function keys 
80186 bit CPU processor 
Battery powered (up to 20 hours before recharging) 
Supporting up to 256 K BYTES of CMOS RAM, 128 K of ROM 

8 line x 80 character liquid crystal display with dot 
addressable graphics 
Two serial and one parallel I/O port 
Advanced ROM based operating system and resident basic 
interpreter 

Housing in a very portable package 
305mm x 279mm x 305mm 
Weight of less than 4 kg. 
Inbuilt software — word processing financial planner and diary. 

Please send me your full colour brochure which 
provides specifications and explains the Magnum 
in more detail. 

Post coupon to: President Computers Pty. Ltd. 
100 George Street, Hornsby 2077 Ph. 476 2700 
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The Kaypro family 
Australia’s widest 

choice of transportable 
computers. 

e Detachable keyboard for maximum manoeuvrability 
e@ 9” 80 character x 24 line green phosphor display screen 
e Weighs just 13 kilos, housed in a durable carrying case 

@ Prices for Kaypro Il (400 K).................. $3295 
4 (800 K) $3595 
8 (1.6 M/BYTE) 
TOTO: M/BYV TE) (oo aoe ey. (with graphics) 

president croup 
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1 years ago, 

y the Presi- | 
dent Office Mach- 
ine Group began, 

distributing type- 
writers and calc- 

ulators. In 1977 © 

we commenced = 
building calcu- _TOM COOPER - M.D. 
lators from S.K.D. kits and followed 

shortly with a typewriter factory of our 

very own. It was in 1980 that we made 
the move to computers, buying design 

rights to the Australian system 

Concept II, and committing ourselves 

lo the formidable task of finding the 

Optimum in equipment from a world- 
wide selection. 

Now, in 1983, President can offer not 
only top quality computerware, we 

can offer it throughout Austratia with 

160 dealer outlets, 400 vehicles and 

900 personnel. That's experience 

totalling around 2,700 years. They'll 

come to you, to your office, with the 
President promise of servicing what- 

ever we sell. 

D e ae * ® 

printer 6690 
a i ee (inc. tax) 

2 ip / 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Computermax 
539 Pittwater Road 
BROOKVALE 2100 
Ph. (02) 93 1383 A.H. 908 1718 
Open 8.30-5 Mon.-Fri 8.30-12 
Sat. Contact Max Leonard 

Desktop Computers 
10 Cowper Street 
GRANVILLE 2142 
Ph. (02) 637.3062 
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 10-4 Sat, Sun. 
Contact Charlie Dorn 

President Computers 
Rear 100 George Street 
HORNSBY 2077 
Ph. (02) 476 2700 
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 10-4 Sat, Sun. 
Contact Hugh Burns 

Computer Galerie 
66 Walker Street 
NORTH SYDNEY 2065 

Ph. (02) 929 5497 Open 9-6 
Mon.-Fri. 9-8 Thurs., 9-2 Sat. 
Contact David Diprose 

Delta Computers 
12 Fetherstone Street 
BANKSTOWN 2200 

Ph. (02) 705 6636 A.H. 639 0248 
Contact Wanda Bates Open 9-5 
Mon.-Fri. Contact Garry Wylie 

Dataspeed 
3rd Flr, 355 Sussex St. 
SYDNEY 2000 
Ph. (02) 267 9999 
Open 9-5 Mon.-I'ri., 9-2 Sat. 
Contact P. Marjot 

VICTORIA 
Minit Computers 
119 McCrae Street 
BENDIGO 3550 
Ph. (054) 43 2589 
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 9-12 Sat. 
Contact Len Williams 

Robs Computer Center 
275 Thomas Street 
DANDENONG 3175 

Ph. (03) 791 2900 
Open 9-5.30 Mon.-Fri. 9-12 Sat. 
Contact Rob Kloester 

Halifax Business Systems 
160 Johnston Street 
FITZROY 3065 

Ph. (03) 419 8144 Open 9-5 
Mon.-Fri. Contact John Hopkins 

Greensborough Computers 
81 Grimshaw Street 
GREENSBOROUGH 3088 

Ph. (03) 434 6166 
Open 9.30-5 Mon.-Fri. 9.304 Sat. 
Contact Kevin Heraud 

Major President Outlets 
President Computers 
Suite 1, 609 St Kilda Rd 
MELBOURNE 3004 
Ph, (03) 529 1788 
Open 8.30-5 Mon.-Fri. 9-12 Sat. 
Contact Steve Freeman 

The Computer Fair 
180 Flinders Street 
MELBOURNE 3000 

Ph (03) 63 4324 
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 9-12 Sat. 
Contact Bill McPherson 

QUEENSLAND 
Cygnus Computer Services 
Suite 4, 104 Fitzroy St. 
ROCKHAMPTON 4700 

Ph. (079) 27 8872 A.H. 27 1794 
Open 9-5.15 Mon.-Fri. 
Contact David Halsey 

President Queensland 
416 Lagan Road 
STONES CORNER 4120 

Ph. (07) 397 0888 
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 9-12 Sat. 
Contact Bill Brown 

Software-80 
Shop 8/200 Hoggill Rd 
TARINGA 4068 

Ph. (07) 371 6996 
Open 9.30-5 Mon.-Fni. 9-7 Thurs., 
9-12 Sat. Contact Alex Morrison, 
Tony Melius 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Peterson Business Machines 
100 Pirie Street 
ADELAIDE 5000 
Ph. (08) 223 6333 
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 9-11.30 Sat. 
Contact Reg Goodhew 

Microhouse 
384A Unley Road 
UNLEY PARK 5061 

Ph. (08) 272 4370 Open 10-6 
Mon.-Fri. Sat. by appointment 
Contact Geoff Maloney 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Micro EDP & Hardware 
9a/1 Leura Avenue 
CLAREMONT 6010 

Ph. (09) 384 5511 
Open 9-5.30 Mon.-Fri. 9-12.30 
Sat. Contact Gary Triffitt 

president croup 
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special! 

FOR THE TRS-80 AND THE SYSTEM 80. 
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SINCLAIR 
Atomic Laser for the Sinclair ZX81. 

By John Annable, 
Langwarrin VIC 

This program tests children on 
their multiplication tables using 

_the familiar ‘Space invaders’ 
scenario. 

The ‘Laser Range’, cunningly 
disguised as a multiplication 
sum, must be calculated to 
shoot down the alien. 

An incorrect answer or no 
answer at all if the time limit ex- 
pires will see the earth devas- 
tated by a Wellsian-type heat 

The parameters may be al- 
tered as follows: 

Time Limit — This is set as a 
variable (TIME) in line. 10. In 
line 765 it is decremented by 10 
per cent. - 
Number for sums — In lines 

320 and 330 random numbers 
are set for the sums. 

To test one particular table 
alter the lines as follows: 

320 Let x = INT (RND #Q 
+1) 
330 Let Y = INT AAND # 10 

+1) 
(Replace the Q with the 

number of the table you wish to 

LASER RANGE 
Cont 

‘ 

acs ae a ae ei Os 

ray! test). 

110 PRINT TAB 641;Z2%(1,2 TQ 3) 

senses 188 PRINT TRE Boiss te, 2,.70,.33 3S $1i;Zz j 3: YOQU_MUST CALCULATE THE RANGE 1409 PRIN ora ie ee ee OF THE LASER NECESSARY’ TO eg aie eae sis 
SHOOT DOWN THE INVADERS. roe Nee ci 

aes = (BEWARE: THERE IS A TIME LIMIT) SEQ PRINT “amma” °? ww ee 
= Mane alle » LERREM MUSE ESESMESNPNSTS DST er 

eee _ PRINT 
3 FAST s 
4 GOSUB 4000 
5S LET T=0 
? SLOW 
& GOSUB sgee 
o = 32 30 LET X=INT (RND€5+5) 19 Cer Tihe-se 338 LET XcINT canpssss) 

12 CET S=(PEEK 1635964256 «PEEK 34Q@ LET Z=X#¥ 
i639) +60? $Se GOSUB6 U o~ ee ee ee ee 

TP re eee — $90 FoR en To Tine Ys 
"FFF BFem em KK — eoeee a =. 

sa BET Ce Seen ° 4@Q72 SRINT AT A.B:KS GOTO &@9 

20 LET 8&=@a 4@2 PRIN ‘KS 
tT 1=10@ 404 PRINT AT ALB" Fx 
33 GosuB 250 405 IF INKEY$<> THEN GOTO 4@9 
3@ PRINT AT 1,19;" = 407 NEXT J 

: 408 GOTO 1200 = 4 
32 FOR J=1 TO 4 429 IF LEN STR$ Z=1 THEN GOTO 
34 ; 30 

“as ery $12 LET ARSINEEEE, ag 41 . 26: 
30 SOTO 3ae 419 IF INKEY$<>‘"" THEN GOTO 419 

16@ GOSUB 30008 420 IF_INKEY$=""' THEN GOTO 
101 FOR J=1 Ta Ss 430 LET BS=INKETS 
192 FRINT AT ALB, KS 4728 LET AS=AGt+ES 
104 FOR D=1 To 4 439 LET AN=VAL AS 
1926 PRINT TAB B; KS 429 PRINT AT 3.26:AS% 
107 NEXT D SQQ GOSUB 700 - 
108 LET 8=B8+2 71i@ FOR J=1 To 415 
109 PRINT AT A.B" >< ” 71S LET S25535 

335 IF J=S AND fN«oZ THEN GOTO 
1eae0 
73@ NEXT uJ 
23S GOSUB 300 
740 LET P=P+ 
750 PRINT AT 6,19; “INUADERS" 
752 PRINT AT 7,19; "DESTROYED ='° 
pP 
75S FOR J=1 TO 26 
756 NEXT oJ 
768 CLS 
785 LET TIME=TIME:.9 
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SINCLAIR 

LASER RANGE 

XS = 

77@ GOTO 12 
900 IF NOT AN THEN RETURN 
303 LET O8=FRI(RO TO ROA) 
9@Q4 FRINT AT A.B. 
305 FOR Nel To 5 
SQ7 PRINT TAB 6B: O¢ 
S10 NEXT N 
250 RETURN | 

FOR Ws1 TFT Qo 3120 
PRINT AT 24.23: eile oe RE 

DFAT 4,135," ‘<i 
19e@2 NEXT J 
QO@4a LET A=AtS 

1005 GOSUB 300 
S=(PEEK 16396+4256+PEEK 

4040 IF Al=1 
4044 IF A1I=1 
4Q@45 IF Ai=le 
4046 IF K= 

THE RANGE", “OF 

5a ae PRINT 
= TIME LENIT) 
Fase PRINT 
NAME THEN 

@ INPUT 
CLS 
RETURN 
STGP 

2080 CLEAR 
SAVE 
RUN 

ee LASES' e 

Je THEN LET 61=7 
3Q@ THEN LET 51-129 
9 THEN LET 61=1350 

= ae GOTO 4052 

,@; “ETEMEC BABES” 
wy Gu MUST CALCULATE 

HE LASER NECESS 
, "SHOOT DOWN THE INVADER 

rae ae ’ BEWARE: THERE TI 

2 . “TYPE IN WOUR FIRST 
PRESS ENTER 

Shark Bait for ZX80. 
By Paul Vandenberg, 
Cabramatta NSW 

fish never move more than 

three places left or right from 
IF PEEK (S)= : 

202>@ FOR J=A-1 Ta ae THEN STOP The idea of this game is to where they were before. Both 
1025 PRINT AT J.6+1: "H': AT J.B+2 catch fish without getting caught the fish and the hooks move 
i ie rr by the fishermen’s hooks (‘J’). randomly. 

foea cee The fish are light-coloured Variables: 
1a55 CLS squares; your shark is a dark- (3): Position of three hooks 
10860 FOR J=1 TO 46 coloured square. You must try F (1-3): Position of three fish 
1979 PAUSE 2 to catch fish by guessing where S$=CHR$(128) = Black 
4 222 NEXT uJ any of the fish will be next, square for shark 
1 195 IF NOT AN THEN PRINT AT 3.0 using the scale below it. The eel of shark 

2118 PRINT AT 5S. “3; "THE CITY HAS SL= Sharks left 
SEEN DESTROYED. SHARK BAIT 
1220 PRINT _. Toe ‘sS SCORE=".P 1 DIM H 3} 
1112S IF PT THEN LET T=P 3DIM F(3 
2123@ PRINT ...2.2"TOP SCORE THIS S 5 FOR F=1T0 3 
=S5S5IGN="; 6 LET Via ebb 2p 

1148 PRINT AT 2@.0:; "PRESS ENTER i LET F(F)=RND(50 
FOR RESET." See pecegs 
eee ee ae 10 LET S$=CHRS(128) 
1155 LS 17 LET S=RND(30) 
1168 GOTO & 12 LET SL=9 
SOaQ@ LET RO=(INT (RNO#S)) #541 13 LET SC=¢ 
SO01 CIN 2S (4.45 29 CLS 

388s CeF Rother’ canoes) yesea | 3 greene Mat ototnns rarmeiusr crores 
3Q@1Q LET 286 (UI sOS(RD TO RDO+353 35 FOR P=1 TO 30 
SA1S5 NEXT c 36 IF H(1)=F OR H(2)=F OR H(3)=F THEN PRINT H$; 
3020 RETIIRA Hh IF o H¢1)=F OR NOT H(2)=F OR NOT HG3)=F THEN PRINT © ©; 

NEXT F 
4002 REM PasISINel=aee siieisieaas Ra eae eenieteon 
aoa pan eo ee S 41 IF S-F THEN PRINT S$; 
4904 FOR K=1 TO 2 Sa ee 
4800S CET ALEFINT ¢RNDO#10+128) 44 PRINT 

d032 TF Ai=isS THEN LET Bis4 Boor alee OF : t=4c = 50 IF F61)=F OR F(2)=F OR F(3)=F THEN PRINT 6HRS(9 
fone a are oe. Dae Bs =¢ 3 Ty ROE F(1)=F OR NOT F(2)eF OR NOT F(3)=F ore bone none > 
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SINCLAIR 
> 

53 PRINT 
4 PRINT"0000000001111111111222222222235*" 

55 PRINT"123456789012345678901 234567890" 
60 IF SeH(1) OR SeH(2) OR SeH(3) THEN GOTO 100 
61 IF SeF(1)@R SaF(2) OR SeF(3) THEN GOTO 200 
62 rang G 
nay ET S=uG 

64 POR Feit TO 3 
ees LET nF} BC r)Ra0(6 6 a 

67 ve H(F)<@°THEN LET A aF rts me 
68 IF F(P)CO THEN LET F(F 
69 IF H(F)) 39 THEN LET ACF et )- 
70 IF F(F)) 30 TREN LET ne 
73 NEXT F 
99 GOTO 29 
100 Si=#SlI-1 
102 GOTO 62 
200 LET SCeSC+5 
aaatat ae 62 

301 PRINT YOU GOT A SCORE OF "38C;"="3SC/5;" FISH." 

m0 

101 IF SIle-1 THEN GOTO300 

MICROBEE 

Typing Tutor for Microbee. 

By David Morrison, could increase your i 
East Ringwood VIC / ia speed. Although the program is 
Most computer users would 
benefit by being able to type 
faster. This program, which will 
run on a 16K or 32K Microbee, 

not very long it possesses a lot 
of features usually found in ex- 
pensive typing tutorial pro- 
grams. 

66016 REM***Typing exercise program 
(P19 DIM T(128) 
60165 REM***Data for PCG characters: ( and ) 
66116 DATA 6,63,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,63 

$0120 DATA 9,252,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,252 
($0136 REM***Keyboard offset table data 
60140 DATA 60,6,0,0,0,6,0,157,52,75,114,90,9,120,0,0,0,0,9,0,0,0,0 

20,0,0,0,10,0,0,0,0,296 

$0150 DATA 13,16,19,22,25,28,31,34,37,43,170,229,46,232,235,49, 
13,16,19,22,25,28,31,34,37,43,179,229,46,232,235,173 

$9166 DATA 143,226,214,149,84,152,155,158,99,161,164,167,226,223 
102 ,105,78,87,146,99,96,217,81,211,93,268 

$(17H DATA 168,176,111,49,179,173,143,22f,214,149,84,152,155,158 
,99,161,164,167,226 ,223,192,195,78,87,146,99,96,217, 
81,211,93,298,198,176 ,111,49,179 

$9186 CLS: UNDERLINE 
$6185 REM***Overline PCG characters 
66196 FOR I=63489 TO 65521 STEP 16:POKE I,255:NEXT I 
6$£195 REM***Store PCG characters: ( and ) 
66266 FOR I=64128 TO 64159:READ A:POKE I,A:NEXT I 
66265 REM***Read keyboard offset array 
60216 FOR Is TO 127:;READ ae NEXT I 

#6215 REM***Display keyboard 
$6226 CURS 8,1:PRINT"(ESC)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(O)(3)("; 
66236 PRINT") (A) ( BS )* 

06246 CURS 9,2:PRINT" (TAB) (Q)(W)(E)(R)(T)(Y¥)(U)(I)(0)(P)(T)("; 
£6250 PRINT"3)(LF)( RET )* 

HO266 CURS 7,3:PRINT"(CT)(LK)(A)(S)(D)(F)(G)(H)(J)(K)(L)(3)("; 
66276 PRINT"@)(\) (DEL) (BRK)" 
fH28H CURS 11,4:PRINT" (SFT) (Z)(X)(C)(V)(B)(N)(M)(,)(.)(/)( 8"; 
$9296 PRINT"FT )( RES)" 
66366 CURS 29,5:PRINT"( 

$0310 NORMAL 
$6315 REM***Set block cursor 
$6326 POKE 226,1 
60325 REM***Initialize speed 
$0336 CURS 832: INPUT"STARTING SPEED ?";:S:MeS 

$0335 REM***Get ASCII number and set keyboard cursor 
$0340 ReINT(RND*43)+48:POKE 62112,R 
£6356 CURS T(R):PRINT CHR$(9Q9); 
66355 REM***Time input and check if correct 
$0360 C=S 

70 

SPACE BAR y" 

$0376 CaC-1:A1$sKEY$: IF Al$="" AND C<> THEN 376 
$6386 CURS 9f6:PRINT S;" MIN|"sM;" ft, 

$6396 IF C=f OR ASC(A1$)>R THEN PLAY 23:S=S+2:GOTO 356 
66466 S=S-1 
($0416 IF S<M THEN LET M=S 
$642 GOTO 346 
$0436 END 

Bee-clock for Microbee. 

By Bernard Wansbrough, 
Perth WA 
BEE-CLOCK is a _ program 
where the computer will accu- 
rately measure time until you 
push BREAK, RESET or cut the 
power. Over the changing of the 

hour (less so with minutes) the 
program can lose a small frac- 
tion of time. If you wish to alter 
the speed of the clock, change 
the value in 170 up from the 
normal 362 to slow it down, and 
lower the value to speed it up. 

000186 Bene Neeee CLOCK By Bernie Wansbrough April 1t, 19E3e«# 

ee626 CLS 
00636 INPUT" ENTER HOURS, MINUTES, AND SECONDS SEPARATED BY COMMAS. (HH,MM,SS) "3H, 
M,S 
e@040 IF H>12 OR M59 OR S>59 THEN PRINT" INVALID ENTRY.. 
E 12 OR LESS, MINUTES AND SECONDS MUST BE 5% OR LESS." :GOTO 30 
@8056 PRINT°DO YOU WANT A BEEP FOR EVERY SECOND (Y/N)* 
08860 ALSEKEYS:IF AlS=°""THEN 68 
00070 IF Ais=e"N" THEN LET P=@:GOTO 96 
08080 Pal 
08098 CLS 
0108 GOTO 120 
OG118 H=e:M=01S=6 
00120 CURS 30,7:PRINT H°:°M":"S 
660130 X=0 
00140 IF S=eé@ THEN LET MaMe1:S=@:CLS:GOTO 120 
@0150 IF M=é60 THEN LET Hel+! :M=@:CLS:GOTO 1206 
@0160 IF Hei3 THEN CLS:GOTO 116 
00178 FOR I=1 TO 362:NEXT IsPLAY P:S=S+1:GOTO 120 

Easter Sunday for Microbee. 

By R Watkins 
Glenbrook NSW 
This program calculates Easter 
Sunday from 325 AD when the 
first Sunday after the first full 
moon after the spring equinox 
(northern hemisphere) was 
fixed as Easter. 

Lines 330 and 490 adjust for 
the change from the British 
calendar to the Gregorian one 
in 1752. 

Helpful hints to translate into 
other computers are: 

Spe = Space — use ‘tab’ as 
alternative. 

Fract = Fraction — the part 
after decimal. 

Ek = Floating — converts in- 
tegers into real numbers. May 
be left out if your computer sup- 
ports integer and real expres- 
sions in the same expression. 

Play = Sound — make up 
your own music. 

60160 REH *##* ‘EASTER SUNDAY’ for HICROBEE +2222332373 
06110 REHM *##* By R.Watkins »BLUE HOUNTAINS NSH #222222 
06126 REH #22 BLUE HOUNTAINS COMPUTER CLUB ##222e22222 
00130 REM #%# Algoritha by astronoaer LILIUS and 42222 
60146 REH #24 matheaatician CLAVIUS in 16th century #t 
06150 REH ### and aodified by REV. C BLOUNT (UK) 22222 
@8166 CLS: PRINT:PRINT: Q=9 
60178 PRINT SPC(Q@) “YEAR FOR WHICH EASTER IS REQUIRED®; 
@0186 INPUT Y1sPRINT 
66198 Y2=FRACTCVY1>: IF Y2<.65 THEN 21 8 
@8280 PRINT SPC(Q) “SORRY, BUT THE YEAR HUST BE HHOLE NUHBER":GOTO 176 
66216 IF ¥i>325 THEN 24 
662260 PRINT SPC(@) “SORRY. BUT THE YEAR HUST BE GREATER THAN 325 AD® 
60236 GOTO 170 
00240 Y3=¥1 
66250 IF ¥3<19 THEN 276 
08268 V3=Y3-19: GOTO 256 
66278 Y3=V3+1 
60280 VY4=FLTC INTC ¥17106)+1 > 
06296 YS=FLTC INTC ¥44#374 )-12) 
00306 YG=FLTC INTC ( 824445 )725 -5) 
00318 Y7=FLTC INTC (5#¥174 )-¥5-16)> 
66320 AL=FLTC INTC 112¥3+20+V6-V5 >> 
00336 IF ¥1<1753 THEN LET A1=A1+8 
60340 IF A1<@ THEN LET Al=A1+36 
@0356 IF A1<3@ THEN 386 
60368 AL=A1-30 
@6376 GOTO 358 
06330 IF Al=24 THEN 416 
@6390 IF AL=25 AND Y3>11 THEN 416 
06466 GOTO 420 
00410 AI=Al+1 
00420 D1=44-Al 

-TRY AGAIN. HOURS MUST B 



5OQ@ PRINT!PRINT? PRINTSTRINGS (64, 140) $3PRINTTAB(22)3"T O T A 
L" 3 PRINTSTRING$(64, 131) 

S@S PRINT? PRINTPRINTTABC22)LP$3" HAS WON "8LePRINT?:PRINTTAB(22) 
RP$3" HAS WON "sR 
510 NG=NG+1 3 IFNG=NTHENS8@ 
520 FORF#1T0100@! NEXT? Z=100:GOTO8O 
58@ FORF#=1T04: PRINT? FORFF=1T0100sNEXTs NEXT 
600 PRINTTABC2Z2);"G AME OVER "3 
605 FORF=20TO7OSTEP10: FORFF=1TOS@? X*USR( 256+F) SNEXTFF, F 
61@ END 
708 CLS } 
701 REM * SOUND ROUTINE —- NEEDS NO (MEM-SIZE) SETTING * 

762 FORS=16446 TO 16474: READD! POKES, Dt NEXT: POKE16526, 62! POKE1652 
7» 648 DATAZOS, 127, 10,62, 11 14, Oe 237, 91,611 641 69, 47, 250, 3, 1797 21122 
55> 131 48> 4, 16, 246) 24: 242, 371 $2; 241, 201 

MICROBEE 

60436 IF D1<21 THEN LET 01=D1+3@ 
06440 B1=¥7+D1 
60456 IF B1<7 THEN 480 
60466 B1=B1-7 
00476 GOTO 456. 
0480 01=D1+7-B1 704 PRINTCHR®(23) 
90498 IF Y1<1753 THEN LET 01=D1+3 7@5 H=15622 
0500 IF D1>31 THEN 549 706 READHH:? I FHH=@THEN74SELSE IFHH=- 1 THEN748 
00518 CLS: PRINT: PRINT 708 POKEH, HH! H=H+4 t FORF=1 TOGQ1NEXTF tGOTO706 @@52@ PRINT SPC(@> “EASTER SUNDAY IS HARCH. "sINT(D1+.65)5"."5¥1 71@ DATA 83, 117,116,114, 111,117,118) 1080 
Besib. chee cr RNeloniing 745 FORF=10QTO1STEP-2:FF=FF+1 1 X=USR(256+F) tX=USR(256+FF) INEXT 

a fn 746 DATA128, 128, 128, 128, 128, 128, 128, 128-1 @855@ PRINT SPC(Q) “EASTER SUNDAY IS APRIL, "sINT(D1-31+.05)5°."s¥1 747 GOTO7O5 

00578 PRINT SPCCQ) "DO YOU HANT TO CHECK ANOTHER DATE? * cea ENEGTE CEES DUANER:. ILGAGE: ERTRAVOGR MAME Ste 
90580 PRINT SPCC) “IF SO. ENTER ¥ (=¥ES) OR H (=HO) * oan yalice(sdas ani 
@060@ IF PI$="¥" OR Pi$="y* THEN 168 755 INPUT" RIGHT PLAYER, PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME... "sRPS 
@0610 IF P1$="N*° OR P1i$="n* THEN 630:G60TO 570 76Q@ PRINT? PRINT® PRINTTABC1&) :LP$? TABCSE) § RPS 

98620 ; ; 765 PRINT!PRINTTAB(2@) §"E" sTABCGQ) § "I" 
08630 PRINT:PRINT SPC(Q) “BYE. BYE*:PLAY 185143105652 eRe ek a eee eee! Ee Se 8648 END 775 PRINTTAB(2@) §"C"sTABC4®) 1 °N" 

776 PRINT?PRINTSPRINTTAB(2) $"PRESS ANY KEY TO PLAYS 
777. AS@INKEYS3 IFAS=" "THEN777 

| 78@ X=USR(30@) RETURN 

TANDY TRS/80 
SYSTEM 80 

Supertrek for Super 80. 
By George Georgiou, 
Kensington NS 
Supertrek will work on any 

4. Maintain status 

5. Dock with starbase 
6. Self destruct 

Surround for TRS-80 
Model 1 Level 2. 

By Kim Henkel, 
East Bentleigh VIC 

SURROUND is a real time ar- 
cade game for two players. It is 
based on the Atari game of the 
same name. ; 

routine to control each player's 
lengthening line. The object of 
the game is to steer your line 
around the screen, avoiding 
yourself, the walls, and the 
other player. A point is gained 
by the other player if you hit any 

The program uses an INKEY of these. 

m 

SURROUND * 
KIM HENKEL 1983 m 

* 

REM SSoSs<2seesSs]s2ees Sess =s5- =e SSS 5-s= 
CLS: GOSUB700 
NeS5 : ’ * + N = NUMBER OF POINTS PER GAME * » 
CLS:S=RND(4) 8 * * RANDOM STARTING DIRECTION » 
IFS=1 THENL$="A" :RS$=" J" 5G0TO110 
IFS=2THENLS="D" :R$="L"3G0T0118 
IFS@=3THENLS="E"2R$=2"1"1G0T0119 
L$=z “c" 8 R¢=z"N" 

XL2153 VL™24: XR#1135YRe248 
FORX2#@T01278SET(X, @) SSETCX, 47) SNEXT 
FORY#0T047!SETC@, Y) SSET(1, Y) SSET(126, Y) :SETC127, Y) 3NEXT 
IFT=1THEN1 24ELSE200 
IS=INKEYS: IF I$="" THENI$=R$ 
IF ASC(I$) (7OTHEN2ZOO0 
R$=1$ 
IFI$="J"THENXR=XR-1°2G0T0140 
IFI$S="L"THENXR=XR+1 2GOTO140 
IFI¢="I"THENYR=YR-1 *GOTO140 
IFI$="N"THENYR=YR+1 
IFPOINT(C XR,» YR) () @THENS OO 
SET CXR, YR) «T=2:GOTO122 
IS=INKEYS: IF I$=""THENI$=L$ 
IFASC(1I$)) 7O@THENI30 
L$=1$ 
IFI$="AQ"THENXL=XL-1:GOTO225 
IFI$="D" THENXL=XL+1:GOTO225 
IFI$="E" THENYL=YL-1:GOTO225 
IFT $="C"THENYL=YL+ 1 
IFPOINT CXL, YL) () QTHENGBO 
SET CXL» YL) §T=1:GOTO122 
FORF=1T070:SETCXR» YR) SRESET CXR» YR) 8X=USR( 408) =NEXT 

shape or size Super 80. Be- 
cause Super 80 BASIC is simi- 
lar to the Microbee’s, Microbee 
owners can type it in directly 
with the exception of the OUT 
statements. These can be ig- 
nored as they aren't very impor- 
tant. 

The game is played similarly 
to the traditional Star Trek 
games on other micros. The ob- 
ject is to destroy all the Klin- 
gons on the limited amount of 
energy you have. You can only 
receive extra fuel if you dock 
with a Starbase. 

There are six commands: 
1. Move in sector 
2. Fire phasers 
3. Warp away 

JOOOIREM Super Trek By G.Georsiou 

When you fire phasers you 
are required to enter the vertical 
and horizontal co-ordinates. 
Then you enter how much ener- 
gy you wish to devote to that 
shot. For a sensible result enter 
an amount between 250-450. 
When you are damaged 

beyond repair and cannot do 
anything you can only maintain 
status. 
Warp away to another sector 

when there are no Klingons on 
your scanner. 

Symbols: 
E: enterprise 
*: star 
K: Klingon ship 
B: star base 
Live long and prosper! 

OOO0O2CLS:PRINTCA31 42):CURS448»PRINTCAS1 42) 
00010CURS73:PRINT" SUPER TREK" 
00011CURS105;PRINT" ---------- 
00012820 
00015FORX =1TO500s NEXTX 
00020CURS256:PRINT“PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE” 
OOO2ZLINPUT’ CAPTAINS LOG. 
00030V=0 
001200UT240, 251 

"S18 

001210=0: Ke INT (RND#20)+5¢ IFK( 1 2THEN121 
OO130DIMA( 65) :P#K#375 
00131G®0 
001500UT240,» 251: FORI#1TOSO:A(1) #0 
00160X= INT (RND#15) 
OO170IF X#3 THENLETA(T) #3 
OO1LBOIF X=7 THENLETA(I)=7 
OO1LFONEXTI 
0019SW2 INT (RND#100): IFW) 70THENLETG#1¢ O81 
00210X2INT(CRND#25) 9 A(X) 228 A(25) 2#19L225 
002200U:T240» 255 
00230CLSs 120: J2O0:X21:E=0 
00231 1FK( 1 THENGOTO2000 
00235 IFK< 8THENGOSUB3000 
00240PRINT” : 
OOZSOPRINTX# "1" 
00260T=1+1 

305 L=L+12CLS: PRINT? PRINTTABC2Q)LP$3" WON THAT POINT"? :GOTOSOO 
400 FORF=1TO70:SETCXL» YL) : RESET CXL,» YL) ¢X=USR( 708) :NEXT 
405 R=R+1°3CLS*: PRINT? PRINTTABC2Q@)RP$3" WON THAT POINT"$ :GOTO3Q@0 

002701 FA(1I) sOTHENPRINT” “ssGOTO320 
OO280IFA(1) ©1LTHENPRINT"E"s s GOTO320 
OO290I FAC I) s2THENPRINT” “+: GOTO320 
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TANDY TRS/80 
SYSTEM 80 

00291 IFW) 70THENGOSUB1 4600 
OOSOOIFA(1) *3THENPRINT”#"s s GOTO3S20 
OOSIOIFA‘ I) © 7 THENGOSUB2300 
00320J2J+1: IFJ )}STHENGOTO3S40 
00330C0T0260 
00340X2X+11J20 
OO3S50IFX=2THENPRINT” |! POWER LEVEL2="3P 
OOSS60IFX*3THENPRINT™ |! KLINGONS LEFT") K 
OO370IFX=4THENPRINT” ! OPTIONS: “ 
OO38OIFX*STHENPRINT” | 1 MOVE IN SECTOR” 
OOS9OIFX=S6THENPRINT” ! 2 FIRE PHASERS" 
OO400IFX=7THENPRINT” 1! 3 WARP AWAY" 
004101 FX ( 8THENGOTO250 
OO420PRINT" | 4 MAINTAIN STATUS” 
OO430PRINT" ---------- 5 DOCK STARBASE” 
00440PRINT” 1234567 & SELF DESTRUCT” 
004 50CURS320+¢ PRINT" COMMAND" # ¢ INPUTD 
00451I1F (D)6)0R(D¢ #0) THENGOTO4S0 
004 600NDGUTO» 690» 740» 490, 880» 1200, 1800 
004901 FP< = 400THENCURS3209 PRINT“ ENERGY TOO LOW!) 
00491 IFP( =400THENFORT 1 TOSOO: NEXTT: GOTO450 
OOSOOREM WARPING 
00S10CLS: CUR8261 
OOS20PRINT" CENGAGING WARP ENGINES1]° 
005210UT240»6 
OOS3OFORX21TOS00: NEXTX: CLS 
00539F ORH=1TO035 
0054082 INT (RND#510) s CURSS: PRINT". “ 
00543S= INT (RND#510):CURSS: FRINT". " 
0054588 INT(RND#510)sCURSSsPRINT". " 
00550S2INT(RND#511):CURSS:FRINT". 
OOSS1CURSSI1 
OOSSSFRINT 
00370NEXTH 
005800UT240» 255 
O0600P =P-200 
00670G0TO0150 
00690G0SUB850 
OO700IFA(M)=0 THEN LET A(L)=0sA(M) #1¢LeMsP2P-100:N21¢GOTO890 
OO7LOPRINT” CAPTAIN “1S18 
00711 PRINT: PRINT” ENSIGN CHEKOV REPORTS, ” 
0071 2PRINT 
007 15PRINT” ‘INCORRECT COURSE DATA SIR!” 
00720F ORJ 2 1TOSO001 NEXTJ + GOTO230 
007 401 FQ=3THENCURS320: PRINT"PHASER BANKS INOPERATIVE" +s FORX#®1TOSOO+ NEXTX. 
007411 FQ@*3THENCURS320¢ PRINT" *4GOTO4350 
00742CURS320¢PRINT“ENERGY TO FIRE"¢¢ INPUTE: P#P-E 

00744GO0SUB850 
007 45S= INT (RND#275) +100: IFE(CSTHENCLS: PRINT”"CAPTAIN “1618: PRINT 

007 461FE(STHENPRINT"SENSORS INDICATE KLINGON”: PRINT 
00747 IFE(STHENPRINT"CRAFT SURVIVED ENTERPRISES FIRE“ 

00748 IFE(STHENFORR=#1TO800:; NEXTR 
007495 FE<«(STHENGOTO890 
007 SOIFA(M) #*7THENLETA(M) #0¢ K2K~1¢PRINT” 
00755 1FK( 1 THENFORJ=1TO500: NEXTJ 
007460I1F K( 1 THENGOTOSO00 
007 70F ORJ=1TOSOO: NEXTJ 

00790NeF1 
00830GOTG890 
O00850CURS320: PRINT“ INPUT VERTICAL 

OOB51 IF (Y)7) ORY <1 THENGOTO850 
O0860CURS320: PRINT“ INPUT HORI ZONTAL"?+ » INPUTX 
00861 IF (X(1)0RX >) 7THENGOTO8460 
0087 0Y2Y-1:M27#Y+Xs IFD25THENRETURN 

008710'LS: RETURN 
OOBBOREM 

O0890X=INT (RNDIWSI2): IFX(210R( XO) THENGOTO01020 

QOIJDOCLS:+ PRINT" CAPTAIN “3S1%:PRINT 
009091] = INT (RND#280)4120 
OODLOPRINT"SENSORS INDICATE": F3" UNIT HIT ON” 

OO9LSHRINT “ENTERFERISE FROM KLINGON VESSEI.":P=P-F 
OO91L14SIFKCSTHENPRINT" HIT ‘MAY’ HINDER COMPUTERS" 
OO9LIS 1 FR C&THENS'RINI] "ACCURACY" 
OO920PRINT: IF (P)>=1800) THEN PRINT” NO DAMAGE": GOTO1000 
OO9IBUFRING DANAGH SSEFUSTS COMING INeeee 

00940 1F (P)2000)PRINT" NO INJURIES”: GOTOLOOO 
OO9SOTF (FE (2000) THENPRINT” SEVERAL CREWMAN INJURED” 

OO9SOTF (P (1000) THENPRINT” DAMAGE TO ANTIMATTER POD" 

0097 0I1F (F< 800) THENFRIN'Y” FOL JETTISONED" 
OO9BO IF (P4400) THENPRINT” PHASER BANKS INOPERATIVE" 
OO990L FCF (200) THENE INT” SHIFLOS DAMAGED" 
OLQOOOFORI=1T01000: NEXTI: PRINT 
OLOPOCLS: CRINT" ENGINEERING REPORT: "s FRINT 
O1LO30IFP)=2000THENPRINT" ALL SYSTEMS FUNCTIONING" 
O1LO407 FEC OOOTHENFE INT" NON-ESSENTIAL SYSTEMS SHUT DOWN" 
OLOSOTFPCA400THENPRINT” SHIEI.DS HOLDING" 

OLOGOT SR CLOQOTHENFSINT' LIFE SUFFORT SYSTEMS CUT BACK” 
01061Q=600 

OL0O70i FRCS OOTHENPRINT” PHASER BANKS INOPERATIVE"™ 
0107 11FP( SOOTHENLETQ=3 
O1L080T FF AD0TS ONERINT™ 

O1LO901FP¢ 300THENPRINT" 
O1100FORI =1T0 O00:NEXT: 
OLLZ0I FP) =100THENGOTO230 

OLIPUIFK (1 THEN: SOTINCOOD 
01125G0T01800 
01130C0TOS100 
01200 1F G= 1LTHENGUTO15S00 

OL2ZOLF RINT 

01202CLS 

##% KLINGON DESTROYED ###" 

“pe INPUTY 

QNLY IMPULSE FOWER AVAILABLE” 
SHIELDS STARTING TO FAIL" 

OLZOOPRINT’ CAPTAIN "+S1¢ 
OLZO6PRINT 
OLZIOF RING "OBVIOUSLY LOGIC TELI.S" 
OL2LLFPRINT 
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01220FRINT"US THAT 1F NO STARBASE IS ON" 
01221PRINT 
OLZS30PRINT "GUE: 
O1231 PRINT 
012408 RINT "ONE WOULD OF THOUGHT THAT EVEN" 
01241PRINT 
OL2Z50FRINT'A HOMOSAFIEN MIND COULIT AT LEAST" 
O1251PRINT 
O1260F' RINT" NKEASON CORRECTLY! " 
01270FORY=1TO3000: NEXTY: GOTO230 

OLSO0OCLS:F RINT’ STANDSY FOR DOCKING ENTERPRISE” 
OLSO9FORU=1T0500: NEXTU 
OLSIOFURZ=10TUO STEF-1 
01511CURS239: PRINTZ: : FORQ=1T0O100: NEX TQ: CURS239: FRINT" “;NEXTZ 
OLS20CURSY HSE FisINT CONGCKING COMET. TEI": CURS S10: PRINT: FRINT: CURS448 
01521C=INT(RND#600) +400: IFC( SOOTHENGOTO1521 

01527°0NIT24996 
OLS3SOPRINT’TUTAL ENERGY NOW EQUALS 
OLS SSENEXTO PEP + 
015360UT 240» 255 
O1LS50F ORQ: 1TO1900; NEXTU: G=0: COTOZ30 
O1LS00I1F (G=0)9R (0=0) THENRETURN 
OLGIOF RINT B's: O=0; SOTU2O 
OL800FORI 2=1T0100: QUT240» 251: OUT240; 255: NEXTI 
O1LBO1L CURSO: FOMST=1T040: PRINTCAGL 35): NEXTI 

SCANNERS WE ARE OUT OF RANGE" 

“s :FOQRU=PTOC+PSTEP+4: CURS473: PRINTU 

01802CURSO: FORI=1TO40; PRINT" “3 sNEXTI 
01998:'LS: CURSO 
01999G0T05100 
020000,0TU5000 
O2Z300I1FK)8THENPRINT’K"? : RETURN 
O2305N= INT CRNDHLOO). IFNCSSTHENPRINT” "3 + RETURN 
O2310PRINT"K"? : RETURN 

O3000TFV=1 THENRETURN 

O3001CLS: PRINT" LT. UHURA REPORTS MESSAGE" 

OZO02ZF RIN" FROM &TARFLERT COMMANT, " 

O3003PRINT: PRINT" IT READS-’ KLINGON CRUISERS" 

OJ00SFRINT RETREATING. YOU ARE TO CONTINUE" 

Q3007F RINT’ YOUR MISSION UNTIL ALL KLINGON” 

03008 SINT’ SHIFS TESTROYET! " 

QAIOQQOIFRINT: PRINT” --- STARFI.EET COMMAND” 

O3010F ORV=1TU“S00: NEXTV: CLS: Ve1: RETURN 

O3S000CLS1:1PRINT”"CONGRATULATIONS "351% 
OSOOErRINT: PRINT’ YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR MISSION" 

OSOLOPRINT"“SUCCESFULLY. THE LAST KLINGON" 

OSO1IS INT CHATIYLE CRUISER WAS DESTROYER, “ 

OSO2ZOPRINT: PRINT"STARFLEET COMMAND ISSUES ORDERS": PRINT” 

O5S030N= INT CRNDA4): IE N=OTHENGOTOSO30O 

OSO40IFN=1THENPRINT" FROMOTION TO ADMIRAL" 

O5050FFN-2THENFRINI'” THE MEDAL. (1F VALOR" 

OSO60 I FN=30R (N=4) THENPRINT" 2 STARDATES LEAVE" 

OSO70! %X=1TO1800: NEXTX: GOTOQ6000 

05100CLS: CURSLO: PRINT" ( BULLETINI" 

OSLiomk IN Ts rRIVT" TO AL UNITS.WF HAVE 

QOSLZ0OFRINT "NOTIFIED THAT THE STARSHIP” 

OSLSOF RINT ENTERERI CE HAS SEEN PESTROYEL" 

OSL40OPRINT"WITH"? Ks" KLINGONS LEFT” 

OS1di71$-" " 

O515ON=INTCRND#3) +41: IFN=OTHENGOTOS150 

OS1S 10 FN STHENLET2Z18=°LESTAXUCTION” 
VO LSDLPN- OTHENDLEPZIS$2 RR LLULT Pimbs” 

OSL 4, F N= STHENDLF 121%: ° KLIN -ON CVERSULEMENT ” 
OSLGOPRINT:PRINT' THIS MEANS "37193 

OSLEIERINT "FOR Thi | EE: TIUIN” 
O35 170FORX =1TO2Z500: NEXTX 
06000 LSSFRINT AGAIN i: INFUTY1$ 
O6GOOLIFY1860C81.61)2° YY" THENRUN 

060027 NI 

APPLE 

Decimal-Hex for Apple et al. 
By R Chalmers, Inala QLD occupied for a number of hours. 

The whole idea of this type of 

FOR") 

EEN” 

This program is designed to 
give your computer something 
to do when it would otherwise 
be standing idle (nothing looks 
more forlorn than an idle com- 
puter). In fact, this program will 
keep your terminal and printer 

10 HOME :C = 0 

20 FOR I = 0 TO 65535 

INT (N) 
STR® (N) 

LEN (N®) @ 1 THEN 2 
LEN (NS) = 2 THEN Z 

LEN (N$) = 3 THEN Z IF G 

LEN (N®) = 4 THEN Z 2: IF H 
100 IF LEN (N®) = 3 THEN Z = 2: 
110 IF N > 63333 OR N < 
S": GOTO 210 

120 IF N < O THEN N # N + 65536 
130 PRINT N3"=$";5 

3: IF F 

ouue 
2 

output is to create a ready refer- 
ence, to use when you are run- 
ning another program. 

Although written on the 
Apple, this program should be 
able to run on virtually any 
machine. 

O THEN GOSUB 270 

O THEN GOSUB 280 

QO THEN GOSUB 290 

IF J = 0 THEN GOSUB 300 
- 63536 THEN ¥TAR 15: PRINT "SORRY ' CAN’T HANDLE THI 

140 HI = INT (N / 236):L0 = N - HI & 256 

150 Ht = INT (HI / 16)sH2 = HI - Hi & 16 

160 L1 = INT (LO / 16)31L2 = LO - Li & 16 

170 X = Hi: GOSUB 250 

160 X =# H2: GOSUB 250 

190 X = Li: GOSUB 250 

200 X = L21 GOSUB 250 
210 IF C = Z THEN PRINT :C = ©: GOTO 

220 PRINT " “pssC #@ C + 1 

230 NEXT I 

240 END 

230 



250 IF X < 10 THEN PRINT X3s RETURN 
260 XK = KX + SSe PRINT CHR® (X)g2 RETURN 
270 PRINT t PRINT "---------~---------------- nnn nnn") PRINT 6F © 29 RETU 

280 PRINT 1 PRINT “sunscemenenesnesesssnecesscsensessseses" 2 PRINT 1G = 1 RETU 

290 PRINT 2 PRINT "Seeeseseeaaegcaeseegaeeseereenesgeggeee’: PRINT sH = 1: RETU 

S00 PRINT 8 PRINT "A*aaaaaanananannannnananannnannnnnananas 2 PRINT 13 = 1s RETU 
RN 

Dodgies for Apple. 

146 FOR X=1 T0 18 
156 IF Z2(X)>U-1 AND Z(X)<U+6 THEN GOTO 259 
169 NEXT X:LET SC=SC+(INT(RND(1)#*56): NEXT I 
176 PRINT CHR$(7):PRINT CHR$(7):GOTO 69 
249 END 
259 TEXT: HOME: VTAB 11:HTAB 15: PRINT" DEAD !! " 

C 266 PRINT:PRLNI" 
276 FOR A=1l T0 5 

SCORB="58C 

289 FOR B=(-16326) TO (-16336) 
299 LET S=PEEK(B) 
396 NEXT B: NEXT A: VTAB 26: END 

By Michael Wann, 
Parkes NSW 

This program was written on a 
48K Apple but could run on a 
24K or 16K Apple. The object of 
the game is to dodge the lasers 

coming down at you. Control is 
by using a paddle to move left 
and right. Difficulty can be 
changed by increasing all the 
FOR X=1 TO 18 statements. 
This will increase the number of 
lasers coming down at you. 

Galactic War for Apple. 
By Michael Wann, 
Parkes NSW 

control each player’s movement 
(up and down). The object of 
the game is to dodge your 

5 DIM 2(15) 
16 HOME:LET SC=$ 
26 PRINT: PRINT" .»DODGIES... " 
36 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT" USE A PADDLE " 
46 VTAB 20:PRINI" PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE " 
56 GET A$:HOME 
66 FOR Y=1 TO 159:FOR X=1 TO 18 
76 Z(X)=INT(RND(1)*127 )+60:NEXT X 
75 HGR 
8 FOR Y=1 TO 15¢ 
9 LET U=INT(PDL(1)/2)+66 
166 HCOLOR=6: HPLOT B,258 TO 256,159 

+1 116 HCOLOR=INT(RND(1)*6 
12 FOR X=1 TO 18:HPLOT 2(X),Ys:NEXT X 
136 HPLOT U,159 TO U+5,159:NEXT Y 

SaaS % / ‘ 

VZ200 Games Featurin 

MORGOTH 
Prepare yourself for medieval adventure in MORGOTH. Now 

you are pitted against fire-balls, giant spiders, ghosts and 
ghouls with only your bow and arrows for protection. Can you 
do battle in the underground caverns, ancient castle or the 
mirky forest? Find out. Morgoth features fantastic sound, a 
tantastic challenge and hi-res colour graphics! .» _. 
VZ200 TAPE 16K, $12.50 EF 

BOSKONE ALERT 
The ULTIMATE experience in space combat. Battle “intelli- 

gent” escort fighters, drone kill pods, and attempt to destroy 
the 9 Deathstars. Complete with over 100 screens of space 
“map” to explore and a scanner to guide your craft with. 
Move 8 directionally (all terrain scrolls 8 directionally) and 

fight in the time-space twisted Vortex field or the moving 
asteroid belt! Fast moving animated machine language action 
beyond any arcade game ever written! With sound! Includes 
detailed battle manual! 
VZ200 TAPE 16K, $12.50 

RALLY RACER 
Beware! Mad Morgan, Crazy Harry and his hoodlums are on 

the prowl in a fantastic maze trying to track you down. Is your 
super charger fast enough! Your car remains in the centre of 
the screen while objects move around it! Your fuel is limited 
and you have to knock down 10 flags, but don’t despair. A grid 
scanner to your right indicates the position of your cars and 
your foes! — 
VZ200 TAPE 16K, $12.50 

This program will run on a 48K 
Apple. It uses high-resolution 
graphics and the paddies to 

enemy's lasers while firing your 
own by pressing the button on 
the paddle. | 

£ 
and Fantastic Sounds. 

5 REM *** GALACTIC WAR *** 
10 REM BY M.WANN 
20 AS=@sXS=0 
30 TEXT=HOME:GOSUB 5000 
40 FOR I=] TO 100 
50 X=60::Y=PDL(0) 
60 A=200:sB=PDL(1 ) 
TQ HGR 
80 IF Y¢(5 THEN LET Y=5 
90 IF Y¥)155 THEN LET W155 
100 IF B<5 THEN LET B=5 
110 IF BJ155 PHEN LET B=155 
120 HCOLOR=4 
130 HPLOT X.Y TO X,Y3T0 X+2,¥-3 TO X+8,3¥ TO > 

Bi ‘ Seen sane See, 

G raphics 

seis ‘ ie. SRA RT oie gs 27, 

Hi-Res Colou 

DEFENCE PENETRATOR 2: 
Can you place strategically placed missile bases or will they 

SCRAMBLE our system? 
Now as pilot of the Z-80 Anbnihilator your mission is to infil- 

trate enemy territory carrying deadly QUAKER 5000 space-to- 
surface super bombs and your own crafts high high output 
intercept to destroy torpedoes. 
Enemy defences will try to eliminate you with auto-launch 

ballistic missiles -and installations. Beware of rugged surface 
terrain, your diminishing fuel supply and meteor storms! 
Can you cross the 2000 km of swooping scenarios? 
Can you reach the enemy COMMAND BASE and smash it to ~ 
atoms? Written machine language with super smooth hi-res co- 
lour graphics and sound! 
VZ200 TAPE 16K, $12.50 

VZ Monitor 
Monitor Dis-Assemble (Z80 Code). Single. Steps 

Programmes and many other features. 
The BEST Monitor Available! 
VZ200 16K Tape $19.95 

TO ORDER 
TURN TO PAGE 82. 7 



APPLE 

> 

X+2,Y+3 TO X,Y+l 70 X,Y 
140 HPLOT X+8,Y TO X+11,Y 

140 HELOT X+3,¥ 
170 HCOLOR=1 
180 HPLOT A,B TO A-2,B-3 TO A-8,B 10 A-2,B+3 20 

A,B 
190 HPLOD A-8,B TO A-11,B 
200 HPLOT A+1,B+3 TO A~4,B43sHPLOT A+1,B-3 TO 

210 HPLOT A-3,B 
220 XxX sc ¥=YsA=A:BeB: RESTORE 

240 NEXT I 
250 IF XSPAS THEN GOTO 280 
260 IF XSCAS THEN GOTO 300 
270 HOMEsVTAB 12::PRINT’ 

GOTO 400 
280 HOME: VTAB 12:PRINT" 

:GOTO 400 

300 HOME: VTAB 12:PRINT" 
:GOTO 400 

399 END 
400 TEXT: VIAB 22:PRINI" 

GET D$ 
410 IF DS="Y" THEN GOTO 5 
420 HOME 

A DRAW. @#ee9e#e2e = 

PLAYER * 1 WINS" 

PLAYER * 2 WINS" 

PLAY AGAIN 2";: 

430 VIAB 9:HTAB 16::INVERSE: PRINT"CHICKEN" : NORMAL 

440 END 
6CO HOME::VTAB 21:PRINT" 
510 PRINT" 
520 PRINT" 

540 IF PEEK 

PLAYER * 1 
SCORE=""5X3;" 

TIME="'3 100-1 

PLAYER * 2" 
SCORE="3ASs3 "" 

530 IF on eee THEN GOTO 750 
-16287 

550 RETURN 
749 BND 

2127 THEN GOTO 1000 

750 REM PLAYER 2 FIRING 

770 VPAB 1:FOR G=l TO 3sPRINT CHR$ (7):NEXT G 
780 IF B)Y-3 AND BCY+3 THEN GOTO 800 
790 GOTO 540 
800 PRINT CHR$ (7):LET AS=AS+1:GOTO 200 
999 END 
1000 REM PLAYER 1 FIRING 
1010 HPLOT X+3,Y-3 TO A,Y TO X+3,Y¥+3 
1020 VTAB 1: FOR J=1 TO 3:PRINT CHR$ (7): NEXT J 
1030 IF Y)B-3 AND YCB+3 THEN GOTO 1050 
1040 GOTO 550 
1050 PRINT CHR$ (7)sLET XS=XS+1: GOTO 200 

END 
5000 HOME: INVERSE 
5010 FOR W=1 TO 120:PRINT" ":NEXT W 
5020 VIAB 2:FLASH:HTAB 9:PRINT"GALACTIC WAR" 
5030 VIAB 5 
5040 PRINT" INSTRUCTIONS " 
5050 PRINT: PRINT" THIS IS A TWO PLAYER GAME." 
5060 PRINT" TRY TO DESTROY YOUR ENEMY." 
5070 PRINT" THERE IS A LIMITED AMOUNT" 
5080 PRINT" TIME.AT THE END OF TIME THE" 
5085 PRINT" PLAYER WITH THE HIGHEST SCORE" 
5090 PRINT" 
5100 VTAB 22 
5110 PRINT" 
5120 RETURN 

SHARP & TANDY PCs 

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE "3: GET C$ 

WINS S33ses " 

Caverns of Krull for TRS-80 & Sharp PCs. 
By John Edwards, 
MT Waverley Vic 

Krull, an extremely evil cleric, 
has attacked and _ mortally 
wounded -the good wizard Mal- 
chor. Malchor’s prize posses- 
sion, his magical Staff of Na- 
ture, was lost to Krull. Maichor 
has no strength left to save the 
staff, so he is sending you into 
Krull’s underground hideout to 
rescue it. You must recover the 
staff before Krull begins his 
reign of terror upon the world. 
A secret entrance has been 

found which leads into Krull’s 
lair. Enter the caverns, rescue 
the staff and return to where 
you started. 

The future of the world rests 
in your hands. 

Instructions 
A. Before running the pro- 

gram _initialise the random 
number. 

Type R = XXXX.XXXX 
(where XXXX.XXXX is any real 
number) and press ENTER. 

B. A secret ‘magic word’ is 
also needed. Ask someone else 
to type W $ = ‘YYYYYYY’ 
(where YYYYYYY is any seven- 
letter word) and press ENTER. 

74 

C. To start the program put 
the computer into DEF mode 
and type SHFT SPC. 

D. The computer will give you 
a description of where you are. 
Read this and type ENTER. 

E. Now the computer checks 
for a monster or treasure in this 
room. There are four possible 
outcomes: 

Outcome One: 
if there is a monster here the 

computer will describe it. Once 
you have read this press 
ENTER. 

a) The computer now shows 
your ‘health points’ (HP); an in- 
dication of how strong you are. 
You are dead if your health 
points fall below zero. Also on 
the screen are your ‘ENEMY’S 
HEALTH POINTS’ (HE). This 
indicates the strength of the 
monster. Once you have read 
this press ENTER. 

b) You are now asked if you 
wish to fight the monster. If so, 
type any letter except N and 
press ENTER. If you do not 
wish to fight, press N. When 
fighting, the computer subtracts 
a random number of health 
points from each combatant. 
The monster will die if its health 

points reach zero. If they re- 
main above zero the computer 
will again ask if you wish to 
fight. If you look like losing you 
can run away. Killing the mons- 
ter or withdrawing from combat 
— go to part F. 

' Outcome 2: 
If there is treasure in the 

room the computer will display 
what it is. Once you have read 
this press ENTER. 

a) The computer will ask if 
you wish to take this. If you do, 
type the single letter Y and 
press ENTER. The computer 
adds the point value of this 
treasure onto your score. 

b) if you don’t want the treas- 
ure, type any letter apart from Y 
and press ENTER. 

Outcome 3: 
If there is both a monster and 

some treasure in the room the 
computer will signal this by 
printing ‘GUARD HERE!’. Once 
you have read this press 
ENTER. The computer deals 
with the monster first and the 
procedure is as in E) 1). The 
treasure is dealt with next and 
the procedure is as in E) 2). 

Note: Treasure can only be 

taken once the monster guard- 
ing it is killed. If you do not fight 
the monster you cannot take 
the treasure. 

Outcome 4: 
If there is neither a monster 

nor treasure then you can exit 
to another room. 

F. ‘Exiting’ Rooms 
After entering a room you will 

be presented with a display 
showing the exits. The direc- 
tions (N)orth, (S)outh, (E)ast, 
(W)est are displayed with cor- 
responding numbers. 

If a direction is’‘displayed with 
a zero next to it it means you 
cannot go this way. 
/ Select the direction you wish 

to travel in and note the corres- 
ponding number in your head. 
Press ENTER. 
The computer now asks 

which direction you wish to go. 
Type in the number which cor- 
responds to your desired direc- 
tion and press ENTER. 

You are now in a new room 
and at step D. 

G. One Final Note — 
Some passages between the 

rooms are magical and allow 
travel in only one direction. 



SHARP & TANDY PCs 

Sample Journey 

IN A DARK CHAMBE 
R 
EXITS 
N O55 23E 4s 

0 
TO? 4 

IN A DIRTY GROTT 
Ci 
GUARD HERE! 
f ORC IS HERE 
YOUR HP= 20 HE= = 

YGUR HP= 19 HE= 
6 

EXITS 
N 455 9sE SW 

2 
TO? 5 

IN A DANK CAVE 
A DWARF IS HERE 
— HP= 20 HE= 

all HP= 20 HE= 

IT DIED! 
EXITS 
N OsS 6sE OoW 

i 

3 
EXITS 
N O55 6:E OsW 

1 
TO? 1 

IN A COLD PASSAG 
E 
EXITS 
NH 455 

2 
Ta? 69 

356 Ssh 

IN A DEEP PIT 

IH Aa STORE 
THERE ARE RINGS 

HERE 
EXITS 
MH TsS OsE Osh 
10 

TO? 10 

IN A LARGE HALL 
GUARD HERE! 
A TROLL IS HERE 
YOUR HP= 11 HE= 

2 EXITS Ho oOsS OE SsW 
YOUR HP= 18 HE= TO? 6 IT DIED! N 195 125E Told i4 
is IN A ROCKY HOLE PARCHMENT READS: 11 Tit i4 

YOUR HP= 18 HE= GUARD HERE! FRED To? 7 
4 A ORC IS HERE EXITS IN A SMALL ROOM IN @ SMALL CAVE 

IT DIED! YOUR HP= 22 HE= N S:S O:E OW A GR IS HERE THERE ARE COINS 
THERE ARE COINS 18 0 YOUR HP= 11 HE= HERE 

HERE YOUR HP= 20 HE= To? 5 3 EXITS 

EXITS 1S EXITS H i235 OsE 10si 
N OsS isE Os YOUR HP= 20 HE= IN A DANK CAVE MH Os5 8:E Osd q 

3 14 A DWARF IS HERE Q 
TO? 1 YOUR HP= 18 HE= YOUR HF= 11 HE= TH? & -SCORE=4795. 

IN A COLD PASSAG 
=i 

ALIEN TAXI 
Your goal is to pick up and deliver passengers to an under- 

ground resort hotel. There is a fare at each of the 12 taxi 
stands on the first level and if you complete that level there are 
12 more on the second level. This is a very skilled game and 
will take a along time to master. 
TRS-80 Model 1/III System 80 TAPE 16K, $24.95. 

DESERT PERIL 
Your cities have been infected by a deadly virus from the 

planetary war with the Zagons. Your people’s only chance to 
survive is for you to cross the Great Desert and clear a path for 
your people to follow. But there are many dangers. The Zagons 
have mined the desert and have put killer satellites, drone 
bomber balloons, and flying dragons along the whole trail. The 
future of your planet’s race depends on your skill and daring. 
TRS-8O Model I/III System 80 TAPE 16K, $24.95. 
MORGOTH 
Prepare yourself for medieval adventure in MORGOTH. Now 

you are pitted against fire-balls, giant spiders, ghosts and 
ghouls with only your bow and arrows for protection. Can you 
do battle in the underground caverns, ancient castle or the 
mirky forest? Find out. Like RALLY RACER, your character is 
always at the centre of the screen. Morgoth features fantastic 
sound, a fantastic challenge and and entire moving forest! 
TRS-80 Model I/III System 80 TAPE 16K, $25.50. 

OUTLAND 
As defender of Colony 7 you must beat back the lethal at- 

tacks of the Xenos empire! Beware of Star Raiders, Advisors, 
Scoutships, Star Destroyers and the deadly flagship. Avoid 
plasma bolts and laser beams in this super smooth machine 
language arcade game with sound. The detailed animated 
graphic’s MUST be seen! 
TRS-80 Model I/III System 80 TAPE 16K. $25.50. 

BOSKONE ALERT 
The ULTIMATE experience in space combat. Battle “intelli- 

gent” escort fighters, drone kill pods, and attempt to destroy 
the 9 Deathstars. Complete with over 100 screens of space 
“map” to explore and a scanner to guide your craft with. 
Move 8 directionally (all terrain scrolls 8 directionally) and 
fight in the time-space twisted Vortex field or the moving 
asteroid belt! Fast moving animated machine language action 
beyond any arcade game ever written! With sound! Includes 
detailed battle manual! 

TRS-80 Model III System 80 TAPE 16K, $25.50. 

RALLY RACER 
Beware! Mad Morgan, Crazy Harry and his hoodlums are on 

the prowl in a fantastic (32 screens!) of maze trying to track 
you down. Is your super charger fast enough! Your car re- 
mains in the centre of the screen while objects move around it! 
Your fuel is limited and you have to knock down 10 flags, but 
don’t dispair. A grid scanner to your right indicates the 
position of your cars and your toes! 

TRS-80 Model III System 80 TAPE 16K, $24.95. 

STELLAR WARP 
Only you can save the universe! 

As your craft hurtles through space its attacked by RAZER 
BLADES, PODS, SPANKERS and SOLAROIDS! As every sec- 
ond ticks by they become more powerful. As your shield black- 
ens you hit STELLAR WARP, now glowing with indestructible 
energy all space and time contorts allowing you to ram them 
while in the safety of hyperspace. Super smooth animated 
graphics and talking sound effects combine to bring you fan- 
tastic action! 

TRS-80 Model I/III System 80 TAPE 16K, $24.95. 

TO ORDER 
TURN TO PAGE 82. s 
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TeehN$="GRO"s 

RETURN 
TSN$="TROLL": 

RETURN 
T4tN$="GHOUL": 

RETURN 
SO:R=1O0l+LoG ¢ 

127R ot k=R- 

IHWT cFa: 

RE TUR 
{oe " "G=A:F=0:8G 

=SO8 Well 

110: 4=0: B=o:Ca0s: 

HefsE=0: T=hs 

GSWE Ci 

LIStPRIHT "IM «A 
"SbLea" "ahs 

120i TF CBee T> 
M2=1FRIHT "G 

WARD HERE!" 

125i TF IGQSuB 2h 

130:1F EGCSUE 17 
a 

LZ5:FAUSE "EXITS 
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"HYPE s SEB 
PSE ECE ah" 
2 

1408 INPUT “TH?"s 

baste CiezoReS 
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RETURN 
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-INT CSRO°1F 
GS0T 265 
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2ST SUSING =PRIHT 
"SCORE="5F5 
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VIC-20 

Piano for the VIC-20. 

By Douglas Fahibusch, 
Longford TAS 
The program simulates a piano 
by allowing a whole octave to 
be played from the keyboard. It 
can store a tune typed in and 
play it back. 
When entering a tune it 

should be noted that Duration 1 
is equivalent to one pulse, Du- 
ration 2 is equivalent to two, 
etc. If a wrong note is entered, 
type a *-’ for the following note. 
This returns the program to the 
previous note so that it may be 
re-entered. 

1606 POKES6. 28:POKESS. @:CLR: POKE7670.6 
11@ POKE36879. 127 : GOSUB370 
120 V=36876 : S=V¥-3: POKEY: 15 

146 PRINTS$"§USE THE KEYS TO PLAY 
150 GETA# : IFAS=""THEN15@ 
16@ IFA$="W" THENN=195 :GOTO346 
176 IFA¢$="3" THENN=199 : GOTO348 
18@ IFA$S="E"THENN=201 :GOTOS46 
196 IFAS="4" THENN=203 : GOTO346 
266 IFA$="R" THENN=267 : GOT0346 
216 IFA$="T" THENN=269 : GOTO346 
226 IFA$="6"THENN=212 :GOTO34@ 
230 IFAS="9"THENN=215 : GOTO34@ 
240 IFAS="7"THENN=217 : GOTO346 
25@ IFA$="U" THENN=219: GOTO34@ 
266 IFA$="8"THENN=221 : GOTO346 
276 IFAS="I"THENN=223 : GOTO34@ 
280 IFA$S="0"THENN=225 :GOT0346 
296 IFAS="" "THENN=G :GOT034@ 
300 IFAS="m"THEN4S@:REM ENTER TUNE 
316 IFA$="8" THEN?S@:REM PLAY TUNE 
326 IFAS="8l" THENSS@:REM END 
336 GOTO146@ 
340 POKES. @:POKES.N:GOT0146 
35@ POKES.@:POKEYV.,@:POKE36879,27:FPRINT "CEs"; 
266 POKESS, @:POKES6, 36:CLR: END 
37@ PRINT""g" :FORL=1T0? 
336 PRINT" 
396 PRINT"'T] , 
406 PRINT" J! 1 1 — ttt) 
416 PRINT" 
426 PRINT" 
430 PRINT" 
440 FRINT" 
456 PRINT"® 
460 PRINT"® 
478 RETURN 

(aeae akeRaerae | 
| 308 He |) SE ae we! UI 

INMEIRITIYIUIT 101 
aa ae ee es ee ee 

SPACE FOR SILENCE. 
#18 - STORE A TUNE 
#38 - PLAY THE TUNE 
#78 - END ROUTINES 

1": NEXT 

486 FOKES.,@:L=7169:C=6: GOT0546 
49@ L=L+1:PRINTS$"DURATION 1.2.3.4? 
366 GETA$¢ :N=VALCAS> 
316 IFA$S="-"THEN?’ GG 
326 IFNC1ORN>4THENS GO 
J3@ POKEL.N 
946 C=C+1:>PRINTS#"ENTER NOTE"C "ll = 
338 GETAS : IFA$=""THENSS@ 
366 IFAS="W" THENN=13 2: GOTO’36 
378 IFA$S="3" THENN=199:GOTO?3a 
386 IFAS="E"THENN=201 :GOTO?r3e@ 
996 IFAS="4"THENN=263 : GOTO? 36 
600 IFAS="R" THENN=267 : GOTO? 38 
616 IFAS="T" THENN=269 : GOTO? 3@ 
626 IFAS="6"THENN=212:GOTO?36 
636 IFAS="""THENN=215:GOTOrS 
64@ IFAS="7"THENN=217 :GOTO?36 
650 IFAS="U"THENN=219 :GOTOrsG@ 
660 IFAS="8" THENN=221 :GOTO736 
676 IFA$="I"THENN=223:GOTO?S@ 
68@ IFA$="0" THENN=225 : GOTO? 3a 
696 IFA$S="" "THENN=1 :GOTOr3a@ 
766 IFA$="—-"ANDC> 1 THENL=L-2 :C=C-2: POKES. PEEKCL-12 :GOTO54@ 
716 IFAS="8I" THENN=6 : GOTO?3@ 
rea C=C-1:GOTOS46 
Po@ L=L+1:POREL.H:FORES.@:°FORES.M: IFHAMDL< 76, 8THENS 38 
744 PRINTS$" ":GOTQ14@ 
750 POKES.@:L=7169:PRINTSS"FLAYING TUNE " 
76@ GETAS: IFAS="8l" THEN? 3G 
7r@ L=L+1:>H=PEEK¢CL) : POKES. @:FOKES.N : 
786 IFNTHENL=L+1 : D=PEEK(L> : FORN=1 TOD#266 : NEXT :GOTOr66 
796 POKES. @: PRINTS$" 

READY. 
":GOTO148 

| 



VIC-20 
Snake for VIC-20. 

By C J Allen 

The game SNAKE is not an 
original idea. You control a 
moving snake on the screen. 
Periodically, mice will appear on 
the screen. You guide the 
snake over to the mouse (using 
a joystick) and eat it. For each 
mouse you eat you score five 
points, but your tail grows a little 
longer. 

Occasionally birds’ eggs will 
appear on the screen. These 
are low in fat but high in protein 

so if you eat one you will score 
ten points without growing too 
much. The game ends when 
you bite either your tall or the 
wall surrounding your field. If 
you do not have a joystick then 
delete lines 71, 75, 76, 80 and 
90 and enter these lines: 

75 S=PEEK (197): IF S=17 
THEN C =U:HE =2 

IF S=33”" C=D:HE=3 
IF S=28" C=R:HE=0 
IF S=35" C=L:HE=1 
This will set the A, Z, B and 

N keys for Up, Down, Left and 
Right respectively. 

1 PRINT"{"SPC(117) "SNAKE" : GOTO7800:REMBY CHRIS ALLEN 
S DIMMAC183) .PX¢6) : De22:Us~22:Le-1 ‘Rel 

68 
10 T1S@"GQGOO8" | MAC 1)87727 : CM=38720 : J¥#37139: Jk#37 154! POKESY,@! POKEIN, 127: PX(4)= 
2: PACS) eZ 

6 ge Re Cee eet nerd Ome tn ene on) one wong mare Ore eellel: Vee 

15 Ce22: FORM=Z1TO8164STEP22 : POKEM, 11: POKEM+CM, 3: NEXT 
20 DEeC : POKEV 

74 IFC#DORCSUTHENSO 
75 IFS@=LTHENCSU : HE=2 
76 IFS1SRTHENC=D : HE=3 

HITACHI 

»2:POKEV~1, 252: SePEEK< JY¥-2) 
71 SO=¢ (SAND4)@@) '§1°-( (SANDE) =O) 'S2=¢ (SAND16>=@) : SePEEK( JK=@) | 6Je~¢ (SAND126)=0) 

90 IFS2eLTHENCeL ‘HE=1 
900 Z=Z+C: IFPEEK(Z> <> 1 BANDPEEK (2) COS2ANDPEEK (2) <> 12THEN4O08 
960 IF2Z>61GS0RZ<21 THEN4000 
990 IFPEEKCZ)@16THENKX#=X+4 : SC@S8C+5 : GOSUBEOO0 
1000 IFPEEK(Z)=12THENSCeSC+10: X=x+1 : GOSUBEQO2 
1101 IFDE@CTHEN! 124 
1162 IFDESUANDCeRORDE=1.ANDC=DTHENNE=9 : GOTO1 129 
1183 IFDE@UORDE=RANDC@DTHENNE®=7 : GOTO1 129 
1104 IFDE@DANDC@RORDE@_ANDC#UTHENNE=6 : GOTO1129 
1185 IFDE=DORDE=RANDC=UTHENNES6 : GOTO1129 
1124 IFC@UORCeDTHENNE=4 : GOTO1 129 
1125 IFC#LORCeRTHENNE=3 
1129 POKEZ, HE : POKEZ+CM, 0: POKEZ-C, NE: POKEZ-C+CM,0 
1178 JaJ+1' MXC 392: IFTI<@@@O6STHEN1 600 
1188 IF JOXTHENPOKEMY(J-X) , 32: POKEMZ( J-X>+CM, 33: GOT01208 
1165 IFXOQQTHENZK#@2X+ (K-00) : QGeX 
1198 ZXeZX~1 : POKEMX(DD-ZX), 32: POKEMZCDD-ZX)+CM. 33 
1200 IF Ja16STHENDD=J : JaQ: 2X=X : OQ=X 
1608 P19Z1+INTCRND¢ 18806) : IFPEEK(P1>O32THEN1600 
1620 He INTCRNDC 1862) : IFHCOSOANDHO 1 2ANDHCDSTHENZO 
1650 RN@RND¢( 1810: G=0+1 : IFG>STHENG=0 
1668 S19G-3: IFS1<OTHENS1=0+3 
1676 PX(G)=P1 :POKEP1, 10: IFPEEKCPX(81 > )=1 @ORPEEKCPX(S1>>=12THENPOKEPX<S1 >. 32 
1688 IFRNDSANDG=2THENPOKEP 1, 12 
1708 GOTO28 
4008 POKEV~1, 220: FORM=1STO2STEP-1 : POKEV, M: FORQe1T0120: NEXT : NEXT : POKEV~1,@ 
4108 FORQ=*1T04000 : NEXT ‘ POKES6869, 240: POKEJX, 255: IFSCOHI THENHT =SC 
4451 POKEV, 0: POKES6679, 238: PRINT" MORMMYOU SCOREDS"SC"GPOINTS" PRINT" MMNHIGH SCOR 
Ea°H1"GPOINTS"” 
4468 PRINT" MORBREIPLAY AGAIN (Y/N) 7m" 
4463 GETRS: IFAS=" "THEN4465 
4470 IFASC"N“THENPRINT "<2" : GOTO6 
4500 POKES6869, 240: POKES6, 38: POKES2. 30: POKES1 , 0: POKESS, 0: POKE36679. 27 : END 
6008 N3S#INT(SC/100) : N2eINT¢ (SC-N3H100>/10> : NISINT(SC-(N3M1QO+N2H10> > :POKEZ1+CM. 0 
6810 POKEZ1+CM+22, 0: POKEZ1+CM+44, 0: POKEZ1 .N3+48 : POKEZ1 +22, N2+48 : POKEZ1+44, Ni+46 
6670 FORM=1TOSOSTEP2 : POKEY, 15: POKEV-1, 200+M: NEXT : POKEV-1,0:POKEV-4, 150 
6108 FORM=1T07Q: NEXT : POKEV-4, 0: POKEV, 0: RETURN 
7008 POKES2. PEEK(56)~2 : POKES6. PEEK(S6)-2 : POKES! . PEEK(SS> ‘CLR 
7020 DT=32768 : CCa2S6SPEEK (S2)+PEEK (51> 
7098 FORT=@T0S11 : POKECC+! , PEEKCDT+I > : NEXT 
7648 FORI=0T0103: READT : POKECC+I. T: NEXT 
7068 DATAL12, 72.213.2,2.213, 72, 112, 14,168, 171,64,64,171, 18, 14,48, 24, 36.66, 165, 129 
231,36 
7070 DATASE, 231,129, 165,66, 36.24, 48, 44,52,.44,52.44,52,44.52,0,8,255, 178,85, 255,8 
10. 
7060 DATA44, 2,204.36, 72,248,2,0,0,0,248, 72,36, 204,52, 44,36, 44, 43, 26,13,7,6,0 
7098 DATAO.O.7,13,26,43,44,36,66,231,255, 219, 255, 255, 102, 24 
78695 DATAZSS, 255, 255. 255,253, 255, 255, 255, 24,68, 126, 126, 126,60, 24,2 
7180 PRINT"<3" :GOTOS 

READY. z 

Cube Rotation for 
Hitachi MB16001. 

By M Jarvis, Duffy ACT 

This program rotates a cube on 
the screen of a Hitachi MB 
16001. You set the length of 
side (line 120), the co-ordinates 
of the centrepoint (lines 130- 
140), the starting angles, and 
increment angles, about the 
centrepoint on two axes, (lines 
250-260 and 270-280 respec- 

10 K = 0: M#=.1 

20 DIM P(8,3) 

30 DATA -.5,-.5,-.35,--55-5; 

tively). You will then see a cube 
of straight lines rotate. 

With a little thought, this pro- 
gram should be able to be con- 
verted to Applesoft etc. It can 
also be used to rotate any three 
dimensional object. Lines 30-50 
are the three dimensional co-or- 
dinates of the cubes vertices, 
and lines 470-580 are the lines 
joining these points. 

Ste ig oD, oD me Ss -5,-.5,-.5 

50 DATA +“ SOgrvOpeds Hedy eps Oye Dy oa page Op Me Ope 

110 CLS 
120 INPUT "SCALE = ",S 
130 INPUT "XSHIFT = ",xS 
140 INPUT "“YSHIFT = ",YS 
150 FOR I = 1708 
160 FOR J =1 703 
170 READ P(I,J) 
180 NEXT J 
190 NEXT I 
200 FOR I = 1 1T0 8 
210 FOR J=1 703 
220 P(I,J) = S$ # P(I,J) 

230 NEXT J 

240 NEXT I 

250 INPUT "THETA = ",TH 

260 INPUT "PHI = ",PH 

270 INPUT "DTH = °,DTH 
280 INPUT "DPH = ",DPH 
290 TH = (TH * 3.14159) / 180 
300 PH = (PH * 3.14159) / 180 
310 COSTH = COS (TH) 
320 SINTH = SIN (TH) 

330 COSPH = COS (PH) 

340 SINPH = SIN (PH) 

350 FOR I = 1 TO 8 

360 TE = P(I,1) 
370 P(I,1) = P(I,1) * COSTH - P(I,2) *% SINTH 
380 P(I,2) = P(I,2) * COSTH + TE * SINTH 
390 P(I,2) = P(1,2) * COSPH - P(I,3) * SINPH 
400 P(I,1)° = P(I,1) * .6 + XS 3 P(I,2) = P(I,2) + YS 
420 NEXT I 
430 SWAP K,M 
440 SCREEN 3,1,0,0,1,K,M : CLS 
450 R = 4 
470 LINE (P(1,1),P(1,2))-(P(2,1),P(2,2)),R 
480 LINE (P(1,1),P(1,2))-(P(4,1),P(4,2)),R 
490 LINE (P(4,1),P(4,2))-(P(3,1),P(3,2)),R 
SOO LINE (P(2,1),P(2,2))-(P(3,1),P(3,2)),R 
S10 LINE (P(5,1),P(5,2))-(P(6,1),P(6,2)),R 
520 LINE (P(5,1),P(5,2))-(P(8,1),P(8,2)),R 
S30 LINE (P(8,1),P(8,2))-(P(7,1),P(7,2)),R 
S40 LINE (P(6,1),P(6,2))-(P(7,1),P(7,2)),R 
S50 LINE (P(1,1),P(1,2))-(P(5,1),P(5,2)),R 
S60 LINE (P(2,1),P(2,2))-(P(6,1),F(6,2)),R 
S70 LINE (P(3,1),P(3,2))-(P(7,1),P(7,2)),R 
S80 LINE (P(4,1),P(4,2))-(P(8,1),P(8,2)),R 
590 TH = TH + DTH : PH = PH + DPH 
610 RESTORE 
620 FOR I = 1 TO 8 
630 FOR J =117T03 
640 READ P(1,3) 
650 P(I,J) = P(I,J) #S 
660 NEXT J 
670 NEXT I 
680 GOTO 310 a 



HITACHI 
Remprint for Hitachi Peach. 
By D J Omond 

REMARKS lines have a useful 
application as a means of stor- 
ing either textual or diagramma- 
tic information for future use or 
reference. REMPRINT removes 
the line number and remarks 
symbol (') to give a ‘clean’ print- 
out. 

A program is prepared with 

the required data on each line 
preceded by the remarks sym- 
bol (). Updating, additions and 
corrections can be made using 
screen editing instructions, for 
example LIST to _ display, 
RENUM to make space for ad- 
ditional information, INS/DEL 
and so on. REMPRINT is then 
run to provide a printout. The 
listing includes a sample 
genealogical chart. 

BASIC 
Designs Program for 
Basic Ill Pet. 

By Douglas Fahibusch, 
Longford TAS 

The program generates a trail 
which moves either up, down, 
left or right at random. If the line 
encounters a full block it prints 
a space. If it encounters a 

space it prints a full block. 
By this method the computer 

prints interesting designs which 
are quite fascinating to watch. 
The pokes which place the line 
on the screen are accompanied 
by clicks generated with a 
speaker connected to the user 
port. 

10 ' ((((( REMPRINT ))))) 
20 ' 
30 ' by D.J.Omond 1983 

40 ' 
50 CLS:WIDTH 40 

60 INPUT'Start Line Number ",S$ 

70 S=VAL(S$) 
80 INPUT"End Line Number " E$ 

90 E=VAL(E$) 

100 WIDTH 80:OPEN"'O",#1,"LPTO:" 
110 '**** BASIC prog. start address 
120 A=PEEK(&H1D)*256+PEEK(&HIE) 

130 '**** Read Line number 
140 L=PEEK(A+2)*256+PEEK(A+3 ) 

150 '**** Read Next line address 

160 NL=PEEK(A)*256+PEEK(A+1) 

170 '**** Look for Start Line Number 

180 IF L(S THEN 190 ELSE 210 
190 A=NL:GOTO 140 
200 '**** Read complete line 
210 G=0:FOR J=A+2 TO NL—1 

220 F=PEEK(J) 

230 '*** Flag G set when start of Re- 
240 "*** marks symbol " is found 
250 IF G=1 THEN 280 ELSE 260 

260 IF F()141 THEN 290 ELSE G=1 
270 GOTO 290 
280 PRINT CHR$(F);:PRINT #1,CHR$(F); 
290 NEXT J 

300 PRINT: PRINT #1:A=NL 
310 IF L)=E THEN 320 ELSE 140 
320 END 

330 ''! 
340 ' Example: Jones Family Tree 
350 ' 
360 "Thomas Jones m. Agatha Smith (m.1863: 
370 '° b.1842 : b.1840 
380 ' d.1892 : d.1908 
390 ! Tecer rere eee Cee eee Ee ee 
400 ' : : : : 

410 ' Thomas Robert Sarah Dorothy 

420 * b.1863 b.1865 b.1867 »b.1868 

78 

106 PRINT"SPRESS “E’ TO END." 
116 FORL=1 T0268 : NEXT 
12@ PRINT"[)" :S=59464:REM SOUND 
13@ POKES+3.16:POKES+2. 15: FOKES.6 
146 FORL=0TO4 : X=INTCRND¢ 1 9#5999+325968 
15@ POKEX. 16@:POKES. 166 
166 FORM=1T0160 : NEXT 
176 POKES. @: POKEX, 32: NEXT 
18@ POKEX. 166 
190 R=INTCRND(19#44+1>:REM DIRECTION 
260 D=INTCRNDC19#5+2>:REM HO. ADVANCES 
216 ONRGOTO22G, 230, 248.258 
226 M=-40: GOTO26@ 
236 M=4@:GOT0268 
246 M=-1:GOT0266 
258 M=1:GOT0266 
260 FORL=1TOD:X=X+M:REM INCREMENT 
270 GETA$: IFAS="E"THENS4@ CHECK END 
280 IFX>337670RX<32768THENX=X-S#M > GOTO19@ CHECK RANGE 
290 P=PEEKCX) : REM FIND LOC. “°S 
300 IFP=32THENA=166:REM ‘VALUE. AND 
319 IFP=16@THENA=32:REM SWAP 
32@ POKES. 26@:POKEX.A: POKES. @ 
33@ NEXT: GOTO196: REM START AGAIN 
340 POKES. @:POKES+2.6:POKES+3.0 
356 PRINT "#3". :END 

COMMODORE 
Disk File Copy for 
Commodore 64. 

copy program, user or sequen- 
tial files from disk to a tempo- 

By N Carlsen 
Copying a sequential file from 
one disk to another is not trivial 
on a Commodore 64. 

This program allows you to 

rary cassette file and then back 
to another floppy disk. As it 
works on a byte by byte basis 
it is rather slow but pays results. 

1 REM TRANSFERS A FILE FROM A OISK TO A 

2 REM TAPE FILE AND THEN BACK TO A DISK. 

3 REM GIVES A DISK TO OLSK COPY OPTION 

4 REM WITH A SINGLE OISK ORIVE. 

S REM 

6 REM AUTHOR! N.R.CARLSEN 

7 REM NHULUNBUY N.T. 3797 

8 REM 

8 PRINT “SET UP CASSETTE AND DISK THEN’ 

10 INPUT °INPUT OISK FILE NAME °SFS 

20 INPUT “FILE TYPE (8/P/U)°) TS 

30 TSeLEFT&X TH, 1) 

40 IF T#<>"S*° THEN IF T#<>°P" THEN IF T#<>"U" THEN 20 

41 K#e*T°+Fs 

42 REM PROVIDE A UNIQUE TERMINATOR. 

43 ES="0S44NC" 

44 NZ=LEN ES) 

45 OPEN 15,8,15 > 



COMMODORE 

S@ OPEN 5,8,5,°Ot °"+FS+* , °+TS+* ,R® 

SS OPEN 10,1,1,K8 

66 GOSUB 260 

6S Fx298 

66 PRINTSPRINT *° 

76 GETS ,AS 

72 IF STe64 THEN F%211GOTO 88 4g dy 

GO IF STC >8 THEN PRINT “STATUS = °s8TIGOTO 300 

90 VX=ABC( AS+CHRE O)> 

92 PRINT V%, 

8S IF V%e8 THEN PRINTH1O,CHRE 8) 

97 IF VAC 8 THEN PRINTO1E ,AS) 

96 IF F%el THEN PRINTHIO,E@:PRINT ° EOF°?IGOTO 366 
160 GOTO 708 

2060 INPUT#1S ,AS,BS,Cs,DS 

216 IF VALC AS) 0 THEN PRINT "ERROR CHANEL = "3AS,BS,CS,DSIGOTO 300 
220 RETURN 

300 CLOSE 16 
302 PRINT 

303 PRINT “TAPE FILE 16 CLOSED° 

310 CLOSE S 

3135 PRINT "DISK FILE 5S CLOSED* 

320 CLOSE 15 
3235 PRINT "ERROR CHANNEL FILE 15 CLOSED® 
387 PRINT 

330 PRINT °DO YOU WISH TO TRANSFER THE FILE TO 
350 GET RSIIF RB=e""* THEN 350 

33S IF RSX >°N° THEN 378 

360 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO COPY ANOTHER FILE ¢ Y/ND?° 

362 GET GSiIF Gge"* THEN 362 
363 IF GSe"N® THEN PRINTIPRINT °*THANKS.. 

364 IF G&> °Y* THEN 360 

363 GOTO Ss 
370 IF R#&X<>°Y" THEN 336 

360 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN DISK AND CASSETTE® 

301 PRINT "ARE CORRECTLY POSITIONED. * 

330 GET R#IIF RBe°* THEN 390 

4600 OPEN 15,868,158 
410 OPEN $,6,5,°Ot °+FS+" , °+TS+" ,W" 

420 OPEN 18,1,8,K8 

436 GOSUB 200 
4335 GOSUB 808 
437 PRINTIPRINT® 

4480 GETH16,AS 

4350 REM IGNORE ANY TAPE EOF INDICATORS. 

460 IF ST#64 THEN 475 

476 IF ST<>6 THEN PRINT “STATUS = °JETIGOTO 300 
473 IF AS=—BS THEN GOSUB 1000:G0TO 536 

460 GOSUB 860 

S10 PRINTS ,SSs 

$13 FOR Xe1 TO LEN SS) !PRINT ASC( MIDE BS,%,1)*CHROCO)), SNEXT 

S20 GOSUB 906 

$30 GOTO 440 

880 V~=ASC<( AS+CHRE OB) Dd 

680 IF V%s0 THEN SS=8S+CHR&X 8) 

694 IF VX%X<>8 THEN 8#=8S+Aans 
696 RETURN 

900 SSe* "1 BSeLEFTR ES, 151 J5J%01 1RETURN 

1080 GOSUB 8eO 

1010 IF LEN S®#)eh% THEN PRINT ° EOF*:GOTO 306 
1020 J%eJX%+ 1 1 BSeMIDSM ES, I%, 1) tRETURN 

DISK DATA IN° (PRINT 

-HAVE A NICE DAY! ° I PRINTPEND 

DATA TO DISK* PRINT 

ATARI 
Tattscan for Atari. 

ANOTHER DISK ¢Y/N)D7° 

10 REM TATTSLOTTO SCAN 
15 REM P SCOFIELD 25/1/63 
20 DIM AS(1G):REM AS=NUMBERS OWNER 
25 REM SET COUNTERS, N=NUMBERS CORRECT 
30 REM S=SUPP NUMBER, NUMBER 
35 REM P=NUMBER OF PRIZES 
40 N=0: S=0: SQ=0: P=0 
45 ? CHRS$(125):REM CLEAR SCREEN - 
50? * TATTSLOTTO SCAN “ 
S5 POSITION 2,5 
60 ? “TYPE IN THE NUMBERS INDICATED." 
65 PRINT 

? "1ST NO="ss INPUT Ni 
? “2ND NO="33 INPUT N2 

80 7? "SRD NO="3: INPUT NS 
? “ATH NO="3: INPUT N4& 
? “STH NO="3: INPUT NS 
? “6TH NO="3: INPUT N6 4 

100 7 “SUP NO="3s INPUT NZ 
105 ? CHR$(125) 
110 ? “TATTSLOTTO SCAN IN PROGRESS. 
115 PRINT 
120 REM READ NAME AND NUMBERS 
125 READ A$,7:SQ=S0+1:REM COUNT SQ’S 
130 FOR A=1 TO T+1:READ X 
135 IF X=0 THEN 200:IF X=-1 THEN 200 
140 REM COUNT CORRECT NUMBERS 
145 IF N1i=X THEN N=N+1 
150 IF N2=X THEN N=N+1 
155 IF N3=X THEN N=N+1 
160 IF N4=X THEN N=N+1 
165 IF NS=X THEN N=N+t 
170 IF N6é=X THEN N=N+1 
175 IF N7=X THEN S#1:REM SUPP NUMBER 
180 NEXT A 
200 REM DISPLAY RESULTS 
205 IF N+S<4 THEN 250 
210 P=P+1:REM COUNTING PRIZES 
215 IF N=6 THEN ? “1ST DIVISION SQ: 
220 IF N=4 THEN ? “4TH DIVISION SQ: 
225 IF S=0 THEN 245 | 
230 IF N+S=4 THEN ? “STH DIVISION SQ: "3SQ;" “sas 
235 IF N+S=6 THEN ? "2ND DIVISION SQ: "3SQ;" “;As 
240 GOTO 250 
245 IF N=S THEN ? “SRD DIVISION SQ: “3803” 
250 N=0:S=0:REM RESET COUNTERS 
255 IF X=0 THEN 120 
260 IF P=0 THEN POSITION 2,10:? "BAD LUCK, NO PRIZES." 
265 POSITION 2,20 
270 ? "TATTSLOTTO SCAN COMPLETE. " 
280 REM O FLAG=END OF NUMBERS 
290 REM -1 FLAG=END OF DATA 
295 REM EXAMPLES OF DATA LINES 
3GO REM DATA: NAME, NUMBERS & FLAG 
301 DATA YOUR COMPUTER SYD, 6, 7, 19,20, 21,30, 35,0 
30Z DATA SMITH FAMILY, 6, 12, 16, 17, 29, 35,39, 40,0 
303 DATA WORK SYS 10,10 ,5,7, 12,22, 25, 26,30, 33,39, 40,0 
304 DATA BOB & ANDREW SYS 9,9,1,3,5,@, 11,14, 25,27, 38,0 
305 DATA LES BELL, 6,23, 24,27, 30,31,33,-1 

. a 

BBC MODEL B 

‘LIFE’ Simulation for BBC 
Micro Computer. 

By G. Armitage, Lalor Vic. 
‘LIFE’ SIMULATES the growth 

“;SQ;" "ZAaS 

“3S; " “sAS 

“zs AS 

JSR&FFEE is the “print the 
character in A” routine. 

By Paul Scofield 

Tattscan is a program that will 
scan your Tattslotto numbers 
and print on the screen any divi- 
sional prizes won, who's num- 
bers they are and the winning 
square. 

The numbers as drawn are 
entered in lines 70 to 100 and 
the read statement in line 130 

checks the numbers on record 
in the data lines at the end of 
the program. 

The data lines contain the 
owner of the numbers, the 
number of numbers (this allows 
system games), the numbers to 
be checked and a flag. The flag 
indicates the end of numbers or 
end of data. The numbers are 
those in a single square. 

and death cycles of a colony of 
cells, here represented on a 16 
by 16 grid. It was invented in 
1970 by John Conway. 
As it stands the program will 

only run on a BBC with 32K. If 
you have a 16K machine then 
all references to addresses 
starting with “&7...” should be 
changed to “&3...”. 

For those with other 6502 
machines: 

JSR&FFE7 sends a linefeed 
and carriage return to the VDU. 

Just a general note: 7(A)=B 
is the same as POKE A,B on 
other machines. B= 7?(A) is the 
same as B= PEEK(A). 

> 
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BBC MODEL B 
10 REM LIFE / Life simulaticn game 
11 REM (C) G J ARMITAGE 1982 
13 REM VERSION 1.0 / 6-11-82 
14 REM for BBC computer 

110#FX14,6 
1208FX4, 1 
130MODE’ 
140HIMEM=&7000 
4SOFORI=0 TO2 STEP? 
160P%2=87009 
170COPT I 
L8OLDX#0 
190. LOOP 
Z200LDAR7B00, X 
21 08TA&7AOO, X 
220DEX 
Z230BNE LOOP 
240LDX#0 
250. NCELL: TXA: PHA 
260LDY #9 
27OL DAG O! ST AK 7HOO 
280.NDIS 
290DEY:BEQ DONE: TXA 
SOOCLC! ADCE 7009, Y 

3LOTAX 
S32O0LDA&7A00,X 
330CMP#79 
S40BNE NDIS 
350 INC& 7000 
3O607MP NDIS 
370. DONE! PLA: TAX 
S8OLDA&7000 
39OCMP#2: BCC DEAD 
@OOCMP#4: BCS DEAD 
&ZOCMP€3: BEQ ALIVE 
&20JNP NEX 
430. DEAD: LDA#46 
S80STAS7B00,X:JMP NEX 
430 .ALIVE!: LDA#79 
§60STAZ7B00, X 
470. NEX 
&S8O0DEX: BNE NCELL 
&IORTS 
S00. SCREEN: LDX#0: . NEXL LDY@#16: . NEXC: LDA&7B00, X: 

IJSR&FFEE: INX: BEQ DNE: DEY: BNE NE XC 

SLOJSREFFE?S: JMFNEXL 
3520. DNE: RTS 
530) 
S40NEXTI 
SSOFORI=©=0 TO 7: READ Di: 7(27001tI) =D: NEXT: 
SS0DATA 1,1,14, 2,14,1,1, -17 
S7O0FOR 1287800 TO&7BFF 
5807146 
SIONEXT 

600CLS: CALL SCREEN 
S0SPROCinit | 
607VDU23,1, 1,0; 0;0;0 
610X=7 
&20Y=7 
630PRINTTAB(X, Y); 3K$=2GETS 
640IFK$="R* GOTO720 
645 I1FK$="C" GOTOS70 
6SO0IF K$=CHR$(138) AND Y¥<iS Y=¥ei 
660IF K$=CHR$(1397) AND Y¥>0O YeY-1 
670IF K$=CHR$(137) AND X<i5 XeX+i 
680IF K$=CHR$(136) AND X50 X=X-4 

O90IF K$="N" PRINTTAB(X, Y)3"O"3: 27(&7BOOtX41G4Y) 279 
"33 7(&7BOOtX +1 SHY) 245 7OOIF K$="D" 

710GO0T0630 
720 GEN=0 
730CALL& 7009: VDUZ3, 1,0, 0,0,0,0, 0,0,0 
740K$=INKEY$ (0): #FX15, 0 
750IF K$="S" GOTO400 
7SSIFK$=" " FOR*N=1 T0200: NEXT 
760PRINTTAB(0,0)3:CALL SCREEN 
770PRINTTAB (16,5); "GENERATION"; GEN 
780GEN=GEN+ti 
770G0TO730 
800#FX4, 0 

80 

PRINTTAB(X, Yi5". 

S1OPRINTTAB(0,16); 
820END 
1000DEFPROCinit 
‘L0L0PRINTTAB (10,17); "LIFE 

LO4OPRINT"N) 
LOSOPRINT’R) 

LOSOPRINT"“C) Clear array." 

New cell D> 

£1 00ENDPROC 
1200 REM 

CP/M 

By Paul Bachelor 

There are not many programs 
readily available which use the 
full capabilities of cardreader- 
enhanced microcomputer sys- 
tem. 
, This was highlighted _ in 
‘Textfile and Brian Fowler's 
‘Classroom Computers’ (Aug 
YC). This program uses an 
existing random access file of 
names, produced by another 
short program. Most schools 

.g@ind colleges would probably 
have an existing name file. 

Each of these programs has 
* an extensive card check routine 
to enable quick fixing of poorly 

~ marked cards. , 
The listed program is smaller 

but very useful in schools or 
sports organisations where 
competition draws are fre- 
quently required. It will produce 
any number of copies of a draw 
for any number of rounds for 
any number of teams/players. It 
was written in Microsoft BASIC 
V5.2 for a CP/M system, but 
with a few alterations could run 
on an Apple/TRS-80 or any sys- 
tem with reasonable memory 
(8K-16K, depending on the 

LOZOPRINTTAB(10); “By G.J. Armitage 

LOSOPRINT"Use the cursor keys to move the cursor. 

SIMULATION" 
1982" 

Deiete cell' 

Run generation S) Stop generation" 

LO7OPRINTTAB(197,6);"°S Swiw!* 
LOSOPRINTTAB(19, 7); “u0SS ud" 

length of the draw) and, hope- 
fully, a printer. 

For odd numbers of teams 
the sort is fairly straightforward 
and rotates all teams. The last 
team of any round has the bye. 
For even numbers of teams the 
teams are rotated about the last 
team and then this team’s 
match is shuffled through the 
draw. 

The program ensures that 
teams alternate for home and 
away matches. 

The VDU output section is 
straightforward, but the printer 
output has the flexibility of print- 
ing a determined number of 
rounds across a page (M) de- 
pending on the character width 
of the page (W) and the 
maximum print width of each 
round (P). 

If required, the date or. other 
heading may be placed at the 
top of each round or every sec- 
ond round, say, if two rounds 
can be played on the same 
date. 

Anyone interested in copies 
of this or the card processing 
programs could write to Paul 
Bachelor, 13 Collier St, Echuca 
Vic. 

quik draw-ph-ets-23/9/82 

Quickdraw for CP/M Systems. 

QUIKDRAW-—- SAMPLE RUN CW=8B80) 2379/32 

1. Apples 2. Bombers { 
3. Cats 4. Demons I 
5S. Emus | 

| 
' 

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 I 
1 Apples v. Demons 1 Demons v. Cats 1 Cats ve Apples | 
2 Bombers v. Cats 2 Emus v. Hombers 2 Demons v. Emus I 

Emus -Bye. Apples —-Bye. Bombers -Bye. | 
! 
{ 

Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 | 
1 Apples v. Emus 1 Emus v. Cats 1 Cats v. Bombers ! 
2 Bombers v. Demons 2 Apples v. Bombers 2 Demons v. Apples | 

Cats -Bye. Demons —-Bye. Emus -Bye. I 
I 
I 

Round 7 Round 8 Round 9 | 
1 Bombers v. Emus 1 Emus v. Demons 1 Demons v. Bombers | 
2 Cats v. Demons 2 Apples v. Cats 2 Emus v. Apples | 

Apples -Bye. Bombers -Bye. Cats -Bye. ! 
\ 
I 

Round 10 Round 11 Round 12 I 
1 Bombers v. Apples 1 Apples v. Pemons 1 Demons v. Cats | 
2 Cats v. Emus 2 Rombers v. Cats 2 Emus v. Bombers | 

Demons —-Hye. Emus -Bye. Apples -Bye. t 
! 
\ 
' 
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QUITKDRAW.BAS 2FZP/A2S—- 45354 Fytes 

10 CSS= CHRet eee" v*® ePRINT CSS. TAB(20) *QUIKDRAW 
20 PRINT THIS PROGRAM WILL PRODUCE A DRAW FOR ANY NUMBER OF TEAMS 
20 FRINT 
40 FRINT ° FOR ANY NUMBER OF ROUNDS, USEFUL FOR SPORTS ETC. 
FO Paul Bachelor 7/82 
AQ FRI NT © 9006-9656 9656 0 98 00 HE OE SE OE 00 AE a 0 2 Ek 0 OO AE OE OE EOE 0 SE 0 Oe OO 0 0 0 0G OE 0 9 OO EO 0 

70 FRINT sPRINT "Please enter the date °3; sINPFUT DAS sPRINT 
RO INFUT *°No. of teams °3T sPRINT ; 
90 IF T<2 THEN PRINT "You've got to he kidding, try "Solitaire’ !:° sEND. 
100 INPUT "No. of rounds "sN :PRINT 
110 DTM TS(T+1),ACN,T+1),U0S(N,T) ,DAS(N) 
190 FRINT "Type in team/player names, one at a time." 
(30 PRINT sPRINT "Tf nomes are too long use oabhrev. or your draw will he too 

smread out® 
140 FOR K=1 TO T 

150 FRINT "Team No. °sKz 

140 INFUT TS¢K) 

170 IF PYLEN(TS(K)) THEN P=LEN(TS(RK)) 

1AO "NEXT K sPRINT 

190 ” Set the lenath of team names equal 

200 FAR D1 TO T 

210 TS(D)=TS( Tl) +SPACES(P-LEN(TS(D) )) 
220 NEXT I ° 
230 ” Set the number of rounds printed across the page 

2325 TNEUT "Width of print page “sW sPRINT 
zPRINT *Flease stand bu §" sPRINT 

240 P=2eP+10 
, 

24Q ? Routine for rotating teams 

270 >FOR R=1 TO N 
280 FOR K=1 TO (2*CTINTCT/2)d-1 
290 TF R=1 THEN AC1,K)=K sGOTO 310 
300 ACR, K-1)=A(CR-1,8) 
310 NEXT K 
220 TF NOTCT POD 2) THEN ACR,T)=T 
330 TF R1 THEN ACR,K-1)=A(R,0) 

340 WNFXT R 
350 ? hame away swaps 
340 FOR R=1 TON 
370 FOR L=1 TO INTCT/2) 
3AR0 S=2eINTOCT/2)41-L 
390 TF (R-1) MAD 2 THEN SWAP ACR,L),ACR,S) 
400 MSCR L=ETSCACR,L D+" vi. "+TSCACR,S)) 

410 NEXT L 
420 IF T MND 2 THEN NSC(R,L)=* *+TS(ACR,T))+° -Bye.* sGOTO 450 

430) S=INTC(CCR-1) MOD T)/2)+1 
440 IF S*1 THEN SWAP DS(R,1),NS(RK,S) 
450 TF (R-1L) MOD 2 THEN SWAP 1S(R,1),NS(R,INT(CT/2)) 
440 WNFXT RK sIF (T-1) MOD 2 THEN L=L-1i 

470 PRINT CSS+° Sorted OK ---* 
480 ” 
490 ° Initializing output 
500 ” 
510 FRINT sPRINT:PRINT "Type in a heading for the draw ° sPRINT 
520 LINE INPUT HS sPRINT 
530 INPUT "Is there a time or dote for each round °sR® sPRINT 

540 TF LEFTS(R$,1)<>°Y° THEN 600 
S50 PRINT "Type in one at a time *sPRINT 
540 FOR R=1 TON 
570 PRINT "Round *3R3 sINPUT ° *°,DAS(R) 
580 IF P<12+LEN(DAS(R)) THEN P=12+LEN(CDAS(R) ) 
390 NEXT RK 
600 PRINT sPRINT 
610 PRINT "Do you want the draw printed on the VBDU* 

j { o- a 

620 INPUT ° or on the Line printer (V/L) °3k8 

630 IF LEFTS(RS,1)="L° THEN. 760 
640 ” 
650 ° Routine for printing on the screen 
660 FOR R=1 TO N 
670 PRINT "Round ‘ sRs° “sDAS(R) 
680 FOR K=1 TO INT(T/2) 
690 PRINT Kp°. °sD8(R,K) 
700 NEXT K 
710 PRINT ° *sD8(R,K) 
720 NEXT R 
730 PRINT sPRINT *Do you want a printout (Y/N) °3; 2INPUT RS 
740 IF LEFTS(R®,1)<>°Y" THEN END 
750 * 
760 ° Routine for printing across the page 
770 PRINT sINPUT °How many copies are required °3;COP 
780 PRINT sPRINT °## PRINTING ##° 
790 FOR C#i TO CNP :PRINT C, 
800 LPRINT CHR6(12)+CHRO(14) sTABCINT(W/15) )HS+SPACES (5) +DAS 
810 LPRINT :LPRINT sLPRINT STRINGS(U,45) 
820 FOR I=1 TO T STEP 2 
830 LPRINT °I"sTABCINT(W/4) USING "OOO" 375 SLPRINT ". "3 TS(1)3 
835 TF ¢€I#1)>7T THEN 845 
B40 LPRINT TABCINT(W/4)4P/2+5)USING °##8°sI+15 sLPRINT *. "3 TSCT+1); 
845 LPRINT TAB(W)°I® 
850 NEXT I sLPRINT *I°sTABCWOTI® sLPRINT "I "5 TABCW) STI" 
855 MeINTCU/F) 
8460 FOR R#i TO N sLPRINT °1°%3 
870 TF (N-R+1)<M THEN M@N-Rt+1 2P=P+2 
B80 FOR I=1 TO 
890 LPRINT TABC((CI-1)#P4+3)° Round °sR3" °+DAS(R); 
900 R=R+1 
910 NEXT I 
920 LPRINT TABCW)°I® 
930 R=R-M 
940 FOR K=1 TO L sLPRINT °1°; 
950 FOR I=1 TO ™ 
960 IF (T MOD 2) AND K#lL THEN LFRINT TABC(CI-1)8#F 43) 05(R,N) 5 

sGOTO 980 
970 LPRINT TABCCI-1)#P+3)K3DS(R,K) 5 
980 ReR+1 
990 NEXT I 
1000 LPRINT TAB(W)°I® 
1010 R=R-M 
1020 NEXT K sLPRINT "1's TABCW)PT® sLPRINT SH’ sTABCWD TI" 
1030 R=R+M-1 
1040 NEXT R aLPRINT *I*°TABCW-35) “quikdraw-ph-ets—° sDAS;TABCW)* | 

1050 LPRINT STRINGS(W,45) 
1060 NEXT C sPRINT sPRINT “Completed }° 
1070 PEND sEND 
1080 " LIST OF VARIABLES 
1090 ” T - no. of teams K - counter for teams 

N - no. of rounds R - counter for rounds 
P = max.length of team names and width of round 
M =- no. of rounds/page W - width of printer page 

1100 ° C,COP - no. of copies required 
T3(K) - team names array 

AS(CR,K) —- team numbers for rotating teams 
D@(R<K) - competing teams per round 
DAS(R) - date per round 

1110 ” DAG - date of draw 
L - no. of lines printed/round 

: (T/2 - for even T, (CT+13/2 for odd T) 
CSs - code for clear screen 

RRR, 

a MICROBEE ———m 
FROGGER is modelled after the popular game of fhe same name. Your 
frog is in a real predicament. He must firstly hop over a four lane high- 
way, dodging cars and trucks. If he survives, he must then negotiate 
the flooded river, jumping from log to log until he arrives safely home. 
FROGGER is a real favourite with children because it is easy to learn 
but takes ages to master. $17.50 
BACKGAMMON plays the game of the same name on your MicroBee! 
The game conforms exactly to that set down in the Official Rules of the 
International Backgammon Association, including rules of doubling 
oc scoring. Playing BACKGAMMON on a board is a thing of the past! 
17.50 

ASTEROIDS PLUS is the finest high resolution graphic arcade game 
available for the MicroBee computer. It features spinning 3-D point by 
point resolution graphics, shields, intelligent beings, guided missiles, 
black holes, high-score board and breathtaking sound effects. ASTER- 
OIDS PLUS took more than 1,000 man hours to write and cost in excess 
of 20,000 to develop. You owe it to yourself to experience the best in ar- 
cade games on your MicroBee. ASTEROIDS must be the best hi-res 
graphic arcade game on the market for the Bee. Your Computer, Hybe, 
1983. $22.50 
KILOPEDE & GHOST MUNCHER come on the one cassette together! 
KILOPEDE is the very popular ATARI ‘CENTEPEDE’ game and GHOST 
MUNCHER is our version of PAC MAN. These two hi-res arcade style 
games are great value. $17.50 
METEOR RESCUE is a high speed graphics arcade game. The mission 
is to shuttle earthlings from the planet surface to the mother ship with- 
out colliding with meteors and other spinning 3-D objects. The game in- 
creases in difficulty as the score rises. $17.50 
DEFENDER needs no introduction. The DEFENDER arcade game is one 
of the most popular ever produced and we expect that our MicroBee ver- 
sion will be the same. $22.50 

BEEZS0 is far from your average run-of-the-mill disassembler! Other 
than being a mere 4K long, able to disassemble at the speed of light and 
packed with options, BEEZ80 will display before your very eyes all 
those unknown instructioins ZILOG never talk about! $20 
BASIC TUTORIAL is a super teaching aid for any classroom. BSIC TU- 
TORIAL is a set of nine interactive exercises designed for teaching Basic 
to the computer novice. No previous knowledge is assumed. 
BASIC TUTORIAL uses a unique double screen technique to display 
both the normal computer output and the tutorial exercises at the one 
time. This allows the student to use the MicroBee in the normal way, 
while the tutorial instructions appear in the lower half of the screen. 
To learn to drive a car, a student must get in and drive. Reading theory 
books help, but the real learning comes by driving. The same applies to 
computing, Books are no substitute for experience. These computer run 
tutorial exercises teach computing better than any other form of in- 
struction. $20 
MusicB is a composer/editor program for the serious music maker. Mu- 
sicB takes over where COMPOSER BEE finishes. MusicB has enormous 
flexibility, range, tone adjustment and is essentially a mini music lan- 

. Even complex sound effects can be produced! MusicB makes 
chopsticks of the BASIC PLAY command. $20 
DIGITALKER is a Computer Voice Storage & Retrieval System. Give 
your MicroBee a Voice! DIGITALKER allows the MicroBee user to store 
his voice in the computer as digital data which may be played back at 
some later time. 
Simply load the DIGITALKER software, plus the DIGITALKER hard- 
ware into the I/O PORT and connect the DIGITALKER lead to the EAR 
plug of your tape recorder. 
Once the voice has been recorded, it may be played back immediately or 
stored on cassette. The digitized voice may easily be incorporated into 
the users own programs without detailed knowledge of machine code. 
The DIGITALKER hardware is not required in order to play back the 
voice. Thus any MicroBee user may play back a voice previouslit re- 
corded with DIGITALKER' $55 

TO ORDERTURN TO PAGE 82. 31 



You are the last cosmic crusader. Your 
mission is to eliminate the deadly glin- 
kon fleet before they destroy the re- 
maining starbases and conquer the 
galaxy. Cosmic crusader is a look-alike 
of the famous Star Raiders. Excellent 
graphics and 3D effect will keep you 
going for hours. 

$19.95 
NIGHT RIDER 
Now a challenging motor car driving 
game is available on cassette. You con- 
trol your path down the twisting road 
increasing speed by joystick control. 
High speed action in this exciting 
game. How fast can you complete 3 
kilometres? 

$15.95 
COSMIC DEBRIS 
This high speed mixture of space in- 
vaders and asteroids will keep you 
glued to your chair, travelling 
through space and battling the alients. 

$16.95 
LUDWIGS LEMON LASERS 
You'd never think shooting lemons out 
of the sky would be so much fun! This 
one or two player galactic classic will 
make your mouth water and your fin- 
gers numb. Machine code program- 
ming makes for smooth fast arcade 
style action. 

$15.95 
KONGO KONG 
This game provides hours of jumping 
barrels and climbing ladders. The ob- 
ject of the game is to climb the ladders 
to the top in order to reach the maiden 
in distress. 

$19.95 
ANNIHILATOR 
In this defender-type game, your aim 
is to defend your moon base from the 
attacking aliens who will launch heat 
seeking missiles to destroy you. If any 
game on the Vic without memory ex- 
pansion requirements wins the prize 
for speed, this is it! 

$19.95 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Order the products you 
want on our COSMIC 
HOTLINE! Ph: (02) 661- 
4075. Use your Bankcard. 
Or order direct through 
our superfast Mail Order 
Department! See order 
form. If you do not want to 
cut it out then just copy 
out the main details! All 
orders are sent to you 
within 24 hours of- re- 
ceiving your order by 
CERTIFIED PRIORITY 
PAID MAIL. Signature ........... 

Expiry Date: ....... 

Bankcard Number 

Commanding the bridge of your star- 
ship, you explore the galaxy, fending 
off the Klingon invasion with your 
phasers and photon torpedoes. 

$16.95 
STREET SWEEPERS 
Gobble up the dots in the maze before 
the ensuing nemesis gets you. The 
maze is different every time. Does this 
sound like PacMan? It isn’t! 

$15.95 
BUG BLAST 
If you think Centipede was fun, look 
out for Bug Blast. Only a few bugs to 
kill. Just shoot through the cactus and 
wipe them out 

$19.95 
SNAKE OUT 
Slip your snake into position and score 
by chomping the blocks. Watch the 
way you slither because your escape 
routes get smaller. 

$17.95 
MOSQUITOES: Vic 20 
Trapped beneath massive stone walls, 
you must find the key, evade attacking 
mosquitoes and excape through the 
locked door. Armed with insect spray, 
you must avoid destruction by escap- 
ing throught he mysterious ventilation 
tunnels. Four very exciting levels 
packed with action. 

$19.95 
HEAD-ON 
Players have been known to start play- 
ing Head-On at 8.30 and at 2.00 a.m. 
wonder where time went. Move your 
car as fast as you can dare around the 
tracks. You get three cars and must 
avoid the computer car. 

$17.95 
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GRAVE ROBBERS 
A thrilling adventure game like never 
before, Grave Robbers will have you 
crawling under your seat as the thun- 
der roars and the rain pours. Try to 
work out the cles to opening the grave 
of “LEO OIL” in order to get to the 
tunnel and vault below. Fascinating 
graphics led a lot to this game. If you 
think you are good at adventure 
games, try this one! 

$19.95 
ADVENTURE PACK I — 
(3 programs) 
Moon Base Alpha — Find your way 
through to the central control room 
which will give you access to the nec-. 
essary equipment needed to destroy 
the meteor which is racing towards 
Moon Base Alpha. 
Big Bad Wolf — Running away from 
the wolf is not as easy as it sounds. 
You must hide so that he cannot find 
you — NOT only for kids! 
Computer Adventure — an unusual ad- 
venture where you, the programmer, 
must get your programs up and run- 
ning on the computer. A little differ- 
ent, but lots of fun. 

$19.95 

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS 
‘CONTEST 

For every $20 spent you'll receive a 
ticket in our fabulous Xmas draw. 

SO RUSH YOUR ORDER TO US NOW! 

eer Bankcard/Cheque/ 

Money Order 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE! 

Post to: COSMIC SOFTWARE 
G.P.O. Box 3494, SYDNEY NSW 2001 
Phone: (02) 661-4075 

TOTAL 
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NTRODUCTI TO COMPUTERS _ 
YOUR FIRST COMPUTER oescccccsssesssscsssssssssevtvsvseees $17.95 
INTERNATIONAL MICROCOMPUTER 
PICTON AIRY aches sseancseestaiiesnasaacioumnntaraeacetecsees $7.95 
DON’T (Or How to Care for Your Computer) .......... $23.95 
FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS: An Introduction to 
MiICrOPrOCESSOSS .........ccccccseesceccceceeeeeeeceeeeeneeeseeeseaes $33.95 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
APPLE 
APPLE II BASIC HANDBOOK ...............cceccneeeeeeeeeeee $27.95 
EASY GUIDE TO YOUR APPLE II oo... eee eeeeee $19.95 
YOUR FIRST APPLE IT PROGRAM __ ......... eee eeeeeeeeeeee $19.95 
BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE APPLE ...............:02020006 $25.95 
APPLE II BASIC PROGRAMS IN MINUTES .............. $19.95 
APPLE CONNECTION ..........ccccseccnescssceesccesccussenses $25.95 
ATARI 
EASY GUIDE TO YOUR ATARI 400/800 ................ $15.95 
BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE ATARI .............:00cceeeeees $25.95 
YOUR FIRST ATARI PROGRAM .............00:c0ceeeeeeeeees $19.95 
COMMODORE 64 
EASY GUIDE TO YOUR COMMODORE 64 ........... $15.95 
COMMODORE 64 BASIC HANDBOOK ................ $19.95 
VIC 20 
VIC 20 CONNECTION ou... cece ccc eeccecceeceseneeeeeeeeeee $15.95 
YOUR FIRST VIC 20 PROGRAM  ............ccecc eee eeee teens $19.95 
IBM PC 
ABC’s OF THE IBM PC uuu... cece cece eeeecccccceeeeeeeeceeeeaeees $19.95: 
BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE IBM PERSONAL 
COMP CER: ccaticscunitauussacotetuvtescceceaesieeeacoleeeaene $27.95 
BEST OF IBM PC SOFTWARE ...............:ccecceeceeeeeeees $19.95 
USEFUL BASIC PROGRAMS FOR THE IBM PC ....... $17.95 
BUSINESS GRAPHICS FOR THE IBM PC ............0666 $31.95 
IBM PC CONNECTION 0... ... ec eecccccccceeeeeeceseceeeeeeeees $27.95 
IBM PC DOS HANDBOOK .................0000000eeeeeeeneees $19.95 
TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000 
YOUR TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000 AND ZX81 .........00--- $13.95 
TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000 BASIC PROGRAMS 
IN MINUTES o.ccccccccccececscsesseccessesesesesescsteeteeseseseeeeees $15.95 
TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000 BASIC HANDBOOK .......... $15.95 
MORE USES FOR YOUR TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000: 
ASTRONOMY ON YOUR COMPUTER .......c-eceeeeee- $17.95 
TRS 80 
FIFTY BASIC EXERCISES ...ccccccccscscsseseseceeesececeesereeees $25.95 
YOUR COLOR COMPUTER ...cccccscssscsssceseseseeeeeeeee $25.95 
FOOLPROOF GUIDE TO SCRIPSIT WORD 
PROCESSING. ccccccccccscscscscecececsseseseseseseeueusetseseseeneees $23.95 
CP/M 
MASTERING CP/M c.cccccccsscsessscecscecesssecsesesvereeceeeee $31.95 
BEST OF CP/M SOFTWARE ou.ccccccscscsccsesesseesesesesseees $25.95 
CP/M HANDBOOK ...cccccccsscosscssscscesssseseseseseeeeeeee $29.95 

contact the distributor, 

Wy 
“d 

ANZ 

SYBEX 

AUSTRALIA 

SYBEX books are available at bookstores and computer 
stores everywhere but if you experience difficulty OR if 
you wish to receive regular information on new books, 

ANZ BOOK CO., 
Drive, Frenchs Forest 2086 (02) 452-4411. 

SOFTWARE & APPLICATIONS 
WORD PROCESSING 
FOOLPROOF GUIDE TO SCRIPTSIT .......... ee. $23.95 
GETTING RESULTS WITH WORD PROCESSING ...$25.95 
INTRODUCTION TO WORDSTAR ......00.... eee $23.95 
INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING .......... $25.95 
PRACTICAL WORDSTAR USES ......... cece ceeeeeees $25.95 
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL 
EXECUTIVE PLANNING WITH BASIC ................0. $25.95 
COMPUTER POWER FOR YOUR LAW OFFICE ..... $39.95 
DOING BUSINESS WITH VISICALC |... $23.95 
MASTERING: VISIGCALC saccess cecacstetsaeanmanethinneicevseaes $23.95 
DOING BUSINESS WITH SUPERCALC ........ ee $25.95 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES 
$35.95 
BASIC PROGRAMS FOR SCIENTISTS AND 
ENGINEERS ..ccccccccccccccccccecesesescecececscecscsesvevevevsvevees $31.95 
PASCAL PROGRAMS FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS . 
eee eee $58.50 
VISICALC FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ....... $27.95 
FORTRAN PROGRAMS FOR SCIENTISTS AND 
ENGINEERS ...ccccccccccscscscscssecececseeesesecevsesveveessevseees $31.95 
CELESTIAL BASIC: ASTRONOMY ON YOUR 
COMPUTER oocccccccccecscscscscsveessetecsesveveserseseesesveneeee $27.95 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
BASIC 
YOUR FIRST BASIC PROGRAM ....cccscsssseseseseeeeseeees $14.95 
FIFTY BASIC EXERCISES ....ccccccccsccceeececsseseseeeeeseeseees $25.95 
BASIC FOR BUSINESS. ....cccccccscsceseceeeseseeseseseeseetenees $25.95 
INSIDE BASIC GAMES. ..c.cscccscsceseseseseseseesesseesereeetees $29.95 
PASCAL 
APPLE PASCAL GAMES. ...c.cccccscccscceeceseseseseseseeveetees $29.95 
DOING BUSINESS WITH PASCAL .....ccccceeseeeeeereres $33.95 
INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL ....cecscsesesseeereseeeeee 7.$31.95 
PASCAL HANDBOOK ......scescscscssesesceecvesceesererereee $39.95 
INTRODUCTION TYO THE UCSD p-SYSTEM ........ $29.95 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMING THE 8086/8088 ................. eee $29.95 
PROGRAMMING THE 6502 ou... cece eeee eee eees $27.95 
6502 APPLICATIONS: so: cimureacdestectarmceandanenteatinawnrens $25.95 
ADVANCED 6502 PROGRAMMING ............ eee $25.95 
PROGRAMMING THE 6809 ...0... cece eee eee eees $29.95 
PROGRAMMING THE Z80 1.00.0... cece cee cence eee $31.95 
PROGRAMMING THE Z8000 0000... eee ceee eee ees $31.95 
ZBO0 APPLICATIONS. one: seicenatncateoasuitonsinaneeiatadorecans $27.95 
OTHER LANGUAGES 
A MICROPROGRAMMED APL IMPLEMENTATION 
$76.50 
UINIDER STANDING. cedicaceseveieewtosd one ecntins 
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UNBELIEVABLE 
Here is an unbeatable opportunity to purchase a top quality Delivery will be by freight to anywhere in Australia, fully 
printer from a well known and respected manufacturer, Texas insured. Shipments will be made ex-stock, but to cover 
Instruments, at a saving of over 30% on their normal list price. unforeseen delays, please allow up to 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
OPTIONS This offer is made by Pacesetter Systems (a division of VSI 
Serial EIA cable for 810 printer: $50 exc. tax, $60 inc. tax. Electronics Pty Ltd, incorporated in S.A.) and ETI is acting as 
Serial cable for 850 printer: $55 exc. tax, $66 inc. tax. a clearing house for orders. All orders must be via the coupon 
4K buffer for 850 printer: $100 exc. tax, $120 inc. tax. here, or a photostat thereof if you don’t wish to cut the 
All items carry normal warranty. magazine. 

oo ‘T1810 PRI NTER 
$1410 exc. tax 
$1692 inc. tax 

_. Normal list price on this printer 
a is $1890 exc. tax; save $480! 

TI 810 PRINTER 
The Texas Instruments Omni 800 Model 810 printer is a recieve-only, forms-programmable, impact printer. It features a 

microprocessor system which controls all character recognition, printing, and paper movement. Basic operating, data 
processing and self-test routines for the microprocessor system are stored in ROM. Random-access memory stores vertical 
format control routines which may be locally programmed by the operator or remotely programmed through the communciations 
line. 

A single seven-dot-column printhead produces the 9 x 7 dot matrix for character generation. Printing is bidirectional at the 
rate of 150 characters per second. A full 132-character line is printed in less than one second. 

The standard print format is 10 characters per inch (cpi) horizontally and six or eight lines per inch (Ipi) vertically. The 
printer produces one original and up to five copies using sprocket-fed paper in widths from 76.2 to 381 mm (3” to 15”). 

A detailed, comprehensive, A4 format 76-page manual is included. 
There's nothing flash about the Texas Instruments 810 printer — but it’s an ideal printer. It prints quickly and cleanly, and 

it's as close to unbreakable as we've seen. We run three of them in this office — one has been on line for more than a year 
without missing a beat. It literally never gets switched off, and runs up to 24 hours a day, all the time. 

When we want to move cables in the ceiling, we stand on the printer to get to them! Most printers these days would 
collapsé as soon as you even thought of doing such a thing. 

The TI 810 is recognised throughout the industry as a reliable, fast workhorse. It’s claimed to run at 150 characters a 
second, and it comes closer to its rating than anything else we’ve tested. On a solid-text printing test that shows 80 cps 
machines are actually running at around 34 cps, the 810 comes up just under 130. That's fast. 

Its dot-matrix typeface is obviously draft quality, without full descenders, but it is clear and readable. If speed and real 
bulletproof reliability are what you need, this is the machine. 

Normal retail price is around $2200 before tax, and it is good value even at this price. 

SPECIFICATIONS Tl 810 PRINTER PAPER. COMMUNICATIONS 
: Paper width Adjustable from 76 to Interface Serial (EIA RS-232-C) 

. PRINTER 381 mm (3 to 15 inches) Baud rates 110. 150. 300. 1200. 2400. 
Ti 81 0 PRINTER Technique Seven-wire matrix. impact Paper loading Rear or bottom feed 4800. 9600 

Character matrix 9 x 7 (9 wide. 7 high) Number of copies One original and five Parity ODD. EVEN or ignore 
dot matrix copies INPUT POWER 

Character set 64-character limited ASCII CONTROL SYSTEM ac voltage 100. 120. 220 or 240 Vac 
Characters pertnch = 10 Electronics 8080 microprocessor (+ 10% to - 15%) 
Characters per line 132 maximum system Frequency 47 to 63 hertz 
Lines per inch 6 or 8 (operator — or Printing method Bidirectional Watts 

software — selectable) Buffer (FIFO) 256 characters Power fuse 100 or 120 Vac range. 5A. 
THROUGHPUT Horizontal tabs Software Programmable 250 V fuse 
Print speed 150 characters per second Vertical format control Software and operator o or 240 Vac range. 
Lines per minute 64 at 132 characters per programmable 5 A. 250 V fuse 

line. and up to 450 at 10 Self-test Prints ASCII characters in PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
characters per line a rotating pattern Weight 25 kg (55 pounds) 

Line feed 33 miulliseconds (barberpole) Height 203 mm (8 inches) 
Paper slew 170 mm per second Bell Pulsing aduible tone Width 654 mm (25.75 inches) 

(6.67 inches per second) Depth 508 mm (20 inches) 



* TOP QUALITY 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

PRINTERS OFFE 
* until you've read it through 

Qe 

TI 850 PRINTER 
$912 inc. tax men 
Normal list price on this printer - 
is $995 exc. tax; save $235! © \ 

TI 850 PRINTER 
The Model 850 Printer is a reliable, versatile dot-matrix impact printer featuring 150 cps bi-directional operation and 9 x 9 

or 15 x 9 dot-matrix characters with true descenders. Mosaic graphics are possible with a squared-off pattern six dots wide by 
12 dots high. It is also capable of raster graphics. 

It comes with a parallel interface as standard, but a serial option is obtainable. There is a 256-character buffer inside and a 
400-character buffer option is offered, too. The 850 can handle single sheets of paper or fanfold paper up to 254 mm (10) wide 
and roll paper up to 127 mm (5”) in diameter. A comprehensive, copiously-illustrated, 108-page manual is supplied with the printer. 

This 1s an example of COMPRESSED print AMPLE PRINTOUTS inne 
oo0 Printer. 

e of ENHANCED print The Model 330 Frinter 

250 FPrintere made this example at 

DOUBLE-WIDE print. 

This 1s an example EMPHASIZED print This is an example of STANDARD print 

Tile 1s 2n ex a 

made Gy the Mcde 

made by the Model S50 Printer. made by the Model S50 Frinter. 
Ti 850 SPECIFICATIONS Serial Intertace: Characters 

SPECIFICATIONS POWER REQUIREMENTS Specification EIA RS-232-C standard per line 80 characters at 10 cpr 
Voltage 90-132 Vac. 47 63 Hz. subset (standard). 132 characters 

Ti 850 PRINTER single phase or 187-264 Line levels 12 or +12 Vde at 162 cp 
Vac. 47 63 Hz. single Type code ASCH and similar Line length Full line at 10 cpr or 16%3 
phase international codes cpl requires 203 mm (8°) 

Power 100 W maximum Bits Lines per inch 6 Ip! and 8 Ipr 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS per second 200. 300. 600. 1200. 2400. Paper drives Friction-roller or tractor 
Size 412 mm (16.2") wide 4800. 9600 Paper width 76 mm to 254 mm (3 to 10 

220 mm (13.0") deep Receive buffer 256 characters. in) 
127 mm (5.0°) high expandable to 4000 PAPER 

Weight 6.8 kg (15lb) exciuding characters Type Sheet. roll or fanfold (single 
options and accessories Line control Printer ready busy or multipart) 

CHARACTER SETS PRINTER Width 254 mm (101n) maximum 
Type Full US ASCII ang 7 Method Wire-matrix impact Roll 127 mm (5.0 in). maximum 

international Speed Print 150 cps diameter 
INDICATORS Pattern 9 x 9 dot matrix (standard Thickness Single part 0.254 mm (0.01 
Light Power. on-line. pitch SFL print) in) 
DATA 15 x 9 dot matrix Muitipart, 0 34 mm (0.014 

Parallel Interface: (enhanced print) in} maximum for original 
Line levels: Oor «5 Vdc Cnaracters plus two copies (No cards 
Characters per inch 10 cpl and 16%3 cpr permitted except on last 
per second 1000 cps maximum (standard) copy) 
Line control Strobe acknowledge 5 cpr and 8's cpl 

(double-wide) 

HOW TO ORDER YOUR TI PRINTER 
Fill out the coupon here and enclose a cheque, bank cheque number on the coupon, where indicated, or for schools, 
or money order for the amount required made out to colleges or other educational institutions, enclose a sales tax 
PACESETTER SYSTEMS PTY LTD. declaration on your letterhead. 

If you are not paying sales tax, please quote you sales tax 

SEND COMPLETED Please send me: | | 
COUPON TO: ow T.I. Model 850 Printer(s) @ $.........cccc tax free/tax paid’ 

aces ioies T.|. Model 810 Printer(s) @ §.................... tax free/tax paid” 
eeu Serial EIA cable(s) for 810 printer @ §.................... tax free/tax paid* 

PRINTER OFFER eee Serial cable(s) for 850 printer @ $........... tax free/tax paid” 
c/o Your Computer hee eeee tees 4K buffer(s) for 850 printer @ $....... ee. tax free/tax paid” 
P.O. Box 227, Waterloo NSW 2017 _sopius freight: 850 printer — $10, 810 printer $20 

* strike out whichever is inapplicable. 

Sales tax NO. .........ccccccee (if applicable) FE Ug = enn nee eer ett oe RO eR IS ne or ER DTT eves rnT i Sure tenenta enenes ere nce ee 

| enclose §............:c08 total. POSS 5 osha tiactenet Serdty ees ener aaah eaeahemnen an eaaane oe nessaenemaeeonena eee 

Cheque or Money-Order NO: cicciccceess:. coli icitececssasstsonde loetamadensrasiaanacnndentoasapia endomaondabeoules Postcode ...........00008. 

DIGMAUUNG: hicdscusinnniaeteiccniemnaabeiicntbaesaseee 
(unsigned orders cannot be accepted) OFFER CLOSES 31 DECEMBER 1983 



AVAILABLE NOW 
For the IBM P.C. or Columbia P.C. or Compatible computer 

THE PLUS™ SERIES 

64K-256K RAM 

THE PLUS-M™ 
64K-256K 
EXPANDABLE MEMORY 
CARD 

fai $349" 
| With 64K 
| installed 

‘ PARALLEL 
WINCHESTER PORT 

REALTIME HOST ADAPTOR RS232 
THE PLUS -5™ 64-256K CLOCK ete  / PORT 
64K-256K memory expansion 1 - 
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT a“ 
RS232 PORT : , MD s549" 
REAL TIME CLOCK | Lia i go 

pier HOST | Ld 4 installed 

GOLD EDGE 
CONNECTOR 

“Plus Sales Tax if applicable 

* 180 DAY WARRANTY 
* FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE 
* FULLY AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED 

Available from: 
ACI Computer centres — all states eC.P.U. Computers: (07) 57 8023 eComputer CBM Systems: 
(02) 525 5022 @ Hospital & Clinical Computers: (02) 524 0378 eMyer Computer Centre — South 
Australia e Peach Computer Products: (03) 429 3216 e President: (02) 476 2700 @ Signature 
Systems: (075) 64 3402 e Tech Rentals: (03) 51 1303 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Manufacturers: 

PERSONAL COMPUTER PERIPHERALS 
279 JUNCTION RD., CLAYFIELD, BRISBANE 4011 (07) 57-9881 
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Fresh from a fortnight in Mel- 
bourne (“Did | deserve that?”), 
Les Bell recounts his impres- 
sions of the Tenth Australian 
Computer Conference and 
Exhibition. 

WITHOUT A DOUBT, 10ACC was the 
biggest event of its kind in Australia 
since the IFIPS Exhibition of 1980, 
which Melbourne co-hosted with Tokyo. 
It was such a huge event, in fact, that 
it was impossible to take it all in — there 
were five streams of seminars and a 
huge exhibition to cover. 

This wasn’t helped by the activities in 
Newport, Rhode Island, which probably 
caused disruption to the activities of 
many of the delegates. In my case, it 
meant a sleepless night which reduced 
the following couple of days to a virtual 
blur.( That's your story, Bell ... - MW.) 

Nonetheless, some impressions do 
stick out, so for those of you who 
couldn’t get there, here’s a brief sum- 
mary. 

Entertaining Presentations 
The papers presented at the confer- 

ence covered a wide range of topics, 
from a micro-based advertising agency 
system to Zipf's Law — structured prog- 
ramming and creativity. 
One of the most entertaining presen- 

tations was on the night of the Confer- 
ence dinner, when the guest speaker 
was F. Werner Bittelmann, newly ap- 
pointed Executive Director of AFIPS, on 
the topic ‘Plugging It All In: The Com- 
puter Community and the Future’. After 
the shock opening when he revealed 
that he was, in fact, a member of the 
New York Yacht Club, he continued by 
commenting that of course our win 
would not have been possible without 
high technology in the form of com- 
puters. 

“I don’t know what kind of computers 
your crew had,” he said, “but ours were 
obviously saddled with IBM!” His talk 

continued in this vein, lambasting virtu- 
ally every company and institution in the 
computer community, until the final de- 
nouement, when it was revealed that Mr 
Bittelmann was actually well-known pub- 
lic speaker Campbell McComas in dis- 
guise. 

Laser Spectacular 
The mainstream of activities started 

with the opening ceremony, which was 
quite a spectacle, combining a laser 
light show and audio-visual presen- 
tation. The most important part of the 
ceremony, however, was the official 
opening by Bob Hawke, in a speech 
which really gave little away in the form 
of government support for high technol- 
ogy industries. 

Mr Hawke spoke of the Government’s 
moves to encourage a venture capital 
market in Australia, which it is hoped will 

make $40 million of capital available. He 
also confirmed that the federal govern- 
ment will provide $18 million over the 
-next three years to introduce a computer 
education program for secondary 
schools. While these are moves in the 
right direction, the general feeling is that 
there is a long way to go. 

The keynote speaker, Philip Hughes, 
who is chairman of Logica in the UK, 

spoke of the British experience in imple- 
menting a national policy for the infor- 
mation technology industries. The re- 
sults of the UK’s attempts at direct gov- 
ernment investment in hi-tech industries 
have been mixed, and indeed it is diffi- 
cult to draw any clear conclusion about 
the success or otherwise of government 
policies. What is clear is that policies are 
needed. 

For the remainder of the conference 
| split my time between the lecture ses- 
sions and the exhibition. It was impossi- 
ble to attend even one quarter of the 
sessions, and so it would not be fair to 
single out only a few sessions for praise. 
However, | did attend an excellent up- 
date seminar on office automation — 
Professor Phil Grouse’s seminar on his 

The Tenth Australian 
Computer Conference 

Flowguide project (virtually a graphical 
program design system), which is near- 
ing completion — and an interesting ses- 
sion on local area network chips from 
Intel, among others. I’m still trying to 
read through the two volumes of papers, 
and we may even reprint some of the 
best in the magazine. 

Hard On The Feet 
The exhibition was absolutely huge and 
did some severe damage to the soles of 
my feet. However, there were lots of 
interesting things to see. 

Imagineering demonstrated the Star 
series of software as well as the Visi 
series. Most importantly, they showed 
the VisiOn system, which links together 
spreadsheet, graphics and list manage- 
ment software to form an integrated sys- 
tem rather similar in concept to the Lisa 
workstation. Not only is VisiOn able to 
transfer information between files, it is 
also able to reformat the data as it goes, 
allowing graphs to be integrated into text 
documents, for example. 

Imagineering also released the 
Davong line of mass storage devices, 
which operate on Apple, IBM-PC and 
Osborne computers. The range includes 
5, 10 and 15 Mbyte Winchester disks, 
disk cartridges and streaming tape de- 
vices. They also support a multiple 
operating system which allows the user 
to switch from PC-DOS to UCSD p-sys- 
tem or CP/M-86. 

Hewlett-Packard used 10ACC to re- 
lease two new laser printers, the 2687A 
desktop printer and the 268A text and 
graphics printer. Each prints at 12 pages 
per minute with a resolution of 300 dots 
per inch, and they are quieter than con- 
ventional printers. 

HP brought out David Townsend, 
Marketing Manager of the UK-based Of- 
fice Productivity Division, which gener- 
ates software for the HP3000 and HP’s 
smaller computers. While he was in Au- 
stralia, HP took the opportunity to re- 
lease a range of office automation prod- 
ucts, including enhancements to their > 
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electronic mail system, networking soft- 
ware for the HP 120 and 125 called HP 
Desk Link, HP List Keeper, a list man- 

agement package for the HP3000, and 
Easy chart, an enhanced user-friendly 
graphics package for the HP3000. 

Most significant, perhaps, is Desk 
Manager, an integrated mail, word pro- 
cessing and calendar/diary package that 
runs on the HP3000 and is available to 
any HP workstation or terminal — or in- 
deed any device — which can log onto 
the HP3000. 

As an example of the impact of office 
automation, Townsend described their 
UK ‘software factory’, which employs 90 
professionals and only four secretaries. 

Stars Of The Show 
One of the stars of the show was the 

Gavilan portable computer, displayed by 
Electronic Concepts. This amazing little 
device uses a high-resolution liquid 
crystal display to provide a user inter- 
face similar to the Apple Lisa; below the 
screen is a touch panel which replaces 
the mouse and allows the user to point 
to objects on the screen. 

The 4 kg package includes a full-sized 
keyboard, 8088 processor, eight-line by 
80-character display, 80 Kbytes (ex- 
pandable to 336 Kbytes) of CMOS low- 
power memory, a 9 cm (3.5 inch) floppy 
disk with 320 Kbytes capacity, video 
interface and 300 baud modem. Stan- 
dard software, built into the system’s 
ROM, includes an operating system ker- 
nel, interpreter, and human _ interface 
software. Applications software, on 
ROM or disk, includes word processing, 
spreadsheet calc, list manager and mail 
system. 

In addition, the Gavilan will run MS- 
DOS and all the associated software. 
Gavilan is headed by a number of 
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former Zilog and Magnuson executives. 
In Australia the machine will sell for 
$5750 plus tax. 

Insystems demonstrated their latest 
product, the Stearns personal computer. 
This IBM-compatible machine uses an 
8086 processor running at 8 MHz to re- 
turn a significant performance improve- 
ment and is networkable. They only just 
had the first one in the country, and 
weren't too au fait with it yet, but it looks 
like an interesting machine. 

| had an interesting session with Gil 
Simpson, a consultant for Burroughs, 
who developed their fourth-generation 
language, LINC. “Data processing lives 
a lie,’ said Simpson. “It promises a lot, 
and delivers little.” 

Simpson first developed the concepts 
behind LINC while working in Saudi 
Arabia; it developed out of his intense 

dissatisfaction and frustration with the 
current way of doing things. Returning to 
New Zealand, he teamed up with Peter 
Hoskins to work on their new system, 
which uses a non-procedural approach 
to reporting of transactions at various 
levels of a company. 

Interestingly, in the light of develop- 
ments in the micro world, LINC was writ- 
ten in COBOL rather than a systems 
language. The development was done 
at a low cost, with direct costs of under 
$250,000. The system has achieved 
great success, with over 700 users con- 
tracted to use the system. A Kanji ver- 
sion was released in Japan in June, and 
already 22 systems are installed there. 

Over To The Heavies 
Rakon Computers displayed the 

Sage, a 68000-based machine which 
runs the UCSD p-system operating sys- 
tem. This provides access to Pascal, 
FORTRAN and BASIC languages, word 

processing and spreadsheet, and the 
system is also supplied with a multi-user 
operating system. The Sage is highly re- 
garded amongst Pascal devotees, and 
is also attracting attention as an ideal 
machine for running Modula 2, Nicklaus 
Wirth’s latest language. With prices 
starting under $5000, the Sage is a very 
attractive proposition. 

Next door to Rakon was another of 
the 16-bit heavies from the US, Fortune 
Systems. The Fortune has _ received 
rave reviews overseas, particularly for 
its word processing software, which is 
modelled on Wang's, the benchmark of 
the industry. 

The Fortune runs a port of UNIX V7, 
and supports BASIC, C, CBASIC 16, 
Level Il COBOL, APL and other lan- 
guages, as well as a host of application 
packages. The company has reportedly 
suffered setbacks in the US, where sev- 
eral of the founders resigned; however, 
| hear a rumour that AT&T is likely to 
buy a large quantity of Fortunes for use 
as workstations around their own UNIX- 
based system, and that should improve 
Fortune’s fortunes (ouch). 
NEC Information Systems Australia 

exhibited the APC, of course, as well as 
their larger Astra series of minicomput- 
ers. Of particular interest were a 
graphics tablet hooked to the APC and 
a colour printer (Bill Bolton had it set up 
to print posters of Australia Il and the 
boxing kangaroo), and a voice input sys- 
tem for the Astra series. If you were 
wondering where the amazing graphic 
printouts on this month’s cover came 
from — that’s an example of what the 
APC plus graphics tablet and colour 
printer can do. We'll be reviewing this 
combination early next year. 

As IBM-PC compatibles continue to 



processing, PC Tutor, MS-DOS and 
GW-BASIC as standard. 

Philips had an impressive pyramidal 
display showing how word processors 
can be linked to computers, which can 
be linked via radio to in-car terminals, to 
local area networks, to the telephone 
network. Basically, Philips can link just 
about anything to anything, with the ulti- 
mate intention of linking everything in a 
company together. 
On the BBJ Computer Shop stand, 

Tony Cookes showed us the Peake 
Software accounting system for the 
Sirius (and IBM and NEC and HP 150 
and others). The Sirius version is par- 
ticularly interesting as it has a built-in 
graphics module which can be used to 
display incomes or expenses as bar 
charts, pie charts, and so on. The sys- 
tem incorporates GL, debtors, creditors, 
stock and invoicing, cash book, payroll 
and job costing. 

Pennywise Peripherals displayed their 
new system, which is based upon multi- 
ple Motorola 6809 processors operating 
under the FLEX9 operating system. For 
multi-user applications, the OS9 or UN- 
IFLEX operating systems are supported. 
Each of the peripheral boards on the 
system bus has its own processor, giv- 
ing a much higher performance than 
would otherwise be possible. A variety 
of peripherals is available, including 
13 cm and 20 cm disks, a hard disk and 
serial and parallel printer interfaces. 

Toshiba showed the DF-2100R docu- 
ment filing system, which is based on an 
optical disk. This can store up to 10,000 

rar left: HP’s non-impact printers, capable 
cf quality printing at 12 pages per minute. 
Left: A microprocessor-based device reads 
«loud to a blind listener — one of the slides 
from 10ACC’s opening audio-visual extra- 
vaganza. Right: Texas Instruments’ Profes- 
sional Computer, released at 10ACC. Far 
right: Data General’s office automation 
package, Comprehensive Electronic Office, 
being demonstrated at 10ACC. 

pages per side of a disk, and can re- 
trieve any document within ten seconds. 
It works with any kind of documents, in- 
cluding handwriting and drawings. 
Documents can be printed out using a 
thermal printer which is rather like a fax 
machine. 

More PC Lookalikes 
Another IBM-PC compatible was 

demonstrated by Computhink Australia. 
Unfortunately, it was late on the last day 
when | heard about the machine, and | 
couldn’t find Computhink’s stand in time 
to see the Sigma Designs machine. 
However, the machine sounds interest- 
ing and Computhink says the pricing 
should be attractive. | 

The President’s men were busy right 
through the show. The President dealer 
breakfast was the occasion for the 
launch of the Dulmont Magnum, which 
looks fair set for success. The President 
stand had several Magni (?) which were 
perpetually surrounded by interested 
visitors. 

Also at 10ACC was_ Darlene 
Kindstrand, International Sales Co-or- 
dinator for Kaypro. Darlene brought de- 
tails of a number of upgrades and en- 
hancements for the Kaypro range of 
computers, including a new local area 
network facility for the Kaypro, jointly de- 
veloped by Kaypro and Centram Sys- 
tems, originators of the Web network. 
The high-speed (125 Kbit/s) CSMA/CD 
network can be added to a Kaypro for 
just $US195. 

Wicat released a new top-end system, 
the 220, at 10ACC. This new beast will 
support up to 64 terminals, 12 Mbytes 
of main memory, mag tape back-up and 
up to 3.8 Gbytes of disk. The question 
is, is this a micro? It’s based on an 8 
MHz 68000 all right, so it must be. Inci- 
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but AWA, with the Corona. Two models 
are available: a desktop PC-1 and porta- 
ble PPC-1, with identical specs. Both 
have a serial port and other functions on 
the main board, and four expansion 
slots. They come with MultiMate word 

dentally, | tip Wicat to introduce a new 
line of products early next year. 

Apple Computer timed an announce- 
ment of a price drop on the Lisa to coin- 
cide with 10ACC. By unbundling the 
applications software from the hard- 
ware, the company will be offering the 
basic hardware for $8595. A complete 
system of Lisa, six applications pack- 
ages, dot matrix printer and interface 
card is now $10,395. 

Apple also showed its new colour 
plotter, which is priced at $1295 and 
features four colour pens. 

Sigma Data displayed the Convergent 
Technologies MegaFrame, a multipro- 
cessor minicomputer replacement 
based on the Motorola MC68000. On 
their stand, they had an eight-user sys- 
tem supporting a cluster of workstations 
along with asynchronous terminals. The 
system can expand to a 128-user sys- 
tem operating at 8 MIPS, and supports 
a wide range of mainframe communica- 
tions protocols. 

Sigma recently used Convergent 
workstations in the installation of one of 
Australia’s first X.25 Austpac networks 
in Perth. 

Texas Instruments released its new 
Professional Computer, which is actually 
an IBM-PC clone, but with some added 
tricks of its own. TI is counting on its ex- 
pertise in the speech recognition field, 
and has announced support for speech 
command input as well as a telephone 
interface, although Telecom's reaction 
to that should be interesting. 

In addition, Tl is working on a natural 
language interface database manage- 
ment system which looks all but fool- 
proof. It is well along the track, and TI 
provided convincing demonstrations oO 
both these eysiems to the press. 



|. A Tale of 3 Modems 
At last! We've been promising a 
definitive article on modems for 
a while now, and here it finally is. 
Bill Bolton slaved over a hot 
phone line for months to produce 
this review of three recently re- 
leased madems — so get your 
teeth into it now. 

As many of you are aware, not least the 
manufacturers of the modems reviewed 
here, this review has been a long time 
coming. Some of these products have 
been around for over six months, so 
why the delay? Well, thereby hangs a 
tale! 

The first modem review | did for Your 
Computer, a year ago now, was done 
quite quickly. The whole review was 
finished in about three weeks. That 
modem, which was a random sample 
from a batch of six, ran fine for the test 
period and for several weeks after- 
wards. Then the problems started. 

One by one the six Your Computer 
modems started to fail. The manufac- 
turer fixed them and they ran OK for a 
while again ... and failed. This cycle was 
repeated several times until finally they 
were fixed properly; they have now been 
running reliably for several months and 
the problems seem behind us. 
When further direct-connect modems 

started to appear on the market, Your 
| Computer was approached by the man- 

ufacturers to review them. Rather than 
run the risk of repeating the experience 

| of the previous modem review, this time 
| decided a long-term test of the mod- 
ems was required. So the three mod- 

i ems reviewed here have been regularly 
used by various Your Computer staff 
and authors for several months. 

| To Compare Or Not Compare 
The next issue for me was to decide 

whether to handle the reviews sepa- 
rately for each product or do some sort 
of combined review. Two of the modems 
are directly competitive, while the other 
is a little downmarket. To further con- 
fuse the issue, the two competitive units 
have both been subject to specification 
upgrades due to feedback from this’ re- 
viewer and from other users. 

After tossing this issue around 
amongst a few of the YC authors | finally 
decided an all-in-one review would be 
the best approach. 
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Some Background 
All three of the modems are based on 

IC modem ‘chips’. As the chip does 
most of the really difficult stuff in terms 
of modulating and demodulating the 
data, there isn't really much to go wrong 
with stability and so on. As two of the 
modems use an identical chip, it’s not 
surprising there is little difference in their 
purely technical performance. 

A Standard For Comparison 
The real difference between the mod- 

ems is in terms of functionality, and it is 
this aspect of the modems I've paid 
most attention to. 

| needed a standard for comparison of 
the three modems, and finally selected 
a common Telecom-supplied 300 bps 
modem, the GEC DM-202 as that stan- 
dard. Now the DM-202 is a big modem, 
much bigger than any of the modems 
reviewed here, but it is the sort of 
modem that Telecom uses internally as 
a test standard and largely typifies what 
Telecom thinks a modem should look 
like. It can be configured for answer or 
originate modes and manual connect or 
automatic answer operation. The origi- 
nate/answer mode can be controlled by 
one of the lines on the RS-232 interface. 
For full auto answer operation an addi- 
tional set of contacts in the companion 
telephone are used to detect an ‘on 
hook’ condition. 

With a Telecom-approved, privately 
supplied modem there is virtually no re- 
striction as to what equipment you can 
connect to the modem. However, with 
modems rented from Telecom, you must 
have the computer equipment Telecom 
approved before they will let you con- 
nect it to the modem, and sometimes 
you must use an additional modem 
isolator as well. Many existing Telecom 
modem users would like to stop paying 
Telecom rental for a modem and re- 
place it with one they can own them- 
selves. This is particularly true of auto 
answer modems. 

The standard for comparison became 
simply this: 

“How well does the modem under re- 
view serve as a plug-in replacement for 
a Telecom 300 bps modem in a similar 

configuration?” 

The Basis Of Review 
The one remaining problem was to 

decide at what level to review the prod- 
ucts. Let me say at this stage that they 

are all good products which work well 
and perform the tasks they were de- 
signed to do. 

| could take you through a detailed 
description of each one from the notes 
| made while using them, telling you 
what all the buttons do and so on, but 
the more | think about it, the less rele- 
vant that appears. 

This review has only a brief descrip- 
tion of the products; if you want more 
details ask the manufacturer. I’m satis- 
fied that they are all reputable and that 
the modems perform as they claim they 
will! What | want to concentrate on in 
this review is how | feel about the prod- 
ucts after having used them in their pre- 
sent forms for several months. 

Additionally, both DataSat and 
Modem Technology have changed their 
products several times in small but sig- 
nificant ways while they were under re- 
view. The products you can buy from 
these two suppliers are now different 
from the ones that | had for review. 
Again this tends to make a blow-by-blow 
review less useful. 

V.23 Modem Standard 
As detailed below, two of the modems 

support 1200 bps operation but not 
1200 bps full duplex. The only two-way 
service that is supported is 1200 bps 
with a 75 bps back channel. At least one 
of the suppliers is trying to stir up inter- 
est amongst microcomputer users in 
using this CCITT V.23 standard. 

Well, it does work, but reliability is not 
good over the normal switched tele- 
phone network. This is not a fault of the 
modems but more a reflection of the 
wide variety of line conditions that can 
be found on the public switched tele- 
phone network. 

The CCITT V.23 standard works for 
Telecom because it generally tries to 

supply good Datel lines (local loops) to 
its customers who rent V.23 modems. 
A microcomputer user trying to run at 
V.23 to a fixed modem connected to a 
Telecom Datel switched network line 
may be able to get away with using. 
V.23. Some recent tests | conducted on 
the switched network between several 
locations using V.23 modems, including 
the two reviewed, produced very mixed 
results. 

| cannot recommend V.23 1200 bps 
operation as being a generally viable 
option for most microcomputer users. If 



it does works OK for you, well and good, 
but | wouldn’t suggest that you buy a 
modem solely on the basis that it has 
V.23 as one of its operating standards 
unless you are quite sure you have a 
definite need for it. 
Two of the modems reviewed here 

happen to have V.23 standard because 
it's ‘there on the chip’ and so it really 
adds little to the cost of the modem to 
implement it. | would suggest that the 
majority of microcomputer users should 
regard these modems only in the light 
of the 300 bps performance and ignore 
the V.23 standard aspects entirely. 

For the purposes of this review, the 
operational tests on V.23 standard were 
done to a remote system with a Tele- 
com modem attached to a Datel line. 

The Modems 
In order of presentation for review we 

have: 

The ‘World Modem’ from Datasat 
The ‘UDM1200’ from Modem Tech- 
nology 
The ‘Cicada’ from Centre Industries. 

The AMD Modem IC 
The AMD modem IC is used by both 

the World Modem and the UDM-1200, 
so let’s take a quick look at its features. 
The AMD modem IC is one of the first 
of a growing number of modem ICs. It 
supports several modem standards as 
follows: 
CCITT V.21: 300 bps full duplex. 
CCITT V.23: 1200 bps half duplex 

with optional 75 bps back channel. 
BELL 103: 300 bps full duplex. 
BELL 202: 1200 bps half duplex with 

optional 5 bps back channel. 
A 600 bps ‘fallback’ mode is also im- 

plicitly supported in the 1200 bps 
modes. 

The IC is still relatively expensive but 
the price is falling as more competitors 
enter the market. All the previously most 
difficult parts of the modem design exer- 
cise are performed by the IC, with the 
line interface hybrid and control func- 
tions being the only tough parts left for 
the modem designer. 

The Auto Answer Modenis 
The DataSat World Modem and the 

Modem Technology UDM-1200 are di- 
rectly competitive products. They both 
have largely identical features — CCITT 
and Bell standards, manual connect or 
auto answer operation, self-contained, 
and so on. 

The World Modem 
The World Modem from DataSat is 

based on the AMD modem chip. It uses a 

The World Modem - front view, and with the cover off. 

single-chip microprocessor to control the 
AMD modem IC and is_ surprisingly 
‘empty’ when you open up the box. The 
microprocessor handles all the external 
control functions not handled directly by 
the modem IC. This means that most of 
the time-related functions and so on are 
under software (firmware) control and 
can be easily changed by the manufac- 
turer. This is an elegant solution to the 
problem. 

The World Modem supports both 
CCITT and Bell standards for both 300 
bps and 1200 bps FSK modem opera- 
tion. The selection of mode is controlled 
by a thumbwheel switch on the front of 
modem. This switch has several posi- 
tions marked with a number, each 
number denoting an operational mode. 

After a while | got to know which number 
indicated which operating mode, but 
there is no obvious correlation — when 
| came back to use the World Modem 
after using some of the others for a 
while | had to relearn what the numbers 
meant. DataSat provides a label on the 
top of the modem which lets you figure 
out fairly. quickly what the numbers 
mean, but after a while the label be- 
comes tatty and hard to read. The 
modem box is designed for sitting a 
standard telephone on top anyway, so 
the label ends up under the phone! 

The modem looks OK, but not great! 
There is a range of indicator LEDs on 
the front panel, plus three switches laid 
out reasonably symmetrically. The white 
case tends to show dirt rather easily and > 
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| found myself cleaning it a lot! Fitting 
under a standard telephone is good fea- 
ture. 

The early test version of the modem 
was very susceptible to disconnection if 
there were even very short ‘glitches’ on 
the DTR line from the terminal equip- 
ment (computer) to the modem. To their 
credit, DataSat fixed this problem and 
several others very quickly and they 
seem quite responsive to customer 
feedback. 

None of the versions | tested could be 
classed as a plug-in replacement for a 
Telecom DM-202 in any mode. There 
were always slight differences in the 
interface requirements, which prevented 
direct plug-in replacement. The differ- 
ences were small and anyone with basic 
RS-232 interface skills would have over- 
come them easily. | believe the currently 
available World Modem model is much 
closer to meeting the ‘plug-in replace- 
ment’ criterion. The auto answer mode 
followed the correct Telecom sequence, 
with STD pauses and echo suppressor 
tones. 

The documentation supplied with the 
modem is minimal. A short description 
of the connections and a trouble-shoot- 
ing guide is provided, along with a flow- 
chart of the internal microprocessor 
firmware. The documentation is ade- 
quate for someone familiar with con- 
necting modems, but totally inadequate 
for anyone new to communications tech- 
nology. 

The modem is manufactured from 
good-quality components and materials 
and should be expected to have a long 
service life. 

The modem was operationally tested 
on CCITT V.21 300 bps full duplex and 
CCITT V.23 1200 with 75 bps back 
channel, and performed well in these 
CCITT modes. It was also tested on Bell 
103, 300 bps full duplex on an ISD line 
to some US systems and again it 
worked well. Formal bench test results 
for CCITT V.21 300 bps operation are 
in Table 1. 

The UDM-1200 
The UDM-1200 from Modem Technol- 

ogy is also based on the AMD modem 
IC and technically performs almost iden- 
tically to the World Modem. Rather than 
using a microprocessor to control the 
modem IC, a number of ‘discrete’ logic 
chips are used. Though | consider this 
solution less elegant, it certainly works 
well and Modem Technology has been 
able to respond to problems with hard- 
ware solutions as quickly as DataSat did 
with firmware solutions ... so let’s call 

nYERSAL DATA MODEM 

The UDM 1200 modem from Modem Technology. 

the hardware vs. firmware issue a draw. 
The UDM-1200 supports both CCITT 

and Bell standards as before, but the 
switching between CCITT and Bell re- 
quires opening the case and setting an 
internal switch. As few Australian users 
will ever need to use Bell standards, this 
is not a serious issue. 

Mode selection is controlled by sev- 
eral clearly labelled pushbuttons on the 
front panel and | never had any trouble 
selecting the correct operating mode for 
the modem. The UDM-1200 has an ac- 
ditional parallel interface connector 
which can be used to control some 
mode-switching functions and can also 
be used to implement dialling under the 
control of the external computer. 

The case is the same as the Dick 
Smith Dataphone case. The size of this 
case is rather annoying as it’s just a 
trifle too small to sit properly under a 
standard Telecom phone; the feet on 
the phone fall off the front or the back 
of the box. The ventilation slots in the 
box have been laser cut and are very 
neat. The front panel is well laid out and 
clearly labelled. The case is grey and 
didn’t seem to pick up dirt easily; | cer- 
tainly had no trouble keeping it clean. 

The UDM-1200 initially suffered from 
the same problem as the World Modem 
in respect to DTR glitches dropping it 
off-line, but this was quickly fixed by 

Modem Technology. They also seemed 
very responsive to customer feedback. 

The UDM-1200 | had for test did not 
meet the test criterion of being a ‘plug-in 
replacement’ for a Telecom modem in 
auto answer mode. It would have 
worked well as a replacement for most 
manual connect modes. From what the 
designer told me recently, | believe the 
Mark 2 UDM-1200 should be a direct > 
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Table 1. Datasat Worid Modem. 
Test Results: CCCITT V.21 300 bps, ANSNER Mode 

Distortion at Test Modem 

Farly Late 

Pattern 

1:1 a4 44 

511 psuedo ie) 65 
random 

pattern 

Receive bias on 1:1 pattern 3% to 4% towards binary a 

Test Results: CCITT V.21]1 300 bps, ORIGINATF Mode 

Distortion at Test Modem 

Early Late 

Pattern 

L:1 04 04 
511 psuedo 85 as 

random 

Receive bias on 1:1 pattern 1 to 2 % towards binary 1 

Carrier detect thresholds: 

On to Off: 

Off to On: 

-49 dbm 
-45 dbm 
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Table 2. Modem Technology UDM 1200. 

Test Results: CCITT V.2] 30@ bps, ANSVER Mode 

Pattern Distortion at Test Modem 

Early Late 

1:] 04 a4 
511 psuedo 04 “4 

random 

Receive bias on 1:1 pattern 3% to 4% towards !cnary 0 

Test Results: CCITT v.21 380 bps, ORIGINATF Mode 

Distortion at Test Modem 

Early Late 

Pattern 

1:1 a4 04 

511 pseudo 65 65 
random 

Receive bias on 1:] pattern 1% to 2% towards binary | 

Carrier detect thresholds: 

On to Off: 

Off to On: 

-5@ dbm 
-46 dbm 
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If you can’t understand the data pre- 
sented in these tables, then just ignore 
them. The performance of all three mod- 
ems is good! 

plug-in replacement for Telecom mod- 
ems in all modes, but | haven't had a 
chance to test this model yet. The test 
model needed software in the external 
computer to perform auto answer, but 
the currently available Mark 2 model will 
optionally perform auto answer like a 
Telecom modem without external soft- 
ware control. The auto answer 
sequence is correct. 

The documentation supplied with the 
modem is good. It is designed to guide 
someone new to data communications 
through the installation and use of the 
modem. At the same time it provides 
sufficient technical information to allow 
the experienced modem user to get 
going quickly. 

The manual is in a small looseleaf 
binder which is easy to keep handy to 
the modem. The documentation | re- 
ceived was version 1.0 and it had a 
number of technical errors, though a 

quick look through the manuals supplied 
recently showed that most of these er- 
rors had been corrected. Unfortunately 
that recent manual also had several 
pages printed upside down! 

Again, the modem is manufactured 
from good-quality components and 
materials and should be expected to 
have a long service life. 

The modem was put through all the 
same operational tests as the World 
Modem and worked well. Formal bench 
test results for CCITT V.21 300 bps op- 
eration are in Table 2. 

The Cicada 
The Cicada modem from Centre In- 

dustries is in a different market segment 
from the previous two modems. It is de- 
signed to be directly competitive with the 
Dick Smith Dataphone modem. It’s a 
manual-connect modem based on a 
Motorola modem IC. This modem IC 
isn't as sophisticated as the AMD one 
and requires a number of additional sup- 
port ICs to make a working modem, but 
it is a much cheaper IC to start with. The 
Cicada only supports CCITT V.21 300 
bps standard operation. 

The front panel has three switches 
and four LEDs, all clearly labelled. Inter- 
estingly, it is the only modem | have so 
far tested that has a power switch on the 
front panel. Originate/Answer mode 
selection is by another toggle switch on 
the front panel, as is Phone/Data selec- 
tion. There are LEDs for Power On, Car- 
rier Detect, Received Data and Trans- 
mitted Data. 

ff, = ml 

The case is metal and comes apart in 
three pieces. It is finished in beige and 
dark blue and doesn’t appear to pick up 
dirt easily. The case has obviously been 
made specially for the modem, so it is 
a great pity that Centre Industries didn’t 
make it a few millimetres deeper, as a 
standard Telecom phone only just man- 
ages to fit, somewhat precariously, on 
top of the case! 

The front panel Phone/Data switch on 
the Cicada doesn’t switch the phone line 
directly, but is gated through to a relay 
which controls line switching. When the 
switch is in the ‘Data’ position, the relay 
will only select the modem to line if the 
DTR line (pin 20) on the RS-232 inter- 
face is active. This allows the computer 
to control connection to line. 

For interfaces that don’t implement 
DTR, pin 20 is pulled active internally so 
that the Phone/Data switch alone con- 
trols line switching. This is a nice feature 
as it allows simple three-wire interfaces 
to work without problems, but also per- 
mits more complex connections to be 
made to control telephone line connec- 
tion from software without any modifica- 
tion to the modem. The modem also 
internally pulls up RTS (pin 4) on the 
RS-232 interface. 
The modem provides a CTS signal 

(pin 5) to the RS-232 interface but for 
some reason doesn’t provide a DSR sig- 
nal (pin 6). My software, which is set up 
to run with a Telecom manual connect 
modem, wasn't at all happy about the 
lack of a DSR signal. | was easily able 
to fix this myself by adding another pull- » 
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The Cicada modem from Centre Industries — very good value for its price range. 
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Inside the Cicada modem. 

up resistor inside the modem, but it 
could present a problem to a non-techni- 
cal user. This is a minor but annoying 
problem that Centre Industries could 
easily fix. 

After adding the DSR signa! to the 
RS-232 interface, the Cicada modem 
was a ‘plug-in replacement’ for a Tele- 
com manual-connect modem. 

Unfortunately | cannot comment on 
how responsive the Centre Industries 
people are, as on the few occasions I've 
tried to contact them, there was no one 
there. Centre Industries work a nine-day 
fortnight and | always seemed to catch 
them on the extra day off when the 
whole place shuts down; there weren't 
even any sales staff around! While this 
presumably suits Centre Industries, it's 
very frustrating when you want to talk to 
them about their products. 

The documentation supplied with the 
modem is fairly basic and not really suit- 
able for a newcomer to data communi- 
cations. An experienced user would 
have no problem in getting the modem 
going. 

The modem is well made from good- 
quality components and materials, and 
should give good service for a long 
period. | might add that there is only one 
potentiometer in the whole design, 
which appears to have nothing to do 
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with frequency setting, so the modem 
should be very stable. 

The modem was operationally and 
bench tested for CCITT V.21 300 bps 
operation. The formal bench test results 
are in Table 3. 

Common To All Modems Tested 
All the modems tested require a Tele- 

com ‘Type 3’ special device connection 
to access the telephone line, and with 
this connection will work with standard 
Telecom phones. They are all Telecom- 
approved modems with approval num- 
bers clearly shown on the rear of the 
cases. They are all supplied for 240 V, 
50 Hz mains power. 

Final Comments 
Weill, after all that, which one is best? 
Now if you’re like me, you probably 

hate those reviews where the reviewer 
won't declare a definite best buy, but in 
this case | genuinely don't feel that | 
can! All the modems tested work well 
and Your Computer-is using all three in 
different roles. 

If | had to choose between two auto 

answer modems, the World Modem and 
UDM-1200, | guess that on the modems 
| have in front of me today, I’d pick the 
UDM-1200 — but the difference is slight. 
The UDM-1200 has a few more features 

Table 3. Centre Industries’ Cicada 300. 

Test Results: CCITT V.21 300 bps ANSWER Mode 

Distortion at Test Modem 

Early Late 

Pattern 

Le 16 10 
511 pseudo ll 16 

random 

Receive bias on 1:1 pattern 

Test Results: CCITT V.21 380 bps, ORIGINATE Mode 

Distortion at Test Modem 

Early Late 

Pattern 

1:1 09 a9 
511 psuedo 13 ll 

random 

Receive bias on 1:1 pattern 5% towards binary @ 

Carrier detect thresholds: 

-42 dom 
-39 dbm 

On to Off: 

Off to On: 

than the World Modem and is a little 
less expensive, so it gets the blue rib- 
bon. But the World Modem is a very 
good modem too! 

The Cicada is in a different price/fea- 
ture class from the auto answer mod- 
ems and is the best value for money | 
have seen so far in the modems priced 
around $200. | have no hesitation in re- 
commending it to anyone who needs a 
simple to use, manual-connect 300 bps 
modem. 

More New Modems Coming? 
Recently several new direct-connect 

modems have come onto the Australian 
market from lacal manufacturers. These 
include modems from Woomera Elec- 
tronics, Electromed/Sendata and Datac- 
raft (same as the Electromed?). So far 
Your Computer hasn't received any of 
these for review, but if we do, you can 
expect to see them reviewed here. 

The World Modem from Datasat has a 
recommended retail price of $678 in- 
cluding tax; you can contact Datasat on 
(02) 525-6688. 

The UDM1200's recommended retail 
price is $519 including tax, and is avaiil- 
able through Modem Technology on 
(02) 635-9131. 

The Cicada modem from Centre In- 
dustries has a recommended retail price 
of $229; contact the company on (02) 
451- 5655. ! 

3% to 4% towards binary @ 
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SPELLBINDER WP SYSTEM. 
Spelibinder ; is a full feature word processing system that helps you in the 

day to day running of your office. 
Standard prompters and messages are built in to help you over the initial 

stages of use. Mailmerging and sorting extras on other systems are standard 
on Spellbinder. And even special features such as these are easy to use. 

Also, Spellbinder has a flexible print format. It can drive 
inexpensive dot matrix printers, letter quality precision printers and 
typographic quality ones to full capacity. 

And our powerful macro capability allows you to add 
features that help with any unique requirements you 
mightl have. So if you’re looking for help in the office 
perhaps you should stop writing out classified 
advertisements and start filling in the coupon. 

See Software Source for Basic/z, C-86, 
Directory Sort, Modem 86, Punctuation 
& Style, SuperCalc, WordPlus, VSpool 
& VEdit. 
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your computer 

tutorial 
We don't have to tell early TRS- 
80 owners what debouncing is, 
but for other seekers after knowl- 
edge, Les Bell tackles flip-flops 
and other circuits as this series 
on logic continues. 

SO FAR, we’ve looked at combinatorial 
logic — that is, logic which simply com- 
bines a set of inputs to produce a set 
of outputs. That’s fair enough, but it only 
works for a certain class of problems, 
and a fairly limited class at that. We'll re- 
turn to combinatorial logic later as it is 
very important, but first there are a few 
other important concepts which I'd like 
to get across. 

How do you think you could build a 
traffic light controller out of the logic ele- 
ments we’ve seen so far? The answer 
is that yes, of course the logic will re- 
duce to the circuits we have seen, but 
we really need to have some other, big- 
ger building blocks to tackle the prob- 
lem. 

Traffic lights change their state with 
time, and so we have to introduce the 
concept of time into our discussion. We 
also have to look further at this idea of 
‘state’ and delve into it a bit. It’s proba- 
bly easiest to approach it from a practi- 
cal viewpoint. 

We're going to examine a circuit 
called a flip-flop; so named because it 
flips and flops alternately from one state 
to another. Once set in a particular state 
it won't change of its own accord, but 
will hold its state until something hap- 
pens to make it change. 

The circuit of the flip-flop is shown in 
Figure 1. There are actually several 
kinds of flip-flop; this is the simplest, 
called the RS (reset/set) flip-flop. It con- 
sists of two gates from a 7400 quad 
NAND gate, cross coupled to form a cir- 
cuit which is stable in either of two 
states. 

It will power up in either state ran- 
domly, and from then on it will hold 
whatever state it is currently in, unless 
one of the inputs is brought low. If S* 
is brought low Q will go high, and if R* 
is brought low, then Q will go low. Q* 
is normally the opposite of Q. 

The truth table for this flip-flop is 
shown in Table 1. As long as both inputs 
remain high, the outputs will not change, 
but if either of the inputs goes low, the 

Logic for Literati 

Figure 1(a). RS flip-flop made from 
two NAND gates. 

Figure 1(b). RS flip-flop symbol. 

outputs will switch to the appropriate 
state and hold it after the input goes 
high again. Notice that if both inputs go 
low together, both outputs will go high, 
and this condition is usually avoided. 

Table 1. RS flip-flop truth table (note nega- 
tive logic). 

An RS flip-flop can also be made 
using half a 7402 quad NOR gate (see 
Figure 2), but in this case the inputs are 
normally low and the flip-flop changes 
state when they go high (Table 2). 
Notice also that the S and R inputs are 
reversed. 
We can use the RS flip-flop for all 

kinds of jobs; it is really a single-bit 
memory. Take, for example, the prob- 
lem of using a parallel port to interface 
a keyboard to a microprocessor; the 
processor is working in a loop, periodi- 
cally checking whether a data byte has 
arrived from the keyboard. 

Figure 2(a). RS flip-flop made from two 
NOR gates. 

Unchanged 

@) 1 

(Disallowed state) 

Table 2. 

The keyboard generally has seven 
bits of ASCII data plus a strobe pulse, 
which goes low for a few milliseconds as 
a key is pressed. Ignoring for the mo- 
ment the problems of decoding and pre- 
senting the ASCII data to the computer, 
let’s just look at the problems associated 
with the strobe pulse. 

What happens if the strobe pulse 
goes low and then high again during a 
period when the processor is too busy 
to check whether a key has been 
struck? The processor would miss the 
keystroke, and in fact this occasionally 
happens in some systems. However, 
what happens if the strobe pulse is con- 
nected to the S* input of an RS flip-flop? 

This time, when the strobe pulse ar- 
rives, it will set the Q output of the flip- 
flop, and this is what the computer will 
look at. Even if the strobe pulse finishes 
and the S* input goes high again, the Q 
output will stay in that state. 
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The COMX 35 is a very powerful but easy-to-use personal computer. You. 
can learn how to program in a matter of hours by using the well organized, 
comprehensive manual entitled ‘Introduction to BASIC programming’: 
Its built-in BASIC is a very rewarding and easy-to-learn language. By using 
the COMX 35 computer, you can have 8 solid and clear colour screen . 
display, and excellent graphics on your home TV together-with-distinctive 
sound effects. 

Other premium features : 
¢ 35 KB of RAM & 16KB:of ROM memory 
* Built-in joystick & speaker 
* Connects directly to home TVs an 
* Huge bank of educational, perso 
software programs | 

You have got t 
dealers and $' 
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‘Offe October 83 till 15th November 83 or while stocks last, against every purchase of a COMX-35 and two COMX volumes of 10 programs which 
worth $89.00 or more. Each COMX-35 is eligible for one special offer only. 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Available at most major department stores 

and other dealer outlets. 
For further information and catalogues write to: 

COMX (AUSTRALIA) SALES 
Division of Presonne Pty. Ltd., 

1310 Centre Rd., Clayton, Vic. 3168. Telephone (03) 543-6286. Telex 38037 PRESO AA. 
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Figure 3. Switch bounce. t 

After reading the character, or while 
reading it, the processor will pulse the 
R* input of the flip-flop, clearing it ready 
to accept the next character strobe. 
Voila! 

Springy Contacts 
Another problem is the way that 

mechanical switches, being made of 
metal which is naturally springy, bounce 
as they make contact, as shown in Fig- 
ure 3. Logic circuits tend to respond rap- 
idly to input, so the result is a series of 
pulses which tend to louse up the cor- 
rect operation of whatever circuit they 
are involved in. 

The RS flip-flop will let us get around 
that problem by using it as a signal con- 
ditioner. We simply use a switch to con- 
nect either the S* or R* inputs to ground 
briefly, as shown in Figure 4, and after 
the first contact the flip-flop’s outputs will 
hold the appropriate state while the 
switch finishes bouncing. That’s really 
all that’s required. 

Figure 4. Simple switch debouncing. 

However, note that the switch used 
must be a _ single-pole double-throw 
type, and that these are often more ex- 
pensive than single-throw types. In par- 
ticular, keyswitches are normally single- 
pole single-throw types, so this circuit is 
not really suitable for keyboards. Not 
only that, to debounce a /73-key 
keyboard this way would require 37 
7400s, and that’s a fairly large circuit 
and a wiring mess! 

Other Uses For A Flip-Flop 
The flip-flop has other uses too. For 

example, a burglar alarm that goes off 
when a window is opened but then im- 
mediately quietens down when the win- 
dow is closed again would not be very 
much use. Instead, we can use an RS 
flip-flop with the S* input driven from the 
window and the R* input, which will turn 
the bell off, driven from a keyswitch. 

Anywhere we want to remember 
something, or latch an input, the RS flip- 
flop is handy. 

A related circuit, which solves the 
problem with the single-pole single- 
throw switch, is the Schmitt trigger. This 
circuit uses a pair of cross-coupled in- 
verters and a pair of resistors to ‘square 
up’ an analogue signal using positive 
feedback. 

As the input goes positive, nothing 
much will happen at first until a volt or 
so, at which point (called the upper trip 
point) the first inverter output will start to 
go low. This will make the second inver- 
ter output start to go high, driving the 
input to the first inverter even further 
positive and so the whole circuit will 
change state with a snap action. As the 
input starts to go negative again, it will 
make no difference until it reaches a 
point some way below the upper trip 
point, when the reverse action will 
occur, and the circuit will suddenly snap 
back. 

The area between the two trip points 

0 +5V 

is called the dead band, and the whole 
phenomenon is called hysteresis. The 
Schmitt trigger has many applications 
such as squaring up analogue signals 
for input to counters and timers, but it 
also makes a good key debouncer, as 
shown in Figure 5. 

This circuit works by discharging the 
capacitor C1 through the resistor and 
switch to earth. Although the switch will 
bounce, the capacitor will discharge 
quickly and smoothly, and when the 
switch is released and opened again, it 
will smoothly charge up through the 1k 
resistor, but at a slower rate. The 
Schmitt squares up the output and we 
have a clean action. 

It is often convenient to build a 
Schmitt trigger out of spare gates in a 
circuit, but sometimes using non-invert- 
ing gates such as the 7408 or 7432 can 
be more efficient. Best of all are the 
7413 and 7414 Schmitt triggers, which 
require no external resistors and are a 
generally better component. 

Octal Latch Circuits 
For latching parallel inputs for micro- 

processors, such as keyboard inputs or 
analogue-to-digital converters, octal 
latch circuits are available, which offer 
much greater component density. Other- 
wise, latching a keyboard would require 
four 7400s, and they would take up a 
disproportionate amount of printed cir- 
cuit board real estate. 

In general, if you find that performing 
some function will take four or eight 
logic elements like flip-flops, and these 
will occupy a fair area, get out the 7400 
Data Book, and start looking through the 
higher numbers. You will often find the 
part you want. Whether you can obtain 
it in small quantities or at a reasonable 
price is another question. 

Next month we'll see how to chain to- 
gether flip-flops to make counters and 
dividers. Meanwhile, you might like to try 
wiring up some of the circuits discussed 
in this article and checking their truth ta- 
bles. C] 

Figure 5. A more useful switch debouncer. 
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Assembler 
— Part XIV tutorial 

Continuing last month's exercise of designing a 
word counting program, Les Bell discusses CP/M 
file handling, structured design and recursive prog- 
ramming. 

LAST MONTH we looked at the conceptual design of a word 
counting program, and showed a possible design in the C 
programming language. This month we'll continue with the ac- 
tual assembly language program. 

Having written the program and tested it in C first, the actual 
writing of the assembler version is not difficult at all. In fact, 
| did it by copying the C version source file, renaming it to 
.ASM, and editing it heavily. The knack is to think like a com- 
piler, and don't get tricked into trying to save a few bytes of 
code by leaving variables in processor registers and pushing 
and popping them or any other tricky coding practices. 

Instead, just set up variables in memory and load and store 
them directly; that’s exactly what most high-level languages do, 
except those on 16-bit processors which are able to use stack 
frames — not easy on the 8080 or Z80. 

Without further ado, let’s examine the program. It starts off 
in a quite straightforward manner. First we define a few logical 
and other constants: 

yes equ 1 ; logical values 
no equ @ 

false equ G' 
true equ not false 

tab equ 09h ; ASCII characters 

acr equ dah 
alf equ Bah 
mask equ 7fh ; to take out high bit of WS docs 

Then we define various CP/M addresses, function numbers 

and returned values: 

defdma equ 8080h ; CP/M default DMA address 

fcbl equ @5ch. ; CP/M file control block 

ex equ 12 ; extent number 
s2 equ 14 ; who knows? 
cr equ 32 ; current record 
eof equ lah ; CP/M end of file marker 

bdos equ 8885h ; bdos entry point 
error equ -1 ; BDOS return error code 

warm equ g ; CP/M warm start entry 
conout equ 2 ; console output function 
openf equ 15 ; CP/M BDOS open file function 
readrec equ 20 ; CP/M BDOS read record function 
setdmaf equ 26 ; set DMA address 

Then comes the start of the program. The first block of code 
saves the stack pointer value which was set up by the CCP 
(CP/M’s Console Command Processor), since this program will 
make extensive use of the stack at one point, and we don't 
want the stack pointer to overrun vital parts of the BDOS. 
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org 818Gh 

start: Ilxi h,@ ; set up local stack 
dad sp 
shld oldsp ; save old stack 

1xi sp,stk 

The next section takes care of the possible error conditions 
on the command line. First we check that there is a file name 
in the command line. Since the CCP will copy the command 
line tail (everything after the command and the space that fol- 
lows it) into the first few bytes of the default disk buffer at 
OO80H, all we have to do is check that the first character (at 
0080H) is not a space: 

we: lda defdma ; examine first character of CP/M 

cpi nS ; command tail to check for non- 
jnz wel ; existent file name 
call ilprt 
db ‘Usage: wc filename' ,acr,alf,@ 

jmp warm 

Next we try to open the input file by calling a subroutine 
which will do this for us. The subroutine returns a value in A; 

if this is 255 (error) then something is wrong — usually the file 
is not on the specified (or more usually default) disk drive. 

wel: 

call fopen ; try to open file 
cpi error 
jnz we2 
call ilprt 
db ‘Cannot open file',acr,alf,@ 

warm 

Now comes the program proper. We start off by setting ‘in- 
word’ to NO, then get the first character by calling a subroutine. 
We then strip off the most significant bit, since it should not 
be set in the ASCII code, but WordStar and other word proces- 
sors are apt to use it for their own purposes. Then we check 
that it is not a control-Z, which is the CP/M end of file char- 
acter. If it is, then we jump to the part of the program which 
prints the results. 

we2: 

call inno inword = NO ti 

wo3: call getc ; get a character 
ani mask ; strip high bit 
cpl eof ; is it end of file? 
jz wo9 ; if so, print results 

Assuming that we have a valid character in the accumulator, 
we then proceed to count it, which is simply a matter of loading 
the current count into HL and performing an increment instruc- 
tion, then restoring the value. 

lhld ne ; Mc =nc+ l 

inx h 

shld ne 



Next we must check whether the character marks an end 
of line. If it does, we then increment the number of lines by 
calling a subroutine, which works in just the same way as the 
code above. Under CP/M, the convention is that a line feed 
is the new-line character; however, Tandy and Apple com- 
puters don’t store line feeds as part of the files, so the program 
must test for carriage return instead. 

cpi alf > 1f (c == "\n') 

cz incnl ; ++nl; 

Next we test for any of the characters which mark the end 
of a word (space, tab, carriage return, line feed), and if the 
current character is one of those, we set inword to NO again 
and jump back to get the next character. 

cpi Ye yif (c == ' ' [| c == '\n" [| c z= '\t! [| c == §x@d) 
or inno sinword = NO; 

jz we3 
cpl alf 
cz inno 
jz wco3 
cpi tab 

CZ inno 

jz wo3 
cpi acr 
cz inno 

jz wo3 

By this stage, the character must be a valid part of a word. 
lf inword is currently NO, then this character is the first one 
of the word, and so we set inword to YES and count another 
word. That’s the main part of the program done, and it turned 
out not to be too bad. 

lda inword selse if (inword #= NO) { 
cpi no ; inword = YES; 
jnz wo3 : ++nw} 

mvi a,yes 3} 
sta inword 
lhid nw 

inx h 

shld nw 

jmp wo3 

Now comes the final part of the program, the printing of re- 
sults. The printing of messages is done by an ‘in-line print’ 
routine, which will be explained later. For the moment, just be- 
lieve that the processor does not try to execute the message 
text when it returns from the ‘ilprt’ routine. Then we load HL 
with the result to be printed, and call a decimal number output 
routine. Finally we print a carriage return, line feed at the end 
of the line: 

wed: 

call ilprt ; printf("number of lines = $u\n",nl); 
db ‘number of lines = ',@ 
lhld nl 
call decout 

call crlf 
call ilprt ; printf("number of words = %u\n",nw) ; 
Gb . "number of words = ',@ 

lhid nw 

call decout 

call erlf 

call ilprt ; printf("number of chars = %u\n",nc); 
db ‘number of chars = ',@ 

lhld ne 

call decout 
call erlf 

lhld oldsp ; restore stack 
sphl 

Well, that wasn’t so bad, was it? The only problem is, we 
now have some subroutines to write to perform lower-level 
tasks for the main program, and structured design techniques 
don't help quite so much at this level. However, they are gener- 
ally quite short. 

We'll start with the file open subroutine, which simply clears 
a couple of bytes in the file control block, sets DE to point 
to the fcb, and then calls the BDOS to perform the appropriate 

function. The FCB has been initialised by the CCP, so it al- 
ready contains the file name. 

e 

c 

;: /* subroutines */ 

fopen: ; opens a file named in fcbl 

xra a 
sta fcbl + ex s zero extent, s2, current record 

sta fcbl + s2 

sta fcbl + cr 

1lxi d,fcbl 

mvi c ,openf 
call bdos 

ret 

Next comes the trickiest part of the program: the ‘get char- 
acter’ function. The trouble is that CP/M wants to read the disk 
128 bytes at a time, whereas we only want one. So what we 
do is make a subroutine that uses a pointer to read successive 
characters from a 128-byte buffer, and refills that buffer 
whenever necessary. | 

Since the default buffer is 128 bytes from OO080H to OOFFH, 
we can tell the pointer has over-run the buffer end if the least 
significant byte becomes zero. If we were writing a fully func- 
tional ‘getc’ routine to operate with a buffer anywhere in mem- 
ory, a slightly more sophisticated technique would be required. 

If the pointer has reached the end of the buffer, then we 
call a routine which fills the buffer. Notice that we have to pre- 
set the pointer to force getc to fill the buffer the first time it 
is called. 
getc: ; gets a character from buffer, 

push h ; refills buffer if necessary 
lhld lastc ; get pointer into buffer 
inx h ; increment it 5 
shld lastc ; and save it again : 
mov a,l ; have we reached the end of the buffer? 
cpi Gh 
cp fillbuff ; if so, then refill it 
mov a,m ; get the character 

Pop 
ret 

lastc dw defdma + 7fh 

The fill buffer routine sets DE to point to the FCB and calls 
the BDOS, then resets the character pointer. 

fillbuff: 
lxi d,fcbl ; point to fcb 
mvi c,readrec ; and get record 

call bdos 
lxi h ,defdma 
shld lastc : reset character pointer to beginning 

ret ; of buffer 

The next routine sets inword to NO: 

inno: ; set inword = no 
push psw 
mvi a,no 

sta inword 

pop psw 
ret 

Then comes the routine to increment the number of lines: 

incnl: snl =nl+1 

push h 
lhid nl 

inx h 

shld nl 

Pop h 
ret 

The inline print routine is a very handy routine which uses 
a nice feature of the 8080 family of processors. When the 

- routine is called, the CALL instruction places the return ad- 
dress (the next byte after the CALL) on the stack. This routine 
swaps the top of the stack with HL and uses it as the address 
of the string to be printed. When it detects the null (0) byte 
at the end of the string, it swaps the top of stack with HL again, 
and returns — only by now HL has been incremented past the 
string, so the return is to the correct place. It's one of those 
nice, satisfying, elegant things you can occasionally do in as- 
sembler. 
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ilprt: in-line print routine 
get ptr and save hl eo =e 

Finally, there are a couple of routines to output a CRLF and 
a] 5 = = 

ilplp: do console output, followed by the variables. Notice that the 
"mov a,m ; get char initial stack pointer is declared at the end of the stack space, 

jz ilplx ne ri not the start, as the stack grows downwards; this caused me 
call — cout ; print char hours of fun once! 
inx h + point to next 
jmp ilplp ; and go round 

ilplx: inx h ; pt to byte after ending 0 ; 
xthl ; restore hl and return erlf: ; Print CRLF 

call cout 
: : : ; ; ie ,alf ; ll, t ired 

Outputting decimal numbers is a tricky task, since it involves i " a ee WER 
division by 10. Fortunately, we are only dealing with positive cout : ; output character 
numbers, which makes life a bit easier. a — 

This routine saves the processor registers, then performs re- push 4d 
peated subtractions of 10 until it sees a negative result, when per 
: ‘ P : ‘ mov e,a 
it adds 10 back in again. The number of times it was able to anne = canout 
subtract is the quotient. It then tests for zero remainder, and call = bdos 
if the remainder is not zero, calls itself again to output remain- pop oR vai 
; on ae ; pop d eae 
ing digits of the result, which is why the routine saves the pro- pop  b od “op 
cessor registers. | — = — 

Note also that the routine outputs the digits after returning 
from itself, which is how it calculates the digits to be output inword ds 1 ; inword a 
ut least significant to the most, but outputs them in reverse one : ee 
oraer. nc dw g s number of characters 

oldsp ds 2 ; old stack pointer 

decout : ; decimal output routine ds 256 ; stack space 
push b stk equ S. 

push d 
push h end 
lxi b,-10 ; radix for conversion 

1xi d,-l ; this becames no divided by radix 
decl: dad b ; subtract 16 

inx d That's it. It’s not terribly complex, but it does illustrate a few 
aa points about structured design. 
dad bo ; add radix back in once If it wasn’t for the fact that | had set tab equal to 8, not 9, 

ee when | first typed the program in, it would have worked first 
Sra L ee ee re time, which is unusual for assembler programs. Of course, 
cnz = decout ; recursive call modules like the ‘getc’ function were written long ago and had 
ai ge s conwene evan binary es Gaeit been tested out in other programs, but generally, each of them 
mov e,a ; to e for output only had one error to fix at the first testing stage. 
a c xconout The design for getc, by the way, came from the book Soft- 
pop oh ware Tools, by Kernighan and Plauger, where it appears in 
pop d the first chapter, written in FORTRAN. | can’t remember where 
= = | first saw the decout routine, but I've been using it for years. _] 

ANNOUNCING =. 

THE CONQUEROR 
COMPLETE SOLU ION 

ow we also include “Business Master” full 
accounting system —(A/R, A/P, G/L, 

Stock/Invoicing) 

Comarca and Professional Microsystems ro oY 
9th Floor 505 St Kilda Road Melbourne 3004 -f Ze g 8 

Telephone: (03) 267 4755 
Branch: 18 Park Rd Warburton 3799. (059) 66 2037 ™ SM 8 GF B 
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Business/Scientific microcomputer 

FOR UNDER $3000 — including Software 

. THAT INCLUDES THE CONQUEROR COMPUTER WITH A DISK DRIVE 
AND ALt THE SOFTWARE YOU NEED TO WORK BETTER AND FASTER 
WITH WORDS, WITH NUMBERS, AND WITH IDEAS, NOW. 

2 SLIMLINE 5%” DSDD DRIVES 
2 RS232 SERIAL PORTS 
COMPACT 6” x 6” x12” CABINET 
*OPETIONAL: 256K RAM, PARALLEL PORT, ADDITIONAL SERIAL PORTS 

POWERFUL SOFTWARE 
OMPLETE SOFTWARE PACKAGE INCLUDING: 
—CP/M COMPATIBLE OPERATING SYSTEM 
—PBASIC 
— SYSTEM UTILITIES 
— SPELLBINDER WORD PROCESSORS 
— DBASE It FROM ASHTON TATE 
—A TOTAL OF OVER $3000 WORTH OF POPULAR SOFTWARE— FREE 
MULTI-USER 

YOU NEVER HAVE TO OUTGROW YOUR CONQUEROR YOU CAN 
EASILY UPGRADE WITH ADDITIONAL DRIVES OR HARD DISK STORAGF 
AND GROW TO A MULTI-USER SYSTEM WITH A MAX!MUM OF 
16 USERS AS YOUR NEEDS GROW. 
DATA LOGGING SYSTEMS ALSO AVAILABLE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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“Finally . . . a full-featured 
graphics. tablet at a very 

affordable price.” 

: | Available for VIC 20, Commodore 64 

and Atari, Apple, IBM, Commodore PCs. 
_ Dealer enquiries invited — 

IMAGOMAT 1078 

Introducing the KoalaPad 
Touch Tablet, it’s the friendliest 
innovation in personal computing. 

With a touch of your finger, 
the KoalaPad tablet takes control . 
of your computer. Faster than a 
paddle controller. More versatile 
than a joystick. And much friendlier 
than a keyboard. 

The KoalaPad tablet is 
compatible with most game soft- 
ware. And with the KoalaWare 
Micro-illustrator software 

programme, it is the best way yet to create 
beautiful, high-resolution computer graphics. 

And there are lots more KoalaWare 
programmes on the way for computer fans of all 
ages. Like the Dancing bear, a fun computer 
cabaret. There's a fast action spelling game and a 
lively music learning adventure just to name a 
few. | | 
Now available from your computer dealer, so ask 

for a demonstration of the KoalaPad Touch Tablet. 
You ll discover a whole new dimension in home 

computing. 

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER 

¢1409-95 
INCLUDING SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

~Ozi Soft. 
50 Clarence Street, Sydney Telephone ( 02) 29 6330 
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WZZZ... BUZZZ... 

Micro 

Most reviews of the Microbee 
comment at some stage on the 
limitations of its high-resolution 
graphics. However, many other 
computers do not even have 
such high-resolution, and the 
Microbee provides an alternative 
low-resolution as standard. The 
aim of this article, by Mike 
Oborn, is therefore to correct 
false impressions of the Micro- 
bee's graphics and to provide an 
insight into the graphics com- 
mands of Microworld BASIC. 

IN LOW-RES mode the VDU is divided 
into 48 rows of 128 dots, which in- 
creases to a resolution of 256 rows of 
512 dots in high-res mode. Figure 1 de- 
picts these layouts. 

LO-RES 

HI-RES 

Figure 1 

Unlike some other computers, the 
Microbee has the origin of its screen dis- 
play in the bottom left-hand corner. 

In both high-res and low-res modes, 
groups of dots can be addressed in the 
form of character spaces. Figure 2 de- 
picts these character spaces in both 
high-res and low-res modes, where it 
can be seen that low-res characters are 
far more chunky. 

BUZZZ... BUZZZ... 

Part 1 
(a) LO-RES (b) HI-RES 

Figure 2 

A quick calculation (on your Micro- 
bee?) will reveal that in either format 
there are 16 rows of 64 character 
spaces on the VDU, a total of 1024 ad- 
dresses in screen memory. This layout 
is depicted in Figure 3, where the 
screen origin is now depicted in the top 
left-hand corner. 

Figure 3 

A character space can be addressed 
in either of two ways — by reference to 
its x and y co-ordinates, or by reference 
to its character position, which starts at 
0 in the top left-hand corner and in- 
creases to 1023 in the bottom right-hand 
corner. This leads us to study the range 
of commands provided in Microworld 
BASIC for graphics displays. 

Graphics Commands 
There are two ways of placing 

graphics on the VDU. The first is by 
turning on (or off) individual dots to form 
the desired shape; the commands for 
this are SET, RESET, INVERT, PLOT 

BUZZZ... BUZZZ... 

and POINT. Each of these commands is 
expressed in terms of the x and y co-or- 
dinates, as depicted in Figure 1, for 
example SET x,y, or PLOT x1, yi TO 
x2, y2. These commands can be used 
in either high-res or low-res mode pro- 
vided the values of x and y fall within 
the respective parameters of that mode. 

For compatibility with programs writ- 
ten for computers with their screen ori- 
gins in the top left-hand corner, the letter 
‘H’ can be appended to these command 
words to invert the y-axis: RESETH «x, 
y. For this reason a space must follow 
the command word if a suffix is not 
added. There are other suffixes which 
can be added to the PLOT command: 
‘'’ inverts the state of the dots being 
addressed, and ‘R’ resets the dots. 

The following short program will 
demonstrate the use of some of these 
commands: 

100 CLS: LORES 
110 FOR X = 20 TO 100 STEP 4: SET 
X,10: SET X,40: NEXT X 
120 FOR X = 10 TO 40 STEP 4: SET 
20,X: SET 100,X: NEXT X 
130 FOR J = 1 TO 1000: NEXT J 
140 PLOT! 20,10 TO 20,40 TO 100,40 
TO 100,10 TO 20,10 
150 NORMAL : END 

This program SETs dots in the form 
of a rectangle in the middle of the 
screen; only each fourth dot is SET. The 
PLOTI command then follows the sides 
of the rectangle, inverting the state of 
each dot and so giving a rectangle with 
three out of each four dots SET. The 
command CLS clears the VDU screen. 
If hi-res mode is used it is not necessary 
to clear the screen as this command 
does it automatically. 

Line 130 is only a timing loop to 
clearly separate the two phases of the 
screen display. (NB: A graphics mode 
(like ‘LORES’) must be specified before 
any of the graphics commands covered 
here are used.) 

The NORMAL command returns the 
PRINT output to normal format, which is 
not strictly necessary except after IN- 
VERSE, UNDERLINE and PCG. 

While it may be desirable at times to 
program a display by addressing indi- 
vidual dots, it is also possible to address 
groups of dots in the form of the char- 
acter spaces depicted in Figure 2. The p 
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SOFTWARE PACKAGE TO FILL THE NEEDS OF ‘SMALL BUSIN 
EPFECIIVE PHICE. 

AS A PRODUCTIVITY TOOL. 

CAPABLE OF EASY INTERFACE TO DATA CAPTURE E 
PLOTTERS AND THE LIKE IT IS HELPING INCREASE TH 
SURVEYORS, ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS. 

NOT JUST HELPING TO COUNT THE DOLLARS BUT ALSO TO MAKE THEM. 

rrom AUTOMATION STATHAM (13 
47 BIRCH ST BANKSTOWN NSW 2200 (02) 709-4144 TLXAA73316 
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| Table 1. 
second method of placing graphics on | 
the VDU is by addressing these char- 
acter spaces with the following com- 
mands: POKE, PEEK, CURSor and 
PRINT. — | 

First the CURSor command. This 
takes two forms — CURS x or CURS x,y. 
The first form of this command is similar 
to the PRINT AT command used in 
some other dialects of BASIC. The 
value of x is that for the position starting 
at 0 in the top left-hand corner of Figure 
3. Alternatively the CURSor can be 
positioned by referring to its x and y co- 
ordinates. Once the cursor is positioned 
we can PRINT the required graphics de- 
tail to the VDU. Both the following lines 
will print the same graphics character 
(the letter A) in the same place: 
120 CURS 960: PRINT CHR$(65) 

i=] 

o on @ CF &® |W ND = 

GHoHSP +-NMLARFZ*x* POOQGMO Steely ¢-O \SDerere- 10. 

or 
120 CURS 1,16: PRINT CHR$(65) 
By the use of the POKE command we 

can place data into the RAM area of the 
Microbee which holds its screen mem- 
ory; this starts at address 61440. Posi- 
tion 0 on Figure 3 is this screen memory 
address; position 1 is 61441 and so on 
to position 1023, which is memory ad- 
dress 62463. Thus the following line will 
also print the same graphics character 
in the same place as either of the two. 
lines above: 
120 POKE 62400,65 
Now we know how to display our cho- 

sen graphics shapes we had better con- 
sider the range of shapes available. 
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Graphics Characters 
In Figure 2 we saw that the character 

spaces in both low-res and high-res 
modes comprise a series of dots, each 
one individually addressable. High-res 
graphics use the Microbee’s programm- 
able character generator (PCG), a de- 
tailed study of which will be left until the 
second part of this article. However, nor- 
mal ASCll-coded characters are also 
formed within the same 8 by 16 char- 
acter space of figure 2(b), but the top 
four rows are left blank and the bottorh 
three rows are only used for descénders 
on characters such as p and q and the 
underline in UNDERLINE mode 

This means that most ASCII char- 
acters are formed within rows 12 down 
to 4 — the first column (actually bit 07) 
is also left blank to provide a space be- 
tween each character on a line. Using 
this portion of each character space en- 
sures adequate spacing between lines 
of text, but makes it difficult to build a 
picture using the character set provided. 
A complete listing of the graphics sym- 
bols using the POKE command in high- p 
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we Siandardise 
the options 

C. Itoh’s new Cl-300 Dot Matrix Line Printer includes a variety of 
performance extras that many impact devices offer only as options 

...all fora very low cost of ownership. 

Ideally suited for a wide range of business and scientific graphics 
the Cl-300 offers variable print speeds of up to 300 L.P-M. anda 

wide range of character sizes and qualities. 

Other standard features include: 

e Full graphics | e Standard horizontal 
capability (dot ee resolutions of 60 to 
addressable—PLOT ££ — 400 dots per inch 
mode). , _: | and 144 dots per 

e Complete font inch vertical 
flexibility allows resolution ensure 

characters to be 1, 
2,4or8times 

print qualities 
previously 

normal width and unavailable ina high 

height (4 and 8 : speed line printer. 

times are option). ce ee eee wee) «6° Fulltest features 

¢ 30 IPS paper feed Ss with two digit 
speed meets : display for 

demand for high simplified fault 
speed transmission. identification 

e More than 100 kinds , — service 
of printer 
parameters e Phin ae 

including character n I 
spa at ag line | Z se RS232C or Data 

spacing, DAVFU, avert Products 

etc., are selectable interfacing. 
through both 
operation panels 
and commands == Sane=ice 
from host computer. =n 

So for the printer which comes with practically everything as 
standard, contact your local Warburton Franki office. 

WARBURTON FRANKI 
@ ADELAIDE (08) 356-7333 @ BRISBANE (07) 52-7255 @ HOBART (002) 28-0321 @ MELBOURNE (03) 699-4999 

@ PERTH (09) 277-7000 @ SYDNEY (02) 648-1711 



res mode is provided in Table 1, where 
it can be seen that 32 special graphics 
symbols (codes 0 to 31) are provided. 

Using the PRINT CHR$(x) command 
(where x is the ASCII code between 0 
and 225) will produce a slightly reduced 
listing. Codes 0 to 31 are not printable; 
they are control characters - for 
example CHR(7) is BELL — Control G; 
Code 127 is delete. By the way, ASCII 
code 95 is not included on the Micro- 
bee’s keyboard, but can be generated 
by pressing the shift and delete keys 
simultaneously. 

From Table 1 it can be seen that in 
high-res mode, codes 128 to 255 print 
inverse characters of codes 0 to 127. 

Table 2 provides another listing of 
graphics characters, this time in low-res 
using the POKE command. Where 
codes 129 to 255 were inverse char- 
acters in high-res mode, these have 
now become chunky graphics. However, 
note that codes 192 to 255 are merely 
repeats of codes 128 to 191, created by 
numbering each of the six dots that 
comprised the low-res character spaces 
of Figure 2(a). This has been repro- 
duced in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 

If we want to turn on the dots num- 
bered 1, 2, 4, 16 and 32, for example, 
we total the value of the relevant dots, 
add them to 128 and we have the code 
for that shape specified in Table 2. Un- 
like high-res and other ASCII char- 
acters, low-res characters fill the full 
character space and can be joined to 
build solid pictures. Note that the high- 
res characters of codes 0 to 31 are also 
available in low-res mode. Using the 
PRINT CHR(x) command produces the 
same reduced character range as we 
saw above with high-res. 

This completes the first part of this ar- 
ticle. In the second part we will look into 
the restrictions caused in the high-res 
mode by the programmable character 
generator (PCG); the creation of 
graphics characters using the PCG; and 
the other two graphics modes — UN- 
DERLINE and INVERSE. _] 

WORLD LEADERS 
* Information released in the U.S. by 

InfoCorp Rated Cromemco as the world 
leaders in Microcomputer Quality 
and Performance. 

ONLY 

$2,549 
$2,549 is the cost of the basic C 10sp which 
includes: Terminal, Keyboard, Disk Drive & 

Software, excluding Sales Tax & Delivery. 

$3,959 C-10sp MINPACK which includes: Ter 
minal, Keyboard, Disk Drive, Software, Printer, 
C 10sp stand & a box of BASF Diskettes, exclu 
ding Sales Tax & Delivery. 

QMMH
WATT

 

CROMEMCO 
PERSONAL /BUSINESS COMPUTER 
C-10sp INCLUDES: ¢ C-10 with 64 RAM — 12” Green Display ¢ 390K 
Disk Drive © CKBA Keyboard ¢ Software: CDOS-CP/M —- compatible 
operating system. WriteMaster —Word Processing including mail merge. 

PlanMaster — Financial 

Spread Sheet catcuatr MANIC au 
MoneyMaster > 

378 FOREST RD. HURSTVILLE 2220 NSW 
TELEPHONE (02) 570 7233 

NATION WIDE SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE 

Structured Basic 

Chess 

CROMEMCO PRODUCTS ARE ALSO 
AVAILABLE FROM THE FOLLOWING 
MINICOMP DEALERS: 

KINETIC SYSTEMS PTY. LTD. NORTH QUEENSLAND COMPUMASTER 
357 Nicholson Street, CARLTON NORTH, 9 Albatross Street, Slade Point, 4740 
VICTORIA 3054 TEL: (03) 347 7326 McKAY QLD. TEL: (079) 55 2485 

GRIFFITH PROCESS TECHNIQUE NORTH QUCENSLAND COMPUMASTER SCARBOROUGH COMPUTER CENTRE 
1230 Erskine Road, GRIFFITH, N.S.W. 2680 636 Bruce Hwy, Woree, 4870 CAIRNS QLD = Scarborough Fair, Scarborough Street 
TEL: (06) 62 1412 TEL: (077) 54 3479 SOUTHPORT, QUEENSLAND 4215 

TEL: (075) 32 5133 
NORTH QUEENSLAND COMPUMASTER — TECHNIMARK PTY. LTO. 
294 Ross River Road, 4814, AITKENVALE 9 Gavitt Street GLENORCKY 7010 

QLD. TEL: (077) 75 1711 TASMANIA TEL: (002) 72 8622 

HERMAN HULSEN 
7? Otho Street INVERELL N.S.W. 2360 
TEL: (067) 22 1922 



Get the 

Best Fromthe 

Biggest? 

How can we tell you 
about 100 computer 

games in one 
advertisement? 

Strategy, 
Science Fiction, 
Fantasy, 
Adventure, 
Education, 
Sports & Arcade 

GAMES 

FROM 
e@EPYX 
e Avalon Hill 
e Strategic Simulations 

Apple Il, Atari 400-800, 
TRS 80, VIC 20, IBM PC, 

COMMODORE 64 

Mail Order 
Specialists 

Write today for free catalogue 

Open Monto Fri. 9.00 am to 5.00 pm 
extended hours Fri to 7.30 pm, 

Sat. 10 am to 12 pm 

COMPUTER 
SIMULATIONS 

18 Fonceca Street, Mordialloc, 
Vic. 3195. Telephone: (03) 580 9955 

Dealer Enquiries Welcome 

Pericomp’s Pied Piper low-cost 
computer leads in multi-user 
Capabilities and hard disk 
options. | 
For the small to medium sized 
business, Pericomp’s Pied 
Piper lets you expand as the 
business grows at minimum 
extra costs. 
Start with the Pied Piper 
computer and one terminal. 
Upgrading is no longer a major 
cost. 

For further information 
telephone: 
David Thomas, 
Sydney 27 5953, 233 3266 or 
Gary Grant, Brisbane 229 9200 
or write to: 
Pericomp Pty Ltd. 
189 Kent Street, 
SYDNEY. NSW. 2000 

SES 

pericomp 

SOFTWARE 
FOR CHRISTMAS 
OUR GIFT: 
FREE with every purchase over $100 — 

“BEST of CP/M" 
VALUE $39.95 

THE FINAL WORD $399.00 
The Ultimate Word Processor with Spooler and 
STATE-SAVE® at NO EXTRA cost. 
IBM.-CP/M. 

THE SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS 
CP/M 

UVMAC Z80 Assembler $46.95 
C-80 Compiler 3.0 — Fast — $69.95 
C-80 MATH PAC — NEW — $59.95 
SPELL — 50,000 Word Checker $69.95 
COMPUTER CHEF — Recipes $49.95 
and MORE... 
21 Programs + Graphic Games for the 
OSBORNE | + EXECUTIVE. 
MYCHESS with Graphics $53.95 

CP/M SOFTWARE FOR THE MICROBEE, 
APPLE II, and many other computers. Ring for 
more information. 

APPLE GAMES from $29.95 
Adventures, Flight Simulators, Arcade Games, 
Space Flight, War Games and MORE 

ATARI GAMES. 
BUG OFF — Disk” $19.95 
TUTTI FRUTT! — Disk $19.95 

COMPU-DRAW — CP/M — |BM 
DB PACK — Database $275.00 
FILER — File Management $69.95 
CPMCPM — Transporter $94.95 
COMCOM — Communications $139.95 

BOBCAT — The friendly catalogue system 
prints out, dates, great! $29.95 

BEST OF CP/M50 Programmes $39.95 

— WE SUPPORT ALL OUR SOFTWARE — 

APPLE CARDS, JOYSTICKS, DRIVES, FANS, 
S-100 SYSTEMS and MORE 
See our NEW EPSON QX 10 

FREE — ‘Final Word”, value $399 with 
every purchase of the EPSON SYSTEM 

— WE SUPPORT ALL OUR HARDWARE — 

1/27 Forge Street, BBACKTOWN 
MAIL: P.O. Box 62 BLACKTOWN, 2148 
PHONE (02) 621 4242 (02) 671 6951 
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Software Pirates 
AFTER READING the March edition of Your 
Computer, | am compelled to respond to the 
contents of Colin Legg's letter regarding soft- 
ware piracy. 

Although no one would deny the existence 
of the software ‘bootleg’ industry and of its 
thriving existence in schools, one may ques- 
tion the extent of teacher involvement, as de- 
picted by Mr Legg. | wish to clarify the situa- 
tion as far-as it concerns the Education De- 
partment of South Australia. 

The Education Department of South Au- 
stralia has, through its focus for schools’ 
computing, long recognised the value of high- 
quality educational software and the need to 
protect the rights of authors and distributors. 

To this end, the Angle Park Computing 
Centre has, as a matter of priority, main- 
tained a policy of protecting all software 
bought or reviewed by the centre from copy- 
ing. 

Although such a policy and example set by 
the Education Department does not entirely 
eliminate the piracy of software in the South 
Australian schools, it does constantly place 
before teachers in South Australia the impor- 
tance of maintaining software propriety. 

| trust that this statement of the situation 
in South Australia will clarify for your readers 
the policy regarding piracy of software in this 
state and the fallacy, in this state at least, of 
in-service conferences acting as ‘bootleg’ 
software distribution centres. 

DAVID SHIRES 
Acting Head of Centre 

Angle Park Computing Centre 
Angle Park, SA 
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Using the TEC F10-40 
With Wordstar 
RECENTLY | purchased an_ F10-40 
daisywheel from Dick Smith, wired up a cable 
to connect it to the (parallel) port on my S100 
system, INSTALLed it in Wordstar as a C.Itoh 
StarWriter and stood back, confidently ex- 
pecting pages of beautifully printed, micro- 
space-justified text to pour out. 

The result: garbage! 
As the trouble could have been in either 

the hardware (the cable interconnections or 
the printer) or the software (Wordstar or the 
CP/M system), | began an_ investigation 
which showed that the printer would ‘TYPE’ 
files correctly from CP/M and would operate 
as a ‘Teletype-like’ printer from Wordstar, but 
not as a daisywheel. It also responded to its 
special daisywheel orders when driven from 
a test program assembled into machine lan- 
guage. 

A program sending directly to the output 
port was then entered into Wordstar and all 
the features of the daisywheel suddenly 
began operating correctly. The problem was 
caused by a software trap for the escape 
code embedded in my CP/M system. 

While it is not likely that other readers will 
have similar trouble, | did find it difficult to ob- 
tain accurate information on the installation of 
these printers in Wordstar, and time was lost 
testing suggestions which proved to be 
wrong. Other readers therefore may be inter- 
ested in the following advice just received 
from MicroPro International: 

"The C.ltoh (TEC) F10-40 printer functions 
correctly with Wordstar by installing using the 
C.ltoh StarWriter menu selection and con- 

figuring the printer's switch banks as follows: 
Left bank — switches 1, 4, 6, 7 and 8 closed 

(towards the rear), remainder open. 
Right bank — switches 3, 4, 5 and 8 closed, 

remainder open.” 
D L HOLLOWAY 

Gordon, NSW 

An article in this issue of Your Computer 
discusses the same TEC F-10 printer used 
with an Osborne 1. 

Just The Magazine 
WHAT SEEMS a long time ago, Your Com- 
puter magazine was just what | was looking 
for. Then, to keep commercial | suppose, 
TRS80/System 80 information was cut down 
in the magazine to make way for other com- 
puters. 

At that time | dropped the magazine from 
my regular reading list in favour of others still 
catering for my needs. Recently, | purchased 
a copy again to see ‘What was what’, and 
what do | find, basically one page. Admittedly 
a very informative page (I just picked up bul 
letin 41 from ‘Uncle Dick’), so | figure | re 
couped my loss on that alone — thank you. 

MR R VERGOS 
Chadstone, Vic 

We’ve had quite a few similar reactions 
from TRS80/System 80 users since our 
regular column started getting shorter 
so starting in the October issue the TRS80 
column was back to its usual longer format. p 
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Computer Hams 
EVER SINCE the discovery, almost 100 
years ago, of the physical phenomena on 
which radio communication is based, its de- 
velopment has owed much to the enthusiasm 
of the amateur radio operators. 

These hams, as they are known, have con- 
tributed greatly to technical advances over 
most of that period, at least partly begause 
their hobby provided the communications 
medium for discussing innovative ideas over 
long distances with others having similar in- 
terests. 

It is already clear that similar technical ad- 
vances in the allied subject of computing are 
being contributed by computer hobbyists, 
who must depend on the personal computing 
magazines to provide the communications 
link for their exchange of ideas and. mutual 
education. | 

Please allow me to place on record my 
thanks to the editors, contributors and letter 
writers for the encouragement and inspiration 
provided by the little gems of knowledge that 
can be found by diligent search in every issue 
of Your Computer and _ other = similar 
magazines. 

GRAHAM MciINTOSH. 
Vaucluse, NSW 

Help Wanted 
WE NEED SOME help. Our Apple has a 
CED Super COM II parallel/serial card. How- 
ever, the school does not appear to have a 
manual for this and we need to adjust the 
baud rate via the DIP switches for our serial. 

Could you or your readers locate any infor- 
mation on this board for us, please? 

JOHN PEACHEY, 
Edenhope High School, 

P.O. Box 117, 
Edenhope, 3318 

MicroBee Searchers 
WE HAVE a MicroBee and are interested to 
see if there is a users’ group yet. As several 
letters have been published in Your Com- 
puter from MicroBee users who would, 
perhaps, like to start a club, we would be in- 
terested in linking up with them to form such 
a users’ group. 

Our MicroBee has an editor/assembler, 32 
kilobytes of RAM and is hooked to a Dick 
Smith GP-80 printer. We have found it to 
compare well with other makes, except for a 
lack of software. 
We can be contacted at 12 Highcliffe 

Close, Tullamarine, 3043. Our after-hours 
phone number is (03) 338-7363 Melbourne. 

BILL AND MARK BELTON 
Tullamarine, Vic 

Heartache Territory 
IT HAS BEEN said in many magazines that 
the Commodore VIC-20 is the world’s best 
home computer. After buying one, | now 
know that this is not true. 

The VIC-20 may be good for people who 
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know a great deal about microcomputers, but 
for beginners such as myself it’s just one 
heartache after another. 

The user's manual which came with the 
computer isn’t very helpful at all. The book 
is very confusing and far too complex. The 
three programs that are on the back few 
pages are very confusing and, for a beginner, 
they’re too long and difficult. 

Can anyone help me with some short and 
easy programs for my VIC-20? | can be con- 
tacted at 8 Ahern Street, Ayr, 4807. 

JOHN JONES 
Ayr, Qld 

Sharp User Group 
THE SHARP Computer Users’ Association 
meets at Burwood Heights High School, 
Mahoney's Road, East Burwood (Victoria), 
on the second Friday of each month of the 
school year. 

The association is a non-profit organisa- 
tion. Our main interest at the moment is the 
PC1500/Tandy PC2, but the owner of any 
Sharp computer is welcome to attend meet- 
ings. 

Al HARRIS 
Syndal, Vic 

Latrobe Valley Club 
THE LATROBE Valley TRS80: Colour Com- 
puter User Group was formed at Morwell 
(Victoria) late last year, and began holding 
monthly meetings in January. 
Anyone interested in the group can contact 

me at 31 Donald Street, Morwell, 3840. 
GEORGE FRANCIS 

Morwell, Vic 

Peach Problems 
WHEN YOU get your Hitachi Peach com- 
puter in this neck of the woods and discover 
the complete documentation (Peach's adver- 
tising) that you receive is a disk manual for 
L3 BASIC and you operate a cassette, and 
it keeps referring to a L3 BASIC manual, you 
really are up against it. 

It's baffling that manufacturers spend 
thousands of dollars in magazine advertising, 
glossy brochures and so on and then fall 
down in explaining to the user — who is, after 
all, essential in the scheme of things — the 
elementary instructions and functions of the 
machine and what it is capable of. 

NA WATTS 
Busselton, WA 

Aviation Programs 
WITH REFERENCE to the January/February 
issue of Your Computer, a correspondent on 
page 80 sought information regarding avia- 
tion programs. 

| have a fairly lengthy listing of a flight plan- 
ning program, which | use on my Video 
Genie/System 80 and which can be con- 
tained within 16 kilobytes of Level 2 BASIC. 
| have merged a professional colleague's 
Great Circle navigation program into a pro- 

gram allowing a choice of three different air- 
Craft types (more could be added at will), and 
the final printout lists departure and destina- 
tion, minimum fuel required, point of no return 
and critical point. The program does need 
some tidying-up, which | am working on, but 
is fairly presentable. 

If your correspondent (R. Webster, of 
-Tuggerawong) would care to get in touch, 1'll 
discuss the matter further with him. 

|. G. McDONELL 
P.O. BOX 272 

Gisborne, Vic 3437 

Integer On An Apple 
THIS IS A reply to a letter by D R Moore of 
Warrane, Tasmania, in the clinic column of 
Your Computer, April 1983. 
To run an Integer program on any 48K 

Apple, whether it has Integer BASIC or not, 
can be accomplished by first running a pro- 
gram called INT48K. This program will install 
an Integer BASIC interpreter into the Apple's 
RAM and then the required Integer program 
can be run just like an Applesoft one. 

Most Apple users would have this program, 
so ask at a local users’ group. If they don't 
have a copy, send a dollar and a disk to: 

Apple Users’ Group (Sydney) 
P.O. Box 505 
Bankstown 2200. 

if you include a letter explaining what you 
need it will surely be supplied for you. 

BJ THURKETTLE 
St lves, NSW 

SBASIC Books 
COULD YOU PLEASE recommend any 
books on SBASIC? | have checked around 
various bookshops but have been unable to 
come across any on this language. Would it 
be at all possible for you to compile and pub- 
lish a comprehensive directory of books on 
computer topics, currently. available in Au- 
stralia, complete with distributor, publisher 
and so on? Such a guide would be invaluable 
to people, particularly those out of town like 
myself, looking for books on particular topics. 

| am using a MicroBee disk system; please 
keep up the good work in supporting this 
great little Australian computer. 

| would like to also let you know that we 
in the Blue Mountains are forming a separate 
(from the Blue Mountains C.C.) ‘MicroBee 
Computer Club’. This is only in the formation 
stage at the present, but anyone in the area 
who is interested in participating can contact 
Roger Cooper on (047) 58 7238 at any time. 

MR R COOPER 
Woodford, NSW 

In the October issue we published a cata- 
logue of Your Computer books now avail- 
able from us by mail order. This contains 
books about all aspects of computing, and 
will be published at regular intervals. 



Pro/ Writer Printer 8510 
See a Print Features: Number of columns—136 col. max. Print Speed—120 CPS. Print ; m Direction—Single-directional and Bidirectional, Switch Selectable. Throughput Speed— ] P From 44 to 152 lpm. Character spacing (max. number of columns per line)-Pica 10 CPI Specia rices 

(80), Double Width 5 CPI (40), Compressed Font 17 CPI (136), Double Width 8.5 CPI (68), 
Elite 12 CPI (96), Double Width 6 CPI (48), Proportional Double Width Proportional. Line 4 Spacing—Variable to 1/144”. Print Width—203 mm (8”) max. ti OV t 
Forms Type: Fan Fold Roll or Cut Sheet: Width—113 mm to 254 mm (4.5” to 10.0’). Total 
Thickness—0.05 to 0.28 mm (0.002" to 0.011’). Number of Copies—Original + 3 copies 
nominal. 

Form Feed: Method—Tractor or Friction. Form Loading—Either rear or top. 
Interface—Serial: Method—EIA RS232-C and 20mA (40 & 60mA switchable option) 
Current Loop Serial Interface. Baud Rate (BPS)—110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 
Transmitting Method—Half Duplex. Synchronization—Asynchronous. 
Interface—Parallel: Method—TTL compatible, 7-bit, parallel interface. Control Signals— 
ACK, BUSY, SELECT, DATA STB, INPUT PRIME FAULT, INPUT BUSY, PAPER EMPTY. 
Instruction Codes—(ASCII): CR, LF, VT, FF, CAN, SO, SI, DEL, DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, GS, 
RS, US, FS, EM; GRAPHIC SYMBOLS: BIT GRAPHICS. 
Error Detection: (1) Parity (VRC)—Odd, Even, No-parity. Switch selectable. (2) Framing 
Error—Stop bit check. (3) Overrun Error—Error is detected when data are received 
before the previous data have been processed. 
Physical dimensions: 398 mm W x 120 mm H x 285 mm D (15.7” Wx 4.7" Hx 11.2” D). 
Weight: 8.5 kg (18 lbs., 12 oz.) 

Model 1550 
The Model 1550 is a compact desk-top dot matrix serial impact printer used for data 
communication terminals, hardcopy of CRT displays, peripheral terminals for 
minicomputers and microcomputers, and small-sized business systems. 
The character format is a dot matrix of 7(H) x 9)(V). or 8(H) x 8(V). 
Print speed is 120 characters/second. Up to 136 characters can be printed per line at 10 
CPI. 
Its main features are: © Compact desk-top dot matrix printer @ 136-column print @ Light- 
weight @ Low power-consumption @ High-quality print @ Bit image graphics @ Graphic 
Symbols @ Prints in six different languages @ High reliability @ Low cost. 

F-10 Printmaster Daisy Wheel 
Printer 
Print Speed: 40 CPS. Print Method: Static Print Impact. Number of Printable Columns: 
136, 163, Variable. Character Spacing: 1/120 Inch (minimum). Line Spacing: 1/48. 
Return Time: 900 msec. Line Feed Time 40 msec. Paper Width: 406 mm (maximum). 
Print Characters: 96. Printwheel: Industry Standard 96 Character Wheel. Interface: 
Industry Standard 8-bit Parallel, RS232-C Compatible, X-ON, X-OFF, 12-bit Qume and 
Diablo Compatible. Dimensions: 574 mm W x 405 mm d x 153.5 mm H (22.5” W x 15.9” Dx 
6" H). Weight: 14 kg (30.8 lbs.) with cover and power supply. Noise: Less than 65 Db (1M 
from Platen, A Scale). 

aa” THE PRINTER PEOPLE SPECIALS 
Computer data and graphic 

— displays never looked t Patented better, brighter, sharper | ((N New Head 

* Parallel Interface ** Serial Interface 

High Resolution 
@ Recommended Display Characters: S\ 

1920 (80x24). 

A NEW PRINTER NOW! 
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80-COLUMIN — | 
MPACT PRINTER 
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NEW DISK CONTROLLER BOARDS 
The RC1802 and RC1806 have been developed in 
Australia using the latest DISK CONTROLLER 
TECHNOLOGY and have many eer over the 
Hitachi Types. oe ; ; 
aciso2 °729 ine 
© Runs any standard 5” drive 

PEACH POWER 

AT LAST! 
THE RC-Z80 CPM CARD FOR 
THE HITACHI PEACH IS HERE 

(Single or Double sided) NEW 
* Runs double density 

HITACHI DOS 
® Now Runs MP3540 drives $475 EX 

as double density PEACH POWER 

ON CONSTANT SALE 
COMPUMATE PRINTER CP80 
Compatible with Epson FT type III 

Please Phone 

or Write for 
further information 

Uses Z80A CPU — 4MHZ 
64K RAM on Board 
No Modifications to PEACH 
CPM Licence + Manual inc. 

Normal Operation of PEACH Unaffected ©0006 6 

Please Phone 
or Write for ane. fen. & 
FURTHER 

INFORMATION 
COMPUTER CENTER 

295 Thomas Street, 

DANDENONG, 3175 Phone: 791 2900 

WORLD DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS 
BUSINESS FEATURES: 
@ Budget price results in substantial cost savings 

over renting. 

@ Integral Auto Answer and Disconnect Programme. 

@ Extended 6 months warranty with modem 

handshake service. 

@ Flexible Data Rate — User Upgradable. 
300 BPS or 1200 BPS with secondary channel 75 BPS. 

@ Performance superior to acoustic couplers. 

@ Telecom Permit: C83/37/1014. 

Now available from: ; “ 

NSW Typewriter City Discounts 267-8847 ACT Scitec 54-8530 

General Technology 498-2826 vic Alfatron 758-9000 
City Personal Computers 922-3600 hi inkek 781-2677 
Scitec 29-6981 citec 690-8622 

for dealer enquiries contact DATA SAT AUSTRALASIA (02) 525-6688 TLX 72573 
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Getting dBest From dBase 

This month, sorting and indexing 
files — the essential concept of 
the dBase system. Les Bell con- 
tinues his series on dBase. 

THE WHOLE POINT of putting informa- 
tion into a computer is to get it into some 
semblance of order. Generally we mean 
alphabetic or numeric order. This pro- 
vides us with the ability to produce re- 
ports such as stock sheets in alphabetic 
order or stock number order, as well as 
providing faster location. of any item 
within a database file. 
dBase provides two commands which 

can be used to organise databases to 
provide orderly reporting and quick en- 
quiries. Firstly, it can sort a file into 
order, based on a key field, and sec- 
ondly, it can construct an index which al- 
lows it to access any record very quick- 
ly. 
The SORT command takes the form: 
SORT ON <keyfield> TO <filename> 

ASCENDING (or DESCENDING) 
SORTing actually moves records 

around in the file to place them in the 
correct order. This has a number of con- 
sequences. 

For a start, it is very slow, as the en- 
tire file will have to be rearranged. Sec- 
ondly, if any records are appended at 
this stage, they will be out of sequence. 
While a file is being reorganised in this 
manner, it is very vulnerable to system 
failures; if the system went down in the 
middie of a sort, it could leave the file 
in a completely irretrievable state. For 
this reason, we copy the database to 
another file while sorting, so that the 
original file is still available as a back- 
up. 

Before sorting a file, we must decide 
on which field we wish the program to 
organise the file. Should it be surname 
or postcode, part number or descrip- 
tion? The item of information on which 
we want the sort based is known as the 
key. Some systems allow a key to be 
constructed from multiple fields or parts 
of fields. 
dBase will only sort on one key field, 

which is a particular nuisance when a 
file contains names, and one wants to 
have both surnames and first names 
used in the sort, so that Smith, A. ap- 
pears before Smith, B. There are ways 
around this, as we shall see. 

— Part IV 
A sorted file is generally much better 

from the point of view of performance, 
however. This is because if it is not 
sorted, the. disk drive read/write head 
has to move around to find the appropri- 
ate record while performing reads. If the 
file is sorted, it only has to read sequen- 
tially in most cases. 

An alternative method of organisation 
is indexing. Here, dBase constructs spe- 
cial files containing the keys to the main 
database, which can be left unsorted. 
The index file is organised as a B-tree, 
which means that a particular key can 
be located very quickly, and stored with 
the key is the record number of the cor- 
responding record in the database, 
which can then be instantly retrieved. 

Most importantly, dBase can create 
an index file based on the concatenation 
of multiple fields or substrings of fields. 
This will allow us to order files on first 
name within surname. 

your computer 

Cutoricail 
The INDEX command takes the form: 
INDEX ON <expression> TO 

<filename> 
The expression above can be any 

string expression, with the exception of 
the TRIM function, which will give unpre- 
dictable results. To take the example of 
our bookshop inventory in Part Ill: 

INDEX ON author TO author 
will produce a file called AUTHOR.NDX 
which contains the index information. 
Now LISTing the file will show it in au- 
thor order, except that we’ve got both 
first names and surnames in the author 
field, so it's not really terribly useful. 

Once an index file has been created 
for a database, it can be used with it at 
any time in the future by extending the 
USE command: 
USE <datafile> INDEX <indexfile>,<in- 

dexfile> ,.., <indexfile> 

Alternatively, once a file is in use, one 
can use the command: 

SET INDEX TO <indexfile>,<indexfile> 
,.-, <indexfile> 

Notice also that up to seven index 
files can be in use with any one 
database at one time. 

Once an index file is in use, sub- 
sequent APPEND, EDIT, REPLACE, 
READ or BROWSE commands will 
automatically update the index. Beware, 
however, as multiple indexes can slow 
the system down terribly, particularly 
when performing the REPLACE com- 
mand. 

Once an index file is in use, if the 
index is not up to date, it can be brought 
up to date with the REINDEX command 
in dBase version 2.4. Version 2.3 or 
prior owners will have to use the full 
INDEX ON command to rebuild the in- 
dexes. 

Moving Within Databases 
Moving within databases is achieved 

by several different commands. Most 
important of these is the FIND com- 
mand. This takes the form: 

FIND string 
or 
FIND ‘string’ 
FIND operates on files that have been 

indexed, and simply finds the first key 
that matches the characters in the FIND 
subject. Because it operates through the 
index file, FIND is very fast. In fact, the 
FIND command is the main mechanism 
through which one is able to set up true 
relational databases using dBase (al- 
ways accepting the two-file limitation). | 

In general, using a 20 cm floppy disk 
system, FIND should be able to locate 
a record within a second and a half at 
the outside. 

For example, once our books inven- 
tory database is indexed on author, we 
can immediately find the first book writ- 
ten by David Cortesi by simply typing 
‘FIND David’. Notice the FIND command 
simply positions the database pointer, 
but does not display the record, so we 
must use a separate DISPLAY com- 
mand to see the record. 

The nearest equivalent to FIND for 
non-indexed databases is LOCATE, 
which actually performs a character-by- 
character search through the database 
file. As a result it is much slower, and 
should be avoided wherever possible. 
Its format is: 
LOCATE [<scope>]) FOR <expres- 

sion> > 
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ONE MONTH ONLY 
NOVEMBER 10th TO DECEMBER 10th 

FREE BUSINESS SOFTWARE WITH 
EVERY PURCHASE OF A 
BUSINESS COMPUTER!!! 

(OVER $2000) 

FOR EXAMPLE 

HITACHI LEVEL 4 
COMPUTER 

GENERAL LEDGER 64K RAM MEMORY 
DEBTORS Hi-RES GREEN SCREEN 
CREDITORS (NOT AS SHOWN) 
INVENTORY WITH INVOICES 2 x 54" 400K6 DISK DRIVES 
HI-WRITER-WORD PROCESSOR KAYPRO 4 COMPATIBLE 
PRO-CALC-VISUAL CALCULATOR UPGRADEABLE TO 8” DRIVES 
($1200 VALUE) TOTAL PACKAGE NORMALLY $4595 

YOU PAY ONLY 
2299 

PRINTERS AVAILABLE FROM $499 

OFFER AVAILABLE ON MANY BRANDS OF COMPUTERS 
CALL US NOW FOR A PRICE! 

OTHER BUSINESS SOFTWARE AVAILABLE, POINT OF SALE COMPUTER CONTROL 
FOR VIDEO STORES, HI-FI STORES, LIQUOR SHOPS, BOOK STORES, CASH BOOK 
AND INVENTORY CONTROL FOR MOTOR PARTS AND MANY, MANY MORE. 

(SQUASH COURTS AND INDOOR CRICKET PROGRAMS). 

COMPUTERS 
COMPUTER CONSULTANTS 

477 PACIFIC HIGHWAY, CROWS NEST. 48-2771 
ALSO AT: TAMWORTH 66-3162 ¢ ARMIDALE 72-5059 e BATHURST 31-4686 
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The expression can involve any field 
in the database, not necessarily an 
index key. The scope allows us to re- 
strict the effect of the LOCATE. 

For example, we could examine 
books priced at under $20 with the com- 
mand LOCATE FOR SELL:PRICE < 20. 
LOCATE will set the record pointer to 

the first record which satisfies the ex- 
pression. To go on to the next record, 
use the CONTINUE command. This will 
move on to the next record which satis- 
fies the expression. 

Notice that although LOCATE accepts 
a scope, if you use a FOR clause, then 
the scope will default to ALL, so it will 
move to the beginning of the database 
before performing the search. To search 
forward from your current location, use 
LOCATE NEXT 65535 FOR <exp>. 

Less useful, in general, is the GOTO 
command. This takes several forms: 
GO TOP 
GO BOTTOM 
GOTO RECORD <n> 
GO <n> 
This command can be used to rewind 

the database, or to position anywhere 
within it. The final positioning command 
is SKIP, which simply moves the record 
pointer to the next record. SKIP can be 
used with a value, so that SKIP 4 will 
move forward four records, while SKIP 

—1 will move back one. Beware, how- 

ever, aS on most versions of dBase 
negative SKIPs will not work on indexed 
databases. 

Updating Databases 
Apart from the EDIT command dis- 

cussed above, there are several com- 
mands which allow us to update the 
database. For example, suppose we 
wanted to raise our book prices by a flat 
10 per cent across the board. 

This can be achieved with the RE- 
PLACE command. The syntax of the 
command is this: 
REPLACE [<scope>] <field> WITH 

<exp> [,<field> WITH <exp>] [FOR 
<exp>] [NOUPDATE] [WHILE <exp>] 

Sounds complex, but it’s not. In our 
case, we type: 
REPLACE ALL 

sell:price * 1.1 
This will go through the database file 

performing the specified calculation. In 
the case of an indexed file, it will also 
check that the key has not been 
changed, and if it has, it will update the 
index files. This feature can be disabled 
using the NOUPDATE option when you 
know the index will not be affected. 

The default scope of the REPLACE 
command is the current record, so that 
the ALL scope is required to operate on 

sell:price WITH 

the whole database. This is because the 
REPLACE command is particularly use- 
ful in programming, as we shall see. 

The CHANGE command invokes the 
line editor function in dBase, to operate 
on named fields. You may have noticed 
that if you type in a command line which 
dBase cannot make sense of, it will offer 
you the chance to retry the line with 
some editing. 
CHANGE does the same thing. The 

format: 
CHANGE 

[FOR <exp>] 
The system will now display the re- 

cord number of each record which 
meets the FOR expression, then the 
current value of each field in the FIELD 
list, and offer the user the chance to 
change it. 

[<scope>] FIELD <list> 

Memory Variables 
As well as the fields within a 

database, dBase is able to use up to 64 
variables in memory. Memory variables 
can be of the same types as fields, and 
dBase works out the type of a variable 
from the context of its first assignment. 
Unlike conventional languages which 
use the ‘=’ sign for assignment, dBase 
uses special keywords. 

The most general way of assigning a 
value to a memory variable is: 

Model 4 

Big discounts on a 

Free delivery 

_ TANDY 
ELECTRONICS 

DEALER 
Home Computers 

Model 100 

Model 2 etc 

Tanay 
computers and accessories. 

throughout Australia. 
90 day Warranty. 

Bankcard & cheque 
orders accepted. 

$895 
plus shipping 

$20 
Dealer 
Inquires 
Invited” 

FEATURES 

BYTEWRITER 

DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER AND TYPEWRITER 

IN ONE PACKAGE 
The BYTEWRITER is a new Olivetti Praxis 35 electronic typewriter with a 

micro-processor controlled driver added internally. 

Se eR 

¢ Underlining ¢ 10, 12, or 15 characters per inch switch selectable ¢ 2nd 
keyboard with foreign grammar symbols switch selectable © Changeable 
type daisy wheel e Centronics-compatible parallel input operates with 
TRS-80, Apple, Osborne, IBM and others ¢ Cartridge ribbon * Typewriter 
operation with nothing to disconnect ¢ Service from any Olivetti dealer 

Self test program built in. 

BYTEWRITER 
CONTACT: COMPUTER EDGE PTY. LTD., 

Bayne & Trembath 
3 Boneo Rd., Rosebud, Victoria 3940. 
Ph: (059) 86-8288, A/H (059) 85-4947 

364 FERRARS STREET, ALBERT PARK 3206 
Telephone (03) 690-1477 (008) 331-131 

Praxis 30 is a trademark of Olivetti Corp 
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp 

BY TEWRITER is a trademark of Williams Laboratories 
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Where to 0 for Spectravideo? 
| Sydney's largest stockist of VIC 20 and C64 utilities and software are proud to 
announce that a complete range for Spectravideo is now available ex-stock. 

The remarkable Spectravideo SV318 is packed 
with features with a comprehensive range of state- 
of-the-art software available $499” : 

pO” 

The Commodore 1541 Disk Drive. Uses 
standard 5% inch floppy disk and stores up 
to 170,000 characters of program or data 
information. Unit includes own 
microprocessor and memory system. $499” 

introduction and are available ex-stock. 

The Spectravideo $V328 is the 
computer for the small business that doesn’t 
plan to stay that way. 
It offers so many features and advantages 
we couldn't start to mention them. Come in 
for a demonstration. $799* 

The commodore 64 needs no 

$499* 
| 

Commodore stocks include: C64/VIC 20 Game Cartridges : 
Commodore 801 Printer... ... ee eet eee ee cc ee eee nee $399° Now available | 
Commodore Printer/Plotter . 1... 0... ccc eee eee eee eens $299* Suber LONGE asia wites ood oo cad Saree ered tou eos $39.95" 
Commodore Datasette ....... cee eee ee eee teens $49.75* KIGKINGR «44s eee tay Gaul ean aatiled ae ey sand renmd-o% $39.95" 
Commodore 1701 Colour Monitor ......... ccc cece eens $499* SOG WOME fai ener Seed arrears Ree det SS eee aia Se ume $39.95" 

BINGO MOI Aii-aaiy ieee re hee ted GA ee Gla aes iG ae $39.95" 
Programming Alds for C64 RGEGAIGtRGTRGCE: shad nae ha ba 4b weer e ee see aes $39.95" 
DIFIIOMS BOSC aa: ay Guna. 2 Com ees ee Gent cece he aime ears OS a eerie $80.00* CIOWIS Bate dee &S. c0d. oS. ta btu ca ey eGo ew eae ae eed $39.95" 
Hes Machine lang. Monitor .......c.cccc ec cvcecccees $59.95* Visible SOlGrSYSIOM) sta wis Sle are etek oh eo a week eee $39.95" 
Ozi Sprite Generators (cassette) ....... cece eee ee eee $19.95" CMEC! RACE gies Sere is ak are dois oes Bee ee A a ae $39.95" 
Ozi Typing Tutor (cassette)... . ee ce ee eee ee eee ene ON9.9G* PAUSIS WICH ING se caisarattice, rca ral haate Seren as carne eat RR ae aN $39.95" 
Oz Typing Tuler-( DISK): <2 66.4 «4-4 basen sea ee aes eee $24.95° 

These are just a few of our most popular progrmmes for Commodore. 
Computer Education Come in soon and see the complete range. You still have until Nov — 
Gortek and the microchipS ..........c0c cece ccc ecees $50.00* 25th to enter Another Winning Spot Competition where you could 
Introduction to Basic part one and two ........ ee eee eee $40.00° win a Commodore 64. Entries available in store. 

* All prices listed are recommended retail, including sales tax, which 

Fas / SCHED. 1c aasauiewbaapomoetnenwmalace sino: —_—«' exempt in some business purchases 
Easy Mail (Disk). ¢.c2--5 was Sao eKeale ota e he meee ues $80.00° 
EGSY SEN C DISK aceeceie echoes a mcsut bod exe aroun ad aioe 6 $80.00° 
Easy Calc Result (Cartridge) ......... 0. cc eee eee ence $319.00° 
The Filing Assistant (Disk) ¢ ia daca e eta base oe warns ees $144.00" 
Personal Finance Assistant (Disk) ........- eee eee ee eee $4119.00" 
Debtors GAC DISK ) 5. as 68d 220 a an news te eared werk eel whee Be $119.95" } 
GIEGiIOrs 04 (DISK) cnn ek ohh es eee Seana we $119.95* by If | } O 
General Ledger 64 (Disk). 0... . cc eee eee ee eee eens $119.95° | , 
Mastemmile:64- Oz) (DISK): t-aeiven aie os. a atrels Gat awd ares $39.95" 

Shop C4 MLC Centre, Martin Place Sydney Tele: 235 2971 

IMAGOMAT 1092YC 
Shop 35 Gallery Level Eastgate Centre, Bondi Junction 
Tel: 387 5208 



STORE <exp> TO <memvar> 
If done from the keyboard, with TALK 

SET ON, dBase will respond with the 
value assigned to the variable. To print 
its value, just type ? <memvar>. 

The most common use of memory 
variables is in getting input from the 
keyboard. Here there are several com- 
mands. The most generally useful is the 
ACCEPT statement, which is rather like 
INPUT in BASIC. For example: 
ACCEPT ‘What is your name’ TO 

name 
What is your name:Les 
? name 
Les 
Note that ACCEPT always places the 

input into a string variable. INPUT, on 
the other hand, works out the type of the 
input data; but then strings must be 
input with quote marks around them. 
WAIT will halt execution and wait for 

a single character to be input, as in the 
example above. 

The contents of memory can be dis- 
played for debugging purposes by the 
command DISPLAY MEMORY. This will 
show each variable name, its type and 
current value. It will also show how 
many variables exist, and how many 
bytes of memory have been used. 

This new computerised robot 
washes the clothes and feeds 
the cat while you shop. you p ay: 

Hi THERE, MY NAME'S 
LES...ER.. SORRY... ANDY... 
YH-UH.. WENDY ZA\ 

Can ‘N 

Memory variables can also be saved 
in a disk file. The command: 
SAVE TO <file> [ALL LIKE <skeleton>] 

can save either all memory variables or 
those which match the skeleton, where 
the skeleton is constructed in exactly the 
same way as CP/M wildcard filenames. 

The variables are read back by the: 
RESTORE statement: 
RESTORE FROM <file> [ADDITIVE] 
If the ADDITIVE phrase is included, 

the memory variables are added to 
those already in memory, while if it is 
omitted, all existing variables are over- 
written. 

Since only 64 memory variables can 
exist at a time, it is important to be able 
to reclaim them when they are no longer 
needed. This is done with the RELEASE 
statement: 
RELEASE <varlist> 
RELEASE ALL 
RELEASE ALL LIKE <skeleton> 
RELEASE ALL EXCEPT <skeleton> 
The ability to use skeletons only appli- 

es to version 2.4 on, and of course is 
not much use unless one is _ logical 
about naming variables. 

Next month we'll look at screen han- 
dling, parameters, and the necessary 
background for dBase programming. (_] 
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THE ZX SPECIALISTS 
The Professionals who care! 

Spectrum 48K version 
$399.00 (add $7 for p&p) 

32K D RAM Pack in attractive case.................. 
ea iaauins obese ease cacenenGecuesee: $125.00 (incl. p&p) 
Suitable for 2X81. No extra PSU required. Plugs 
into Expansion Port. Works also with Printer. 
Unique wobble free design. 

X ROM CARD...............008 $69.95 (incl. p&p) 
Works with ZX 81 only. Compatible with Sinclair 
16K RAM Pack. Has built-in Printer interface for 
centronics type printers and contains EPROM 
Burner for Basic and machine code programs. 

PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTER GENERATOR .. 
aragutle: Soamohas danas cstuneeteateereaeine $95.00 (incl. p&p) 
(Fully assembled) Suitable for 2X 81/80 fitted 
with 8K ROM. Create own character sets, high 
resolution graphics, etc. FREE supporting 
software of Demmo, 2 Games and instructions. 

For the ZX80 and 
Microace 

VIDEO UPGRADE UNIT for ZX 80..................... 
aca ratoslusneesaee suai; Seaisetecenestoues $38.50 (incl. p&p) 
(Fully assembled). Upgrade to fully animated 
graphics of ZX81. Will now run in SLOW MODE. 
Requires 8K ROM—not included. 

90 Day warranty on all products 

Payment by cheque, money order 
or Bankcard. 

For further information send a 
large S.A.E. to: 

VENDALE 
VENDALE PTY. LTD., 

Dept. T7. Box 456, Glen Waverley, 
Vic. 3150. Australia. Ph: (03) 232 0444. 



ORIC-1 plugs directly into the 
aerial socket of your TV. aNCe : 

Italso has an RGB outlet if yourequire  ——m—<— 
colour monitor quality. Text and graphic displays are ultra-bright, 
giving 40 characters of 28 rows. 8 foreground and 8 background 
colours can be displayed at any one time. 

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS With Oric you 
have the choice of full Alpha Numeric computer standard 
character set, or TELETEXT (CEEFAX/ ORACLE) Alpha 
Mosiac graphics. The ORIC has, of course, Teletext/Viewdata 
compatible displays, plus the added bonus of being able to create 
up to 96 characters of your choice. Add to these features both 
flashing and Double Height characters and you can start to 
appreciate the full capability of ORIC-1. 

SOUND The ORIC contains a high quality loud-speaker 
and a dedicated sound synthesiser circuit producing 6 full octaves 
of controllable sound. 

For beginners, 4 programmed sound effects - SHOOT - 
EXPLODE - PING - ZAP - are available for games, simulations, 
etc. 

You can even programme your own sounds using “SOUND, 

MUSIC and PLAY” commands, giving the user 
full control over the dynamics of the sound. 

Today, you have the choice of more home computers than 
you can poke a.stick at. And, it’s fair to say that they all claim to 
be “‘the best’’ — to such an extent that you can’t help wondering, 
“WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO TRADE PRACTICES?” 
Well, this is all about a computer for the first-time buyer that the 
others would rather you didn’t know about. The Oric-1. 

What you pay and what you get. 
They’d rather you didn’t know that the Oric-1 has up to 64K, 

yet costs from just $299. It would drive them round the bend if 
they knew that you knew that the $299 also bought you six true 
colours in addition to black and white. They’d be frothing at the 
mouth if you also knew that MICROSOFT® EXTENDED 
BASIC is part of the price, together with sound that’s loud and 
clear (not just a muddy “‘bleep”’). And they’d be on a guaranteed, | 
one-way trip to the loony bin if they knew you knew the Oric-1 
is backed by heaps of software and a 90-Day Warranty which is 
entendable to 12 months if you wish. There’s more . . . 

[ALL THESEKEY FEATURES: =| 
[eMOREMEMORYAVALABLE——SS=~—d YS 
[e EXTENDED MICROSOFT® BASIC. —SSOS~Y 
[@EXTENDEDGRAPHICS——SSC—=“~*~*~‘“~*~‘~ 
[e PROGRAMMABLE MUSICANDSOUND——Ss=d 
eBULTINSEAKERSSS~S YN 
[e USES STANDARD CASSETTEPLAYER = || 

| 
@ 40 X 28 SCREEN SIZE 

@® HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 

@ TV RF OUTLET 

@ RGB VIDEO OUTPUT 

@ PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 

@ INTERNATIONAL USERS’ MAGAZINE 

@ 90-DAY OR 12-MONTH WARRANTY 

Ask for details of the new Disk Drives, Printers and 
Communications Modems. 



would rather you didn’t know about! 
The Oric Pedigree 

ORIC-1 is superbly designed and engineered. Designed by a 
leading British team, the computing power of this micro is 
second to none in its class and offers superb value-for-money. 
ORIC is a major development in MicroComputer design and 
engineering, with a pedigree that means quality and reliability. 

A National Service Network - every 
capital city - - nent back-up for 

Fi 

: : 

DOO UO QUOI O OOOO KY @ 

90-Day Warranty 
Should anything go wrong with your 

Oric then a National Service Network in five 
capitals gets it back to you quick. No need to send interstate 
for repairs like you have to with most others. Additionally you 
car. extend to a full 12 months contract for only $22.50. 

Software Galore! 
The Oric’s incredible sales 

success in the U.K. and Europe 
resulted in a rush of activity by 
software designers. There is a big 
selection of programmes available 

/ and many more coming — covering a 
wide range of interests, including 
arcade, strategy, adventure and 
simulation games, education, 
programming aids, graphics, data base, 

word processing, financial spreadsheet and computer-aided 
design. Write for our free software listing - or see your Oric 
Dealer. 

Special User Magazine 
Once you’re a proud Oric Owner, 

you'll want to receive this well-illustrated 
two-monthly magazine, showing how to 
get the best results and more satisfaction 
from your Oric, packed with information 
on new software and demonstrating 
programming techniques with examples. 
You’ll also benefit from helpful comments ade by other 
Oric owners. 

NOW ASK YOURSELF THIS ...? 
@ Can I buy better computer value? 
@ Who else offers so much usable memory at the price? 
@ Who else has so many features built in as standard? 
@ What other computer has such a marvellous range of 
programmes to help you get the most 
enjoyment and challenge from your system? _ 

PHONE NOW FOR THE 
NAME OF YOUR NEAREST 
ORIC DEALER 

© 8989 533 
and reverse charges. 

COJRICAL 
ORIC COMPUTERS PTY. LIMITED 

691 WHITEHORSE ROAD, MONT ALBERT, 
VICTORIA, 3127. TEL: (03) 898 9533. ORC-YC2 



ETRS80 Ci 
Model 100, Model 4 

As | write this in August (magazines 
don’t happen overnight!), I’ve just seen 
the new Tandy Models 100 (the porta- 
ble) and 4 (the replacement for the 
Model 3). 

Although I'd never have dreamed any- 
one would, | recently became aware of 
one of our users’ group members who 
was selling his Model 3 and replacing it 
with a Model 100. | felt great despair at 
hearing this and immediately set about 
attempting (with success, thankfully) to 
dissuade him from rushing in. 

As | keep suggesting to would-be 
newcomers to our hobby: consider the 
reality of what you want to do with the 
computer and what you expect from it 
before you decide which particular unit 
to buy. Even Tandy doesn't (at least I’ve 
gathered so much from their advertising 
and from speaking to their staff) expect 
the Model 100 to be a hobbyist’s main 
computer. 

The Osborne is an entirely different 
concept in portability (and | understand 
Tandy will be releasing a similar kind of 
thing in Australia soon). It is apparently 
used by a majority of owners as their 
only computer, and for this it is quite 
suitable — with a larger screen. But the 
Model 100 is not intended as a replace- 
ment; rather | see it as an additional 
‘transport’ facility. 

All this is merely to tell you to think 
before you buy! 

| was impressed that the Model 4 is 
being sold for the same price ($3300) 
for which the Model 3 was sold prior to 
the discounting of final stocks. Admit- 
tedly the CP/M will cost more, as does 
the extra 64K memory to enable use of 
the ‘virtual disk’, and the RS232; but at 
least it's new technology, not just a few 
changes to a Model 1 in a new case. 

Storage Media 
Regular readers will know my prefer- 

ence (some have called it obsessive 
paranoia) for TDK-D tapes as being of 
the particular bias rating to suit our 
recorders and the signal generated by 
our particular cassette interface, which 
is far more critical than the Kansas City 
standard. 

I've not done such exhaustive tests on 
diskettes, but I’ve never had a failure 
from Verbatim Datalife, whereas | know 
quite a few people who've had failures 
from other equally reputable brands. | 
know most diskette makers guarantee 
their products, and indeed do replace 
defectives, but | prefer to use something 
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which doesn't have the reputation of oc- 
casionally failing. 

| think the reason for the performance 
record of TDK and Verbatim is their 
quality control standards. | don't really 
believe the actual ‘base’ product is 
superior, just that the inferior ones are 
detected before they get to the mar- 
ketplace. And since they cost no more, 
why not use them? 

Of course, being of a mechanical na- 
ture, both diskettes and cassette tapes 
do wear out in time with use. So don't 
expect a tape to last forever — with TDK, 
though, I’ve found my old ones dont 
suddenly lose all their recording as do 
some (expensive) supposedly specialist 
data tapes I've had for an equal time; 
they just require a second attempt to re- 
cord on them. It’s then time to replace 
the tape. 

The above assumes cleanliness in the 
recorder — a speck of dust will prevent 
a recording on the piece of tape it 
covers, and if you consider we're trying 
to record 500 bits of information on 
every 1-7/8 inches of tape it’s obvious 
dust is not welcome! 

Fixed RAM 
There are a number of addresses 

used by BASIC programs to make use 
of the operating system. These are con- 
tained in the various ROM reference 
manuals available from a variety of 
sources (I recommend the one from 
Micro 80 in Adelaide). But it seems ail 
the manuals do assume (not always jus- 
tifiably) that if you want to use such a 
technique in your BASIC programs you 
will need only the barest explanation of 
the information contained at the relevant 
addresses, and that you will need abso- 
lutely no explanation of what to do with 
it after you've got it. 

| can understand that way of thinking, 
but | don't agree that it's valid. The way 
around it, | suggest, is very much by trial 
and error: get the information and see 
how (and if) you can use it, rather than 
look for a really detailed step-by-step in- 
struction guide as to how to use it. 

That's really the way to learn anyway 
— do it for yourself. 

An example will illustrate: 16546-7 
contains the current line number being 
interpreted; 16602-3 contains the last 
DATA line read. So if you want to print 
out the line number of the DATA to- 
gether with the actual data you'd use 
PRINT PEEK(16602) + PEEK(16603)* 
256. This can be particularly useful in 
circumstances where you're going to 

want to change the data regularly — 
such as racing form for example. But if 
you PEEK 16546-7 all you'll get is the 
READ statement line. 

Screen Shimmer 
It seems a number of us just accept 

that screen shimmer is unavoidable if 
there is a power supply close enough to 
the screen to deflect the electron beam 
as the transformer produces its con- 
stantly changing electric field. Not 
necessarily so! As well as the obvious 
remedy of moving the power supply 
further away (which is not always possi- 
ble because of physical limitations), one 
can try moving it around the monitor to 
see if there’s a changing effect depend- 
ing on where it is in reference to the 
monitor’s own power supply. 

Having a Model 1, I’ve found the fields 
from the power supplies for my 
keyboard and interface can be effec- 
tively cancelled out by putting one up- 
side-down on top of the other; the close- 
ness to the monitor then doesn't seem 
to matter. 

Graphics Blocks 
| suppose we've all seen the various 

charts that are published as a reference 
to produce the various graphics char- 
acters in the Models 1 and 3 and Sys- 
tem 80. What is not so often published 
is the way these shapes are built up. 

By reference to Diagram 1 | hope it 
will become clear. The graphics blank 
space is ASCII character 128, which is 
the starting point for this diagram. If you 
PRINT CHR$(128) you'll get a blank 
space. 

If you PRINT CHR$(129) you'll get the 
top left pixel (smallest graphics block); 
if you PRINT CHR§$(131) you'll get the 
top two graphics blocks, because what 
you've effectively done is to print the 
128 for the blank space +1 +2 = 131 

, -— and so on until 
PRINT CHR$(191), 

which is the full 
white graphics 

128+ 4) a block, being the 
blank 128 +1 +2 

16 | 32 +32 = 191. It’s 
another case 

where experimentation will reveal all! 

+4 +8 +16 

Using Memory 
There seems to be some lack of un- 

derstanding about the memory map pro- 
vided in the various manuals and hand- 
books. It’s really just a question of inter- 



pretation: it /s all there if you're prepared 
to spend enough time with it! 

BASIC will always load into the bot- 
tom (low numbers) of memory, and pro- 
ceed to use however much it needs until 
it is all loaded; it won’t take any more 
until it's RUN. 
On RUN, the operating system will 

use space for its own working. By look- 
ing at the map you'll see that im- 
mediately above the program there is 
space for a number of variable types 
(simple, string, array and so on). There’s 
not much you can do about this without 
quite sophisticated programming tech- 
niques, so don’t worry much about the 
space taken up. 

The space taken from the top (high 
numbers) of memory is where the user 
does have easy control. Right at the top 
is where the facility of protecting mem- 
ory (by answering the Mem Size ques- 
tion on power-up) is provided. This is in- 
tended to allow a machine-code routine 
to reside out of the way of the BASIC 
program, and to be protected from it. 

If you didn’t answer the Mem Size 
question BASIC will assume there’s 
nothing up there, and therefore take it 
for its own purposes. The first (from the 

top down) 50 bytes will be used as 
string space unless you've altered this 
default value of 50 by a CLEAR state- 
ment in the BASIC program. 

The string space is just what you 
might expect from the name: a space for 
BASIC to work on the strings within the 
program — which means actually work- 
ing on them when any string functions 
are used. If there is A$}=“FROG” as a 
program line then it should be under- 
standable that this does not require any 
actual working on the string value. But 
if there is a statement in the program 
B$=A$+“S AND DOGS” there will be 
a need for a space for BASIC to get the 
current value of A$, put it somewhere so 
that it can add to it, then get the char- 
acters to be added and assign the com- 
pleted (and lengthened) string “FROGS 
AND DOGS’ to the string variable name 
B$. 

So far OK? Because our version of 
Microsoft BASIC allows such powerful 
manipulations of variable length strings 
there is a need for string space to be 
always available, and for the same 
reason the string space is continually 
getting clogged up and being cleared up 
by the BASIC operating system. This 

takes time, which is why there is some- 
times a delay in a program (such as a 
mailing list) which uses a lot of string 
manipulations. 

Not a comprehensive explanation of 
the string area required by BASIC, but 
hopefully helpful. 

Immediately below the afore-men- 
tioned string space is an area used by 
BASIC for its stack. This is not a topic 
one need worry about: it is necessary 
for the operation of the BASIC interpre- 
ter to do its thing, and we can't do any- 
thing about it anyway! 

However, it is evident that if too much 
string space is used there will be none 
left above a large BASIC program for 
the stack to work in, which means that 
BASIC will not be able to work at all. So 
although the CLEAR statement is con- 
tained in the BASIC code, it actually 
takes string space from outside the pro- 
gram; this is where the confusion seems 
to lie. The available free memory is 
therefore not reduced because the pro- 
gram has grown, but because some of 
what was initially free memory has been 
reserved for use by the program. 

Admittedly a circuitous concept, but 
really quite logical! 
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THE VERY LATEST 
This great new book from ETI is so ‘hot 
off the press’ that the cover literally 
glows red! 

TOP PROJECTS VOL. 8 
Our ‘Top Projects’ series have always been very popular with hobbyists, containing as they do 
a collection of the best projects from the past year or so’s issues of ETI Magazine. Here we 
have 25 projects, ranging from the ETI-1501 Negative lon Generator, to the ETI-499 General 
Purpose 150 W MOSFET Power Amp Module, from the ETI-574 Disco Strobe to the ETI-469 
Percussion Synthesiser, from the ETI-735 UHF TV Converter to the ETI-563 NiCad Fast 
Charger. Also included are the ETI-599 Infrared Remote Control Unit, the ETI-567 Core 
Balance Relay, the ETI-259 Incremental Timer, the ETI-156 100 MHz High !mpedance 
Instrument Probe, the ETI-328 LED Oil Temperature Meter for cars, the ETI-257 Universal 
Relay Driver Board, the ETI-492 Sound Bender, the ETI-1503 Intelligent Battery Charger, the 
ETI-729 UHF Masthead Amp & more, & more. 
Top Projects Vol. 8 is available at newsagents, selected electronic suppliers or directly, by mail 

order, from ETI Magazine. P.O. Box 227, Waterloo 2017 for $4.95 plus $1 post and handling. 
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Book Review 
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, ‘280 Assembly 

Language Subroutines’, by Lance 
Leventhall and Winthrop Saville (ISBN 
0-931988-91-8). This book is a good 
source and reference for the Z80 as- 
sembly language programmer. It pro- 
vides a ready source of routines for 
some common and/or complex tasks in 
assembler level programming and gen- 
erally aims to eliminate the ‘reinventing 
the wheel’ syndrome. 

The book is divided into two sections. 
The first is an overview of Z80 assembly 
language programming, including an ex- 
cellent section on common program- 
ming errors which should be mandatory 
reading for anyone programming at this 
level for both 8080 and 280. The sec- 
ond, larger section of the book is the ac- 
tual subroutines. 

For each subroutine, the authors have 
standardised the format of presentation 
and parameter passing, so there are few 
surprises aS you move through the book 
to new subroutines. A good description 
of the intended function of each sub- 
routine is given. Entry and exit condi- 
tions are detailed, and examples of typi- 
cal input and output shown. The strong 
style and documentation of the routines 
is in itself a good example. 

The subroutines described cover a 
wide range of applications. At this point 
| had the idea that | should list just a few 
to show what they typically cover, but on 
flipping through the book | found that I'd 
really have to list the lot, as the range 
of material covered is so wide. Several 
quite complex topics are well presented, 
and no one could accuse this book of 
avoiding ‘difficult’ areas. 

No assumptions are made about the 

target hardware or operating environ- 
ment other than its containing a 280, so 
the routines should be applicable to 
many systems, CP/M based and other- 
wise. The subroutines also cover some 
of the common Zilog Z80 support chips 
such as the SIO, PIO and CTC. 

This book is an excellent companion 
to Leventhall’s ‘Z80 Assembly Language 
Programming’ (also published by Os- 
borne/McGraw-Hill) and is in much the 
same readable style. The glossary at 
the back is useful, while the index is 
comprehensive and easy to use. Unfor- 
tunately, McGraw-Hill forgot to tell me 
what the local recommended retail price 
was, so | can't tell you what sort of value 
for money it is, but it certainly ranks as 
a ‘must have’ book for me. 
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Pod CP/M 
By Bill Bolton 
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ONE UNENDING source of confusion 
for CBASIC users is DRI ‘quaint’ naming 
conventions for its CBASIC products. 
DRI has two CBASIC products. The first 
is what they call ‘CBASIC Language’, 
which is the intermediate code compiler 
version of CBASIC that produces INT 
files that are executed with CRUN. The 
second version is what DRI calls 
‘CBASIC Compiler’, which is the native 
code compiler version that eventually 
produces COM or CMD files for direct 
execution without the need for a run- 
time loader. 

The ‘CBASIC Compiler’ is also often 
called CB80 (for CP/M-80) or CB86 (for 
CP/M-86) even by DRI themselves! The 
‘CBASIC Compiler’ is upwardly compati- 
ble from the ‘CBASIC Language’, which 
means that programs written for the 
‘CBASIC Language’ will compile with lit- 
tle or no change under the ‘CBASIC 
Compiler’. The ‘CBASIC Compiler’ has 
many extra features and _ instructions 
which the ‘CBASIC Language’ doesn't 
support and executes much, much fas- 
ter. 

Well then, why are there two versions 
of CBASIC at all? The ‘CBASIC Lan- 
guage’, being an intermediate code 
compiler, is much easier to port to a new 
machine environment that a native code 
compiler. You can therefore generally 
expect that the ‘CBASIC Language’ 
product for a new CP/M processor im- 
plementation will appear a long time be- 
fore the ‘CBASIC Compiler’ version. 
This was certainly the case with CP/M- 
86. 

Also, the intermediate code produced 
by any implementation of the ‘CBASIC 
Language’ compiler will execute with the 
CRUN (run-time) loader for any other 

implementation. | have a number of 
commercial INT code programs produc- 
ed with ‘CBASIC Language’ for CP/M- 
80 which execute exactly the same on 
CP/M-86 with CRUN86. 

The main reasons for having a native 
code version at all are speed of execu- 
tion and the convenience of not requir- 
ing a separate run-time loader, though 
the extra language features of the 
‘CBASIC Compiler’ are also important in 
their own right. 

If you think all those references to 
‘CBASIC Language’ and ‘CBASIC Com- 
piler’ are confusing, just imagine how 
boring it gets when you have to explain 
it to customers several times a day! 

CBASIC Compiler Version 2 
That last section was really just a pre- 

face to this section — DRI has released 
a new version of ‘CBASIC Compiler’ for 
both CP/M-80 and CP/M-86. As well as 
correcting a number of bugs in both im- 
plementations, the new versions have 
the GSX graphics interface commands 
in them. The graphics commands are 
described in a new section of the man- 
ual and there is a program, supplied in 
source code form, which demonstrates 
each of the commands. The graphics 
commands are quite different from the 
type Microsoft provides in the various 
versions of GWBASIC and to me they 
seem better thought out for serious 
graphics work. 

The aspect ratio of the display device 
can be read back from the GSX and in- 
serted into program variables, so a pro- 
gram can scale its output to keep the 
same appearance on output devices of 
widely different aspect ratio. Any of the 
GSX-supported output devices can be 
accessed, and portability appears to be 
excellent. A graphics test program which 
| wrote and have run on several different 
brands of CP/M-86 computers with 
GSXs has executed as expected on all 
of them, even though the graphics dis- 
play device characteristics and resolu- 
tion were quite different. 

As well as the general demo program, 
example code for drawing circles is in- 
cluded with the ‘CBASIC Compiler’ 
package. There are some CBASIC 
source files which must be included in 
any CBASIC source program that wants 
to use the graphics commands. This is 
very simple to do and is clearly 
explained in the documentation. 

Along with the graphics extensions, 
for operating systems that support date 



and time functions (such as MP/M and 
Concurrent CP/M-86) two new intrinsic 
commands return date and time infor- 
mation to CBASIC programs. A detailed 
list of fixed bugs from the previous ver- 
sion is also provided. 

| have heard a few people say the 
DR-KERNEL is embedded in ‘CBASIC 
Compiler’ to give the graphics interface. 
This is wrong. The stand-alone DRI 
graphics products for CP/M-86 all use 
the large-memory model and require a 
separate command loader to control 
memory loading prior to execution. The 
code produced by the ‘CBASIC Com- 
piler’ version 2 uses the small-memory 
model and executes without the need 
for a command loader, so it cannot be 
using the DR-KERNEL. 

Already one commercial program writ- 
ten using the ‘CBASIC Compiler’ graphics 
commands has appeared. Chang Labs 
has added graphics output capabilities to 
its ‘Microplan’ financial planning package 
and called the new product ‘Graphplan’. 
Graphplan allows display or plotting of 
graphs from the spreadsheet portion of 
the package and is totally integrated. Any 
changes to the spreadsheet data are re- 
flected directly in the graph next time it is 
displayed. Some of you will have seen this 
package in action at 10ACC. 

The graphics extensions to ‘CBASIC 
Compiler’ have given me a further taste 
of what ‘device independent’ graphics 
through GSX means ... more, more ... 
give me more! 

Personal BASIC 
I've now had a chance to take a brief 

look at the Personal BASIC documenta- 
tion from DRI. It looks OK at first pass. 
There is a good tutorial on using the lan- 
guage as well as a language reference 
manual. | will have more to say on Per- 
sonal BASIC once I’ve had a chance to 
use the release version, but for those of 
you who can't wait, the October issue of 
BYTE magazine had a number of de- 
tailed comments by Jerry Pournelle on 
the product. 

DRI C Compiler 
This still hadn't cleared customs by 

the deadline for this column so | can 
only comment on what I’ve seen in the 
manual. The Compiler supports several 
memory models, which allow various 
combinations of code and data areas. 
There is enough flexibility in the choice 
of memory models to cover most con- 
ceivable applications. Basically you can 

have a choice of a lot of code space and 
just one segment of data space or one 
segment of code space and lIcts of data 
space. 

Only object code produced to suit the 
small-memory model will load and exe- 
cute directly. The object code for the 
larger models must be loaded with a 
command loader package before it 
will execute. The C Compiler defaults to 
the small-memory model unless another 
memory model is specifically requested 
as an option on the compiler command 
line. 

The documentation is good and in- 
cludes a copy of K&R (otherwise known 
as ‘The C Programming Language’ by 
Kernighan and Ritchie), which is the 
standard reference text. Differences be- 
tween the K&R text, UNIX version 7 
compilers and the DRI C compiler are 
carefully noted in the documentation. 

CP/M+ Again 
| have only had a handful of re- 

sponses to my request for CP/M-Plus 
users to stand up and be counted. Of 
the six users who contacted me, four 
were computer dealers or worked for 
computer companies, while only two 
were actual end users. 

Thanks to those who took the trouble 
to respond. 

Mail 
| have a lot of unanswered mail from 

readers of this column. | have always 
been a terrible correspondent so please 
forgive me. | hope to reply to most of 
the requests for information over Christ- 
mas. Those letters requesting copies of 
the RCPM Connection Notes (despite 
several warnings in this column that 
they were no longer available) went 
straight into the wastepaper bin, so don't 
expect a reply. 

| am really only set up to handle elec- 
tronic mail now. You'll get a much quick- 
er response to a question if you leave 
a message on my RCPM system. 

Software Tools RCPM Relocates 
The Software Tools RCPM system 

will be relocating soon. The system will 
probably go off-line sometime in the 
week starting November 7. The Boltons 
are moving house and as this is a long 
and complicated procedure (some of 
you know why) it will probably be the 
end of January before the system sur- 
faces again. The new location isn't cer- 
tain yet but | should be able to give you 
some idea next time. 

Other PAMS News 
Oops, the PAMS numbers list had a 

few errors. The list below has been 
carefully checked and is correct as far 
as | can tell. Several systems have re- 
cently been receiving international calls 
from places as far away as Finland and 
the UK, and some Australian users have 
tried to log onto one of the UK CBBS 
systems (CBBS North East) but have 
had a lot of trouble getting sufficient car- 
rier level back from the UK, even on 
OTC data lines. 

The Micom CBBS will soon be run- 
ning on new hardware. The new config- 
uration will give MICOM the capability to 
go to multi-user access in the future at 
an affordable cost per extra user, 
though the new hardware will initially 
only support a single user. 

A new RCPM system, the Tardis 
RCPM, is now on line in Melbourne. | 
can't publish the number here yet but 
you'll find it on most of the other RCPM 
and CBBS systems. They are running a 
16M hard disk and have SIG/M volumes 
93 through to 125, plus some other 
material available for downloading on 
request. 

Brisbane can expect to have its first 
RCPM early next year. From. the 
number of Queensland users who log 
onto the Software Tools RCPM, it 
should be popular. That only leaves 
South Australia, Tasmania and the 
Northern Territory to go. | know the 
South Australian Micro Group has been 
thinking about it for a long time, so how 
about some action? 

Newcastle users who are interested in 
seeing an RCPM in their area should 
contact the Newcastle Micro Club and 
express their interest directly. } 

PAMS Numbers 
Mi Computer Club BBS (MiCC-BBS): 
(02) 662-1686 24 hours EST 
Software Tools RCPM (ST-RCPM): (02) 
997-1836 24 hours EST 
Micro Design Lab RCPM (MDL-RCPM): 
(02) 663-0151 24 hours EST 
Sydney Public Access RCPM (SPA- 
RCPM): (02) 808-3536 24 hours EST 
Melbourne CBBS (MICOM-CBBS): (03) 
762-5088 24 hours EST 
Sorcerer CBBS (SUGA-CBBS): 
836-4616 24 hours EST 
Gippsland RCPM (GL-RCPM): (051) 34- 
1563 24 hours EST 
Perth RMPM (WA-RMPWM): (09) 381-6070 
6pm-9pm WST. 

- ee 
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pyc MICROBEE 

HELLO AND welcome back. A review, 
some letters and a few tips to get us 
going this month. First an overview of 
Mytek’s new word processor for the 
MicroBee ... 

ABCs With Ease 
Well, Mytek has done it again! | have 

just received a copy of the word proces- 
sor package from the State of the Amer- 
ica’s Cup and what a little wonder it’s 
turned out to be. 

Being a Wordstar user in my normal 
duties and used to referring to a bulky 
200-page manual made me think that 
Mytek had left out the documentation. 
But lo and behold, there in its beautifully 
presented vinyl case were the thirteen 
little pages | was looking for. 

Getting Started 
Is it easy to use? You bet your sweet 

escape key. Just LOAD it and wait. The 
program is written in efficient Z80 code 
and loaded a lot quicker than | ex- 
pected. No time to make a peanut butter 
sandwich at all. The intro from the frag- 
mented Big M and then straight into the 
word processor. Here similarity with 
most other WPs stops. 

Sure it’s got normal cursor controls to 
move you round the screen. It’s got the 
ability to insert, move blocks, word 
wraparound and lots of the other little 
goodies. 

It wouldn't be a word processor if it 
didn't. 

But here are the differences. The 
screen is configured to display text just 
like a typewriter does. You type the lines 
and they scroll up — just like a typewri- 
ter. The text scrolls up and down and 
the cursor remains in the middle of the 
screen. That makes it very easy to find. 

There are two MODES of operation: 
Typewriter 
This word appears on the top left of 

the screen to let you know that you are 
in that particular mode and can do all 
those things we spoke of earlier. 

Then there's: 
Control 
Now this where this WP shines. CON- 

TROL is used for major text changes as 
well as the input/output commands — not 
forgetting the print options which we'll 
discuss later. 

The CONTROL mode allows you, 
using single-character entry, to perform 
a myriad of functions such as (A) Move 
the cursor to beginning of text (A, the 

beginning, get it?); (B) Return to BASIC; 
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(C) Clear text buffer; (E) Erase and so 
on. The beauty of this is the use of al- 
phabet style prompts. 

Print Option 
This is the printer initialisation func- 

tion. No more control characters at the 
beginning of text — these are all put 
away in a separate working area. Even 
the erasure of the file at your command 
will not change the printer instructions. 
What printer instructions, you say? 
Those instructions which tell the system 
what type of printer you have, how many 
lines to a page, line feeds per carriage 
return, indent spaces, justification right 
and so on. The cursor leads you through 
as you input your requirements. 

You then hit CTRL ‘E’ and RETURN 
to ‘typewriter’ and away you go. The 
manual explains all the printer options, 
but yours truly still managed to blow it. 
The PRINTER TYPE option is the same 
value as the BASIC ‘OUT #’ command, 
so | tried 1, 2, 3 and 4. No print. Rang 
Mytek and said: “ ...Your program she 
no good.” Patient reply “ ...Try 5.” I’ve 
never been so embarrassed. Just goes 
to show ... when in doubt, read the man- 
ual. 

Enough 
| could go on ad nauseum about the 

Macro commands, Search and Replace 
routines, Block moves and all the other 
features. It's definitely the best little 
word processor for the money. I’m re- 
placing my WordBee with this one for 
the simple reason it is so easy to use. 
Mytek has produced another winner. 

Price? Too cheap in my opinion: cas- 
sette-based, $35.00; EPROM, $39.00. 

What’s that | hear you say? You'll 
take two? 

BIOS And The Bees 
Now for a letter from Nicholas Martin 

from Ryde NSW about a small problem 
he had and a comment about software 
on disks ... “! recently upgraded my Bee 
to CP/M and would like to notify other 
users of a BIOS problem. When | tried 
using ‘Disk Format’ to read CCS format 
disks | found that the sector skew table 
relating to this format had nothing in 
common with the CCS disk | was using. 
After examining this disk with the mon- 
itor command ‘YR’, | found a skew of 6. 
Armed with this information | have 
worked out the following sector transla- 
tion table: 1,7,13,2,8,14 

3,9,15,4,10,16 
5,11,17,6,12,18 

Since patching the BIOS with this new 
skew information | have no problems 
with my friend’s CCS disks at all. How 
Applied Technology came to specify 
their current CCS format | do not know. 
| do know my friend’s system has not 
been modified and is reasonably ‘cur- 
rent’. It would be a pity if other people 
imported software on CCS disks from 
America only to find they could not load 
it. 

Talking of software, | have found that 
no one is willing to supply MicroBee pro- 
grams on disks. Perhaps it is felt that 
pirating is too easy or that demand is 
too low. This policy is depriving system 
owners of the excellent graphics games 
and other machine-specific software 
which is virtually impossible to copy 
from tape to disk. | wonder if public 
pressure could alter the distributor's out- 
look on this matter.” 

Well, all you out there, what do you 
want? Do you want Microbee-specific 
software on disk? Just drop me a note 
c/- the mag and I'll pass your letters on 
to Applied Technology and get a state- 
ment. 

User Group News 
For the December issue we have 

compiled a User Group listing, not only 
for the MicroBee but for all systems. So 
if you’re new or if we haven't mentioned 
you in a long while, drop us a line quick- 
ly and we'll get you in. ) 

And just to start us off a few updates 
on some user groups which might be in 
your area. 

Blue Mountains Microbee 
Computer Club 

The club’s aims are to cater for all the 

Bee owners in the Mountains area. At 



present they have fifteen members after 
only two meetings. They meet on the 
first, third and fifth Fridays of each 
month and costs and formalities are 
kept to a minimum. Interested parties 
should ring Roger Cooper on (047) 58 
7238 at any time. 

(| went to one of their meetings and 
a nicer bunch of people you'd never 
meet. Thank you for your hospitality.) 

Western Australia 
A quick note from Mike Oborn, Sec- 

retary of the MicroBee Users’ Group of 
WA, to say that at the last meeting in 
Perth, the forty or so members decided 
to formalise their existence by electing 
office bearers and a committee. (A 
camel is a horse designed by a commit- 
tee, you know — RP). Meetings are held 
on the first Sunday of each month from 
7-9 pm at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, 
Shenton Park. 

Call Mike for details on (09) 447 5366 
between 7-10 pm. 

QUALITY SOFTWARE microbee 
KILOPEDE & GHOST MUNCHER - MYTEK 

Came on the one cassette together! KILOPEDE is the very popular ATARI 
‘CENTEPEDE’ game and GHOST MUNCHER is our version of PAC MAN. These 
“wo brres arcade style games are great value. 
Cat. XE-7040 $17.50 

METEOR RESCUE — MYTEK 
Your mission is to rescue stranded astronauts. You are the commander of the 
i.anding Module docked in space with the mother ship. It is your responsibility 

10 guide the landing module through a meteor ficld, down to the surface of the 
planet, to land safety on a landing pad. An astronaut will then run to your landing 
nodule and you will blast off. You must use your lasers if necessary and dock 

with the mother ship again. A total of six astronauts must be shuttled to the 
mother ship. 

Cat. XE-7020 $17.50 
WORD PROCESSOR -— MYTEK 

Mvtek Word processor comes with a quality ring binder and features most of the 
commands of the highly acclaimed SPELLBINDER. Mytek Word processor is 
screen orientated and re-formats the screen to 32 lines, allowing twice the amount 
t text to be displayed at once. Commands, which are all single keystrokes, 
aclude APPEND BACK, CLOSE, DELETE, EDIT, FORWARD, HOLD, INSERT, 
NILL, LINE LENGTH, MEMORY, OPEN, PRINT, READ, SEARCH/REPLACE 
TOP, UNHOLO, VERIFY, WRITE and EXIT. Mytek Word processor is not a 
olay thing. Although simple to use, itis one of the most powerful cassette based 
ord processors currently available on any microcomputer. 

Cat. XE-7015 $50.00 
Cat. XE-7016 TWO 4K EPROMs $39.00 
Cat. XE-7017 ONE 8K EPROM $39.00 

MUSIC B - MYTEK 
“MusicB iy a music composer/editor that lets you create and save music and sound 

tfects with a flexibility that makes chopsticks of the Basic PLAY command. 
MusicB is a great way to leam and play music! Comprehensive instructions are 

cluded. 
Cat. XE-7010 $20.00 

TRSBEE —- MYTEK 
‘RSBEE is a package of three programs thal loads TRS-80 Model 1 and 3 pro- 
zram tapes into the MicroBee without any additional hardware. Although some 
program editing will still be required prior to their running, the majority of 

program typing time is saved by TRSBEE The first program losds TRS-80 BAS. 
IC programs into MicroWorld BASIC. Most programs may then be edited and run. 
The second program loads any TRS-80 machine code file into MicroBee memory. 

The third program loads TRS-80 assembler files into the MicroBee EDITOR/- 
ASSEMBLER. Any TRS-80 Model 1 or 3 tape may be loaded. TRSBEE opens 
up a whole new world of possible software on your MicroBee! 
Cat. XE-7005 $30.00 

VIPER 
‘\ graphic game where you are a fast moving snake, and you must devulge the 
sandomly appearing rabbits to score points. Sounds easy, bul your lail grows 

-ongper with every rabbit you cat! 
Cat. XE-7042 NEW 

Jaycar 
SYDNEY 

$14.95 

Incorporating 

SHOWROOMS 

117 YORK STREET - PHONE: (02) 264 6688 and (02) 267 1614 

TELEX: 72293 

Cnr. CARLINGFORD & PENNANT HILLS ROAD — PHONE: (02) 872 4444 
CARLINGFORD 

CONCORD 
115 —- 117 PARRAMATTA ROAD - PHONE: (02) 745 3077 

HURSTVILLE 121 Forest ROAD- PHONE: (02) 570 7000 

This program will simplify the task of determining the value of vour homes 

lllawarra NSW 
A brand new user group down at Il- 

lawarra had an attendance of 45 at the 
inaugural meeting last month. Not bad, 
fellas. | don’t have a phone number for 
the club, but just drop a quick note to 
Ronald Read, Illawarra MicroBee Com- 
puter Club, c/- 49 Beatus St, Unanderra 
2526. 

Ausbug 
This has to be the success story of 

the year, with members as far away as 
Great Britain, Denmark, India, Malaysia, 
New Guinea and New Zealand. Mem- 
bership is just under 500, and the club 
provides a mail answering service and 
helps to form other user groups by 
sending out constitutions, attending 
meetings or just by informing people on 
pitfalls to watch out for. 

Software is for sale to members at 
discount prices. For more info just write 
to AUSBUG, attention Stephen Ford, 
P.O. Box 62, Londonderry 2753. 

HOUSEHOLD REGISTER 

Hawkesbury Area, NSW 

Another new group out at Hawkes- 
bury; approximately 30 members meet 
on the first Friday of each month at the 
Richmond Primary School. The group is 
running a ten-week course in BASIC 
and Machine l.anguage, for which, in re- 
turn, they help to raise money for the 
school to buy MicroBees. 

Thank you for your attention, my time 
is up - | see the Editor going crazy 
ahcut all this space |’m taking up. A big 
thank you to BF & N Publishing, which 
gave me some of those beaut Wildcard 
hooks to give away. A big thank you 
also to Mreamcards for more software to 
give aw2y. From now till the goodies run 
out all 'etters, tips and hints printed will 
earn the writer one of these fine prod- 
ucts. Believe me, we won't run out for 
é while, so keep those letters and hints 
coming. Ciao. LJ 

ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

contents for insurance purposes, as well as providing descriptions of all listed 
items in the event of their loss or destruction. Effects are catalogued by name 
description and value. Nine separate rooms are provided, and up to QB terior 

each may be listed in cach. 
Cat. XE-7000 $15.95 

STAT PACK ~ STATISTICS 
This program is a general purpose graph plotting, linear regression, line of best 
fit and correlation program. It features a t-test of significance for the cofrelalion 

coefficient and, if no evidence of correlation is found, a determination of min 
imum sample size is performed. 
Cat. XE-6999 $14.95 

EYE OF MIN 
Is a challenging 32K adventure. The aim is to find the highly prized jewels and th 
help you do this you have a map constantly displayed to guide you. An excellent 

game. 
Cat. XE-7025 NEW $14.95 

HOPPER 
A MicroBee version of the well known arcade FROG game First sou must cross 
a highway to get to the river, where you must jump from one movin log te 
another to get home. You are also racing against the clack Uxcollent ghiphies 
Cat. XE- 7023 NEW $14.95 

REELS 
An excellent graphic simulation of a poker machine. You may have seen other 
poker machines programs, but this one is like nothing we've seen belore Hay ot 

lo believe it. 
Cat. XE-7041 NEW $14.95 

KITS KITS KITS KITS KITS 
ETI 733 RTTY Convertor. Ref: ET! April 1983. This simple project allows you 
to hook up your MicroBee to a HF receiver and print radio teletype messages on 

a monitor screen, Listen to the world news FREE! 
Cat. KE-4654 $17.95 
ETI 649 MicroBee Light Pen. Ref ETI August 1983. This simple. low cost 
device plugs into the Bee's 8 bit port. The “pen” gives you an entry inte: the 

world of light pens and interactive software. 
Cat. KE-4656 SHORTFORM $19.50 

SPECIAL PROBE CASE TO SUIT (as specified in ET! article) 
Cat. HB-6400 $19.95 
Tl 668 MicroBee EPROM Progammer. Ref: ET) February 1983. This simple, 

low cost EPROM programmer just plugs into the Bee's 1/0 port and enables you 
lo save programs in any of the 5 different common LPROMsS available (2/16, 
2532, 2732, 2732A, 2764). Kit comes complete with ‘Personality’ pluy and all 1 
sockets, 

Cat. KE-4650 $39.95 
Parallel Interface kit for the MicroBee, Includes 15 pin ‘D’ plug add $15 it 

Centronics plug required. 
Cat. KE-7017 $15.00 

Micron adjustable azimuth — 

data compatible cassette 

94950 
Qreen screen é 
video manior 
MICRON 12 199 
Cat. XE-5000 MicroBee 16K Plus $469.00 
Cat. XE-5050 MicroBee 16K IC $499.00 
Cat. XE-5100 MicroBee 32K Plus $559.00 
Cat. XE-5150 MicroBee 32K IC $599.00 
Cat. XE-5200 MicroBee 64K PLus $699.00 
Cat. XE-5250 Single Disc System $1099.00 
Cat. XE-5255 Add-on Disc $559.00 
Cat. XE-5260 Dual Disc Drives $1599.00 
Cat. XE-1205 Printer Cable Interface $59.95 

MICROBEE JOYSTICK 
New for the MicroBee is the Quickshot Joystick, Connects straight into the 

MiroBee's 1/0 port and provides real time action in games, This unit can be 
mounted on a table with ils suction cups giving one handed operation, With its 
contour design and very fast response this unit will give you the edge in wit. 
ning computer games. Do not confuse this unit with others that do not work 
with the MicroBee. 
Cat. XE-7030 $49.95 

NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 

$5 — $9.99 ($1.50) 
$25 — $49.99 ($4.50) 
$100 — $198 ($8.00) 

POST AND PACKING CHARGES 
$10 -- $24.99 ($3.20) 
$50 — $99.99 ($6.50) RAN 
Over $199 ($10) % By 

\ Mail Order 
\ 

Free INSURANCE for Road & Registered Post over $200" i 
All heavy or bulky items (over 20kg.) sent Comet Road Freight $12.00 anywhere 

in Australia. 
SHOP HOURS CARLINGFORD, CONCORD & HURSTVILLE 

Mon — Fri 9am — 5.30pm: Sat — 9am — 12pm: Thurs night 8.30pm 
SHOP HOURS SYDNEY ee - BANKCARD 

Mon — Fri 8.30am — 5,30pm. Sat — 8.30am — 12pm: Thurs night 8.30pm 
== 

MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE: BOX K-39 HAYMARKET, SYDNEY 2000 sy : Via Your Phone 
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Pree vIC 20/064 
MUCH CONFUSION has grown around 
the fate of the 1526 printer, which was 
recently withdrawn from sale by Com- 
modore. Several problems with software 
compatibility seem to be the main 
reason for the move, and I've been told 
that a powerful new ROM will also be 
included in the re-released version to 
allow full graphics capabilities. 

In the meantime Commodore has just 
released a replacement for the 1525 
graphic printer, which will still retail at 
$399. | only managed to have a brief 
look at one in Computerwave in Sydney, 
and it appears to have some nice im- 
provements. The casing now has a very 
low profile, and the colour matches the 
C64 well. 

The print speed has been increased 
to 50 cps and a linefeed button added 
(unfortunately a touch-sensitive job) 
along with an additional serial port. 

Function Keys 
Several users have inquired how the 

function keys may be used or assigned 
on the VIC-20 and C64. The manuals in- 

By Andrew Farrell 

cluded with each computer treat this 
subject fairly lightly, although the appen- 
dix does supply the necessary informa- 
tion. 

The function keys produce an ASCII 
value from 133 to 140 and may be 
tested just like any other key by check- 
ing for the above values. 

This usually limits their use to things 
such as ‘Press F1 to start’. Many games 
use Function 1 as the start key and 
other function keys to provide pause, re- 
Start, and level selection. 

Several cartridges allow the keys to 
be assigned any operation, such as 
RUN or LIST (Simon’s BASIC on the 
C64; Super Expander or Programmers’ 
Aid on the VIC). To do this normally 
would require a short program in 
machine code that checked the CHAR- 
GOT routine for the function keys and 
produced the necessary commands. 

Zork |, il and Ill 
The famous disk-based text adven- 

tures by Infocom have been released for 
the C64 by Commodore. The game is 

unique in its size and incredible vocabu- 
lary of over 600 words. Zork also under- 
stands complex sentences, which helps 
make it a pleasure to play. 

| spent most of the recent long 
weekend playing Part One in the series 
and I'm still trapped ... anyone know 
how to get west of the timber room? 

CP/M ...? 
Many people will tell you the world of 

computers starts and ends with CP/M, 
the incredible operating system at home 
in a Z80 computer. The C64, as the ad- 
vertising boasts, has the ability to run a 
second microprocessor, so the existing 
6510 may be easily switched out and a 
Z80 cartridge inserted in the expansion 
port, thus allowing you to run CP/M on 
your 64. 

The manual claims: “..lets you use 
over 15,000 CP/M programs...”. When 
and from where this incredible supply of 
CP/M software will arrive still remains a 
mystery — even existing programs can't 
be downloaded due to the absence of 
an RS232 driver in the system. 

computer. 

Dealer enquiries welcome. 
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At last, the first joystick 
that puts the firing button 
where it should have been 

in the first place. 
Now available from your Computer Dealer. 
This unique durable joystick is compatible 
with any Atari VCS Atari or Commodore 

IMAGOMAT 1079 

O7i Soit. 
50 Clarence Street, Sydney. 
Telephone (02) 29 6330 



So what can you do with CP/M? Well, 
to be honest, as it stands now, very lit- 
tle. The cost of adding the necessary 
hardware and software has recently in- 
creased to around $140. Even if good 
business packages become available, 
6510 programs would still be cheaper 
and more efficient. 

All in all, CP/M appears to be an ex- 
pensive addition for what it can do. In- 
cluding a version of MBASIC would 
have been nice, and compatibility with 
existing software is a must. In the mean- 
time mine will sit on the shelf and collect 
dust. 

Cassette Improvements 
The latest batch of cassette players is 

now well-shielded from the interference 
caused by TVs, disk drives and other 
nasties. For owners still experiencing 
bad loads, the problem definitely exists, 
so keep your Datasettes as far away 
from the above-mentioned devices as 
possible (in fact, away from anything 
producing a strong magnetic field). 

By the way, normal audio cassettes 
are exactly the same as those used by 
manufacturers and computer buffs 
worldwide, so don’t go spending lots of 
dollars on so-called ‘computer verified 
cassettes’. 

The main problem which occurs is 
due to the existence of a leader on most 
normal cassettes. The long beep which 
is recorded by the Commodore at the 
start of a program is often lost on those 
first few centimetres of tape, thus caus- 
ing bad loads. Therefore when using 
normal cassettes be sure to wind the 
tape past this section first. 

Several brands of ‘leaderiess’ casset- 
tes also employ an equally nasty cause 
of errors. Often a magnetic leader is 
used, which appears to be normal tape. 
Where the leader and tape are spliced 
a slight drop-out occurs that may be 
enough to cause a bad load. 

More Software 
Imagineering has released several 

new games and business applications 
on disk for the C64, including ‘David’s 
Midnight Magic’, ‘Snakebite’ and a 
spreadsheet called Omnicalc. All should 
be readily available in the next few 
weeks. 

Also watch for new releases from Ozi 
Soft of around twenty new programs for 
both the VIC-20 and C64. Amongst the 
Australian programs is a great version of 
Pacman on the standard VIC-20 called 
‘Macpan'! 

Macpan is written in full machine code 
and has brilliant sounds and qraphica for 
a standard VIC-20. You may choose 
from eight speed levels, ranging from 
very slow to extremely fast. 

Basically it's a full version of an old 
arcade favourite. How the author did it 
on a standard VIC-20 shall romain a 
mystery, but at $19.95, Macpan should 
be very popular. 

By the same author is an entirely He 
inal game called Cops and Hobbere. In 
this game it’s your turn to play the bad. 
die, in a raid’ on the Acme Diamond 
Company. 

Your mission is to colloct the dla 
monds scattered throughout the five: 
level building and return them to your 
car — but the boys in blue we on your 
tail and you only have a limited supply 
of bullets. 

Cops and Robbers is very nddiative 
| had to literally remove suveral yuya 
from my VIC-20 to get a go at it mynell 
Top points in all areas, retailing tor 
$19.95. 

G-Pascal 
Thanks to the efforts of Qarmbit 

Games, the wait for another high level 
language for the Commodore (4 Ins over. 
Officially released earlier this month, @- 
Pascal should now be available from 
most dealers for around $79.9! 

The language is a self-contuinad Mas 
cal subset with 76 extensions to support 
graphics, sound and othor featiuten 
unique to the 64. 

Each package comes complete with 
an extensive 80-page maniuil, several 
demo programs and the G Mutual conn 
piler on either disk or cassetto 

A brief look at the manual provides a 
good indication of G-Pascal. potential, 
with full commands for fevtturon threat 

| 
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would otherwise require an expert pro- 
gram in full machine code. 

Incidentally, one of the most interest- 
ing features is that G-Pascal is a totally 
Australian-designed and written product. 
Having recently seen some of the latest 
US and British software | believe G-Pas- 
cal will rank very highly among overseas 
material. 

For those of you interested in the 
specs, G-Pascal compiles over 6000 
lines per minute, includes a built-in text 
editor with search and replace facilities, 
las various debugging aids and sup- 
ports machine code subroutines. 

Ihe following standard Pascal con- 
atructs are allowed: PROCEDURE, 
FUNCTION, WHILE, DO, REPEAT, 
UNTIL, FOR, IF, THEN, ELSE, CASE, 
HE GIN, END, READ, WRITE, 
WHITELN, VAR, CONST, INTEGER, 
CHAR and ARRAY. 
Commands such as. VOICE, JOYS- 

NICK, SCROLL, GRAPHICS and 
HPHITE are among the 76 extensions 
which will be of interest to most users, 
eampocially arcade game programmers. 

Overall | think G-Pascal fills a big gap 
and may possibly even be worth consid- 
erit) as a substitute for Simon’s BASIC. 
The system is very easy to use as some 
Qperiutions are entirely menu driven. 

Qunerally speaking, it is relatively 
Oraah proof, with thorough idiot error 
aheacking and very fast disk operations. 

Hy next month | may have made a lit- 
tla toro progress learning Pascal (one 
Night wasn't quite enough), so I'll let you 
know how G-Pascal rates in the proving 
(tleales 

lhornt forget Sydcom 64 (Sydney C64 
\Iners Ciroup) meets on ‘he first Tues- 
May of oach month in the city. Write to 
Nydeon 64, P.O. Box 173, Miller 2168. 

| im 
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RECENTLY there was a request for a 
way to convert Integer BASIC programs 
to Applesoft. | received a letter from 
Simon Walmsley and Richard Bennett, 
both from Pymble in NSW. 

Simon and Richard wrote, “The prob- 
lem in converting lies essentially in load- 
ing the Integer program into Applesoft 
so that it can be changed, and there are 
two ways in which this can be done. The 
first comprises changing the file type 
flag on track 11 from the: 

| — Unlocked Integer File (1H), or 
I* — Locked Integer File (81H) 

to 
A — Unlocked Applesoft File (2H) or 
A* — Locked Applesoft File (82H) 

thus enabling the program to be loaded 
into Applesoft. (You will need a program 
like Disk Fixer, or Bag of Tricks’ Zap 
program.) 

Unfortunately, conflicting BASIC token 
values exist between the two languages, 
for example: 

In Integer the token for END is 51H 
In Applesoft thie token for END is 80H 

Lofhlorien 
offware 
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There would be no problem loading 
the program in, but the tokens would be 
different, so that when the program was 
LISTed, every END that was in the In- 
teger program would become a Q. In the 
same way every token would become 
either another keyword, ASCII value or 
letter. Therefore it is necessary either to 
write a machine language routine that 
converts all the tokens to those of 
Applesoft, or find an alternative method 
of LOADing the program without loss of 
keywords. The latter can be done simply 
by: 

1. LOADing and RUNning a program 
called Integer (26 sectors long and 
available from any Apple Users’ Group), 
and then LOADing the program to be 
converted. 

2. Then add these lines to the begin- 
ning of the program: 

1 DIM N$(35): NS = “NAME OF 
PROGRAM TO BE CONVERTED” + 
“A” 

2 D$ = CHR$(4) (N.B. Integer does 
not accept CHR$ so enter “Control d” 
- that is, press control and d key within 
quotation marks.) 

3 PRINT D$; “OPEN” , N$ : PRINT 
D$ ; “WRITE”, N$ : LIST : PRINT D$; 
“CLOSE” , D$ : END 

3. RUN the program, thus creating the 
textfile of the program. 

4. Reboot the disk with Applesoft, and 
EXEC the Textfile. 

5. Delete lines 1, 2 + 3. 

6. Change all non-compatible syntax 
to Applesoft. Most are easily done but 
Integer does not use graphics com- 
mands (HGR HGR@ and so on), but in- 
stead uses CALLS POKES and the like. 
In the Autostart ROM with Applesoft, 
these locations are different, so here are 
the conversions. 

i-3. 5-7 

0,3-4,7 
0,3-4,7 

0-2,4-6 

1-3,5-7 

0,3-4,7 

0,2-4,7 

0-2, 4-6 No Ul @ Ollie © 

Simon and Richard did not give 
examples of the differences in BASIC so 
| have included a list of the differences 
between the two. This list is not com- 
plete but it will be a good starting point. 

IF Statements a 
Integer: 

10 IF Y THEN 100 : GOTO1000 
Applesoft: 
10 IF Y THEN 100 
20 GOTO 1000 
In Integer, if the statement is false 

then the program reads the next state- 
ment after the colon. Applesoft causes 
the program to jump to the next line. 

Random Numbers 
Integer: 10 Y = RND(6) 
Applesoft: 10 Y = 6 * RND(1) 

Input Statements 
Integer: 10 INPUT “YOUR NAME”, A$ 
Applesoft! 10 INPUT “YOUR 

NAME”:A$ 
Integer uses a comma, Applesoft 

uses a semi-colon. 

Not Equal 
Integer: 10 IF X#Y THEN 100 
Applesoft: 10 IF X <> Y THEN 100 

Tab 
Change TAB in Integer to HTAB in 

Applesoft. 

DIM 
Integer: DIM A$(15) means one string 

15 characters long. 
Applesoft: DIM A$(15) means 15 

strings of any length (max. 255 char- 
acters) 

Home Accountant 
A second letter I’ve had for some time 

is from Jim Sloane from Toowoomba in 
Queensland. Jim writes that he has had 
trouble with the Home Accountant pro- 
gram and the Epson printer with 
Epson’s interface card. He says “... | 
have had trouble getting the Epson to 
tab properly, using several pieces of 
software. When in a state of complete 
frustration with the thing | happened to 
try ‘CHR§(0)’ as one of the printer com- 
mands, and guess what, it worked!” Jim 
enclosed a copy of a program which is 
used as a preboot to the Home Accoun- 
tant. 

| Know of a few people who have ex- 
perienced the same problem as Jim with 
the Home Accountant and the Epson, so 
| was extremely happy to receive Jim’s 
fix. Regrettably | lost (misfiled) his letter 
until now! It would be interesting if this 
fix could be used to solve the problems 
the Epson interface has with DB Master. 

Rather than print the whole program, 
which would involve some considerable 
retyping by my two overworked fingers, 



| have extracted the two magic lines 
(which Jim was kind enough to identify 
for me in his covering letter). These are: 

PRINT CHR§(0) 
POKE 1657,80 
These should work if you turn on the 

printer, then send them direct to the 
printer by first activating it (PR#1 if in 
slot 1), then typing in the above com- 
mands directly from the keyboard. Then 
activate the disk drive (PR#6) which 
has the Home Accountant disk in it. 

Colour Graphics 
In Black And White 
Whilst reading some old magazines | 

came across an interesting titbit in 
‘Apple Orchard’ by Tom Jacobsen. The 
article discussed the problems _ of 
graphics programs which are written in 
colour and then run on black and white 
monitors. 
Tom found that some colour combina- 

tions are indistinguishable when run on 
a monochrome screen. He produced the 
table below as a guide for programmers 

to use to assist them. With Apple pack- 
aging its systems with the Apple Ill or 
Apple !! monitors, the need to write 
graphics programs that can be distin- 
guished on monochrome displays is 
even greater now. 

CHANGE TO 

CALL CALL 
b2446 62450 
-30B89 -~Z085 
b2449 62451 
-3086 -2084 
b2445 62449 
-3090 -3086 
62476 62481 
-3059 -2054 
2546 &2550 
-2989 -2985 
62767 62777 
-2768 -2758 " 

The Plot Doubles 
Apple has now started to supply more 

e No installatio 

e Simple 

of the accessories the average Apple 
user needs for his or her system. 
Examples of this are the two monitors, 
the DMP (dot matrix printer), and the 
LQP (letter-quality printer). The quality 
of the printers is exceptional. 

However, Apple is not stopping here; 
there are more new products to en- 
hance the capabilities of your Apple. 
When | can | will advise you of these, 
but the prototypes | saw are of good 
quality and will be in great demand. () 

n costs. 
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WHEN THE IBM Personal Computer XT 
was released back in March ‘83, IBM 
said that while the PC1 and XT were 
aimed at the same market, they ex- 
pected the XT would erode the PC1’s 
market share. Obviously, with 10 
Mbytes of hard disk, the XT was aimed 
at those users with higher storage re- 
quirements. It seems that, as for the 
PC1, IBM totally underestimated the 
market for the XT. 

In the US there is at least a six-week 
wait for the delivery of an XT, and the 
situation is not any better in Australia. 
Even with cash in hand it is difficult to 
get hold of an XT. 

PC1 Expansion Units 
By the time you read this, it may be 

possible to get hold of IBM’s Expansion 
Unit for the PC1. Of course you pay 
more for this way of turning a PC1 into 
an XT equivalent. How much more? 
Well, consider a PC1 and an XT, without 
peripherals, but expanded to a useful 
configuration: 

PC with 64K memory, 360K diskette 
drive: $3429 

Expansion Unit PC1: $5325 
AST Research MegaPlus 256K mem- 

ory, calendar/clock, two serial ports, one 
parallel port: $700 

Total: $9454 

XT with 128K memory, one serial 
port, 360K diskette drive, 10 Mb hard 
disk: $7892 

Additional 128K memory: $200 
Total: $8092 

So the figures show you will pay 
$1362 more, and that is after using 
careful purchasing options to obtain a 
‘discount’. (See September ‘83 column 
for more details about the AST Re- 
search Megaplus.) 

Note that | do not advocate paying 
IBM’s price of $502 for 128K of addi- 
tional memory. The eighteen 64K chips 
required can be purchased for $7 to $8 
each, sO you can purchase and install 
the chips yourself, or there is more than 
one dealer around who will supply and 
install them for about $200. 

An Australian XT Alternative 
Col Davis and the staff at CPU Com- 

puter Centre, Clayfield, Brisbane, have 
developed an eXTended Australian Ver- 
sion of the PC1 called the PC Plus-10. 
The product specifications are: 

1. Standard PC system board (64K 
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RAM, floppy disk controller) 
2. Slimline 360K floppy disk drive 

(drive A, 100 per cent IBM-compatible) 
3. 10M internal Winchester disk drive 

(100 per cent IBM software-compatible) 
4. Multi-function board with additional 

64K RAM, asynchronous comms. adap- 
ter, parallel! printer port, real-time clock/ 
calendar, Winchester host adaptor (all 
100 per cent IBM software-compatible) 

5. Xebec Winchester controller 
mounted above haif-height floppy. 

6. Replacement power supply. 
The PC Plus-10 does not function 

with option 3 of the IBM Diagnostics Dis- 
kette. Apart from this, Col Davis assures 
me that the PC Plus-10 functions and 
operates exactly as an IBM-XT. All DOS 
2.0 commands relating to the Winches- 
ter drive operate as on the IBM-XT. All 
IBM-XT software will operate without 
modification. 

Besides the diagnostic incompatibility, 
the only functional difference between 
the PC Plus-10 and an IBM-XT is that 
the XT has eight expansion slots while 
the PC Plus-10 has only five. 

The PC Plus-10 has been demon- 
strated to IBM’s PC Group in Sydney, 
and will only be sold via IBM dealers. A 
twelve-month warranty is given on the 
complete system, and the recom- 
mended retail price is the same as for 
the IBM-XT. 

PC1 or XT? 
People have often asked for my ad- 

vice on how to decide between buying 
a PC1 or an XT. An important part of 
the decision has to be the price differ- 
ence. 

The price difference between a 
reasonably configured PC1 and the XT 
is $3142 (take out the expansion unit 
from the figures presented earlier, and 
add a second 360K diskette drive). Of 
course it is possible to find other ways 
to add on hard disks to PC1s and save 
on this; however, to do so one must 
walk a very careful path. CPU Computer 
Centre’s add-on hard disk implementa- 
tion is the only one | have seen which 
offers full functional and operational 
compatibility. 

Obviously there are applications 
which demand the availability of a hard 
disk. Some require the extra storage 
Capacity, others the fast transfer rates, 
and of course there are always applica- 
tions which need both. For all these 
applications, either you can justify the 

additional expenditure or you can't. 
But what about applications which 

could run on a PC1? Assuming the extra 
money could be raised, should the XT 
still be considered? The problem is now 
a little more difficult. 

| see two main factors that should be 
considered, and the first is convenience. 
The storage capacity of the hard disk 
makes it possible to have all your pro- 
grams, data and utilities available all the 
time — no more shuffling of floppy disks. 
Many first-time users, especially those 
buying the system for business use, are 
not prepared to put up with managing a 
collection of floppy disks. 

The second factor is the provision of 
an expansion path. The computer sys- 
tem installed that doesn't require an up- 
grade to expand capacity after one to 
two years is rare. People always seem 
to underestimate their requirements. 

With personal computers this seems 
to be even more of a problem. While the 
system may be purchased to perform 
one application, once the system is run- 
ning other applications are always 
found. It costs $5325 to add the expan- 
sion unit to an existing PC1, which pro- 
vides a system with a second floppy 
disk drive now hardly used, but for 
which $821 was paid. (| assume there 
would be very few PCis sold with only 
one diskette drive.) 

If the extra money is available, there- 
fore, | would usually recommend that an 
XT be purchased. In most cases it 
means spending an extra $3150 initially 
to save $3000 in a year’s time. 

Unprotecting BASIC Programs 
There are three options available 

when using the SAVE command to store 
a BASIC program. By default the pro- 
gram will be saved in a compressed bi- 
nary (tokenised) format. By specifying 
the ‘A’ option the program is saved in 
ASCII format, which requires more 
space. The ‘P’ option saves the program 
in an encoded binary format. When the 
program is later run (or loaded), any 
attempt to LIST or EDIT it will fail. 
There are obvious reasons why you 

would want to protect a program, and 
equally obvious reasons why you may 
wish later to unprotect it. Fortunately 
someone in the USA has found the solu- 
tion, and made it generally available via 
user groups and bulletin board systems. 
The procedure is as follows: 

1. Load BASIC or BASICA 



2. Type BSAVE “LIST”,1124,1 
3. Load the program you wish to list, 

save, or edit. 
4. Type BLOAD “LIST”’,1124 
5. Now list the formerly protected pro- 

gram. 
The first two steps will create a new 

program file called ‘LIST’; you can use 
any other name you prefer. The pro- 
gram can be transferred onto other 
disks or simply recreated on each. 

Many of the less expensive software 
packages are BASIC programs saved 
using the ‘P’ option. By unprotecting 
them | have been able to fix problems 
and add enhancements. More than one 
package combined source protection 
with a disk copy protection mechanism. 
Using this tip it is possible to insert 
statements to branch around the protec- 
tion code, thus allowing back-up copies 
to be made, and the programs to be 
used on DOS 2.0 formatted diskettes 
and hard disks. 

Fighting Against Software 
Protection 

| believe too much is made of the soft- 
ware piracy problem; many software 
companies are spending too much time 
and money trying to defend themselves 
against pirates. They reduce, if not ruin, 
the usefulness of their products with 
locked disks, unlistable programs, sec- 
ret source code, codes in ROM chips, 
and so forth. 

These devices have made many pro- 
grams inefficient and costly to produce 
and support. We the buyers are greatly 
taxed because we cannot make modifi- 
cations or back-up copies of the pro- 
grams we have purchased. Often we 
are inconvenienced by added expenses 
for back-ups and future modifications. 

Instead of paying each supplier for a 
back-up copy, | advise you to purchase 

a program such as Copy Il PC. This is 
an IBM disk copy program from Central 
Point Software, which can be used to 
back-up many ‘protected’ programs. Un- 
fortunately Copy I! PC will not copy the 
Lotus 1-2-3 Release 1A system disk, but 
I'm sure there will eventually be a way 
around that. 

Let me make it quite clear that | do 
not advocate software piracy. You 
should think twice before accepting sto- 
len software from friends; the result of 
illegal copying is more expense and less 
convenience for everyone. 
The sale of software is just that — the 

sale of programs, listings, source code, 
and back-up capability — a complote 
sale. Currently we are forced to buy n 
disguised lease. For the monoy wo 
spend we are entitled to software which 
is as useful as possible. If you aro not 
satisfied with a program, write and toll 
the author or publisher the nature of the 
problem, and even suggest possible sol- 
utions. You may be pleasantly surprised 
as to how effective this can be. 

The User-Supported Software 
Concept 
A company called The Headlands 

Press, Inc. has started up an experiment 
in distributing computer programs called 
the Freeware user-supported concept, 
based on three principles: 

1. That value and utility of software is 
best assessed by the user on his/hor 
own system. 

2. That the creation of personal com. 
puter software can and should be sup- 
ported by the computing community. 

3. That copying of programs should 
be encouraged, rather than restricted. 

The user-supported concept allows 
anyone to request a copy of a user-sup- 
ported program by sending a blank, for- 
matted disk to the author of the pro. 
gram, with an addressed, postage-paid 
return envelope. A copy of the program, 
with documentation, is then sent by re- 
turn mail. The program carries a notico 
suggesting a contribution to the pro- 
gram’s author. Making a contribution is 
completely voluntary on the part of each 
user. 

Regardless of whether a contribution 
is made, the user is encouraged to copy 
and share the program with others. Pay- 
ment for use is discretionary on the part 
of each subsequent user. 
Up to now, distribution of software has 

relied either on restricting access (and 
charging the cost for doing so), or 
anonymously casting programs into the 
public domain. The user-supported con- 
cept might — just might — be a way for 
the computing community to support 
and encourage creative work outside 
the traditional marketplace. 

This is an experiment in economics 
more than altruism. Free distribution of 
software and voluntary payment for its 
use eliminate the need for money to be 
spent on marketing, advertising, and 
copy protection schemes. Users obtain 
quality software at reduced cost, while 
still supporting program authors. They 

can try it out before buying, and do so 
al their own pace and in the comfort of 
their own home or office. And the most 
\iseful programs will survive, based 
puitaly on their quality and usefulness. 

All software authors are invited to par- 
tlalpate in this distribution concept. The 
Headland Press Inc. is publishing a 
Freeware Catalog of user-supported 
aottware by program authors who 
are willing to make their work available 
on a freo, non-restricted basis. 

The experiment has been running for 
about # year now, and appears to be 
working Freeware user-supported soft- 
wale is available via the authors, user 
groups, and remote bulletin board sys- 
lemma To my knowledge all the software 
currently available is designed to run on 
the IKM Personal Computer, but no 
doubt othors will take up the offer. 

Ihe Freeware user-supported pro- 
grame | have obtained are: 

PC-TAIK: a communication program. 
PC FIl€ a database manager pro- 

gram. 
CROSSREF: cross-reference utility. 
MONITOR: screen-user interface util- 

ity. 
FXPLIST: oxpanded lister utility. 
All these programs’ are well 

dogumented, and some compare 
favourably with $200-plus packages 
nvailable via rotail stores. = - 

Other Free Software For The PC 
Ihe New York Amateur Computer 

Club) (NYACC), which previously pub- 
listed! catalogues of CPMUG and SIG/M 
librariaw, now also distributes the PC/ 
ESluve Weer Group Library. 

Ihe primary source of programs for 
the library la material extracted from the 
CPMUQ and SIG/M libraries, some of 
which atill requires conversion to be 
uneful under PC-DOS or MS-DOS. Of 
the 26 diakattas | have obtained, eleven 
contain utilities: and games which are 
Immediately usable under PC-DOS. The 
Freeware programs came from disket- 
tas. The volumes are on 13 cm single- 
sided diaka There are no plans to sup- 
pon CP/M-86. 

By the time you read this | hope to 
have made arrangements for these 
disks to be distributed in Australia. | will 
louve a notice on the MiCC Bulletin 
Board when details are finalised, and a 
full announcement will be included in my 
noxt column (Your Computer, January 
1984) 
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SOFTWARE FOR SINCLAIRS 
An impressive and growing range of software for 

ZX SPECTRUM, exclusively developed and 
marketed in Australia by Gloster Software, now 
joins the famous ZX81 range. Marketed under 

licence in the UK and elsewhere, the software has 
already received high critical acclaim overseas. 
®@ Our famous “ADVENTURE IN TIME” has been expanded 

and upgraded to three linked programs for 48K ZX 
SPECTRUM. 

@ We have an impressive TEXT PROCESSOR also for 48K 
plus standard ZX printer, which will allow up to 88 
characters per line (sideways) with right margin 
validation, professional line spacing options (including 
space-and-a-half),word search, full editing, programable 
text keys, text manipulation saving and merging, and 
many other features. Described in a UK magazine review 
as “almost too good for the Sinclair hardware”. 

@ Naturally we havea pack to allow ZX81 programs to LOAD 
straight into ZX SPECTRUM (no hardware), just as we have 
the ZX80-to-ZX81 loader. 

M@ Two graphic tool kits, including the revolutionary 
“SPECTRUM SPRITES” software—UDs of any size or 
shape, any number living in string variables, can be 
placed on screen with pixel accuracy and be moved or 
re-moved without disturbing original screen contents. 
Many other features makes this one arguably the most 
significant contribution to spectrum graphics to date! 

Why not send an SAE for a free ZX81 or ZX 
SPECTRUM catalogue? 

All cassettes feature duplicated “compatible 
loading” signals, and pay later/money back 

options apply. 

GLOSTER SOFTWARE GPO BOX 5460cc MELBOURNE 3001 

; Se, : Se | 

= 5 \“DREAMCARDS 
eg SOFTWARE SCORCHER 

Our new volume-production equipment has sizzled our 
software prices. Get yours while it’s hot!!! 
MERLIN: We reckon that this is the best adventure you'll 
find! Totally original and completely variable, your task 
is to find the magic sword and save the kingdom. If they 
will let you! Detailed book allows conversion to any 
Level II Basic. 32K. Book $20.00 (was $35), optional extra 
MicroBee cassette $5.00. 
PSYCHOTEC: The brilliant computer psychiatrist that 
makes “Eliza” look stupid. Learn all about artificial 
intelligence and how it works - in fact ‘talk’ to your 
computer! Book ,with conversion details - 16K - $10.00 
(was $20), optional MicroBee cassette $5.00 extra. 
THE CHEAPIE: Hate the name, love the price! Have fun 
playing ‘Battleship’ against the computer (2 skill levels) 
or learn and have fun atthe same time with ‘Hangman’ 
(and create your own word tables too!) Both programs 
are 16K and feature great graphics. MicroBee cassette 
only (no listing or book) - $15.00. Optional extra 32K 
Hangman - Add $2.50. | 
DISASSEMBLER: Another one? But this is in Basic so 
you Can see how it works and features labels and 
protection of data areas (no-one else has these!) Makes 
understanding Z80 a breeze. 16K (label option needs 32K). 
Cassette and instructions - $15.00. 

Add $1.00 per Program P & P to *Dreamcards’”’, 
8 Highland Court, Eltham North 3095 Vic. 
(mail order only). 

wm =DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Written any good software? Top rates paid. 

Computer-club librarians and other copiers 

welcomehere be warned - we sue! 
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SOFTWARE AUTHORS! 
for the MicroBee Computer 

MYTEK Computing is looking for new authors to 
join its international team of programmers for the 
MicroBee. If you have a product for the MicroBee 
market, let us show you the advantages of working 
with our team of design, production and distribu- 
tion specialists. 

Call or write, or send us a machine readable copy 
of your work for prompt review under strictest 
confidence. 

MYTEK Computing is the world’s leading indepen- 
dent producer of software for the MicroBee. 

Led mviEc........ 

SEE US NOW!! 
FOR 

COMPUTER 
BOOKS 

e RANGE 
Biggest in Australia. Always in stock — from 
Robotics to Sinclairs. 

@ QUALITY 
Good service, trained staff, best titles we can find 
on every subject. 

e PRICE 
10% Discount to members 
in November & December. 

© AVAILABILITY 
Check us out now at your nearest branch. 
1. Sydney Technical Branch, 831 George St., 

Railway Square, Sydney. Ph: 211-0561. 
2. Bay St., Broadway (Nr. Grace Bros.) Open 

. Saturday mornings. Ph: 212-2211. 
3. “University of NSW on campus. Ph: 663-4024. 
4. Institute of Technology, Broadway. 

Ph: 212-3078. 
ALSO AT: Macquarie University, Ph: 888-6523. 
sydney University, Ph: 692-3705; And at ANU 
Canberra, Armidale, Wagga, Wollongong, 
Newcastle, Bathurst, etc. yYISIT US NOW! 



THIS GREAT POSTER/CALENDAR 
oe = —— as — : : (Normally $3.00) 

| When you subscribe to 
f your computer magazine 

lf you liked our futuristic June issue 
cover, you'll /jove this 1984 calendar, 
a 55 by 43 cm blow-up of that mag- 
nificent cover art. And it’s yours free 
with a normal subscription to 
Australia’s top-selling © computer 
magazine (ABC Audited Sales). 

Keep right on top of the micro scene 
- with the all-Australian (read al/ rele- 

i vant) magazine that is the most re- 
ws aerce in ne country. 

Get a magazine binder and a sticker 
— “Profanity Is The One Language All 
Programmers Know Best” - in a sub- 
scription package deal that saves you 
Pema ee ds 

‘pws 
Get free membership of the Mi- 
Computer Club when you subscribe. 
Join almost 4000 members Australia- 
wide who enjoy special club prices on 
diskettes, folders, books and soft- 
ware; a monthly newsletter; problem 
help; and more. "plus: 

(plus 
Club members can join the MiCC Bul- 
letin Board for a one-time fee of only 
$20. The board includes a mail sys- 
tem, notice board, advertiSing board 
and — as of this month — the availabil- 
ity of many programs from the pages 
of Your Computer, ready for down- 
loading. 

your computer 140 JOYNTON AVE. (P.O. BOX 21) WATERLOO 2017. PH:(02) 662-8888 

1 year subscription {2 year subscription 

{° MICC RENEWAL (Member No. ) Special Offer: 
Free poster, club membership, subscription, magazine binder and sticker 

YC RENEWAL Subscription only, plus free poster and club membership 

(] NEW SUBSCRIPTION Bulletin Board joining fee (A one-time charge — no connect fees) — add $20 

HERE IS MY APPLICATION FOR ONE YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO YOUR COMPUTER MAGAZINE. | UNDERSTAND THIS ALSO ENTITLES ME 
40 BECOME A FREE MI-COMPUTER CLUB MEMBER AND TO PARTICIPATE IN ALL THE CLUB HAS TO OFFER. 

Pr Mrs/MISS MS .....0....0.cccccc ccc ccc cc cc ccc cce ees e bce b bbe b bbb bb bbb bb bb bbb bbbe eters: POSS he Sa sie Soest icra rides ate teate: Seatac dengateM emcees dees ict ioe Postcode.............. 

POC racers ert tetas (6) Please charge Bankcard No fase LT] [LT 1) 2S eee Exp. Date..../...Z..... | (0 eee ee eer pre ters 
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NEW RAMAX 32K MEMORY 
EXPANSION MODULE FOR VIC-20 
32 K is the VIC-20 maximum memory, this will allow you to use more powerful programmes for: 
Education, Mailing lists, Business applications, Entertainment. 

@ It's like putting all other 
expansion modules into just 
ONEtan, 

ee 

ee 

aoe 

: ~~ @e 
® Totally self-contained—no 

external power source 
PEQUIPED ag, 

ey = 

of ® 

@ Memory allocations are fully 
Switchable, | 

® A convenient cored ) 
reset SWItch, WItNOUL, ofan 
power on/offasss""" 

hi 

8 

@ Fuse protected for your 
security 

i 
@ High reliability gold plated 

connectors 

GUARANTEE 
6 months parts and labour complete guarantee 
For your own security we offer you also a 10 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE 

SPECIFICATIONS AND EXTRAS 
*Add's up to 27K bytes of additional ram to the standard Vic 
20's internal ram. 
“Built in switch allows user selection of any combination of 5 
areas of RAM memory 
BLK 1 (8K:ADR 8192-16383 
BLK 2 (8K:ADR 16383-2457 
BLK 3 (8K:ADR 24576-32767 
BLK 5 (ADR 40960-49152, Allows/disallows 8K ROM 
ae 
AM (3K: ADR 1024-4085) 

SAVE 
wi, 

wr 
« 

* we @, : 
ee ° ty i is 

. Boot 
aig ad pee 

we v6 Es top! i ee ' 

. ile 
FS ais - Wes hy a, i 

Wee : ‘eet a 

¢ er ee ee: 
we we: 2 *e eet Roe 

: « 5 Ss 
° . 7 *. 4 wedly: 

a Sa : " 
" ws io e “ a, : ve 

ee @e eee ay x 

ee ‘ea! § . 
¥ ~ é 

te 

se +e t 

M@ Two expansion ports allow 
other cartridges or devices 
designed for the Vic 
expansion port 

ONLY $249 
Including Postage and Handling 

TRADE INQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

%e 
% 

@ The latest from the U.S.A. 
Now available in Australia 

Save $’'s $’s $'s Don't pay around $450 for a 
mixture of plug in boards, just use one 

Please Note: Many Vic-20 cartridges and programs require 
certain configurations of the memory with RAMAX you have 
switches that turn on and turn off portions of the memory to 
provide the correct area of memory—all without plugging or 
unplugging. It's so easy. 

COMPUTER EXTRA 

Shop 13, Westfield Shoppingtown, Airport West, Vic., 3042. 
| Please send............... (num en] 
find enclosed a cheque for $...........cee 
or debit my bankcard: 
nee 
ADDRESS sicciercstnctieal ty Gistcundpnioet iin tect emia a eteatete es 

SIGNATURE cszce ive tannicssimesmasiaasenmennctaaditileotases sustnnoncuhetemieaGatantaag 
HX BANK CARD NO. wucccscessseeeeses Expiry Date............. 



your fihi{] 114 computer 
——— mm By Steve Townsend ———_ 

HERE’S A SIMPLE way of modifying 
WordStar so you can make use of your 
printer's fancy features like shadow 
print, expanded print, superscript and so 
on. 

Printers need to receive certain codes 
before they will switch to their special 
printing modes. Many printers use ‘es- 
Cape codes’; that is, the computer sends 
the ESC character followed by some 
other character(s). Wordstar can’t be ex- 
pected to know which codes your par- 
ticular printer requires. 

However, these codes can be embecd- 
ded in your text by modifying WordStar 
with the INSTALL program provided on 
your CP/M utilities disk. 

So, let’s assume that: (1) your printer 
uses escape codes, (2) it works all right 
in its standard printing mode, (3) it isn’t 
one of the printers already catered for 
in the INSTALL program (Diablo, Qume 
and so on). 

This method was devised for a C.ltoh 
F10, but it is applicable to any printer 
using escape codes. What it does is 
‘wrap’ the ESC character in the user 
print control character, Q. This allows 
you to embed the ESC character fol- 
lowed by the code character(s) in your 
WordStar text. 

First, have a look at Appendix A in 
your Osborne manual, which tells you 
how to use the INSTALL program to 
modify WordStar. It’s pretty heavy stuff 
but you don’t need to learn it all. Just 
read enough to learn how to get the IN- 
STALL program started on your 
WordStar disk. Make sure you do this 
on a back-up copy. 

The following is an abbreviated list of 
the questions INSTALL will ask you. The 
characters in bold should be your re- 
sponse. 

First time INSTALL? N 
Option? B 
Filename? B:WS.COM 
Filename for saving? B:WS.COM 
Terminal menu option? U 
Sure? Y 
Printer Option? U 
Sure? Y 
Protocol option? U 
Sure? Y 
Driver option? U 
Sure? Y 
Modifications now complete? N 
Location? USR1:<return> 
New Address? 1<return> 

Location to be changed? <return - 
Value of new address? 1B<return 

Another location? O0<return> 

OK? Y 

That's it. Your WordStar program will 
now send an escape chitacter 
whenever it sees a FQ. To embod thin 
in your text you enter PT Q. (In the 
same way 7 P tD embeds a { 1) tn the 
text.) 
Suppose your printer needs to yet 

‘ESC L16’ before it will switch itself to 
double line spacing. You simply onter 
* P t QL16 wherever you want it in your 
text. Likewise shadow printing mijht 
need a 7 Pf QW to start it up and a 
t P t Q& to switch it off. 

Special Points 
Some printers won't recognise thes 

special feature codes while in bi cre. 
tional printing mode. Switch to single ali 
rection printing before you try therm «ut 
for the first time. 

You will sometimes run into trouble if 
you nest some print controls in amor 
others. That is, you can’t always gat am 
underline with a shadow print. 

If your printer specifies an upper cine 
character as the code, make sure you 
don't embed a lower-case character 

Many of the WordStar print control 
characters will work normally; tor 
example PTD, TPS, will usually 
carry out their normal functions of dow 
ble printing and underlining since thoy 
aren't dependent on the characteri:.th 
of the printer. 

Two Drawbacks 
This method has two drawbacks. fo 

a start, you have to use more koyn 
trokes. For example, instead of entorin) 
*PTV to start a subscript, you are 
going to have to enter ¢ P 7 QD (if 1D In 
your printer's code letter). | don't find 
this a problem. The only fancy feature 
| use frequently is shadow print, and I've 
automated that with control keys using 
the SETUP program. 

The other drawback is that instead of 
having ¢ V appearing in your text to in- 
dicate a subscript, you’re going to hava 
t QP. This can mess things up with jus: 
tification since WordStar makes allow: 
ance for only one character after tha 
‘ft’. (But don’t worry, you'll learn to cope 
with it. After all, this is a simple method 
of modifying WordStar.) 

APPLE” 100% 
COMPATIBLE 
PRODUCTS 

)) Trade Mark of Apple 

SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES 
Includes patent switch that 
allows recording on both 
biden of disk. 

$365 
BUY 2DRIVES $345 

(i months guarantee) 

And get the second drive for 
BI-ODOS Disk control card: $75 

AMBER HI-RES MONITORS 
80 Ml4, 1000 Lines Res 
Beat Buy in Australia. 
{le months guarantee) 
ONITOU STANDS oo. $30 

(WH Hi @wivel and hold any monitor) 

QOOLING FANS ooo eee $50 
HI@t ih ON ft RONT ON/OFF LIGHT 
Wile rirint tOoTAL SYSTEM CONTROL) 

POV VOM, 0 25 recent ae bin 8) nollie 4S) $35 
(MMIC Etat tNG AND ADJUSTABLE) 

PAINTER CARD occ $80 
(IME Gd c ANEE AND WILL RUN 
ANY FANMAIL IHINTER) 

WILE OMY CARD ocean $90 
(WA PIMA E ite thtoGRAM BACKUP) 

@PEEC HI SYNTHESISER 

CAND ccs eessecseestesees $65 
(UNE IMI tr) ven ABULARY COMPLETE 
Wilt at aren & (ISK) 

BRPAOM OAD occ tesesen $95 
(PIG IAM 8 742, 2716, 2708) 
PION CAN cesses $20 
(U0 NAME RY ott TE CHINICIANS DELIGHT) 

TBR RIAM OAD eee $75 
Alt Piet. INCLUDE SALES TAX AND 

( (HIKIER CHARGE. 

Pilih nec OolUMN, PAL, PRINTER. 

Mlae caaAriii it. PRINTER BUFFER, 8088 

ba HUN WM Of TWARE), CLOCK, 128K 
RE rtwoAttiy = & FUNCTION CARD, 

PRAM Fort wiutlltR TO PRINTER CARD. 
POWER stint :s CASES & KEYBOARDS. 
Pili BOOM THING, SPECIAL FOR ALL 

(UNE tit IUSINESS USERS? 

"PIMiti te. t00CK ON SOME ITEMS. 
All PRG Te. COVERED BY OUR 6 

Mioitii', GUARANTEE. 
ruW FRE © ATALOG SEND S.A. FOR 
(-ATAL¢Ma MEMINEHISHIP, IE (REC 12 
BRIER FR TAIING, UPDATE PRODUCT 

INPCIIMA Tit iti AND EXCLUSIVE 
INFOIRMAT ION HANGAINS (SEND $5 AND 
AIAG) MECFiVi OUR $10 DISCOUNT 

VENIGHER Font ANY FUTURE PURCHASE. 
QEVIVEH’. =F AST. NOC.O.D. 

PERARCINAI CHEQUES ACCEPTED, 
BANRUIARI) HANK CHEQUE AND MONEY 
OHDERA Mi IVE SHIPPING 
PAEFERENDE ALL) (OODS EXPRESSED 
VIA INT Altt 14 DAY MONEY BACK 
(UIARANTIEE “END ORDERS AND 

vit () TECHNOLOGY 
AR A WHOLESALERS OF 

VIDEO CG CMU H TECHNOLOGY 
PRODUCT Wh SUPPLY TECHNICAL 
HUPRORT ANI) ENGINEERING 
HACK UF FOR ALL tRODUCTS BUT 

DO NOT ORERATE A itt TAIL OUTLET. 

HANRU:ARI) CRE rt rte 

Naitie 

Ailiitwae 

Hontcode 

Hi ared Noe lap Date 

eT, 
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yf] COLOUR 
GIDDAY! | got sick of looking for a “Your 
Color Computer’ column, so | thought I'd 
write one instead. Each month (or 
whenever the editor lets me in) | hope 
to review a commercial program, pre- 
sent a short program and maybe talk a 
little about CoCo (what’s new and so 
on). So here it is, the all-singing, lemon- 
fresh Color Computer column. 

Review — Polaris 
‘Polaris’ is distributed by Tandy in the 

form of a ROMPAC. It is roughly based 
on the arcade game ‘Missile Command’, 
and the aim of the game is to protect 
your six islands from a continuous rain 
of enemy missiles. You defend your is- 
lands by exploding an anti-missile in the 
path of an oncoming missile. This is 
done by positioning your cross-hairs 
with the right joystick and firing a missile 
from one of your three submarines. The 
keys Z, X, C or <, >, / select which of 
the subs fires. 

Each submarine is equipped with nine 
anti-missiles at the beginning of a frame. 
If you run out . . . tough! There are also 
‘smart’ missiles which try to avoid your 
anti-missiles. Every 2000 points you re- 
ceive a bonus island. The game ends 
when you have lost all your islands. 

Polaris allows one or two players. In 
the two-player game, the players play 
alternate frames, defending their own is- 
lands. 

| have only one gripe with Polaris, and 
that is the lack of any form of high score. 
It would be nice to be able to play a 
couple of games and know what your 
highest score was. When you finish a 
game your hard-earned score just dis- 
appears in a puff of title page. 

The ROMPAC is accompanied by a 
booklet which explains the game in 
(too?) much detail. The graphics (equal 
to PMODE 3) and sound effects are ex- 
cellent. For $39.95 Polaris is a worth- 
while purchase, though how much the 
pretty packaging contributes to that cost 
is another question. 

Program — Turn!! 
TURN!!, although not very original, is 

short, fast and challenging (frustrating?). 
Listing 1 is a Color BASIC version while 
Listing 2 is for those with Extended 
BASIC. 
The game is very simple. You control 

a moving line which turns 90 degrees to 
the right every time you press a key. 
The line is not allowed to run over itself 
or off the screen; the game ends if either 
of these happens. You get one point 
every time you turn, and the trick is to 
cram in as many turns as possible. 

The POKE&HFFD7,0 (65495) makos 
CoCo run double speed. If your CoCo 
crashes then leave it out. Remombor to 
press RESET or POKE&HFFD60 
(65494) before trying to use the cassotto 
or a printer. 

The EXEC&HA956 (43350) forms the 
buzzing sound. POKE&H8C,0 (140) 
controls the pitch of the buzzing, while 
POKE&H8D,0 (141) and POKE&H8E,0 
(142) control the length of each click. In 
fact these locations are those used by 

Listing 1 

A CLS:GOTNO8S 

By T P Chen ——____________ 
the BASIC command SOUNDp,d, and 
&HA956 (43350) is the command’s 
routine in ROM. Listing 3 demonstrates 
some of the things that can be done with 
it. 

lf you have any problems with or 
questions about CoCo, send them to 
me: 

T P Chen 
6 Kooringa Crescent 
Mulgrave 3170, 

and I'll try to answer them. LJ 

1 ASRNDS SCLC RD BaAKIG+HI1S Yereu bile Melisa Th TSS POKE %, RB: POKEX+44m, Vs NEXT 
2 FOR Y=1 TO 30: RESET O72: RESEI any 
E142.9 

Aaa: Berl Xe Ys31:Qe1' 590 
EXECA S35: Kek+A Yee R i TF POINT! &. 

GoTO4 

PRINT"PRESS (53> TO START" 
IF INKEY#<>"5" THEND ELSE1 

®@ GOTO18 -H-WOBAHUA GD 

latina 2 

CLS: S€="CEG" GOTO? 

NNYK Dd — > , 

CLS: PRINT’ SCORE-"S:PRIHT"HIL4 OCR Te 

PMODE@,1'PCLS1: SCREEN, 1:POKEMHFIIY. @ Poker 

LINES 8@,6)~C 259,191). PRESET, BA -A Ne 2 Kee: Pele] fel: Sag: PLAY" LZSO4C03BAGFEDLL1 

CHIERKT POKFES495, 8: POKEL4Q, 20: POKE141,0:POK 

1 ald TREN? 
RESETS HY): TF INKE'S<¢>"" THENTeOA Hie @ Mel cee GOATig 

“oh THOR Hes 

Je POKERHED, 8: POKERHBE. 8 

3 EXECRHASSS MeN+R VEY +R TF PROT. 4 m—e TEM 6 
4 PRESETCX.YO'(IF INKEYS<>"" THEN Tem tie He] 
5 GOTOA 
6 PLAY"L3OCEGO4C" ‘CLS 'PRINT"SCORE- ": 
7 PRINT"PRESS ¢35> TO START" 
8 IF INKEY#<>"'5" THEN® ELSE 

Listing 3 

@ POKE6S494,.0 ’ .9 MHz CLOCK SPELL 
1 Fe140'E€¥EC4325¢0 
2 CLS'PRINT@Z63, "AND SAME TO YOu! !” 
EXEC : NEXT 

Seon PLAY S$: GOTOS 

PEPE pL taht LORE "HE IE SoH THEN Hes 

et Begs WIG FOR Hea TO 8 STEPS: POKEF, x: 

3 CLS: PRINTR269, "CAR COMING. Aedte 2 bez uli FOR “=A TO C STEP~2:POKEF, x: 
EXEC POKFF,.D: EXEC: HEXT 

~ 

4 CLS'PRINTR266, "AH, BEE!" GOSURH Rel ts Mela! PIKE I42.):FOR k=l TO 25@:POKEF,A'E 
MEC : POKEF. FE: EXEC! NEXT 
® CLS ' POKE6S493,6'Cald2: Bab Dec Fes Pek oC) Le, 60 F085 AC 1 SQ ACS 39 AL 3 el 

33: GOSUBS:' FOR K=9 TO 3:PRINTEO. "HIM roe erm tit POKE F,ACK >: EXEC: POKEC,D' NEXT: 
QeQ—-27 ‘NEXT! ASS Bel 3n: Ee2ea 
6 FOR ~=6 To E:POKEF,A'EMEC POE! ot) Peer OF Pwr Pike. OO: NEMT 
7 POKEG5494,0:STOP 
8 FOR T#l TO 500:NEXT: RETURH 

READER'S CARTOONS 

Ingenious Nevil! | don’t think anyone's ever bullt a 115 megabyte floppy disk. 
om ewe ome con « owe 
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Free readery clayyifieds: 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS: are for readers only, not commercial organisations. Classifieds of 20 
words or less accepted free of charge, for classifieds of more than 20 words the first 20 
words are free, then it’s 20 cents a word. 

Black and white prints may be included if suitable for publication, and will be charged for at 
$10 each photograph. 

More than one ad in one issue will be treated as a single and charged accordingly. 
COMMERCIAL RATE: Minimum 20 words, at 35 cents a word. Photographs $20 each. 
PRINT or type your ad clearly and legibly, double-spaced, and include separately your name, 
address and phone number for our records or checking purposes even if these details aren't 
all to be included in your ad. 
Send it to YOUR COMPUTER Readers’ Classifieds, PO Box 21, Waterloo, NSW 2017. 

Sinclair ZX81: Full-size keyboard with built- 
in repeat key, leads, manual, sell $250 ono. 
Burleigh Heads, Gold Coast (075) 35 6616. 

Kaypro User’s Group: Is now operating in 
Melbourne. Next meeting is Sunday 30th Oc- 
tober, 2 pm, at the Australian Council for 
Education Research, 9 Frederick St, Hawth- 
orn. All welcome. Newsletter available 
monthly for interstate users. Membership $20 
per year. All enquires to KUGVIC, P.O. Box 
159, Forest Hill 3131. 

Sell: 48K TRS80, one double-sided drive, 
$500 software. $1500 ono. Phone (03) 560 
6136. 
Must Sell: System 80, 16K, with Dick Smith 
B&W monitor. Software includes Tiny Pascal, 
Editor Assembler + , Typing Tutor, with many 
games and books. Good condition, no prob- 
lems. $500 ono. Phone Nick ah (050) 23 
3043. 
For Sale: Complete computer system. Exidy 
Sorcerer, 48K, green screen monitor, FDS 
double density 306K disk drive, Brother HR- 
15 daisywheel precision printer, Sendata 700 
acoustic modem, hundreds of programs in- 
cluding Spellbinder, Supercalc. Worth $5000, 
urgent sale at $2700 or nearest offer. Phone 
(02) 949 4052. 
Sinclair ZX81: And power manual and soft- 
ware, worth over $200 sell, $130 ono. Bryant, 
25 Joyce Ave, Wyoming 2250. Phone (043) 
28 4502. 
HP41C: Math Pac, card reader, wand. All 
manuals and extra software, games, elec- 
tronics, astronomy, $500.00. Mr Smith, (03) 
317 9001 ext 275. 
Are there any other women out there to- 
tally fascinated with the microchip and inter- 
ested in writing games and/or educational 
software for the Comx 35, Spectrum and VZ 
200? Give us a ring on (030) 417 4952. 
To the person who sent me two dollars re- 
cently; please send me your name and ad- 
dress! Nevile Predebon, Rhiannon Software. 
To Sell: Microace, 1K RAM, 4K ROM, plug- 
pack, manuals and tape recorder, $150. K. 
Howell, PO Box 405 Renmark S.A. 
TRS-80: Model 3, 48K RAM, two disk drives 
and software for $1995. Phone (003) 44 8843 
after 9.00 pm EST and ask for David. 
ZX81 Software: Byte-Man $8.00, Star 
Fighter $7.00, Galaxian $6.00, and Intercep- 
ter $5.00. Padular Programs, 22 Brand St, 
Bundaberg 4670. 
Sale or Swap: Hitachi Peach swap for Com- 
modore 64, or sell for $900 ono. John Mason, 
15 Waratah St, Leeton 2705. 

Afron Expansion Unit for Vic-20: Seven- 
slot motherboard, integrated power supply, 
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$175. (02) 652 1094. Glenorie NSW. 

Hewlett Packard: 41-c plus cardreader plus 
two memory modules plus PPC ROM and 
hundreds of cards of software and bookshelf 
of PPC Technical Notes and PPC Journals, 
plus assorted synthetic programming manu- 
als plus lantern battery power plug plus per- 
sonal notes and software and assistance. A 
system — worth over $1K. Selling $770 (very 
neg). Phone Andy (03) 370 7331. 
For Sale: Games and utilities for the Apple 
ll, cheap prices. For list write to — Robert 
Sweeney, 26 Church St, Mudgee 2850. 
System 80: Hangman, Concentration, 
Othello, Music Alarm, BASIC Tutor, Noughts 
and Crosses, Spacerace, Darts, Directory, 
Sortmerge. All $10. Ph (03) 523 7100 ah. 

Kaypro Users’ Group: Is now operating in 
Melbourne. Next meeting is Sunday 27 
November, 1.30 pm, at the Australian Council 
for Education Research, 9 Frederick St, 
Hawthorn. All welcome. Newsletter available 
monthly for interstate users. Membership $20 
per year. All enquiries to KUGVIC, PO Box 
159, Forest Hill 3131, or phone (03) 857 
5462. 
Write Off Theft: Protect your micro, video 
etc. With the revolutinary marker pen, invisi- 
bly mark your telephone number or other 
identifyer. One pen will identify most items in 
your home/school/company. Only readable 
with a U.V. light. $8.50 each. Frazer Elec- 
tronics, P.O Box 485, Ringwood, Vic. 3131 
MicroBee-STD Bus: Interface and eight-slot 
motherboard. Use Little Big Board for disk 
interface etc. SSAE to B. Sting, 6 Favril St, 
Hampton 3188. 
MicroBee Software: Xlotto selector uses 
special technique to choose Xlotto draws. 
Two programs and manual, $9.95. Myles, 5 
Pasadena Crescent, Pasadena 5042. 
Spectravideo Computer Owners: Are you 
buying Australian software? Pacman is now 
available on cassette for only $15 and for 
only $10 more you will become a member of 
the largest Spectravideo Users’ Group. Nor- 
mal membership is $15. Membership entitles 
you to a monthly newsletter and access to 
the software library. Reply to — S.V., 48 
Heather St, Launceston, Tasmania 7250. 
MicroBee: Recommended cassette recorder, 
National RQ2106, purchased from A.T. for 
$49.50, unused, in box, sell $30. Phone (02) 
671 2829. 
2X81: 16K, all leads, adaptor, four books, 
six-level chess plus three other programs. 
$150 ono. Phone (03) 509 8295. 
COMX Games: Boggled, 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe, 
Alibi (murder puzzle), Snafu (jigsaw puzzles). 

$14 each plus $2.00 p&p. Catalogue avail- 
able. Azmic Software, P.O. Box 358, Fitzroy 
3065. 

For Sale: Personal computers. Jupiter Ace 
(new), ZX80 (in good working condition), 
ZX81 (not in working order), ZX 16K RAM, 
ZX printer, high-power adapter (AC adapter 
model No 630), joystick PC-6052, many rolls 
of printer paper, computer magazines, tapes 

of programs, etc. Send reasonable offers to 
6 Pacific St, Kiama 2533. 
For Sale: Dick Smith System 80 computer, 
16K, manuals, as new, some software. $440 
ono. P.O. Box 17, Koorawatha 2807. 
For Sale: ZX80 8K ROM, slow mode, inverse 
video, psu, VHF compatible, program cas- 
sette, $100. Ring Stuart (02) 560 7050. 
For Sale: VIC-20 Datasette, games and 
other software worth $70. Manuals and ac- 
cessories. Value $575, sell $370 ono. (07) 
370 1745. 
MicroBee: Mytek ‘Machine Code’ and 
‘BASIC’ tutorials. Brand new, still in original 
packaging. Pre-IC models only. $12.50 each. 
(02) 731 9473 ah. 
MicroBee Program: Information on 12 mod- 
ern military aircraft (e.g. range, maximum 
speed), uses PCG facility. 16 or 32K. $5.50. 
Shane Debney, 81 Berkeley Avenue, Heidel- 
berg 3084. Tape only. 
For Sale: Sorcerer computer, Micropolis 
315K drive, CP/M, M-BASIC 80, S100 expan- 
sion unit, monitor, disks, heaps of software, 
documentation. $1800. Ring (069) 48 4239. 
21 excellent System 80 programs: Send 
SSAE for free catalogue and price list. Vin- 
cent Winterbine, 6/10 Hoddle St, Elsternwick 
3185. 
Wanted: Help with Asylum adventure! Up to 
“Exador, Burro and Cantern, seeking truth”. 
Andrew Arnisor, 25 Aloomba Rd, Ashgrove 
4060. 
Appie-compatible computer: 64K with disk 
drive, brand new, will deliver, $998.00. Ask 
for Helen. Ph (058) 21 7155 bh. 
Visicalc: Programs for IBM-PC, brand new 
and unused, sell at less then half original 
cost: $175. Phone (02) 633 4915 ah. 
MicroBee: Four-reel poker machine. Play it 
at home, but don't lose your money. Also a 
bonus copy of Battleships. Just $9.95 plus 
$1.00 postage. Send your mail order to David 
Peters, 190 Bourke Rd, Umina 2257. 
Guarantee prompt delivery. 
System 80: 16K plus green screen monitor, 
books and programs. $500, Phillip. Ph (02) 
86 6379. 
MicroBee Software: ‘Golf, ‘Lunar Lander’ 
and lightpen programs. Send stamped SAE 
for catalogue. Chris Dalitz, 12 Paperbark 
Close, Wyoming 2250. 
Wizzard: 14K, cassette, four cartridges, pro- 
grams, manuals. Value $600. Sell $400 ono. 
(054) 91 1548 ah. 

Apple ll: Keyboard plus disk drive plus mon- 
itor sells away $1950. New and unused. Ring 
(02) 212 1660. 
New Printer: CP80 $500, Super 5 disk drive 
$360, Japan monitor $220, joystick $30. 
Phone (02) 958 2197. 
Osborne |! Computer: With Epson MX100 
and video monitor. Phone Lyn (054) 86 2522 
ah or (054) 82 2866. 



Apple I! Original Games: For catalogue 
write to Ban-Pit, 79 Lakeside Ave, Mount 
Beauty 3699 or phone (057) 57 2097. 
For Sale: System 80 16K with monitor. Wide 
variety of programs including EDTASM+, 
Pascal. Books, manuals etc. $500. Phone 
Nick, (050) 23 3043 ah. 
Sinclair Spectrum: 48K, manuals, high-re- 
solution graphics, $290, Spectrum tapes, 
books, magazines, $50, or $325 the lot. (047) 
39 2015. 
Tandy COCO Hardware: Utility board with 
general buffered cartridge socket interface, 
includes a 64K RAM disk, an EPROM prog- 
rammer for 2716, 2732, 2764, 2532 and 2564 
EPROM types, and operating system in 
2532/64 ROM, all for $220. Board only avail- 
able for $50. Will fit 64K memory upgrades 
for $80 and warrant system for six months 
(Tandy warranty is invalidated). General 
COCO repairs carried out at cost. Enquires 
to Vandata, P.O. Box 433, Noble Park 3174. 
280-based $100 system: 64K static mem- 
ory, graphics, 2 and 4 MHz operating speeds, 
10 MHz motherboard, DG680 CPU, DG640 
VDU, 12” monitor, cassette, Clair C70 
keyboard, $1150 ono. Phone (046) 26 4154. 
Peach For Sale: 48K, dual DSDD drives, 
light pen, CP/M, manuals, and software in- 
cluded. Offers. Phone Young (03) 578 9289. 
Printer: Seikosha GP80-M, suit Apple, 
TRS80, System 80, etc. Paper, spare rib- 
bons, manual, $300.00. Phone Geoff after 
.4.30 pm (046) 26 4796. 
TRS-80: 16K Extended BASIC colour com- 
‘puter. $110 games software, two joysticks, 
cassette cable and manuals. Worth $710, sell 

, $499. Phone (059) 56 7233. 
‘Atari 800: 16K, BASIC cartridge and pro- 
gram recorder for sale. $980, as new. A 
‘McFarlane, Box 519, Cobdogla 5346. Phone 
(085) 88 7144. 
MicroBee Memory Map: The most com- 
prehensive listing available to date. Over 300 
‘addresses of firmware routines and functions. 
Plus parallel, serial and 50-way port data. 17 
‘pages, $3.50. Mail order to B. Proctor, 27 
‘Roberts Ave, Mortdale 2223. Prompt return 
, guaranteed. 
MicroBee Quality Software: ‘Financial Man- 
ager’ can monitor and reconcile any bank or 
building socity account. Up to 24 expense 
categories, each with a sub-total and percen- 
tage for analysis. Formatted screen provides 
two reports. Contains printer routine (for 
ITOH — conversion data supplied) plus data 
save and load. Instructions, tape, postage 
$15. Mail order to B. Proctor, 27 Roberts Ave, 
Mortdale 2223. Prompt return guaranteed. 
MicroBee Quality Software: ‘Radio Fre- 
quency and Station Index’ for amateur 
operators, CB’ers, shortwave and scanner 
listeners. Records and later searches on fre- 
quency, callsign or time of day. Provision for 
user notes on each station. Contains printer 
routine, also data save and load. Instructions, 
tape, postage $15. Mail order to B. Proctor, 
27 Roberts Ave, Mortdale 2223. Prompt re- 
turn guaranteed. 
‘MicroBee Quality Software: ‘Text Editor’. 
Why overspend on a high-priced word pro- 
cessor if an efficient editor will meet your 
needs? This time-proven editor has all the 
necessary composition aids (proofread, block 
move, edit, insert, delete, print, save, 'oad) 

required for business and personal reports 
and letters. Instructions, tape, postage $15. 

Mail order to B. Proctor, 27 Roberts Ave, 
Mortdale 2223. Prompt return guaranteed. 
IBM-PC S.A. Users’ Group: Formed in 
June, presents a newsletter which is devoted 
entirely to the PC and compatibles. This is 
available for a $10 sub for 12 issues or $1 
for a trial issue (cheques to PC S.A. Users’ 
Group). Contact P.O. Box 68, Walkerville 
5081. 
Sharp PC-1500: Mini-micro, 8K module, 
printer, cassette interface, spare pens, paper, 
software. $500. M Ingall, 42 Shaw St, 
Mortlake 3272. (055) 99 2056. 
Black and White Monitor: In perfect condi- 
tion. Sells in shops for $150. For you only 
$85. Phone (02) 98 9950. 
ViC-20 Games: Ten top games for $15 incl 
3-D Maze, Time Bomb. Send remittances to 
A Busuttil, 108 North Rd, Avondale Heights 
3034. 
Cheap MicroBee Software Wanted: Write 
to Shaun, 12 King Street, Lom Maitland 2320 
for all inquiries. 
MicroBee Owners: Why not join the 150 
members who already receive regular copies 
of ‘The Beeline’ from the Sydney MicroBee 
Users’ Group? For details phone Colin Trin- 
gham on (02) 92 6408 ah or Tony Williams 
at (02) 909 3951. 
VIC-20 Games: Space games incl. Defender, 
Scramble and Victrek, eight in all for $24, all 
popular arcade games, also many other bar- 
gains. Send money to Anthony Camilleri, 1 
Duke St, Avondale Heights 3034. 
Sharp MZ-80B: Including recorder and mon- 
itor. Pascal, Editor/Assembler, BASIC, Linker 
5 manuals. V.G. condition. cost $2000 (ap- 
prox) sell for $1500 ono. Phone (049) 43 
7503 ah. 
MicroBee: Educational software. Suitable 
primary and secondary schools. For com- 
plete list, write R. Goodison, 14 Mollison St. 
Broadford 3658. Phone (057) 84 1926. 
Atari Owners S.A.: Adelaide Atari Computer 
Club holds monthly meetings. For details 
write to Secretary, P.O. Box 333, Norwood 
5067. 
MicroBee Users’ Group of SA: GPO Box 
767, Adelaide 5001. Contact Brian Uren (sec- 
retary) (08) 260 5038 (6-8 pm) for member- 
ship, meetings, newsletters. 
Kaypro User Group: Meets first Tuesday of 
the month in Adelaide. Contact (08) 223 6333 
and ask for Myles. 
Sutherland Super 80 Group: Recently 
formed informal group — for more information 
ring Jim Traeger (02) 525 2018 or David 
Naylor (032) 521 6092. 
Sydney Forth Group: Promotes Forth, a 
new computer language. Listings for lan- 
guage available for most processors. Write to 
S.F.G., 10 Binda Rd, Yowie Bay 2228. 
For Sale: Verbatim disks, $4.00 each (50 
cents postage). Box of 10, $31.00 ($1) post- 
age. Plus Apple II, Il+, lle games. For 
catalogue on games, phone (03) 725 0176 
ask for Jon. 
Large Shop/Office: Main road, Rozelle, sult- 
able for computer outlet, lease or business 
venture. Phone owner (02) 399 7924 ah. 
16K MicroBee Text Adventure: Four pro- 
grams, three stages, 23K of code. $10 inc 
postage to 12 Lanark Ave, Paradise 5075. 
Anti-glare Filters: One of each new, to sult 
Osborne and Kaypro computers. Will sell for 
$19 and $48 respectively. Write to 21 Sluman 
St, West Ryde 2114. 

Apple li: 48K, 16K RAMcard, two disk 
drives, Epson MX80, Vision 80, green VDU, 
software, $2600. Phone (049) 30 1148 ah. 
For Sale: ViC-20, datasette, super expander, 
lots of books, over 100 games on cassette. 
Cost $700, sell $600. Phone (03) 376 9366. 
APF IM-1; Colour monitor, two disk drives, 
Selko 80 col. printer, software. Any reasona- 
ble offer. (002) 49 3667. 
Hitachi ‘Superpeach’ System: Hi-res colour 
monitor, D8/OD drives, CP/M card, CP-80 
printer, many extras inc. all software. Best 
offer. Phone Phil (03) 793 2863. 
MicroBee Printer: Star printer including se- 
rial port and cable, runs LPrint, etc, and 
Wordbee; bargain $570. For details phone A. 
Gray (02) 48 3807. 
Sharp PC1600: Inplant/pipeline pressure 
drop program for liquid/gas/two-phase flow. 
Sl or English units. Requires 4K module. 
Tape and instructions $15. Cheque/MO to K. 
Vangulick, Wildflower Crt, Warrandyte 3113. 
Marketing Oppurtunity: | have developed a 
Job and Contract Management System for 
Service Organisations and wish to sell the 
source code (Microsoft COBOL) and the 
complete Zenith microcomputer system used 
to develop it. Prices — source code and mar- 
keting rights $6000, hardware (and utilities) 
$6000, or the lot for $10,000. For more de- 
tails phone (09) 401 7041 Team Computing. 
2X81: As new, virtually unused, including 
transformer, manual, book, 16K RAM pak, 
leads. Bargain at $160. Jason (03) 241 4755, 
after 6 pm. 
MicroBee: 16K, converted TV monitor, Na- 
tional cassette player, books and software, 
$480 ono the lot. Ring after 4.00 pm (047) 
31 4235. 

Tandy Model lil: 48K with one disk drive, as 
new $1900 ono. Phone Joan (02) 399 2966 
bh or (02) 30 4859 ah. 
Printer: ITOH Model 8510 dot matrix serial, 
as new, $600 ono. Phone Joan (02) 399 
2966 bh or (02) 30 4859 ah. 
Exciting Arcade Game: For the Sinclair 
ZX81 16K, ‘Cave Man’ ~ eat the gold blocks, 
trlumph over the ghosts and get the myeterl- 
ous treasure. $15 inc. p and p. K. Leake, Box 
1602, Mildura 3500. 

TRS-80: Model 1'ers. Bored with Space In- 
vaders, then try ‘Space Piracy’ - a 16K 
BASIC program that allows you to fight and 
trade on 15 planets. SSAE + $15.00 to 
‘Space Piracy’, 52 Lowry St, Cardiff 2285. 
2X81: Must sell, 16K RAM-Pack, books, 10 
program tapes. Ideal for beginners, good 
price. Ring (068) 62 1036 ah. 

For Sale: TRS-80 model |, 4K level !, mon- 
ltor, cassette recorder, software, dust covers, 
8400. Phone (02) 599 1291. 
Complete Futures and Share Trading Sys- 
tem: Hardware, software optional extras, 
based on Apple Il+. Very comprehensive 
system, only slightly used, as new. $6000 
negotiable. 1.0.S. 560 15” printer available 
separately for $110. Phone Dick bh (02) 269 
6136, or (047) 51 3803 after 8 pm. 
For 16K ZX81: How to break into machine 
code programs which autostart on loading, 
@.9. ZXChess. Lets you obtain back copies, 
study m/c etc. $3.95 and SAE to Jason Teh, 
23 Church Rd, Doncaster 3108. 
Apple il: Ten disks with top games for sale. 
$5-$20 or all for $110. Ring Darrin on (08 
447 7545. 
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LATEST VERSIONS of the KAYPRO II 
differ from the earlier ones in a number 
of ways. Perhaps the most obvious is 
that Microsoft BASIC-80 is now included 
as part of the software package, but 
there are several other changes that are 
of interest to owners of earlier models. 

First, there has been a small hara- 
ware change. Apparently some disk 
problems were traced back to a problem 
with the 1 MHz clock used by the disk 
controller. A small change has been 
made to the clock divider IC to change 
the phase of the clock with respect to 
the CPU clock. The IC involved is U87, 
a 74LS390. You can tell if the change 
has been installed by having a look at 
U87. If it already has two small wire jum- 
pers att: shed to its pins then you al- 
ready have the mod and need proceed 
no further. 

The change can be made with no 
modifications to the board at all, so if 
you feel nervous about making this 
change simply buy a spare 74LS390 be- 
fore you start. If anything goes wrong in- 
sert the spare and you will be back to 
scratch. Before starting, arm yourself 
with a good-quality Philips-head screw - 
driver—the screws in the case are on so 
tightly that you risk damaging them if 
you use an inadequate screwdriver. In 
fact, removing the cover is the hardest 
part of the job. 

The first step is to remove U87 and 
bend out pins 9 and 1. Pin 9 can be cut 
off. Solder a wire jumper from pin 1 to 
pin 6 and another from pin 12 to pin 15. 
Note that for pins 6, 12 and 15 this is 
a very delicate job, which involves sol- 
dering to the ‘shoulder’ of the pin and 
ensuring that solder does not flow down 
onto the part of the pin that will go back 
into the socket. U87 can now be re- 
placed, being careful that the pins and 
jumpers do not touch adjacent compo- 
nents. Pin 1 does not go back into the 
socket. 

As there is more room above the IC 
than alongside it, an alternative ap- 
proach might be easier. This requires a 
16-pin DIP header — the device that is 
used for mounting discrete components 
or umpers into an IC socket. Hold the 
header in an old wirewrap socket that 
has been pushed into a piece of foam. 
This provides a heatsink and a work 
stand in one. Solder your 74LS390 to 
the header (except for pins 1 and 9) and 
run the jumpers from pin to pin. The 
header and IC can now be inserted in 

place of the original IC, which you can 
hold as a spare in case anything goes 
wrong. 

This technique of mounting the IC in 
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a DIP header will be used for future 
mods, so you might like to lay in a small 
supply. 

Other Problem Areas 
There are a number of other possible 

causes of disk problems. Apparently 
some units were shipped without the 
correct 150 ohm terminating resistor 
packs in the drives. This resistor pack 
pulls the open-collector lines of the data 
cable high, and is supposed to be instal- 
led in drive B only. You can just see it 
with the drive mounted if the data cable 
is removed. It is the device that looks 
like an IC mounted in a socket im- 
mediately in front of the connector and 
towards the centre-line of the drive. The 
blank space in the A drive should be ob- 
vious. 

The terminators were probably incor- 
rectly placed when drives were swapped 
at some stage — drives A and B are not 
interchangeable. If for some reason they 
have to be interchanged then a jumper 
block has to be swapped, as well as the 
terminator pack. 

Be careful when handling the data 
cable connector, as the tiny plastic 
orientation tab is easily misplaced, cre- 
ating the danger of plugging the cable 
in backwards. 

Another potential problem has been 
inadequate tightening of the shaft of the 
head positioning stepper motor to the 
stepper assembly. A small Allen screw 
on the shaft fitting has to be very tight, 
or the head does not step fully. This 
problem can take considerable finding, 
as the head appears to move in re- 
sponse to disk access commands. The 
best way to check it is to move the head 
mechanism by hand. If the ‘steps’ of the 
stepper motor cannot be clearly felt then 
the shaft is slipping. The drive will prob- 
ably have -to be realigned after tighten- 
ing the shaft mounting screw. 

The second change in the newer 
models is in the operating system. The 
code to turn the disk drive motors off 
has now been put at the end of the disk 
access routines instead of at the start of 
the keyboard input routine. This means 
that the drives now turn off during any 
pause — not just when the machine is 
waiting for operator input. This is par- 
ticularly useful when doing long loads or 
dumps at 300 bd, or when reading the 
screen after the Perfect Writer ‘D’ com- 
mand! 

The other major change is that the 
procedures to format, copy and 
SYSGEN a disk have been completely 
rewritten. All these procedures are now 
combined into one program, so all three 

can be executed by selecting a single 
option from the main menu. In addition, 
when a disk is SYSGENed the program 
will provide an option of inserting an 
auto-start facility. If this option is used 
then the nominated program will be run 
whenever the disk is inserted in drive A 
and cold-booted. For first-time users this 
makes the setting up of the system very 
easy. 

All the original options of copy and 
format (and others) are available 
through an ‘expert’ option in the new 
copy program. 

There may well be other changes in 
the operating system, but they do not 
appear to be significant. Incidentally, it 
turns out that LADDER and CATCHUM 
are written in compiled Microsoft BASIC- 
80. | knew the compiler was fast but | 
didn’t suspect it would be capable of 
that kind of screen display on a machine 
running at 2.5 MHz. 

Additional Software 
Another addition to the standard set of 

software is a package called UniForm 
from Micro Solutions. This package per- 
mits the Kaypro to format and use disks 
in Osborne 1 (SD and DD), Xerox 820 
(SD and DD) and TRS-80 Model 1 (SD) 
formats. The disk in the alternative for- 
mat can only be used in drive B and 
cannot be used by COPY, but the pro- 
grams are very useful for transferring 
software from one disk format to 
another. The programs are easy to use 
and the short but adequate instruction 
sheet is a model of clear, precise ex- 
pression. 

The manual for S-BASIC has been 
extensively revised, but it is not much of 
an improvement over the original. The 
printing is better and it now has a table 
of contents and an index, but the organi- 
sation is not improved and it is still not 
complete. 

For example, the table of run-time 
error codes is in the section entitled 
‘CONTROL STATEMENTS’, and the 
only explanation for the STOP state- 
ment is that it is the same as END, 
which it is not. The statement summary 
is in no logical order and the additional 
text seems to be written by someone for 
whom English is not the first language. 

The only significant addition to the 
manual is a 30-page Beginner’s Section, 
which introduces both the procedures of 
compilation and the keywords of S- 
BASIC in a logical, step-by-step man- 
ner. Although it contains errors and 
fuzzy statements it should be some help 
to the beginner. C] 
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; DEALERS, distributors, mail-order houses and'other commercial organisationn «1 intlivihiate win 
have a message to spread but don't want to outlay the sums required for full sale arivertionty ear lake 

" advantage of our Market Directory — small ads to help those searching for outlets nervicee anne 
* equipment. For details contact Your Computer on.(02) 662-8888 or write to PO Hon 1 Waterless M1 / 

DON’T WASTE TIME 
SEARCHING THE 
GALAXY. 

VISIT THE 
SPECIALISTS... 

MULTE) 

COMPUTER 
BOOKS 
G13 WALLACEWAY, 
CHATSWOOD 

LOW COST/HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 

MULTI-PURPOSE iia, 
MICROCOMPUTER IDEAL FOR 
OFFICE, FACTORY AND HOME 

MF COMPUTERS PTY LTD 
9 Ada Avenue, Brookvale, 
N.S.W. 2100 
Tel.: (02) 939-1800. Tlx: AA73775 

SORCERER 
DISC CONTROLLER 

$575. (incl. tax) 

complete 5” & 8” disk systems also 
available 

Digitrio’s new disk controller is the most versatile way to 
attach floppy disk drives to the Sorcerer microcomputer. 
First released in June 1982 the Digitrio controller is now 
being used by satisfied customers throughout Australia and 
overseas. 
For further information contact: 
DIGITRIO, BOX 4553, MELBOURNE, VIC. 3001 
(03) 578 4094 B.H. 
(03) 537 2786 A.H. 

RS232 SWITCH PROBLEMS? 

Let the RS232 tester help you solve your 
computer interface problems. 

* Simple Connection * No Power needed 
* Displays transmit data 

receive data, request to send, clear to 
send, data set ready, data terminal ready, 

carrier detect. 
$38.00 post paid Plus tax. 

MF COMPUTERS 
9 Ada Ave Brookvale 2100 

Tel.: (02) 939-1800. TIx: AA73775 

“Disk Drivo Service 
And Maintenanne'' 

Mr Floppy Pty Ltd offers. trill cvaitenantee 
and “6 Months Service cin reneenteusenenevedemel 
on most brand floppy dick lives 
Quick turnaround and very coonprealiiive 
rates. 
* Maintenance Contract. available 
* 6 Monthly Service Contra ta 

MR FLOPPY PTY 1 11) 

9 Ada Avenue 
Brookvale N.S.W ota 

Tel.: (02) 939-1800 Tl» AA/A/7B 

Laboratory Micronyatarin 
FORTH for Z80, 8086, 68000. 16M/PO, 104/00 

FORTH-83 interpreter-compilen wilt virtunot conmenen 
management, assembler, Custorminatile futl ar tame @eNlee Mine 

editor, decompiler, GeMonstration prraqpersve coved et alee 

Extensions to use StaMdard GiSc Ales crt salt vopreanabinngy ey alernre 
functions. 130+ page manual. 

Z80 FORTH for CP/M or MP/M } Ae] 
8080 FORTH for ICL PC fh 
8086 FORTH for CP/M 86 190 
PC/FORTH for IBM Personal Computer tau 
6800 FORTH for CP/M 68K wns 

Nautilus cross-compiler to Modify nin tou. et ot gree 
headerless, ROMable code 

Hosts: 280, 8080, 8086, IBM/PC. titan 
Targets: Z80, 8080, 8086, IBM/I"0. ti tt tuhied 

68000 
One host and one target $350 6 HOW tt tue 
Other Forth extensions and packages cyveiteaite 

MICROTRIX COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
24 Bridge St, Eltham, Vic 300!) bunt cd) de penne 

‘itt «thy 4 be ALA 

ia Bl , 

BIT SWITCH 
“BIT SWITCH" designed for versatility « 
nection of RS232) devices. “one in 
bidirectional change-over switch. 

Nanenene 

FEATURES: * Low Cost, High Reliibulity tat teat 
*® Compact, Fully enclosed tiie 
*® Single P.C.B. with pola bil. ten 
*® Low Resistance, GOLD ait l tat 
* Available with 8 or 24 wvwobe bd tin 
® 5 vear “local manutactuter cee eet 

* Simple to use * No maintenance & oe puree 
requirements. 

$228.00 Plus Tax if applicable. 
MIF COMPUTERS PTY Th) 

9 Ada Avenue, Brookvale 2 too 
Tel.: (02) 939-1800. ‘TIx: AAS | 

ROCKSOFT COMPUTERS 
Home Computer Specialists 

Stockists of ZX Spectrum, Comx 
35 Commodore 64, ZX 81 

hardware, books and software. 
Ask for our catalogue. 

Send SSAE. 
Mail Orders: 
GPO Box 5194AA, Melbourne 3001. 
P.O. Box 325, Kensington 2033. 
Callers Welcome: 
7/255 Dorset Road, Boronia, Vic. 
Phone: (03) 762-6244 (24 Hours 
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MICROBEE PROGRAMS 
(‘Hl OMP — For use with all 
Microbees including IC. This is 
one Of the better versions of the 
vild classic “Pac Man”. It can be 
operated via the keyboard or with 
joysticks. Price $21.00. 
lor software catalogue for 
Microbee programs please write. 
Atthors: We require quality 
proyrrams to market -— please 
contact to discuss terms etc. 

AURORA DATA SERVICE 
PO Box 80 Villawood 2163. 

Ph: 726-5948. 

Quality 
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VZ 200 Software 
‘seopohrinticaitad Arcade Games in machine 
cevele, fost, axciting and very challenging 

SUPER INVADERS, 10 levels of skil 
lake the cheallange to destroy the aliens 

hofore they destroy you. 

PAKMAN 

$14.95 
each plus P & P $1.50 or 2 for $25 

senl Chercque or money order. 
Now programs bocoming available send 

4S.A.L. for information to 
R.S. Miller 

8 Mulga Street 

A clillesnandt mveazas, fast and excitin 

ALTONA, Vic, 3018 
Tel (03) 367 1469 
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Services 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: We are happy 
to receive your comments and, if they are of 
interest to other readers, publish them. Let- 
ters will only be considered for publication if 
they include your name and address, al- 
though we can withhold such details from 
publishing on request. Note that we reserve 
the right to (and probably will) edit all letters 
for the sake of brevity, clarity or accuracy. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Standard rate within Au- 
Stralia, $24; airmail $35. Available free with 
membership to the Mi-Computer Club (club 
membership fee of $30 includes free 
magazine binder and sticker). All overseas 
rates are a minimum $10 (surface) or $15 
(air) higher, are quoted in (and must be paid 
in) Australian dollars; they are available on 
application. Allow up to eight weeks for sub- 
scription processing. 

BACK COPIES: and single issues are avail- 
able from the publisher's office ($2) or by mail 
($2.50). We will supply photostat copies of ar- 
ticles where a back issue is not available, at 
the single-magazine price for each feature 
copied. 

READERS’ ENQUIRIES: We will make every 
effort to answer readers’ written enquiries, if 
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope, although staff shortages and dead- 
line pressures may cause delays. Please in- 
clude your telephone number(s) with any 
enquiry. Phone enquiries not related to sub- 
scriptions, readers’ advertisements, or other 
‘service information’ cannot be accepted. 

COPYRIGHT: All material appearing in Your 
Computer magazine is copyright and cannot 
be reproduced in part or in full, by any 
means, without the written permission of the 
Publisher or Managing Editor. Computer 
clubs and schools can, however, apply for re- 
stricted permanent reproduction rights for 
non-commercial, limited-circulation use (e.g. 
newsletters and class instruction.) Given that 
it sometimes takes us a while to answer such 

requests, you can consider that restricted 
permanent rights apply in these cases from 
the day you send in your letter, and will later 
be confirmed (or withdrawn) by our reply. 

LIABILITY: Although it is policy to check all 
material used in Your Computer for accuracy, 
usefulness and suitability, no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, is offered for any 
losses due to the use of any material in this 
magazine. 

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS: Contribu- 
tions to Your Computer are welcomed and 
will be given every consideration’. Please 
read these notes carefully to get an idea of 
the style and format we prefer. 
All Contributions: should include your 
name, address, and home and office phone 
numbers (in case we need to check details). 
Each page of your submission, and any ma- 
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terial sent with it, should also carry your 
name. 
Contributions on disk: Contributions can be 
accepted in a wide variety of disk formats, al- 
though some we have converted outside our 
offices, which will add to the (often lengthy) 
delay between receipt and acknowledge- 
ment. The preferred medium is IBM standard 
format single-sided, single-density 20cm CP/ 
M disks. We can also handle, in-office, 
Kaypro Il and Osborne 13cm disks, MicroBee 
tapes and 13cm Apple DOS or Apple CP/M 
disks. If you have one of the formats listed 
by Archive Computer Services in Brisbane 
(usually advertised in this magazine), we can 
accept that too. Please pack them extremely 
carefully if posting and label all disks with 
your name, address and phone number. 
Contributions By Telephone: Contributors 
who have modems and suitable software (in 
the MODEM7/YAM mould — see our stories 
on Christensen Protocols in the May and 
June 1983 issues) can arrange direct transfer 
to our computers, or obtain special con- 
tributor access to the Mi-Computer Club Bul- 
letin Board system, which is on-line 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. 
Style: All items should be typed (or printed) 
and double-spaced on plain white paper. We 
will only accept original copies — no photo- 
stats. Include your name, address, telephone 
number and the date on the first page of your 
manuscript (all manuscript pages should 
have your surname and page number in the 
top right-hand corner). Be clear and concise, 
and keep jargon and adjectives to a mini- 
mum. 
Listings: Unless it is absolutely impossible, 
we want listings produced on the computer. 
This reduces the risk of error — if the com- 
puter typed it, the computer probably ac- 
cepted it. Print listings with a dark ribbon on 
white paper, and try to format the output to 
a narrow (40-characters) width. If they can't 
be produced on a printer, borrow a good 
typewriter — hand-written material is likely to 
sit around the office for a year before some- 
one can find time to type it all out for you! 
Please provide an account of what the pro- 
gram does, how it works and so on. Any com- 
ments on the program should refer to the ad- 
dress, line number or label rather than to a 
page number. Any comments on modifying 
the program to work on other machines will 

be appreciated. Try to include a printout of 
at least part of a sample run if possible. 

“Although the greatest care will be exercised 
with contributions, no responsibility can be 
accepted for the safety or return of any let- 
ters, manuscripts, photographs or other ma- 
terials supplied to Your Computer magazine. 
If return is desired, you should include a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. If return 
is critical — say it's something you can't afford 
to lose — then don't send it; we are careful, 
but we're not perfect, and Murphy's Law 
guarantees yours is the one item we'll lose 
this year. 
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WE CAN GIVE YOU THE POWER! 

DRIVE 

ACTIVE 

t WINCHESTER 
Oc DISK SYSTEM 

Nieeannacell 

Make the Right Decision for Your Computer 
Storage: 

The ACT Hard Disk System upgrades? The obvious choice for your micro, the 
your computer to a powerful high per- ACT HARD DISK is now available for: 
formance machine. Supported through- APPLE II @ IBM PC @ DEC RAINBOW 
out Australia, the ACI HARD DISK is 
the answer to your storage problems. 
ACT, the affordable hard disk system. 

PEACH @® KAYPRO @ OSBORNE 
MICRO @ DECISION @ MICROBEE 
HEATH ZENITH @ NORTHSTAR 
SANYO @ SUPERBRAIN @ TANDY 
TIME OFFICE @ TOSHIBA @ XEROX 

_ S 100 @© SIGMA OKI e NEW 
- geliable performance under all conditions, RELEASE: SIRIUS | & NEC APC. 
| makes the ACT Hard Disk unbeatable value. 

- _ Designed and Peeiocured in Australia. 

ree, 

PC Net is a hard disk pene system — 
and cost effective. The disk is divide 

S.A. W.A. 
75 Willoughby Road, COMPUTER MART PTY LTD, MICRO E.D.P. HARDWARE 
Crows Nest, NSW 2065 123 Gouger Street. 9a/1 Leura Avenue, 

OC Phone: (02) 439 6300 Adelaide. SA 5000 Claremont, WA 6010 
Telex: AA 24816 Phone: (08) 51 5363, 212 2888 Phone: (09) 384 5511 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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Coming soon from Llama Soft by Jeff Minter. 
Hover Bovver for the Commodore 64. 

Meta galactic Llamas Battle at the Edge of Time 
for Vic 20. 
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Townsville: Northern Computer 
Sales (077) 724 222? 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Leederville: Bruining Headiam ‘ 

~ Computers (09) 381 2070 ‘ 
~ Osborne Park: Vic. West(09) 4 444 2932 
A.C.T. | 
Fyshwick: Steve's Communication 

(062) 80 433 

Dealer enquiries welcome 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Blackwood: Datapunel 
Computers (08) 278 8602 
Alchmond: Computer Services 
Company — (08) 352 7911 
TASMANIA 
Hobart: Quantum Comp.(002) 31 0222 
Launceston: Advanced 

(003) 7075 


